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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This dissertation explores intersecting spheres of technological, stylistic and 
contextually patterned relationships expressed by 2,191 figurines associated with the 
major Maya polity Cancuén (Figure 1.1). The primary sample is drawn from multi-season 
excavations at the site of Cancuén, which has recovered exotic material goods originating 
from both distant highland and lowland sites (Demarest 2006:162) (Figure 1.2). The 
intensity of the excavation program allows me to explore the extent to which the Cancuén 
figurine material can be used to identify the presence or absence of cultural patterning at 
the site. Use of a multi-scalar perspective in order to organize various lines of figurine 
evidence assists in the determing patterns of social interaction by exploring: (1) 
differential patterns of figurine distribution among residential and ceremonial areas of 
Cancuén; (2) the extent to which figurine dispersion and importation co-vary with other 
materials at sites near to Cancuén (inter-regional); and (3) Cancuén-like figurines at sites 
along riverine systems. This research, therefore, places social interpretations based on 
Maya figurines at one site within a regional perspective. 
Cancuén's external contacts are viewed, in part, through the comparative use of 
figurines recovered from several Late Classic settlements located near or next to the 
Usumacinta, Pasión, Chixoy, and Machaquilá Rivers—sites that hieroglyphic texts record 
as interacting polities. By focusing on these sites located along connecting waterways, I 
am able to discern directions of influence, stability, and change with regard to figurine 
use patterns relative to those seen in other ceramic forms. Traditional archaeological 
1
procedures were used to obtain excavated figurines at target sites, and this corpus has 
been supplemented by the holdings of several museum collections. Stylistic and 
technological information are augmented through an intensive use of chemical data 
obtained by instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA). These diverse data sets 
permit me to explore how figurines express different individual communal roles, varying 
expressions of social interactions, and political-economic boundaries concerning 
Cancuén. 
The creation of Maya figurines as a portable art form can be viewed as a passive 
reflection of cultural norms, or as the manipulation of social, and cultural boundaries. At 
a simple level, demonstrating that figurines were made at one location and moved to 
another suggests contact between social nodes. When this movement is placed within the 
context of shifting power relationships, even a singular occurrence can take on a greater 
significance. Investigations of the representational power of Maya ceramic figurines have 
described these miniaturized objects in various ways. Iconographic attributes have been 
defined through lenses of gender, occupational, natural, and supernatural associations. 
Contemporary perspectives have also given agential powers of social expression to 
figurines in association with occurrences in ritual areas, elite habitation zones, and 
mortuary displays within both the Maya central zone and the southeastern periphery 
(Halperin 2014; Lopipero and Hendon 2009; Triadan 2014; Sears 2016). How these 
figurines were used by ancient people (such as functioning as children’s toys, teaching 
devices, hunting whistles, or ritual ceremonies) is seen to define particular exercises of 
societal power.  
2
Distributional patterns of these portable objects may also assist in confirming 
instances of political or economic influences among Maya sites or regions. This is clearly 
apparent through the examination of figurines that have been recovered from Cancuén, 
which is situated at the headwaters of the Pasión River system at the interchange between 
the highland and lowland environs (Demarest 2004:220). The location of the site near the 
navigable portion of the river provided a ready means of contact with other sites located 
along or near to the Usumacinta, Pasión, Chixoy, and Machaquilá Rivers.  
Figurines as a Subset of Ceramics  
Figurines are only a subset of the ceramic forms made by the ancient Maya. 
Ceramic materials, because of their relative durability and common occurrence at Maya 
sites, provide a staple for archaeological reconstruction. Patterns of ceramic production, 
consumption, and distribution, whether based on technological, formal, or stylistic 
considerations, are used in models of inferred local and long distance social interaction. If 
one wishes to derive information about aspects of social interaction from this single 
expression of cultural material, ceramics can be modeled to operate as descriptors of 
economic and political systems within a society (Sinopoli 2003; Rice 1987; Feinman and 
Nicholas 2004). The archaeological record also reflects variable expressions of ceramic 
forms and daily use. These can be abstracted into categories of utilitarian pottery, 
principally those used for everyday storage and cooking to meet domestic demands; 
service wares (for example, plates, dishes, cups); and ceramic forms used once within in 
a ceremonial context. Pottery can range in execution, however, from being relatively 
crude to being richly painted, with multi-colored scenes on cylinder forms (Reents-Budet 
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1994). Each class of pottery had its own “social dimensions” that operated at the 
household, community, or regional scale (Fry 1980, 2003, Rands and Bishop 1980). 
Archaeologists have relied extensively upon changes in the surface decoration of pottery 
to suggest changes in populations, and political organization— especially those arising 
from “external contact and political incorporation" (Fry 2003:85). 
Maya polychrome cylinders, perhaps because they are painted with hieroglyphic 
texts that name owner, creator, or content, have been the subject of extensive 
investigation for the social basis of their production (Ball and Taschek 2004), their 
circulation as social currency through gifting (Reents-Budet 1994), and status 
enhancement (Helms 1993). Maya polychromes in general, through shape variation and 
painted imagery, have provided the opportunity to explore aspects of both Maya life and 
cosmology. These elaborate polychrome ceramics are recovered from throughout the 
southern Maya Lowlands. Particularly well documented in the western Maya Lowlands 
and in the Usumacinta river drainage there is another ceramic expression, however, that 
also offers an opportunity to glean aspects of social organization and external contacts— 
ceramic figurines. Although more frequently the subject of description than analysis, 
figurines offer the potential for viewing aspects of Maya social expression at the regional, 
local, and, potentially, specific workshop level.  
Research Perspective 
The areas of the Guatemalan El Petén and Alta Verapaz regions where I have 
conducted research remains relatively unexplored, leading to an old, but needed, basic 
comparative methodology towards time and space information. Figurines, the subject of 
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this dissertation, are a significant component of the archaeological record that tends to be 
overlooked for their potential to inform on the past. No one planned excavations to 
recover ceramic figurines, unlike the zeal that is expended in attempts to locate new 
temples or monuments—hopefully bearing glyphs. Recovered figurines are largely the 
result of opportunism. I might be excavating a structure, such as K7-3, having to move an 
elaborate panel bearing the image of Cancuén ruler Taj Chan Ak receiving a K’awil 
scepter, but—hallelujah—there was a figurine. The latter was dutifully logged into the 
reporting system, and bagged as "special" until such time that I assembled the corpus of 
figurines reported here. For reasons discussed in subsequent chapters, figurines have not 
counted as primary materials for time-space systematics in the Late Classic Maya region.   
Because of the exploratory nature of much of Maya archaeology and the role of 
discovery, the start of this study was not initiated with an explicit theoretical design, but 
has used inference based on multiples levels of information. This is certainly not a new 
approach to Maya remains (see Thompson 1956) but it does not rest on the simplest form 
of inference or comparison. At its weakest, inference may focus on a particular stylistic 
attribute and where it occurred across a site. Much stronger inferences, however, can be 
obtained when reasoning becomes recursive and iterative, in the sense of Hodder (1999) 
or Culbert and Rands (2007), where one revisits the data set, introduces new information 
and proposes a new inferential synthesis that approaches a "best fit" with all available 
information (for example, Bishop, Rands and Holley 1982:27; Kelley and Hanen 
1988:360–368). Granted, an explanation based on the information available at any given 
time may not be the "true" or "correct" explanation. It does, however, pave the way for 
future investigations. In this dissertation I analyze a large body of contextualized 
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figurines, recovered by excavation efforts from throughout the site Cancuén and smaller 
habitation, or ritual sites within the region. I also use an extensive neutron activation 
analysis data base to assess and attribute the figurines to likely manufacturing locales. 
Finally, context, chemical composition, technological style and decorative, thematic style 
are woven together in order to glean information about figurine distribution or 
incorporation in aspects of ritual and political economy at Cancuén.  
Chapter 2 introduces the subject of Mesoamerican figurines in general, and the 
way that the study of Maya figurines has been approached. Attempts to shoe-horn 
figurines into taxonomic categories beyond the thematically descriptive have been largely 
unsuccessful. They have not succeeded because the objective of the classification was 
usually not clear. The classifications therefore tended to do little to integrate the figurines 
being described into a more interpretative whole. That said, both style and technology 
have come to be recognized as important for understanding how the figurines were 
circulated through various contexts of Maya life. This chapter also introduces the use of 
analytical instrumentation to obtain objective data that can help to identify whether 
figurines were made locally or not and if non-local, from where. Instrumental analysis, 
however, runs the risk of providing only another type of descriptive information unless it 
is incorporated within a wide body of similarly produced compositional data in 
connection with a social perspective of the past.  
In Chapter 3, I review archaeological research in the region of Cancuén (Figure 
1.3). Situated near to where the Pasión River flows out of the Guatemala Highlands, 
Cancuén is at a physical and cultural divide between highlands and lowlands. Certain 
characteristics however, set Cancuén apart from the major polity of Ceibal roughly 60 km 
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down the Pasión. Most notably, there is a lack of temple structures and it has been argued 
that the nearby karst towers served as proxies (Spenard 2006; Woodfill 2007). The 
landscape contains large cave systems that act as entrances to the underworld enhances 
the drawing power of the region. Among the more remarkable artifacts that have been 
recovered from the excavations, are raw jade boulders, and quantities of debitage from 
jade working. The absence of an abundance of finished jade suggests that Cancuén was a 
site involved with a range of pre-form processing for subsequent distribution to external 
polities (Andrieu et al. 2012, Demarest 2013; Kovacevich 2006, 2007; Kovacevich et al. 
2004, 2005).  
Chapter 4 provides a description of my methodological approach to the study of 
figurines from Cancuén. I discuss the two coding systems that were used to collect the 
descriptive information (see Figure 2.1). Compositional analysis by means of neutron 
activation is again discussed but now in terms of the specific analytical procedures that 
were used to generate elemental concentrations contained in the figurine paste. Attention 
is called to issues of analytical sensitivity and precision and to post-depositional 
alteration that influences the selection of what concentrations are used for 
characterization of the figurines. The search for patterning with the neutron activation 
data matrix is presented in Chapter 6. 
Before a figurine can be analyzed, however, it must be constructed. Clays and 
silty sediments are acquired, processed, formed, dried and fired. The compositional 
profile for any figurine will represent the intersection of natural variation and processing 
choices that are involved. This processing, of course, is carried out with the intent to 
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create a socially and functionally successful figurine. Chapter 5, therefore, is devoted to 
certain fundamentals of figurine construction and forms that were recovered at Cancuén. 
In Chapter 6, I present the results of the neutron activation analysis of figurines 
from Cancuén and nearby sites. Data analysis has partitioned the figurines’ compositional 
profiles into statistically refined reference groups and clusters of samples deemed 
sufficiently similar to be treated as a summary unit for interpretation. For ease of 
discussion, these groups and clusters are assembled according to suggested locations in 
Cancuén or "sub-region" such as having a highland origin, or lower Usumacinta river 
origin. The reference groups and clusters are discussed as to contexts of their makeup and 
noteworthy aspects of their composition that make them separable from the other 
interpretive units similarly formed. Moving beyond the sitelevel, the chemical data within 
a 40,000 sample comparative data base is used to assess the likelihood of there being 
figurines from Cancuén that can be considered to match the characteristic chemical 
profiles for pottery from Maya sites geographically located across the Maya Lowlands 
and Highlands. By using the chemical analyses to determine figurine movement, this 
allows me to make inferences concerning aspects of the Cancuén-based political 
economy.  
With the Reference Groups and Clusters described in the foregoing, I focus in 
Chapter 7 on what the individual figurine or compositionally formed groups of figurines 
indicate about aspects of Cancun's ritual economy. A material product is created in 
communities in order to facilitate belief systems for participation of society members to 
express collective narratives of meaning and rules of behavior (Wells 2006:284). Within 
the Late Classic Maya, material goods were not only for daily existence but also; exotic 
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goods, ceramics, and lithics were all transformed and traded in service to the religious-
political efforts of the court officials, and the ruler (K'uhul Ajaw). In this study, I discuss 
topics that include domestic ritual, ritual set within sacred landscapes such as mortuary 
ritual, ballcourts, aguadas (water pools), and the nearby cave systems.  
Chapter 8 describes the range of imagery represented in the corpus of figurines 
from the site of Cancuén and the surrounding region. In association with the chemical 
groups of figurines that have now been identified, there are community standards or 
preferences to what is presented on the front of a moldmade figurine. The ancient Maya 
sought to present the appearances of natural, cosmological worlds as well as the local 
community members within this ceramic format. Additionally, I draw comparisons with 
other regional work conducted on figurines, as well as other imagery found on other Late 
Classic material remains, such as polychrome pottery in order to determine patterns of 
cultural intention.  
Emphasizing what has been reconstructed using ceramic figurines from the 
Cancuén region is the focus of Chapter 9. Much has already been accomplished and 
interpreted at the site through the perspective of elite settlement studies, jade workshop 
exploration, ceramic chronology, and ritualized geographic features from surrounding 
regions— but ceramic figurines add another layer of evidence for inferring more intricate 
layers of political, economic, and ritualized actions that occurred within this ancient 
Maya community. 
The final chapter attempts to place in perspective how this study's findings relates 
to various narrative themes concerning the interaction, movement, and meaning within 
the collection of figurines from this site and its environs. 
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Two appendicies are provided to give the reader of this dissertation more accesses 
to the basic data underlie the ideas and interpretations presented. Appendix A provides 
the basic descriptive information for 2389 figurine coded in this study. The information 
pertaining to provenience, form, metric, paste color and texture and compositional group 
assignment is listed in coded figurine ID order. Appendix B provides an image catalog, 
again ordered by figurine ID. 
Copyright © Erin L. Sears 2016 
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Figure 1.1.  Map of the ancient Maya sites along the major southern
  river systems (map: modified by Ronald L. Bishop).
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Figure 1.2.  Regional map indicating the areas of exploration outside of
 the Cancuén site.  Excavations included in this study contains
 material remains from the Candelaria cave systems,
 Raxruja Viejo, La Caoba, and Tres Islas.  (map: Marc Wolf,
 Luis F. Luin, and Tomas Barrientos).
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Figure 1.3.  Map of the excavated and explored areas of the Cancuén
 palace center and its surrounding residential areas (map:
 Marc Wolf).
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Chapter 2 
Approaches to Maya Figurine Analysis 
Ceramic figurines are currently ascribed with the ability to indicate various levels 
of past with descriptors such as 'interaction' (Haarmann 2009), 'embodiment' (Meskell 
and Joyce 2003), 'relations' (Hendon et al. 2014), 'indices' of ancient social hierarchy 
(Halperin et al. 2009) or other qualities that are 'hidden' in plain sight (Schele 1997)— 
just ready for discovery. Are ceramic figurines 'mentifacts' as suggested by Haarmann 
(2009), an example of 'mimesis' (Halperin 2014:37) or a pronouncement of identity 
(Stockett 2007)? Do they provide a key to unlock past intentions or to translate the past 
for us today if we just apply a correct anthropological theoretical perspective? Does 
ancient Maya figurine imagery represent an idealized version of how society members 
are supposed to behave? Are figurines meant as a societal teaching device like the 
modern plastic Barbie doll can be an object of play that promotes adult occupational 
aspirations for girls in the present day— just our ideas concerning doll play projected into 
the past? Did the ancient ceramic figurines convey different subliminal messages about 
cultural norms to the elite, commoners, or external communities within Maya society?  
The exploration of such questions is not a new undertaking. Robert and Barbara 
Rands, for example, commented eloquently that Classic Maya figurines displayed 
"realism, elegance and refinement" in relation to their Formative predecessors 
(1965:551). Indeed, ceramic figurines are one of the few material remains within the 
Maya culture that have survived with design, anthropomorphic features, musical 
capabilities, sculptural elements, architectural elements, pseudo-glyphs, active body 
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motion, ancient preferences of gender, humor, reflection of the natural or the supernatural 
world and wheels. They are a manufactured item that results from repetitive behavioral 
patterns of clay procurement, processing, and choice of finishing techniques (appliqué, 
slip, paint, incision, punctation), all coming together and yet sill needing to be fired to 
create the final object. The recovery of these small figurines or figurine fragments within 
ancient houses, palaces, ritual zones, and general trash heaps contribute to various 
qualities of interpretation.  
Although they are a subset of ceramic items created in the Maya region, figurines 
do not enter into the recent ceramic debate centering on the usefulness of the type-
variety-mode classification system (Bill 2013; Culbert and Rands 2007; Adams 2008; 
Rice 1982, 1987, 2013; Sagabiel 2005). The type-variety classification system (TVM) of 
Gifford (1960, 1976 [see also Smith et al. 1960 and Sabloff and Smith 1969]) attempted 
to address classification of pottery through layers of increasing abstraction. By collecting 
fundamental levels of observations, various stages of analysis would occur to create a 
final synthesis of ceramic fragments from any Maya site. Individual attributes of surface 
finish, or modes could be charted or assembled into "types" or 'varieties'—with 
implications for interpreting social behavior. At the local level, the creation of a ceramic 
variety represented the preferences of an individual or small group, as seen in ceramic 
form, whereas the more inclusive ceramic type — a polythetic entity based on the 
predominance of attributes held in common—demonstrated a sharing of both individual 
and cultural standards. The broader ceramic group, subsumes aspects of large-scale 
corporate behavior that in turn, reflects shared ceramic ideas that culminate in a sense of 
"Maya-ness" over long distances (Gifford 1976:32).  
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Since this model of classification was been put into use within the Maya region, it 
is almost a young Maya ceramicist's 'rite of passage' to find fault with its organizing 
features (Rice 2013; Sagabiel 2005). Some scholars have noted aspects of temporality, 
either in types or in traditions that could be readily reflected in a modal distribution 
(Rouse 1960; Rands 1961). Others have commented on the way the system could be 
confused, abused or misused (for example, Smith 1979). This could occur by the creation 
of an infinite number of varieties or types because of an archaeologist's attempt to show 
the uniqueness of a particular site, the potential to "pigeon-hole" ceramics because the 
specimen did not fit into the type categorization, and because a change of a group name 
might not necessarily reflect sharp temporal divisions (Forsyth 1983:229–234). Another 
criticism is that paste determination is not an essential part of the original schema. 
Advocating the use of a paste-ware category, Rice argues that the essential makeup of 
any ceramic object should be considered in conjunction with surface treatments because 
of the combined totality of production choices that ancient potters made to achieve the 
final product (2013:20). Most of the criticisms of the TVM system note that that there is 
an unfortunate tendency to systematically diminish the many levels of variation in a 
ceramic collection (Culbert and Rands 2007, Aimers 2013). There is a benefit to creating 
a standard way of communicating comparative analyses among different ceramicists 
working in other sites or regions as well as having a relatively rapid way to relate field 
observations about a collection (Adams 2008; Rice 2013; Aimers 2013). The continued 
concern is that TVM is fossilized to such a degree within the Maya zone that there is little 
chance for it becoming a valued part of future integrated interpretations (Sagebiel 
2005:62).  
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Style and Classification 
The most noticeable differentiation in classificatory schema involving Maya 
figurines is that historic viewpoints focused mainly on the content or subject matter. In 
Mesoamerica, subject matter has been used since the 1930s to define styles of figurines 
for the purpose of illustrating both temporal and spatial changes. This approach has been 
combined with attempts to build up patterns of motifs and elements that can reflect the 
differences in treatment and representations of the humanoid and animal figures. For 
example, in order to organize the variation found in the Formative figurines from Central 
Mexico, Valliant employed an alphanumeric system, initially created by Clarence L. Hay, 
to distinguish classes of figurines that were considered as corresponding to chronological 
periods (for example, Types, A, B, C, CI, CII, CIII)(1930). Additionally, some formal 
aspects of technological differences were found in characteristics of paste color and 
temper that helped to distinguish among some of the categories, ultimately designated as 
local or non-local (Valliant 1930:59). 
When Rickards (1910) wanted to photograph figurines from the Usumacinta 
drainage, he lined them up as if they were nothing more than items of curiosity. The 
British expedition to Lubaantun, British Honduras (now Belize) illustrated the similarities 
in design within groups of figurine copies, noting in the text variations of costume, 
gender and associated differentiation of secondary objects (Joyce 1933). In 1935, 
however, Mary Butler became the first to attempt a systematized classification of lowland 
Classic Maya Period figurines, which were excavated at the Piedras Negras by the 
University Museum. She expanded beyond generalized aspects of figurine context by 
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delineating two separate body styles that were designated “X” for fine treatment and “Y 
for crude treatment). Three dominant head forms were similarly designated: “A” for an 
oval sloping face and slanted forehead, “B” for square face with bulging head; and “C” 
for wide face with slanting forehead and projecting chin) (Butler1935:25). Three decades 
later, Rands and Rands (1965), using a regional perspective for Palenque figurines, 
elaborated and expanded Butler’s stylistic classification. They combined decorative 
stylistic divisions with descriptions of construction in a combinational approach that 
illustrated major differences among Preclassic and Late Classic figurines found within 
the southern lowland zone. They also described regional distinctions among figurines 
from several regions of the Maya, including the Puuc, Jaina-Campeche coast, Jonuta-
Lower Usumacinta, Palenque, Middle-Upper Usumacinta, Alta Verapaz-Nebaj, Petén, 
and Belize. Each region was found to manifest a distinctive corpus of Maya figurines 
during the Late Classic period (see also Rands and Rands 1965:553–556).  
Piña Chan further elaborated Rands and Rands’s (1965) classification to fit the 
Jaina figurines when reporting his excavations on Jaina Island, off of today’s Campeche 
coast. He created five types based on information regarding manufacturing techniques, 
theme, and sex differentiations (1968:65). His Type I category consists of a solid, hand-
modeled figurine whereas Type II is defined by moldmade heads and modeled bodies. 
Type III consists of mold- made zoomorphs and Type IV figurines are smaller moldmade 
figurines. His Type V are moldmade but rendered in a Fine Orange or Cream White paste 
that is similar to examples of figurines from the Veracruz region.  
Corson attempted to create a different classification scheme, applying it to the 
Jaina figurines in the Instituto Nacional de Antropológia e Historía collection facilities. 
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He based his approach on a combination of diagnostic features, primarily arranged by 
construction processes, anthropomorphic characteristics and body positioning 
(Corson1976). He then assigned the specimens a group label that was intended to indicate 
the geographic location where their manufacture is assumed to have taken place (for 
example, Jaina, Groups B through F; 1976:175). 
In contrast to figurine classifications involving numeric and alpha-numeric 
differentiations of style, Willey assigned lengthy descriptive identifiers to the figurines 
from Altar de Sacrificios and Seibal (1972; 1978). He hoped that such descriptors would 
offer a sense of what was being represented on the figurine. For example, the category of 
animal was divided according to which particular animals were represented, dog, frog, 
turtles, etc. Humanoid figures were classified by the anatomical representation and 
personage traits (for example, solid head; male with fan shaped headdress). It provided an 
easy way to assess what figurine patterns are absent or popular relative to other figurine 
collections as they are compared with other studies at Lowland sites that may have been 
in contact via the Lower Pasión River system (Triadan 2007, Willey 1972, 1978).  
Style and Technology 
The discussion of Valliant’s work (above) noted that his figurine classification, 
which relied heavily upon subject portrayals, incorporated attributes of temper and paste 
color (see Valliant 1930). These attributes were often subsumed under “ware” 
designations that were used widely by archaeologists working in the American Southwest 
and Mesoamerica (see Caso, et. al. 1967; Colton 1965). Researchers in the Maya region 
followed similar practice until the 1960s when application of the type-variety system 
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shifted classificatory emphasis to surface finish (Gifford 1960[see Rands 1991:164]). 
Exceptions are noted, especially in the studies of Rands and Rands (1965) at Palenque 
and by Schlosser at Piedras Negras (1978). Both of these studies involved semi-
quantitative assessment of mineralogical inclusions found in figurine paste. The emphasis 
on paste was less a dramatic breakthrough than practical necessity. Palenque ceramics as 
the figurines were in a heavily eroded state. When I examined the figurines from Piedras 
Negras that were the subject of Schlosser's study (1978), I was impressed by their soft, 
eroded condition, which presented a very coarse appearance as the softer matrix was 
weathered away. On the positive side, attention to the nature of the figurine paste 
occasionally can be related to raw material resources in the environment. Additionally, 
raw materials and their response under forming and firing conditions are important 
considerations for figurine construction, as seen in the need to create a hollow form, 
whistle venting in order to allow gasses to escape during the final sequence. In other 
words, raw materials and their properties are directly related to technological choices that 
are made during the manufacturing processes—choices that can lead to the development 
of a “technological style". 
Technological style shares a methodological approach with decorative styles in 
that they both are creating descriptive concepts of patterning that are then used to indicate 
aspects of social behavior (Lechtman 1977; Rice 1987:201; Winner 1986). Definitions of 
technological styles recognize the patterns of group or individual behaviors that are 
enacted from the initial stages of collection of raw material (for example, clay, stone, 
metal ore), through the processes of creating a final object (for example, ceramic bowl, 
chert blade, metal pin) (Dobres and Hoffmann 1994:216). It places the steps of raw 
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material procurement, processing and manufacture of objects into an organizational 
setting, leading to, among other things, interpretation of the extent of manufacturing 
intensification or specialization of goods or services that might be linked 
interdependently within social and political boundaries (Sinopoli 2003:13,15).  
While some of the technological processes involved in the creation of a figurine 
may be adaptive to available resources, others may be in response to social rules created 
by the artisan (Sillar and Tite 2003:3). This idea incorporates both material and social 
proscriptions that constitute part of the direct or indirect information that is transmitted at 
various micro-scale levels. These micro-scale levels are encoded in the figurines (or 
ceramics) in a process known as chaîne opératoire or "operational sequence" (Lemonnier 
1986). While technological style may seem almost inherent, the idea of an operational 
sequence is that there is a multitude of variation originating from the information that is 
expressed in the temporal, spatial, or socially differentiable patterns found in the 
archaeological record (Wobst 1977; Wiessner 1983; Sackett 1982; Dobres and Hoffman 
1994; Hegmon 1998; Sillar and Tite 2003). This is in contrast to "information exchange 
theory" or social boundaries that view this form of data as a passive reflection of 
asserting ethnicity or identity (Gosselain 1998:82). Or that technological diversity is 
defined through an evolutionary approach where behavior is explained through 
environmental or functional influences (see Neff 1993). 
Collectively, decorative and technological styles of figurines constitute a myriad 
of ancient social connections and choices. And while style and ancient technological 
choices can be used to monitor aspects of ancient social behaviors, it should be 
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recognized that style may also be influenced by the associations and contexts of the 
figurines, and the movement of people or goods (Hegmon 2000:4).  
Monitoring the Movement of Figurines 
Small size facilitates the movement of ceramic figurines from the place of 
manufacture to other areas such as a nearby residential setting, an elite palace compound, 
a special ritual area, an intermediate region, or to far distant sites. Actions that contribute 
to the movement of such miniaturized items include being gifted, sold, traded by means 
of person-to-person interchange, or through larger systemic arrangements like a market 
place. Ceramic figurines also can be acquired from or distributed to other communities 
within a region, or even beyond the immediate area (see Sinopoli 1991:104; Arnold et. al. 
2007:62). The determination of how figurines moved throughout a site, area or region, 
offers a possibility to discern distribution of economic goods that might be related to 
control of labor, resource procurement zones, and final products (Schortman and Urban 
1992). Figurines can also be considered as a material objects that are tied to specific 
levels of production units, (for example, household, workshop, and/or village industry) 
that contain different social stratification and organization patterns (Sinopoli 2003:19). 
Those that are involved at the highest organizational levels, such as elites, may extract 
overt control (by commissioning specific pieces) or exert benign influence (such as 
participating in communal feasting events) (Schortman and Urban 1992:237). The 
production of figurine material may occur across a wide range of settings, scales, or 
intensity across a landscape. Distribution of figurines from elite spaces to the linkage 
with similar imagery found in common residential units, or to other distant polities is a 
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part of the demonstration of evidence of how Maya elites are involved in the influence of 
figurine production (Halperin 2014; Triadan 2007).  
Beyond consideration of a single polity, figurines participate in various trade or 
exchange systems according to social or economic reasons. Plog (1977) outlined several 
aspects of manufacturing behavior that ideally must be taken into consideration to 
identify a trade or exchange system: content, magnitude, diversity, duration, size, 
directionality-symmetry, centralization, and complexity). This is a major challenge to the 
archaeologist given the fragmentary depositional record and sampling limitations. 
Underlying the understanding of the various considerations is the notion of movement, 
frequently cast at the supra-site level into questions of “local” versus “non-local.”  
Determining what is “local” versus what is considered “exotic” or “imported” to a 
site can be assisted by using stylistic or technical (formal) studies (Bishop, Rands and 
Holley 1982; Rice 1982; Rice 1987:309; Sinopoli 1991, 104). This very point was raised 
by Anna O. Shepard in a letter to Robert Rands in 1959. Shepard and Rands were 
intrigued by the presence of volcanic ash and volcanic dust in certain pottery from 
Palenque. Shepard, working with powder mounts of the pottery, found indications of 
several different sources for the ash. Because of the wide-spread nature of volcanic ash in 
the Maya area, Shepard cautioned about becoming too optimistic about finding "the" 
sources for the ash without the supporting evidence of style (letter from Anna O. Shepard 
to Robert L. Rands, January 24, 1960 [letter in possession of the author, emphasis 
added]). Elsewhere, it is clear that for Shepard, a consideration of style included 
technology (see articles in Bishop and Lange 1991[especially those of Bishop 1991 and 
Rands 1991]). 
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Application of sensitive analytical techniques for the chemical analysis of the 
figurine paste increases the resolution at which the local/non-local questions can be 
addressed. Central among these are questions involving manufacturing and distributional 
patterns of the figurines, the results of which can be cast into a framework of social and 
economic relations beyond the site level where both “core” and “periphery” are 
identifiable (Santley and Alexander 1992:24; Helms 1993; Schortman and Urban 1994). 
The building of such models, including possible recognition of exchange networks where 
figurines are passed on or emulated between two different areas (Schortman and Urban 
1992:236), requires consideration of the social context of recovered materials.  
Questions raised about local and non-local or core vs. periphery are based 
primarily upon comparison of similar objects (morphologically) in contrast to objects that 
are few or rare. Yet, many archaeological projects are site or sub-regionally focused. 
Figurines sampled for compositional analysis might be compared to paste characteristics 
of other figurines, depending upon the breadth of an overall culturally focused database 
or to the ceramics of the site which may contain a different paste recipe because of other 
ancient technological needs (the caveat being that there will not always be a perfect 
match between figurine and ceramic paste recipes because there are artisan decisions of 
temper choice, or the removal of particulates in the clay matrix for firing purposes). It has 
been argued that compositional analysis is inherently "spatial" in its approach with time 
perhaps being considered as a secondary aspect (see Bishop, Rands, and Holley 1982). 
Clearly a lack of comparative data hindered some of the earliest studies that applied 
chemical analysis to Maya figurines. 
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 Among the early applications of chemical analysis for the study of figurines in the 
Maya area were by those of Goldstein (1979, 1980) using neutron activation data. 
Schlosser (1978) approached the characterization of Piedras Negras figurines using 
reflective microscopy. Each of these studies lacked a necessary component of 
compositional investigations: a comparative database.  
 Goldstein used neutron activation data generated by Garman Harbottle at 
Brookhaven National Laboratory for the analysis of 36 Jaina-style figurines from private 
and museum collections. At the time of her study, few comparative analyses were 
available and even the few were geographically far removed from Jaina: Palenque in 
Chiapas and Comalcalco in Tabasco. Both Palenque and Comalcalco were known for a 
strong expression of figurine manufacture but fewer than 12 analyses had been carried 
out, and although about 150 ceramic analyses had been conducted for the pottery from 
these sites, it was different in composition. A dendrogram based on the average linkage 
of Euclidean distances was used to summarize the data, and cluster subdivisions were 
taken at face value to suggest that as many as eight different "clays" were used to 
manufacture the figurines. Her work was conducted during a time when techniques 
involving neutron activation were going through their "methodological development 
period" (Beaudry 1991). Thus, several projects were advanced to "see what could be 
seen." 
 Ann Schlosser's investigation of paste variation among Piedras Negras figurines 
was considerably different in that she used only low power (circa 40x) microscopy to 
characterize the figurines as to their temper and forming technology. Most were found to 
contain weathered carbonates with occasional crystals of calcite. Limited comparison of 
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the Piedras Negras figurines was made to figurines and pottery from Palenque. However, 
in my recent review of several hundred Palenque figurines, very few were observed to 
use carbonates as temper; the vast majority of the pastes contain quartz sands, silts, or 
volcanic ash. The work that Schlosser carried out was in some ways an effort to prepare a 
temper/texture data base of Piedras Negras paste characteristics against which the Early 
Classic Motiepa gloss ware carbonate pottery of Palenque could be compared (see Rands 
1974 for discussion of the Motiepa ceramics). Unfortunately for Schlosser's study, as was 
the situation for Goldstein, no meaningful body of comparable paste characteristics was 
available.  
X-ray fluorescence has a long history of application in both science and the
humanities (for discussion of a number of techniques using X-rays, see Pollard and Heron 
2008:33–50; [for an interesting overview of application in art, see Schreiner et. al. 
2004]). The University of Valencia recently has participated in technical studies of Maya 
figurines using total reflection X-ray Fluorescence (TXRF). Working with figurines that 
were excavated or collected from the surface of Structure 2 at Calakmul, Garcia-Heras et 
al (2006) analyzed 53 by TXRF. Questions generally followed interest in viewing the 
range of variation that was internal to groups that were formed and then addressing 
questions as to local or non-local manufacture. The chemical data failed to indicate any 
strong patterning with only vague correspondence between style and composition. These 
findings were similar to the earlier work of Bishop et al. (2000) using neutron activation. 
In the latter, not only were there no strong linkages noted among the figurines but there 
were few that were compositionally similar to any of the several hundred analyzed 
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samples of Calakmul pottery—yet another study that found difference between the 
composition of figurines at a site and ceramics that were made locally.  
Garcia-Heras et al. (2006) found little variation in the figurine pastes, perhaps 
because the overall variation within the clays eroded out of the limestone was so great. 
Only two different patterns could be seen (Garcia-Heras et al. 2006:Figure 7), one of 
which was suggestive of excavation levels in Structure 2 and a more general dispersion 
that might be a diffuse Calakmul regional signature. If the latter is correct, however, 
figurines from many more sites in the Calakmul region would need to be sampled to 
know how restricted was the "signature" of Calakmul, which would help to help delimit 
the meaning of "local." 
One of the most recent extensive applications of chemical analysis to date 
involving Maya figurines is that carried out by Halperin et al. (2009) using materials 
from Motul de San Jose. They sought to evaluate what composition might reveal in 
relation to paste color or style or how figurine paste composition compared to locally 
made pottery. One hundred forty-four figurines were chosen for INAA and 62 were 
sampled for petrographic analysis. Petrographic examination revealed that there was 
considerable variation in the quantity of volcanic ash in the figurines. Chemical analysis 
showed that the concentration of iron had a strong correlation with the "redness" of the 
paste. Figurines were included from some of the smaller sites in the Lake Petén area thus 
Halperin was able to ascribe the majority of the analyzed pieces to local production in the 
immediate Motul area. Four local compositional groups were recognized and three 
showed similarity to pottery from nearby Tikal when her data was searched through the 
Maya Ceramic Database. There was no indication of any long distance movement of 
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figurines. Halperin interpreted the multi-levels of investigation that distribution of 
figurines at Motul likely were a part of local daily events. The ancient producers that 
created the figurines most likely distributed their products at places such as daily markets 
or ritual fairs that resulted in consumption and discard at the household level (2009). 
 A recent publication by Horcajada Campos et. al. (2014) extended her earlier 
investigation of Maya figurines from the Site of La Blanca, located in the eastern 
Department of the Petén, Guatemala. Figurines were selected based on their membership 
in five paste groups that reflected texture variations from fine to coarse (Horcajada 
Campos 2010a). Total reflection X-ray spectroscopy (TXRF) and X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) were used to characterize the paste of the figurines, which were initially 
categorized by a variant of the TVM system.  
  The study of the La Blanca figurines, (Horcajada Campos 2010b; Horcajada et al. 
2014), while attempting to categorize the selected figurines within the TVM system, goes 
farther by attempting to incorporate ceramic ware. The ceramic ware considers that all 
attributes of paste (for example, texture, size, form) remain constant with the exception of 
temper. The consideration of ware has a long history in archaeology and in the 
development of the TVM system (Culbert and Rands 2007; Rice 1976; Sabloff and Smith 
1969, among others). Where Rice (1976) would elevate ware to a hierarchal level within 
TVM, Forsyth (1983:139) would treat paste characteristics as a mode. In their work with 
fine paste pottery of the Western Maya Lowlands, Bishop and Rands have tended to 
define ware-based varieties under the ceramic types that are recognized on the basis of 
surface decoration (Ronald Bishop, personal communication, January 2015). In general, 
Horcajada et al. (2014) simplifies the common working definitions of the Type-variety 
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components. For example, Type is not "a set of attributes, such as decorative techniques 
and vessel form" (Horcajada et al. 2014:277). Rather it is "an aggregate of visually 
distinct ceramic attributes that are indicative of a particular category of pottery produced 
during a specific time interval within a specific region" (Gifford 1976:9). It is a polythetic 
unit composed of members that share a predominance of the attributes (see also Smith 
1979:823).  
The selected technique, TXRF, as used in Valencia, is capable of good sensitivity 
and has been applied successfully in archaeological applications (for example, Garcia-
Heras et. al. 2006, 2001; see above). It is capable of obtaining qualitative, or even 
quantitative, data on small quantities of ceramic paste if carried out on a well 
homogenized sample. Whether or not the small sample extracted was representative of 
the specimen being analyzed is not known in the Horcajada et al (2014) study. TXRF was 
carried out in a semi-quantitative manner where net fluorescence line intensities were 
recorded for later clustering and principal components analysis.  
XRD indentified those figurines that likely were tempered with carbonates 
(including dolomite) and those that were not. Roughly 40% were characterized as 
showing an "amorphous background" between approximately 20oC and 30oCand the 
researchers could not state that whether this broad background was due to ash (glass) in 
the sample or if it was due to the destruction of crystal properties that arose during firing. 
Details aside, what was been learned from this recent study? Unfortunately, very 
little. Type-variety was designed, and is still applied to pottery, in order to correspond 
time and space differentiations based on the surface finish attributes, and perhaps form. 
This permits archaeologists to sort pottery based on macro-visual characteristics. With 
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the La Blanca figurines, the form is more or less constant (figurine). The aspect of time is 
mostly "Late Classic," (except for the Postclassic "Augustine" figurines with variation 
coming principally from paste). And the delineation of space— results in the finding that 
all of the figurines came from La Blanca—a finding of intrasite circulation (which was 
not used in the interpretations). As such, there seems to be little gained by attempting to 
place the figurines within the type-variety-mode system except for calling attention to 
some of the figurines being of "fine, compact and regular texture" (such as the reference 
to an overall Tinaja paste [see Horcajada Campos et al. 2014:277]) in contrast to 
figurines with "coarse and high graininess paste without slip" (the overall paste category 
called Cambio [Horcajada Campos 2014:278]). 
In the conclusion to the study the authors cite agreement in the XRD patterns and 
the findings of the cluster analysis of counts in TXRF line, which resulted in four 
clusters. Cluster 1 and cluster 3 are composed of samples with an amorphous composition 
and that have low calcium. Cluster 2 includes the sample with high calcium (from calcite 
and dolomite). Cluster 4 contains samples with calcite as the dominate mineral. They 
conclude that only through the use of analytical techniques can information be obtained 
about the mineralogical constituents and their origin—although origin is not addressed 
(Horcajada Campos et al. 2014:281–2). Tellingly, they note the need for visual inspection 
and use of an optical microscope. Had the authors initially used a lower power reflected 
light microscope at about 40–50 magnification, they likely could have quickly and 
cheaply arrived at the same results at they did in their study, with the probable exception 
of consistency in identifying dolomite. On the other hand, they could have identified 
whether or not the presence or absence of volcanic ash was related to the amorphous 
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broad band in the X-ray diffraction results. Basically, they succeeded in identifying the 
dominant nonplastic components or temper used to make the figurines—similar to the 
characteristics of pottery and figurines across the Maya lowlands.  
The use of neutron activation techniques within the Maya zone was carried out in 
the 1970s and 1980s at Brookhaven National Laboratory and continued at the 
Smithsonian Institution facility in the Center for Neutron Research at the National 
Institute for Standards and Technology as the primary production of compositional data 
on Maya figurines and pottery. My own work has included the analysis of figurines from 
the Middle Usumacinta site of Pomona, Chiapas (Sears 2006); and unpublished work on 
194 figurines curated in the Museo de Jonuta, Tabasco, Mexico; 165 excavated figurines 
from nearby Comalcalco, Tabasco (see Armijo et al. 2008; Gallegos 2009); analysis of 32 
contextually excavated figurines and associated pottery from Jaina Island, Campeche; 
153 non-provenienced Palenque-region figurines held in the collections of the Museum 
of Man in San Diego; and the figurines from the Burkitt collection from the Universityof 
Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, among others. All of these 
analyses can be placed within a compositional or spatial context provided by the analyses 
from thousands of pottery samples.  
One additional example of a recent investigation involving figurine exchange 
must be mentioned because of the use of a map to point-plot ceramics, including 
figurines, precisely to locations on excavated floors at Late Classic site of Aguateca, in 
the Petexbatun region along the Lower Pasión River. This study takes on special 
importance because the figurine materials were all recovered from elite residential 
centers that were occupied at the time of rapid abandonment of the area (Triadan 2007). 
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This point-in-time depostion and storage of the figurines contributed to understanding 
elite use and interaction patterns (Triadan 2007:269). Molds were recovered in the front 
room of Structure M8-4 and copies made from the molds were discovered in other lower 
rank household contexts away from the palace center, leading to the suggestion that the 
distribution might indicate a local exchange system. The findings might have been taken 
further, however, if the number and location of the manufacturing centers were sought—
even to the level of local or non-local through compositional analysis.  
Moving beyond Data 
The aggregation of evidence (style, technology, technical studies) from one 
material aspect of Maya society, figurines, can be used to address larger, and varied, 
group behaviors and artisanal practices. For example, some researchers suggest the use of 
the concept of identity as an alternative means to describe the economic relationships 
between objects and ancient persons in contrast to the object as defining social 
differentiations or social functions (Costin 1998; Mills 2004). Mills notes that scholars 
engaged in Puebloan research have tended to think of the transfer of material goods 
among different social groups as “proving” archaeological indications of status markers 
(2004:238). This leads to treating the occurrence of prestige goods as indications of 
certain hierarchical divisions in a particular society that may be considered as varying 
expressions of power. Mills considers this model to be outdated. She suggests that a 
better fit between data and interpretation is within a concept of “inalienable 
wealth/possession”, a view that any material or finished material item, in itself, 
constitutes value within a society and incorporates other variables that may define usage 
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in relation to an entire social group or to a specific individual (Mills 2004:239). Use of 
such a model could involve the examination of objects that have either a specific meaning 
to the entire group or to a specific individual thereby revealing vertical differentiation 
within a society (Mills 2004:240).  
Stockett uses of the concept of identity in her interpretation of figurines found at 
the site of Las Canoas, Honduras (2007). Rather than viewing this only as economic 
good, she considers the figurines are an expression of local power in the sense that they 
are used and deposited as performance objects in rituals. Using the excavation data for 
the Late to Terminal Classic main Plaza group at the site, Stockett considers the 
repetition of incense burners and figurines to indicate a combination of specialized 
knowledge that differentiated groups at the site (Stockett 2007:101). Documenting the 
density of items from the excavated structures of the Las Canoas community, Stockett 
determined that there were significant differences in both the amounts and the quality of 
the ritual objects found in the Main Plaza relative to households of the surrounding 
community. Additionally, objects that were found in hidden or obscured contexts, may 
speak to the ancient person's abilities to perform specialized rituals that were necessary in 
establishing different levels of power through creating a specific event (Stockett 
2007:102). By creating a recursive account of both context and ritualized items, there is a 
benefit for assuming a use-life interpretation that demonstrates a sense of power and 
identity through figurine remains.   
Gender differences and their meaning in Maya figurine data have been inferred in 
efforts that highlight both male and female forms in comparison with the depositional 
record (Joyce 2003, Ruscheinsky 2003). Social roles have been implied as they have been 
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presented in the different gendered hairstyles within Palenque figurine examples (Greene 
Roberstson 1985). In Schele's work (1997) with museum examples and other figurines 
from the site of Jaina, the definition of what is a Maya woman becomes part of a 
classificatory schema to demonstrate elite status, daily work labor, childcare, and 
highlighting the goddesses in the Maya pantheon. Schele weaves a narrative with 
contextual and glyph information to create a model of representation across the Yucatan. 
At Aguateca, Triadan (2007) found a predominance of masculine figurines taking the 
guise of warriors and male elites. Of course, with their world cascading to an end by 
expansionistic warfare (Demarest 2006), male warriors and male elite’s imagery may 
have had more immediate relevance for Aguateca’s citizenry (Inomata 2007). A 
dominant figurine theme at Motul de San Jose, is "woman holding an object" or more 
specifically, a "woman holding a basket or dish" (Halperin 2009). This particular 
gendered representation is interpreted as a demonstration of Maya women performing 
daily work duties (Halperin 2009:390). Because of the nature of Maya figurines 
demonstrating specific gendered costuming, hairstyles, and anatomy, the distinctions of 
gender and the practice of gender within an ancient community is easily discussed within 
the Maya culture area.  
 
The Current Study 
 My study of Cancuén figurines draws inspiration from the classificatory approach 
used by Robert Rands (Figure 2.1). In an attempt to incorporate figurines into an 
attribute-based schema to define the range of variation within the site of Palenque, Rands 
began with a basic division of production process that was evident in the object: either 
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the object is a mold (with a negative image) or it is a product (a positive result) that 
resulted from a culmination of this first level of manufacturing techniques. He then 
documented how the object generally appears; for example, whether or not the image is 
that of a single person, a figure with movable appendages, a musical instrument with 
attached imagery. Finally, Rands established the processes by which the figurine was 
produced. This involves deciding whether the figurine was entirely constructed by mold-
making techniques, hand modeled, or if it was a combination of both approaches. 
Rands' schema incorporates three sets of modes, each incorporating a 
constellation of variables. The modes are divided into the overall frontal appearance of 
the object (decorative style), the overall shape of the object, and the description of the 
paste. The appearance of the figurine is coded for whether or not it displays zoomorphic 
or anthropomorphic qualities, and uses additional descriptors to deal with the costuming 
or individualized appearance. Gender is also included as a mode. The shape category 
describes the production sequences necessary to complete the figurine. An example 
would be to describe a figurine— as moldmade, containing ocarina holes, and if it is with 
a pronounced arch in the tripod supports at the bottom of the figurine. At times the noting 
of a shape preference (such as the placement of the whistle vent) can demarcate regional 
preferences (Sears 2016). A paste mode can be subdivided by additions made to it, such 
as surface features of color, slip and paint and whether these pertain to the interior or 
exterior. Context is a category that assists in providing comparative aspects for the final 
usage sequences of figurines. One aspect where comparative contexts would be important 
is when there are multiple copies of a figurine that are recovered from different areas 
around the site core or if there are copies found from distant sites. Another would be the 
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interplay of landscape comparison between figurines and their depositional recovery at 
residential compounds, ritualized areas, and communal events. A final level of theme is at 
times difficult to determine with adequate accuracy. Figurines may reflect larger scale 
patterns such as elite gender protocols, militarism, or ritualized behavior.  
 The methodology and the many attempts to understand the figurines from 
Cancuén and the surrounding environs became at times, a recursive narrative effort. 
While every attempt at documenting the corpus of the figurine fragments from each 
season had been recorded, as new information concerning technical aspects, contextual 
discoveries, or new iconographic information was learned, continuous shifts occurred as 
to the understanding of this collection. For example, CANF0473, is an intact positive 
moldmade owl originating from the southwest patio of the palace (see Chapter 8). After 
understanding the patterning of the entire corpus of manufacturing traits at the site, this 
owl figurine has a typical whistle vent construction that is prevalent in the Pasión River 
zone. CANF0473 is very similar in iconographic design of an owl that was found in 
Ceibal (Willey 1978:18, Figure 17). I had hoped that there would be a connection 
between these specific sites because of the similarity in imagery. But from the chemical 
composition patterning, CANF0473 was made at the site of Tamarindito in the 
Petexbatun region (see Chapter 6). The designation of where this particular figurine was 
manufactured assists in building the material evidence in corroborating the glyphic 
understandings between the Cancuén elite (since CANF0473 was found in the palace) 
and the internecine relationships with the Petexbatun neighbors to the north along the 
lower Pasión River region.  
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Chapter 3 
Archaeological Research in the Cancuén Region 
Background 
It must have felt like a grand adventure, at the end of March 1967, when Gair 
Tourtellot, Jeremy Sabloff, and Arthur Miller used the Easter break at Ceibal to explore 
the southern upper regions of the Pasión River. Putting their dissertation objectives on 
hold, they left camp to explore the relatively unknown site of Cancuén (Tourtellot et al. 
1978:196–250). The trip offered a departure from what had become their daily routines 
and it offered the potential for future archaeological projects. The three graduate students, 
accompanied by six workmen, traveled up the Pasión River system, navigating past 
medium-sized rapids such as those near the site of Tres Islas. They ultimately arrived at 
Cancuén, looking forward to four days of hurried exploration (Willey et al. 1975:46) 
(Figure 3.1).  
Clues about what the new explorers would find at Cancuén had been provided by 
two eminent Mayanists of the early twentieth century. Teobert Maler (1842–1917), 
visited the site on July 24, 1905 as he traveled up the Pasión River. His description of 
"Cankuen" included comments about two unusually carved stelae and one altar (Maler 
1908:43). Maler photographed the unique notched-top stelae and recorded their 
arrangements relative to the two structures at the northern end of the site (Maler 
1908:Plate 13).  
Sylvanus Morley (1883–1948) arrived at Cancuén on May 11, 1915 detailing the 
many other ways to make it to this most obscure site at the start of the navegable portion 
of the Pasión. There were two other access routes rather than traveling up the 
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Usumacinta. First was a week-long, perilous trip from Livingston, Guatemala, traveling 
west across Lake Izabal, hiking northwest inland through the highlands to reach the 
Pasión River and continuing the journey by canoes (1938:233). Another was arriving 
through British Honduras, to the site of El Cayo then traveling to 'Saiyaxche' and 
following the Pasión. Morley's efforts further delineated the boundaries of the two 
residential areas noted during Maler's visit, and he discovered two additional residential 
mounds in the south of the site that were connected to a ballcourt (1938:246). His two 
day visit to the site focused on attaining details about the stelae and included the 
discovery of another associated altar (1938:231–248). 
Cancuén was essentially remanded to the jungle, away from scholarly attention 
until the 1967 reconnaissance expedition by the Harvard University graduate students. 
Tourtellot et al.'s (1978) time at the site benefitted from improvements in both technology 
and the practice of field archaeology relative to the earlier period of archaeological 
description (Willey and Sabloff 1993:34–82). The use of outboard motors, surveying 
equipment, and attention to data recording contributed to maximizing the group's effort 
during their four day expedition. Mapping logged three different habitation zones, 
designated as Groups A, B, and C (see Tourtellot et al. 1978:200–201, Figure 5). A large 
palace complex that consisted of multiple structures surrounding varied-leveled 
courtyards, noted rather casually, was identified as group C. Ten stelae and nine altars 
were located on the map in association with their adjoining residential structures. During 
two days of activity, eleven test pits were excavated in order to document chronological 
and material changes at the site. The pits were located to recover disposal areas with 
artifact debitage that might indicate differentiations between the structural groupings 
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(1978:202–203). Excavation profiles revealed the use of cut limestone blocks in masonry 
wall forms, wall fall, pebble floors, and different colors of clay matrices. Subsequent 
ceramic analysis, carried out by Robert Sharick (1975), drew on the recovery of 3,000 
sherds to gain a generalized chronological developmental pattern for the site. 
Characteristics of ceramic paste, temper, vessel shape, and decoration were used to 
describe the site's assemblage (Tourtellot et al. 1978:205). Cancuén was determined to 
date predominantly to the Late Classic period, but to be ceramically divisible into two 
sub periods or phases. Pottery attributed to the Tepeu 2 ceramic phase was characterized 
by diagnostic sherds that contained calcite temper with an orange slipped exterior. A later 
phase, Tepeu 3, was based on the presence of invasive ceramics, such as sherds of Fine 
Orange Ware (Tourtellot et al. 1978:220).  
Investigations based on the four day excursion yielded valuable information 
concerning the size of the site and the nature of its building material, as the building 
blocks (lajas) were found to be of a form and size that were different from what was 
being found at Ceibal. The trip laid the foundation for the study of palace and residential 
structures, established a basic type-variety framework for the ceramics recovered within 
the mapped zones, and provided an initial temporal alignment of Cancuén pottery with 
other known ceramics from the region.  
In addition to research conducted along the Pasión waterway in the 1970s, 
archaeologists were working at other sites in the lowland-highland transition zone. 
Prominent among these was Brian Dillon who explored regions of the northern Alta 
Verapaz, west of the Rio Chixoy. Dillon visited sites that were once explored by Karl 
Sapper's expeditions in the late 1800's, noting an altar and broken stelae that had been 
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rediscovered again in 1975 in the vicinity of the small village of Raxruja (Sapper1985 
[1936]:ii, Figure 1). Dillon also excavated at the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros and 
discovered that the site consisted of an extensive Maya community development that had 
been exploiting the salt deposits, which accumulated within an extinct volcano (1977). 
He noted the use of cut limestone blocks to create large vaulted architecture and the 
placement of three stelae and seven monuments, which were aligned along a ritual center 
built along a weathered hill. Impressively large, caldron-like, ceramic vessels, 1.5 m in 
diameter, were constructed and fired, attesting to the enormous scale at which salt was 
recovered. On a much smaller scale, figurines were recovered, such as a grotesque 
feather-headdressed warrior and a free-standing male (Dillon 1977, 1985). 
The many cave systems of the highland region adjacent to Cancuén provided 
ritual access to the Maya underworld. Limestone caverns and narrow tunnels wind for 
miles below the surface. Exploration of caves in the region was first carried out near 
Raxruja by Patricia Carot in 1976, in what is described as the Candelaria system 
(Carot1989). The importance of the cave system was apparent even during the initial 
phase of investigation, yielding pottery of both highland and lowland ritual usage (Carot 
1989). Interest in conducting further research in the Cancuén area was heighten by the 
location of a major city center near a ritually utilized underworld portal.  
During the time in which the academic world was becoming aware of the 
presence of sites and utilized cave systems in the region, figurines were one form of 
material culture that garnered attention, whether in whole, partial, or fragmentary 
condition. At a campsite located on top of an ancient settlement at the beginning of his 
journey on the Pasión River between Ceibal and Cancuén, Maler paused to illustrate a 
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ceramic whistle. The whistle is in the form a "pisotl", also known as a coati (Nasua 
narica). Maler proceeds to describe the figural arrangement as a creature perched on hind 
legs consuming an ear of corn, which is resting vertically on the coati’s belly (Maler 
1908:36) (Figure 3.2). The figure caption declares that the figurine is from 'Cankuen', but 
the textual narrative seems to indicate that the recovery was made at the initial campsite, 
many leagues away from Cancuén. 
Only four figurine fragments were found by the 1967 Harvard foray to Cancuén, 
one from surface collection, another in the B group ball court, and two in the northern 
elite residential structure designated as the A group (Tourtellot et al. 1978:217). Willey 
identified one figurine as being the head of a priest figure with feathered headdress and 
elaborate costuming (1978:217). Unfortunately, the other figurine fragments were not 
notable examples, other than being anatomical parts: a left foot, an elbow, an 
unidentifiable body part. They were, however, described in relation to their paste color, 
paste texture, and distinguishing construction features. 
New Investigations at Cancuén 
The early stages of Vanderbilt University’s Cancuén exploration began in the 
upper portions of the Pasión River zone, benefitting greatly from the earlier discoveries 
and research that occurred during the Petexbatun Regional Archaeological Project, from 
1989 to 1996. The many Petexbatun stelae, stairways, and panels provided a wealth of 
hieroglyphic evidence that celebrated the role of the Petexbatun polities in interregional 
alliances. This documentation indicates these collective site's abilities to accumulate 
power and economic wealth through interaction with other kingdoms situated along the 
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Pasión River as well as with polities far more distant (Demarest 2004; Houston 1993; 
Houston and Matthews 1985; Martin and Grube 2008). The Petexabun site of Dos Pilas 
was originally aligned with Tikal. Inter polity ties changed, however when Dos Pilas and 
its ruler, Bajlaj Chan K'awil, were attacked by the kingdom of Calakmul in AD 650 
(Martin and Grube 2008:56). Asserting fealty to Calakmul, Bajlaj Chan K'awil was cast 
as a client king (or vassal) when attending a ceremony at Calakmul around AD 662 
(Houston 1993; Martin and Grube 2008:57). Tikal attempted to regain allegiances within 
the Pasión territory until suffering defeat in a battle with Calakmul in AD 677. Tikal’s 
defeat cemented Calakmul's influence in the region (Martin and Grube 2008:57).  
A looted panel (now named Panel 1), most likely taken from Cancuén, describes 
aspects of Cancuén's history in relation to the larger political intrigues of that period 
(Didrichsen 2005:68, Figure 43). Hieroglyphic texts on the panel, commissioned in AD 
799, tell of two historic occurrences when Calakmul placed kings in command at 
Cancuén: once in AD 652 and again in AD 677 (Martin 2001:181; Martin and Grube 
2008:20). The panel’s text further describe the exploits of the Cancuén ruler Taj Chan 
Ajk (AD 757–799) and his success in exerting control over the kingdom of Machaquilá to 
the east (Didrichsen 2005:68). 
Accumulated material evidence recovered from Petexbatun region excavations 
supports a network of intricate elite connections. During the 1990 exploration of a large, 
multi- structured compound (Group L4–4), located to the northwest of the large defensive 
palisade surrounding the Dos Pilas palace, Claudia Wolley and Lori Wright placed test 
pits around the outside of the buildings to seek information about the relationship of the 
inhabitants to the adjoining palace (1990:44–65). Investigation along the center axis of 
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the tallest building (L4–41) revealed a broken glyph-lined bench (1990:53). The glyphs 
along the edge of the bench mention the deaths of Dos Pilas’ Ruler 3 and Lady Six-Sky, 
who was the Queen of Naranjo blessed with Dos Pilas heritage. The bench supports 
record another death—that of the Lady of Cancuén (Martin and Grube 2008:62; Wolley 
and Wright 1990:53). The excavation beneath the floor revealed a block-lined shallow 
tomb in which was placed an extended burial, swaddled in small jade bead necklaces 
accompanied by two jade rings (Figure 3.3). Seven ceramic vessels surrounded the burial 
(Demarest 2006:59). Analysis of the burial determined that the bones belonged to an 
older adult female (Wolley and Wright 1990:53) — perhaps that of the Lady of Cancuén. 
Just a short distance, northwest of Group L4-4, Joel Palka excavated eight modest 
structures (residential group K4–1) (1990:146–163). He discovered a large panel 
(Number 19) that was broken, placed glyph-side down in the center axis of the building 
K4–22, and surrounded by ritually broken ceramics, accompanied by chert, figurine 
fragments, and a broken grinder (1990:158–159)(Figure 3.4). Panel 19 depicts five 
figures, arranged symmetrically with their front bodies aligned in the lower register in 
order to draw the eye to the seated two center figures. The glyphs in the register at the top 
of the panel describe the accession rites performed by a young prince, possibly Ruler 4 
(known as K'awill Chan K'inich) (Houston 1993:117; Martin and Grube 2008:60). The 
two left figures, a male and female, are identified as Ruler 3 and his consort the Lady of 
Cancuén (Houston 1993:115). The male figures to the right are identified by their titles as 
'Guardian from Calakmul' and a titled lord 'unahbnal k'inich'—Pool Palace of the Sun 
God (Martin and Grube 2008:61). This panel has been used as an indicator of the 
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peaceful cementation of political alliances between local and distant polities during the 
Late Classic Period (Demarest 2004:225).  
 From the finding of these two areas to the northwest of the palace of Dos Pilas, 
and from the glyph lined bench, the compound containing L4-41 represents the 
residential and ritual structures that were under the control of the "Lady of Cancuén" 
known glyphically as the "Lady Bacab" (Wolley and Wright 1990:53–55). The adjoining 
structure from Group L4-4 may have been used by her retinue or the service people that 
were connected to the smaller palace and the residences where termination events, like 
the killing of Panel 19, occurred.  
 The discovery of Panel 19 and the reference to the "Lady of Cancuén" on the Dos 
Pilas stone bench became the stimulus for the first Vanderbilt University reconnaissance 
of Cancuén by Stephen Houston and Stacey Symonds (Houston 1993). Rumors were 
circulating among epigraphers of large scale looting at the site. Although the survey of 
Houston and Symonds was of short duration, evidence of extensive looting was found to 
be incorrect (Houston 1993:152, Note 11). Clearly, there were new looter trenches within 
the palace structure, as well as within mounds that were not present or shown on the 1978 
Harvard map of Cancuén, but the site was relatively intact. Disappointingly, however, 
their investigation did not uncover stelae or altars (or figurines) beyond those previously 
discovered.  
 Aggressive exploration of Cancuén began in the spring of 1999 (Demarest et al. 
2000) and research continues. The first years of the Vanderbilt University Proyecto 
Arqueológico Cancuén focused on several large issues that would address the ancient 
history of the site and that would permit long term research in the area. The boundaries of 
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the site core needed to be determined and information gathered concerning the 
relationship of the habitation structures to the palace center. Exploration of 
archaeological satellite communities was initiated to evaluate potential changes in the 
“inward looking” versus “outward looking” relationship of the center to satellite 
communities. Reconstruction efforts in the site core were begun, as was the development 
of tourism plans to assist the modern Q'eqchi' communities in roles as future caretakers 
Mapping of the general settlement about the palace center was undertaken by 
Matt O'Mansky during the first exploratory years and then extended by Marc Wolf 
(Demarest and Barrientos 2000) (Figure 3.5). A key objective of the mapping and 
excavation plan was to obtain a representative sample of house mounds, the findings 
from which could be used to determine different social levels within the site settlement 
(Demarest and Barrientos 2001, 2002).  
The center of the peninsula on which Cancuén's palace is located represents the 
highest elevation point and contains the habitation core of residential structures with 
others arranged in groups along the rest of the terrain (O'Mansky 1999, 2000; Wolf 
2016). To the far south, evidence of likely residential areas have been erased by the 
eroding action of the Pasión River, but occurring toward the north for 4 km are 
continuous small aggregate clusters of structures (Wolf and Bracken 2013). Mapping 
throughout the field seasons has assisted in documenting areas of defensive walls, ancient 
modified drainage zones and the demarcation of public and private access points (ports, 
sacbes, and elite residential thoroughfares) within the site core (Wolf 2016). The creation 
of the map in a 200 m square grid system along the peninsula, allowed project members 
to begin excavations to sample the different residential groups within each grid system 
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and to delineate the palace center (Kovacevich 2006:39). Continued explorations since 
2010, have discovered residences along the furthest points to the Northeast of the palace 
center, and along the headwaters of the Pasión (Demarest et al. 2014:193, Figure 7). 
Plans for excavation around the palace were developed each season depending 
upon personnel and events. For example, the southwest area near to the palace was 
explored during the 2000 season to take advantage of a private landowner’s burning of 
his milpa (Demarest and Barrientos 2001). Excavation in the northern part of the site 
began in 2001, and continued throughout subsequent years, after successful negotiations 
to recover park land that previously was being used for the communal planting of crops 
(Demarest and Barrientos 2002). Most often, 2x2 m excavation units were placed around 
and on top of residential and support structures (for example, sacbes, aguadas, 
fortifications) at Cancuén in order to gain both vertical and horizontal stratigraphic 
sequences and maximize the opportunity to locate burials under house floors or in 
exterior middens. The exploration of the Cancuén residential areas was carried out to 
investigate possible connections among structure groups and the palace (Barrientos 
2014). Major attention was given to possible ritual areas that might have been located 
within the core area, determining access to elite or non-elite spaces, identification of 
economic divisions between residential sections, and details of architectural layout of 
structures that might reflect temporal, economic or ethnic changes. Since the site of 
Cancuén was surrounded by all three sides of its interior domain by the Pasión River, the 
discovery of multiple port access routes around the site support the working hypothesis 
that the city was important as a center for trade in a range of exotic and domestic goods, 
becoming multi regional in influence during the end of the city's power circa AD 740–800 
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(Demarest et al. 2014:198). At times with seasonal flooding, canoes could arrive to 
settlements near to the river's edge and to the southern presentation front of the palace 
through port bay areas all around the peninsula (Barrientos 2014:26, Figure 3.8). 
 Excavations to the southwest and east near the palace have recovered two panels 
and two altars that have provided important new hieroglyphic information concerning 
elite political alliances and distant relations. I discovered Cancuén Panel 2 in 2002; it was 
located in alignment with the center axis of structure K7-3 and broken in three pieces 
with the hieroglyphic side positioned upward (Sears 2003: Chapter VII). This panel, 
bearing the date of AD 757, records the transition of power from a king to Taj Chan Ajk, 
who became the longest reigning ruler noted so far at Cancuén (Fahsen and Jackson 
2001) (Figure 3.6).  
 Other investigations were successful at the ballcourt, where Maler recorded Altar 
1 in 1915. Two new altar markers, (Numbers 2 and 3), as well another Panel (#3) were 
found in the same area as Altar 1, alongside the river, east of the palace (Torres 2011). 
Altar 2 is the best preserved and depicts two ballplayers, one identified as Taj Chan Ajk 
and the other as a lord from "White Mountain" with a commission date of AD 790 
(Didrichsen 2005:72, Figure 47; Fahsen and Jackson 2001; Fahsen and Barrientos 2006). 
Altar 3 is the most highly eroded but there is the raised outline depicting the next ruler of 
Cancuén, Kan Max, dressed in ballplayer regalia in relation to another lord (Didrichsen 
2005:73, Figure 48). Within the ballcourt range structure, Panel 3 was discovered 
hieroglyphic side up (Torres 2011). Nestled in a cartouche of water lilies the ruler Taj 
Chan Ajk presides over two sahals in a ceremony marking his ascension as "Lord of 
Machaquila" in September of AD 795 (Fahsen et al. 2003; Demarest 2013:Cover).  
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Artifactual Highlights 
Excavation of residential groups surrounding the palace area have provided 
abundant pyrite, obsidian, chert, and jade in unworked form (Demarest 2004:229). Large 
jade boulders and tools to work the raw jade into manageable pieces were discovered on 
large exterior patio floors (Kovacevich et. al. 2002). There is debate currently as to 
whether or not these areas were under the auspices of royal or sub-royal elite control 
(Andrieu 2014; Demarest et al. 2014). There were distinct patterns of residue that created 
elevated amounts of rare earth and protein concentrations to suggest that there was some 
form of manufacturing processes relating to jade finishing practices (Cook et al. 2006).  
Chemical analysis of the jade using laser ablation-intercoupled plasma-mass 
spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) has provided data that have been use to link mosaic pieces 
from the jade death mask of Pakal, the great king of Palenque, from the same source as 
jade items that were recovered at Cancuén (Kovacevich et al. 2005). From this study, the 
findings suggest that finished product and the debitage pieces found at Cancuén were 
originating from the same source material. Additional work with sourcing of the jade 
from the residential units (operation CAN24) at Cancuén indicates that the jade debitage 
possibly originated from the Salama Valley, for the jade from Cancuén does not match 
analyzed samples of raw jade that were procured from the Middle Motagua Valley 
(Andrieu 2011, 2014; Kovacevich 2013:268).  
Analyses of lithics from the residential areas of Cancuén indicate that obsidian 
flakes are most prevalent in areas that surround the palace. Obsidian cores were 
apparently an elite-controlled substance. There were over 101 cores and core fragments 
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that were found in the burial deposits within the northernmost sections of the palace 
(Andrieu 2011, 2012). And there are more than 851 core and core fragments found within 
a stelae cache complex near a range of residences to the east of the site (Andrieu et al. 
2011, 2012; Demarest et al. 2014: Figure 18). Obsidian has been determined to have 
originated predominantly from the El Chayal source, but there is a small subset of 
Mexican and Ixtepeque examples in the residences to the Northeast of the palace 
(Demarest et al. 2014:202).  
The ceramic fragments recovered throughout the various residential and palace 
excavations indicate that the majority of occupation at the site can be divided into three 
temporal phases. Viewed in combination with the glyphic evidence, the Concordia phase 
(AD 650–760), begins at the time of the Calakmul's investiture of the nobility at Cancuén 
and ends at the Dos Pilas collapse (Forne et al. 2011:31). The Los Laureles phase (AD 
760–780) coincides with the ruling period of Taj Chan Ajk and the influx of Chablekal 
Fine Gray into the site (Torres 2011:25). The Chamán ceramic phase (AD 780–800) 
begins with the installation of Kan Ma'x on the throne, followed by a decline of the 
nobility within the site, and an influx of Fine Orange recovered from surface settings 
(Forne et al. 2011:33, Figure 9).  
Another dimension of the Cancuén-focused research incorporates the exploration 
of many of the caves and rockshelters located in the limestone karst hills. The extensive 
Candelaria cave system, anchored geographically by the site of Raxruja to the southwest 
and the San Francisco Hills about a day’s travel by horse to the north (Spenard 2006; 
Woodfill 2007, 2010) provided several points for entry. Remains of communities located 
near the cave system were examined for evidence of ritual performances, residential 
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arrangements and temporal usage of cave sections (Monterroso 2006; Woodfill 2007). In 
the Carcha area to the southwest of the Candelaria hills, within the cave site of Hunal Ye 
resting upon different limestone ledges, a carved stone box, two ceramic boxes and other 
ceramic vessels that indicated the performance of ritual activities within the region during 
the Early Classic period (Woodfill 2012:Cover). Year-round occupation in some areas 
could not happen in the nearby San Francisco Hills, as it is an unforgiving region lacking 
a permanent water source. There is, however, archaeological evidence of a small, if not 
intermittent, community located at the edge of the hills as well as recovery of material 
remains from rockshelters and caves provided evidence of regional ritual activities 
(Spenard 2006).  
Further afield, exploration of sites along the Pasión River was another focus of the 
project in order to view if there was evidence of Cancuén's assertion or influence further 
along the waterway. To the northwest of Cancuén around the bend, the site of El Guaraní 
had a few low level mounds that were aligned along the riverbank (Castellanos et al. 
2003). El Raudal, a site further north of the Pasión was explored for its settlement 
patterns and ceramic chronology (Barrios et al. 2008). The site of Tres Islas was 
excavated for one season and added more information concerning the Preclassic 
component of the region as well as documenting the site as later becoming a Cancuén 
outpost (Tomasic and Fahsen 2003).   
With the accumulation of various material remains from the recent exploration of 
the site center of Cancuén, nearby sites, and distant communities has relayed much 
needed information concerning the political, economic and ritual factors that assisted to 
create a 'feedback loop' as Demarest suggests, has been most successful in reconstructing 
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a fuller interpretation of the region (2013:397). The exploration of how the ceramic 
figurine pieces (with their different imagery, dimensions and paste characteristics) fit into 
the 'feedback loop' is discussed further in the following chapters. 
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Figure 3.1.  A map of the Pasión river region (map: Luis F. Luin,
 and Tomas Barrientos).
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Figure 3.2  Maler’s ‘Cankuen’ find from his explorations
        (1908:36 [redrawn by Jan Buttler])
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Figure 3.3  The jade beads from the Burial #20, found in the tomb chamber within
Structure L4-41 within the residence known as the palace of the
Lady of Cancuén (Wolley and Wright 1990[photos by Erin L. Sears]).
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Figure 3.4.  Panel 19 recovered from structure K4–2 at Dos Pilas.  The Lady of Cancuén
 is the figure at the far left, behind Dos Pilas Ruler #3.  They preside over the
 ritual bloodletting of the heir apparent (ca. AD 729–740
 [Martin and Grube 2008:61; photo by Andrew Demarest, drawing
 by Luis F. Luin]).
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Figure 3.5.   The residential areas surrounding the palace at Cancuén and the
           core area where figurines were extracted (map: Marc Wolf).
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Chapter 4 
Methods of Figurine Analysis 
The primary objective of this study is to identify patterns of circulation involving 
Cancuén's figurines that can be discerned within and between sites. Assessing the 
presence or absence of patterning in figurine movement required two major activities. 
The first was to accumulate and study a large assemblage of figurines—a step that would 
require the incorporation of figurine specimens well beyond the operational limits of the 
Cancuén polity. The second step involved characterizing the figurine paste to determine 
if variations in resources or preparation recipes corresponded to figurine manufacture in 
restricted, local production units, or if those variations could be determined to have been 
imported. The approach taken to evaluate these concerns was to analyze a large sample of 
figurines by instrumental neutron activation. The resulting data matrix, made up of 
concentrations of major, minor and trace elements, could then be inspected for patterns of 
similarity. Further, if the composition of a figurine’s paste did not correspond with that of 
other figurines or pottery designated as “local” was it possible to attribute its ceramic 
composition to another site, or another region? Fortunately, for this latter sub-objective, I 
was able to draw on data within an extensive database of ceramic paste composition with 
a geographical spread across the Maya lowlands and highlands. 
Figurine Documentation 
Basic location information pertaining to site, structure, operation, level, and to 
features of morphology have been recorded for 2,191 figurine pieces recovered from the 
excavations of the Cancuén palace and surrounding residential areas. Each piece is 
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referenced by a unique identifying code, and its recovery context. Morphological data for 
aspects of head, torso and appendages have been recorded along with the image 
representations and visual aspects of paste/temper and texture. Supplemental data for 
approximately 100 figurine fragments from the surrounding area (less than 15 km) were 
collected at the sites of Raxruja, La Lima, El Raudal and La Caoba. A regional 
perspective is facilitated by the incorporation of figurines from other sites, along other 
riverine systems, and those sites with purported interaction with Cancuén but which lie 
more than 30 km distant. This includes figurines from Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Arroyo de 
Piedra, and Tamarandito within the Petexbatun region; Tres Islas, Machaquilá (survey 
material), Salinas de los Nueve Cerros (both old and newly excavated collections), and 
figurines in the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania's Burkitt collection 
acquired from Guatemalan Highland sites in the central Alta Verapaz region.  
My investigation of Cancuén figurines uses two systems of coding to classify the 
entire range of specimens from the various field seasons in a standard manner. The first 
was developed originally by Daniela Triadan for her analyses of figurines recovered from 
the site of Aguateca, in the Petexbatun region of the Department of Peten, Guatemala (see 
the coding list in Triadan 2014:13, Table 2.3). With her permission, I modified this 
system by adding additional imagery descriptors for the figurines excavated from 
Cancuén. The objective of this code sheet is to obtain a quick synopsis of every figurine 
fragment analyzed from the site. Each fragment or whole object is given a unique 
identification number that links it to the coded information. The information includes the 
formal attributes (for example, # 11= Mold for a figurine), stylistic classification (#101= 
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Male, unclear), measurements (height, width, other) as well as paste characteristics and 
additional information not provided for in the coding system.  
I developed a second recording system after one initially used by Ann Schlosser 
and Robert Rands to facilitate Schlosser's processing of figurine material from Piedras 
Negras (Figure 4.1). The Schlosser and Rands classification allowed for more precise 
measurements and categorical descriptions of the figurines than was found in the code 
sheet of Triadan. My modifications that are built into this coding system include detailed 
measurements of each body part, and more designations of the iconographic/decorative-
stylistic representations, as well as providing for the recording of conservation efforts 
taken to preserve the figurine. This expanded recording system provided the basis to 
highlight those figurines that were considered to be unique among the hundreds of 
recovered figurine parts. I also used this coding system as the basis for selecting the 
figurines that would undergo chemical analysis by neutron activation. 
 Individual identification numbers for a figurine or figurine part begin with 
“CANF” followed with a unique number that is used to relate the different coding 
systems. A digital Mitutoyo caliper was used to measure the figurines and fragments to 
the nearest 0.01 mm. Measurements were taken not only to obtain general dimensions of 
a piece, but also to help determine the metric similarities among the figurines. Figurine 
molds were included in my study but, unfortunately, there was little evidence of multiple 
figurines being manufactured from the same mold. There may be two or three examples, 
but in general artisans at Cancuén did not seem to be interested in producing many mold 
formed copies from a particular image as was the case in Honduras (Hendon et al. 2014). 
Paste texture and paste color were also recorded but only in a generalized manner 
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(descriptors such as Light Orange, Gray, Fine, Medium). Lighting conditions for 
processing the figurines varied considerably. These data have been entered into a 
spreadsheet for reference (Appendix A). Finally, photographs were taken of all of the 
specimens of the collection (Appendix B).  
Compositional Analysis 
As noted at the beginning of this chapter an intensive program of chemical 
analysis was necessary for the characterization of the figurine paste and subsequent 
attribution of the figurine to a likely manufacturing location.The chemically based paste 
composition also forms the basis from which figurine patterns allow me to infer social or 
economic interactions within local residential settings or distant communities. A subset of 
all of the ceramic figurines and figurine fragments from Cancuén were selected for 
chemical analysis following an assessment of best representation of imagery, distribution 
of figurines relative to local Cancuén residential structures or special features, unusual 
shapes, paste color, paste texture, an occasional miscellaneous censer fragment, and 
figural examples of capricious choice (for example, see discussion of the chemical profile 
for figurine CANF064 and 069 below in Chapter 6). The interrelationships and inferences 
drawn from the figurine data were facilitated by a database of compositional data 
developed by myself, Tomas Barrientos, Cassandra Bill, Ronald L. Bishop, Michael 
Callaghan, Melanie Forne, Arik Ohnstad, Paola Torres, John Spenard, John Tomasic, and 
Brent Woodfill for hundreds of ceramics and figurines from Cancuén and from several 
regional projects, thereby providing a data-rich background from which to assess 
manufacturing provenience and exchange for the figurines. 
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Analytical Procedures 
The standardized procedure for extracting powdered paste from within a ceramic 
object is assisted by use of a flexible shaft drill with tungsten carbide drill bits (of known 
chemical composition) in order to keep the design component of the figurine exterior 
intact. The result of the powder extraction may appear as a row of holes along the bottom 
edge or foot of the figurine. If side entry is difficult, then a tungsten-carbide burr (also of 
known composition) is used to extract material from either the interior or exterior side of 
a specimen, depending upon the programmatic features of the specimen, after the 
removal of the surface layer to lessen chance of contamination. This results in a shallow 
furrow in the figurine that can be filled in by conservation techniques (but this has not yet 
been required). The ceramic powder is collected on glassine weighing paper and then 
transferred into cleaned glass vials which are then marked with the appropriate INAA 
control number. This is limited to a eight character ID because many of the “home-
grown” statistical systems for manipulating the data were based on old DOS computer 
technology. Ceramic vessels that were sampled for INAA at the site of Cancuén are 
designated as "PV" (a code that had not been used in the database), in order to separate 
the two form classes. Powdered samples were shipped to the National Museum of Natural 
History under permission granted by the Ministerio de Cultura y Deportes in Guatemala. 
I conducted the second step of the INAA processing in the Department of 
Anthropology in the National Museum of Natural History of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Glass vials of powdered samples are placed in a small electric oven at 120oC for 24 hours 
to remove surface adsorbed water. Separate sets of eighteen vials of ceramic material of 
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unknown composition, and standard reference material of known composition, were 
removed from the oven for weighing and packaged for neutron irradiation. Between 80 
and 100 mg of each sample is weighed accurately to one one-hundredth of a milligram 
and placed in a high purity polyethylene vial, which was sealed and marked with the 
unique INAA designation. The vials containing the figurine powdered paste and the two 
samples of NIST Standard Reference material SRM1633 (coal fly ash) of known 
composition, were placed in a larger polyethylene container and sealed. The container, an 
“irradiation rabbit” was marked with appropriate identification markings in order to keep 
track of the sample package when submitted for nuclear bombardment. These “rabbits,” 
capable of fast hydraulic injection and withdrawal, were then transported to the National 
Center for Neutron Research (NCNR) at the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology in Gaithersburg, Maryland. Actual irradiation and retrieval of the radioactive 
capsule was carried out by NCNR reactor staff. Specifics of the irradiation and gamma 
counting protocols are given in Blackman and Bishop (2007), having had only slight 
modification for the past 30 years (for reference see Blackman 1982). 
Data Analysis 
Multi-elemental paste compositional data obtained by neutron activation analysis 
has been acquired on more than 191 figurine or figurine mold specimens from Cancuén 
and sites in its immediate vicinity (a day’s walk distant). Sites included in what will be 
considered an “intra-regional” sphere include the sites of the Candelaria cave system, La 
Lima, Raxruja, and La Caoba. Sampling included a survey assessment of a range of 
locations, technological features, and textural and paste variation, so that the manufacture 
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of Cancuén figurines could be characterized within the context of a regional setting. 
Figurine selection was non-random. Nevertheless, there was no a priori knowledge about 
the number of figurine paste populations that were sampled. What results from the 
application neutron activation analysis is a table of variably quantified elemental 
measurements with the dimensions of n samples by v variables. The task of partitioning 
the data into an interpretable form falls to exploratory statistics. Details of the numerical 
operations that were used are described in Chapter 6. Here, I mention only the general 
objectives of the procedures.  
The data are first evaluated for errors that might arise from procedural steps, such 
as might occur during sample processing (for example, cleaning, weighing) or from 
instrumental sources. Data are then transformed, if appropriate, to reduce the influence of 
the major element concentrations over those that occur in trace amount, or to normalize 
or standardize the data to meet some requirement of a selected statistical procedure. The 
data may then be submitted to approaches that attempt to partition the data into groups of 
samples that are more like other members of the group than they are to members of other 
groups. This is the role of cluster analysis, a collection of several ways to defining what is 
“similar” in a multivariate space and with subsequent reduction of that information to a 
low dimensional form, such as a dendrogram. While one is interested in seeking the 
“natural structure” within the data, selection of data transformation, the measure of 
similarity and the mode of summarizing those similarities to a two or three dimensional 
plane results in distortion of the calculated measures of similarities among the samples. 
Clustering, therefore, requires that steps be taken to evaluate the groups formed according 
to numerical properties of each group. This leads to the use of procedures to determine 
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the probability that group members are members given their distance in multivariate 
space from the group center (Bishop and Neff 1989). 
Another approach to seeking patterns or “centers of gravity” within the data is to 
look for discontinuous distributions of data points along some reference axis. This can 
include how the data are positioned according to the measure of a determined element in 
the data. With 15 elements to work with, recalling the patterning of the data on each 
element would be virtually impossible. Even taking two elements at a time, without 
divisions established allowing a viewer to compare distributions, the view is challenging. 
Ordination procedures order data according to reference axes. The difficulties 
associated with viewing the data in more than two or three dimensions defined by the 
original measurements are addressed through the use of techniques such as principal 
components (Sneath and Sokal 1973:245–247). In the latter the data are transformed in a 
manner that reduces the dimensionality by successive extraction of the major directions 
of variation. With only a few dimensions, the majority of the variation in the data set can 
be accounted for and each axis has the characteristic of being independent from every 
other axis. Projection of the original data points onto these new reference axes provided a 
convenient way of displaying the relationships among the sample data points. The 
procedure does not form groups. 
Once groups of samples considered to be similar are formed, an extension of 
principal components analysis, with all the variation included, can be used to assess the 
likelihood that a sample is a member of the group or that a sample outside of the group 
might be a member given its distance for the multivariate group center (centroid) (Bishop 
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and Neff 1989; Glascock 1992; Harbottle 1976). This procedure is utilized extensively in 
my data analysis and is described in more detail in Chapter 6.  
Definition of groups or partitions and interpretation of reasons for observed 
variation in my data set are facilitated through comparison of the more than 600 analyses 
of Cancuén and viewed against the chemical information in the more than 40,000 
analyses of other Maya ceramic materials contained in the Maya Ceramics Project 
database (see Blackman and Bishop 2007). The chemical patterning within the Cancuén 
compositional data may reflect paste recipe distinctions, ceramic workshop delineations, 
or temporal changes. In general my data analysis probes for meaning that might be 
gleaned in the Cancuén figurines: a material form that represents the merger of the 
inhabitants’ natural and social environments. 
 Additional avenues of exploration with this dataset include: 
 Is the behavior inferred from the chemical patterning of Cancuén figurines
concordant with the same political associations or affiliations as expressed in the
hieroglyphic evidence at Cancuén or hieroglyphs at other political centers? For
example, while the hieroglyphic evidence suggests that Cancuén was established
as the southern outpost under the control of Calakmul in AD 656 are there actual
Calakmul figurines (or pottery) that were transported to the site of Cancuén in
response to elite mechanisms of transference of power through the exchange of
ritual items or as elite commemorative materials?
 Because Cancuén does not contain large pyramidal shrines for worship within the
site, but is geographically close to cave formations that may act as ritual areas, is
there evidence to suggest that figurines were part of a ritual pilgrimage cycle? Are
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Cancuén figurines present at other distant cave sites that might suggest an ancient 
pilgrimage?  
 Can paste distinctions contribute to an understanding of specific manufacturing
locations within a city environment? Are the figurines that are recovered from
particular features related to the influx different persons from other sites
establishing residency at Cancuén? Are there differences between ceramic vessel
paste and figurine pastes at Cancuén?
I address these and other questions through the analysis of the compositional data
in Chapter 6. However, I first turn to a consideration of figurine manufacturing technique 
in Chapter 5 that describes the production and manufacturing sequences involved in 
making a figurine. This might seem like an interruption in the consideration of the 
elemental variation in figurine paste but it is the raw material selection and modeling 
steps that provide the original basis for the figurines’ chemical makeup. 
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Proyecto Arqueologico Cancuen: Complete/Partial Figurines (Figure 4.1)
 Name: Date:
LOT:_______-_______-_______-_______-_______
Op              Subop               Unit              Level                 Lot
 Figurine #:
MCP INAA#:
Museum#
 Coordinates: North: ; East:
Provenience Description Context: Floor Burial Special Deposit Other
Human: Male  Female     Undetermined
 Adult     Infant  Elderly
 Animal:
 God Impersonator (mask)
Measurements:  (mm)
Head: Chin to hairline  Chin to headress  Width (ear to  ear)
Cheekbones  Eyebrows Nose to Back of head
 Headress Head (height total)
Headform:  Rounded
Flattened
Elongated
Torso Length (shoulder to pubic) Width (mid chest to back)
Hollow:  Back thickness Chest wall thickness
Appendages  Arm: Shoulder to elbow Elbow to fingers
Leg  Thigh to knee Knee to foot
Paste Color:  outside surface inside surface
Paste Texture:
Surface: Slipped Smudged
Paint:
Function:   Solid Hollow Whistle Rattle  Uncertain
 Construction:Complete              Fragment: Broken, reconstructible /Partial
 Modeled   Moldmade    Applique
 Neck Tenon  Mouthpiece  Whistle stop   Shape of whistle
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Anatomy : Whole Hair Head Face (markings)
 Nose  Tattoos/Scarification Malformations
        Mouth
Costume: Headdress Plumage
 ear ornaments Necklace/collar Wristlets
Anklets  Sandals  Objects in Hand
Garments:
 Imagery: Decorative Mode:
Pose: Standing  Seated  Kneeling  Uncertain
 Free limbed: Arms Legs  Uncertain
 Limbs Connected to body:  Arms  Legs  Uncertain
 Arm/Leg position
_____________________________________________________________________________
Conservation: Date:
□ Conservation treatment form on file
Condition:  □ good □ fair  □poor
Treatment: □dry cleaning w/toothbrush/brush □ washing w/ water
□acid cleaning (HNO3, HCL)
□ assembly/consolidation: □ B-72   □ B-48 □OTHER
Technical Analysis: □ sample removed from:______________________
□ neutron activation
□ x-ray diffraction □ phosphate □ organic residue
□ OTHER
Additional Comments:
Photo :  Drawing:
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Chapter 5 
Manufacturing Cancuén Figurines 
Maya figurines are one of the more interesting material remains because their 
form permits the reconstruction of the final design steps of the manufacturing processes. 
Some of the earliest comments about the manufacturing processes involved in the 
creation of Maya figurines were those by Mary Butler (1935). The figurines that Butler 
studied came from the 1931–1932 The University Museum's field seasons at the great 
Maya center of Piedras Negras, Guatemala. Ninety-five humanoid figurines were 
recovered from that site of which 92 had been formed using a mold technology (1935). 
Farther to the east, in what is now Belize (then British Honduras) Joyce (1933) studied 
the construction patterns of figurines from Lubaantun that had been made with two 
whistle holes and a whistle mouth piece that allowed for the creation of music.  
Ceramic molds, used to create molded and combination molded and hand-
modeled figurines were most likely created by fashioning a positive incised form that was 
carved into beeswax, a light cylindrical wood, or alternatively, from a ceramic figurine. A 
thin 'pancake' piece of clay was wrapped around the form and subsequently hardened by 
a heat source (see Rice 1987:125 for mold processing). Thin ceramic slurries or slips 
were applied for ease of extraction before a lump of clay was pressed into the mold. 
Inspection of this manufacturing process frequently shows an area of burnishing on the 
sides where the edge of molded front meets the hand modeled back portion. In other 
instances when evaluating a fragment, a discernible breakage line may be observed on a 
figurine fragment revealing where the mold portion was separated at the joined area.  
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Few tools have been excavated that can be unambiguously related to figurine 
construction, but their marks can be inferred on the surface of a ceramic figurine from the 
result of their use, especially those tools used for creating musical effects. Thin 'popsicle' 
stick forms (a wood or bone tool) would be used on a still moist ceramic figure, 
sometime prior to drying to the leather-hard stage, to push a piece of the ceramic exterior 
through to the inside cavity, thus creating a whistle vent (Figure 5.1). This artisan 
behavior is evident in a different iteration where the whistle vent is placed on the exterior 
of the back of the figurine instead of underneath and the pushed-in remnant of the 
exterior resides within the interior cavity. A small thin tool was used to puncture the back 
tripod foot, which also acts as a mouthpiece so that air could flow to the internal 
chamber. Hollow cylindrical tools (such as a hollow reed, cylindrical wood piece or 
bone) were used to punch out ceramic material in order to form the musical note holes, 
eyes of masks, or pendant holes. Since there is no 'doughnut hole' left in the interior 
cavity of the figurine, I speculate that a hollow tool would have been used to extract the 
extra exterior ceramic bits. The specific arrangement of musical holes or other holes that 
allowed gasses to escape the interior cavity during firing, may indicate regional 
preferences.  
Once formed, small amounts of clay would be added, or appliquéd to the surface 
of the figure, providing a wide variety of decorate additions that are most evident in the 
representations of headdresses and jewelry pieces that make the depicted figure unique. 
Especially with the creation of a generic moldmade face or head, the appliqué of 
headdress and costuming can even designate gender associations. Thin pointed tools are 
used to create sharper incising designs, through the fine displacement of clay from the 
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surface of the figurine, such as evidenced in facial scarification or the intricate details of 
huipil patterns. Finally, paint may be added to delineate wardrobe and detail anatomy. At 
Cancuén, white paint or slip occasionally is noted along the edges or creases of the face 
or other body parts. Black paint is used on shields to denote jaguar spots and highlight 
jaguar tails, as well as costuming. Elsewhere, such as on medallions, or interior creases, 
traces of Maya blue, black paint, and white slips have remained.  
Cancuén Manufacturing Techniques and Forms 
The range of basic forms at the site of Cancuén covers almost all patterns of 
manufacturing techniques with the exception of the bulbous multi-chamber resonator 
flutes (prevalent in Aguateca [see Triadan 2014:30, Figure 2.15]) and figurine rattles 
(prevalent in the lower Usumacinta river drainage). The following are the best examples 
of manufacturing processes that are expressed within the corpus of the site's figurines 
(see Table 5.1). Additional information about each figurine can be found in Appendices 
A and B. 
Molds (Figure 5.1) 
Unfortunately, there is scarcity of molds at the site of Cancuén. Excavations at 
Cancuén have been extensive with relatively shallow stratigraphy, and this has meant that 
large sections within residential complexes could be stripped. But in all of the excavation 
units that have been opened, only six molds were recovered, almost entirely from the 
northern residential units. Three molds were found at the site of La Lima—two of which 
were found in structure #3 of that site. The molds are all found in fragmentary condition, 
potentially reflecting an intentional breakage. Ritual sacrifice and controlling a 
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proprietary design are possible reasons for breakage and discard, or a more mundane 
interpretation considers accidental breakage as well. Cancuén has yielded only two 
positive examples produced from the recovered molds [CANF1356 and CANF2640]. 
There are two sets of positive copies (without the recovery of a mold) of a woman's torso. 
CANF090 and CANF135 are torsos that have the arms holding a scepter. CANF150, 
CANF2695, and CANF2704 are of a woman's torso with a simple huipil and a jade bead 
tassel strand.  For reference to chemical composition patterns see Chapter 6, and 
individual paste patterns are located in appendice B. 
CANF1390 
CAN24-72-5 
Structure M10-7 
H= 30.3 mm, W =25.7 mm, Nose to Back of Mold =16.8 mm 
Jade Workshop compound 
Small Humanoid Face or Monkey face mold 
Found on the plaza floor of structure M10-7, this mold has indications of teeth and large 
round eyes. There is a possible positive example from another excavation unit in the 
same structure M10-7. Positive cast CANF1356 has smaller dimensions (H=27.4 mm, 
W= 23.2, Nose to Back of Head=15.6 mm) than the overall measurements of CANF1390. 
CANF2078 
CAN39A-56-2 
Structure K9-7 
Los Patos residential complex, near to aguada 
H= 50.9 mm, W=36.6 mm, Thickness = 16.4 mm 
Face, possibly zoomorphic or deity. 
This mold was recovered from a residential structure's staircase (Ohnstad et al. 
2004:228). It has partial indications of the left half of the face with laurel shaped eyes, 
beard and nose. 
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CANF2199 
CAN40-61-1 
Structure N11-3 
H= 66.9 mm, W= 53.1 mm, Thickness = 15.5 mm 
Northeast elite compound 
Left half of Warrior with Headdress 
To the west of the large 'volcancito' structure, N11-3 was most likely a range or patio 
structure connected to N10-1 (Kovacevich et al. 2004:184). This mold has the left half of 
a feathered headdress, neck jewelry and an arm. INAA analysis indicates that the mold is 
from a local ceramic paste. 
 
CANF2431 
CND4A-70-4 
Structure 3 
H= 35.7 mm, W= 74.1 mm, Thickness = 12.0 mm 
Site of La Lima, Candelaria system, residence near cave 
Concave mold with impression design on bottom left 
 
The site of La Lima situated within the Candelaria karst system was a community that 
controlled the Los Nacimientos cave entrance (Woodfill 2007:141). This mold is a very 
concave in shape with little design features to describe at the bottom left. INAA analysis 
indicates that the mold originated from the site of La Lima. 
 
 
CANF2439 
CND4A-126-1 
Structure 3 
H= 73.3 mm, W= 64.4 mm, Thickness= 11.6 mm 
Site of La Lima, Candelaria system, residence near cave 
Mold of Bird's beak from a headdress (ballplayer or warrior) 
 
This mold indicates the tilted beak of a bird and eye socket. The design is most likely 
from the headdress of a ballplayer with the headdress in profile, tilted to the left. INAA 
analysis indicates that the mold originated from the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. 
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CANF2575 
CND4A-6-11 
Structure 3 
H= 75 mm, W= 104.7 mm, Thickness = 13.2 mm 
Site of La Lima, Candelaria system, residence near cave 
Mold of a body form 
This is a large mold with the design indicating an arm and possibly jewelry at the neck 
area. INAA analysis indicates that the mold originated from a local Cancuén ceramic 
paste. 
CANF2576 
CAN9A-4-2 
Structure L7-33 
H= 91.9 mm, W= 63.3 mm, Thickness= 20.6 mm 
Eastern Ballcourt, Cancuén, between two range structures 
Deer Headdressed Ballplayer 
Mold is half of a deer headdressed ballplayer. The design of the mold indicates that the 
deer headdress would be in profile to the right; a flat triangular shaped humanoid face is 
underneath the headdress with a hand at the mid-section of the torso. The costume is 
indicates circular quilting at the shoulder, and there is possible tool (hacha?) or hand is at 
the side of the torso on the left side of the mold. CANF2576 also appears to have a thin 
white slip within the lower parts of the mold. INAA analysis indicates that the mold 
originated from the Raxruja area, most likely the midpoint of the Candelaria region, 
within the Mico cave zone. 
CANF2600 
CAN25F-18-2 
Structure L9-3 
H= 91.3 mm, W= 63.3 mm, Thickness = 14.7 mm 
Highland Ballcourt, Cancuén 
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Monster Headdress 
This is the right half mold of a monstrous feathered headdress. Feathers, beads and the 
large globular eye are indicated. The positive match was found in the northern aguada 
basin (CAN48). CANF2640 a positive figurine that originated from the north aguada, fits 
into the headdress portion of the mold CANF2600.  
CANF2601 
CAN25F-18-2 
Structure L9-3 
H= 62.3 mm, W= 42.5 mm, Thickness= 17.2 
Northern Ballcourt, Cancuén 
Limb 
This mold appears to have the impression of either a bent arm or leg. 
Positive Moldmade Forms 
Moldmade single figure with head completely attached (Halperin 2014, Type 1) (Figure 
5.2) 
CANF657 
CAN35-11-3 
Structure P7-2 
H= 73.5 mm, W= 46 mm, Nose to Back of Head= 48.9 mm 
This highly eroded owl figurine is representative of the positive form that incorporates 
the details from the feet to the head within the entirety of the mold. 
Moldmade single figure with neck tenon head (Halperin 2014, Type 3) (Figure 5.3) 
CANF0470 
CAN13-74-2 
Structure K7-24 
H=105.0 mm, W=66.8 mm, Front to back of chest=53.1 mm 
This body form is of a noble woman's torso with an intricately patterned huipil holding a 
fan in the mid-section of the torso. The hole at the top of the neck is the where the 
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tenoned head would be placed, and then a thin piece of appliqué would seal the two 
pieces. 
Neck Tenon 
There are seventeen examples of neck tenons that display both human and 
zoomorphic facial features. Twelve of the heads are human, two dogs, one feline, one 
bird and a heavily eroded zoomorphic head. Four of the human heads are examples of the 
male Cancuén free-standing figurine. 
CANF1228 CANF2164 CANF2650 CANF2687 
Another humanoid head has facial features that are reminiscent of Palenque style heads 
with the mouth parted showing teeth or tongue and a two-step midline parted hair 
[CANF2396]. CANF1298 is a head that has the puffy cotton wrapped turban that is a 
prevalent style among sub-royal elite courtiers. The dog and feline heads appear to be 
attached at a more horizontal position because of the angle of the neck tenon.  
Human, with neck tenon (Figure 5.4) 
CANF0403 
CAN13-121-1 
Structure K6-34 
H=45.3 mm, W= 42.4 mm, Nose to back of head= 22.5 mm 
Pyrite workshop 
Eroded Male face with multi-tiered headdress 
CANF1228 
CAN7-35-6 
Structure L6-1 
H=54.5 mm, W= 28.2 mm, Nose to back of head= 34.5 mm 
Royal kitchen compound 
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Neck tenon present on an eroded Cancuén free-standing figurine head. A hole is pierced 
through the temple side of the head.  
 
CANF1298 
CAN24-93-2 
Structure M10-4 
H= 66.4 mm, W= 42.3mm, Nose to back of head= 38.3 mm 
Jade workshop 
 
This head depicts a male with a poofy cotton turban headdress. The eyes are laurel-
shaped and the mouth is open indicating three front teeth. Appliqué earspools and top 
knot are present. The neck has a rope twined collar. Neck tenon is small point at the back 
of the neck. 
 
CANF1351 
CAN24-130-5 
Structure M10-3 
H= 60.3 mm, W=39.9, Nose to back of head= 43.8 mm 
Jade workshop 
 
Male head that has appliqué earspool, mouth open with modified front teeth, brow 
scarification and an eroded neck tenon 
 
CANF1556 
CAN37C-2-2 
Structure L8-6 
H= 49.3, W= 20.5, Nose to back of head= 26.8 mm 
Terrace of residence 
 
Male with a simple cap that surrounds the face. A hole is punctured through at the side 
where the ear would be placed. 
 
CANF1956 
CAN19A-39-1 
Structure K8-11 
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H= 55.9 mm, W= 28.1 mm, Nose to back of head= 34.8 mm 
Eroded humanoid head. 
CAN1957 
CAN19A-39-1 
Structure K8-11 
H=47.1 mm, W= 33.4 mm, Nose to back of head= 25.7 mm 
Eroded humanoid head fragment, possibly elderly or deformed. 
CANF2116 
CAN39A-71-3 
Structure K9-7 
H= 49.2 mm, W= 27.4 mm, Nose to back of head= 31.0 mm 
Eroded humanoid head, rounded face. 
CANF2164 
CAN40-51-1 
Structure N10-1 
H=40.3 mm, W= 20.4 mm, Nose to back of head= 25.0 mm 
Neck tenon present on an eroded Cancuén free-standing figurine head. A hole is pierced 
through the temple side of the head. 
CANF2396 
CAN45B-44-1 
Structure L8-2 
H= 42.5 mm, W= 28.6 mm, Nose to back of head= 35.6 mm 
Face has Palenque-like features such as laurel shaped eyes, mouth open with tongue and 
a row of teeth indicated. Hair is an appliqué around the pointed head, then incised with a 
midline and radiating hair lines. The hair has a two-step cut along the side of the head 
that is similar to other examples along the lower Usumacinta river system. While the 
features of the head recall elements from a long-distant community, the INAA chemical 
composition pattern indicates that it was made locally. 
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CANF2650 
CAN48-84-1 
H= 50.1 mm, W= 25.8 mm, Nose to back of head= 30.2 mm 
North Aguada 
Neck tenon present on an eroded Cancuén free-standing figurine head. A hole is pierced 
through the side of the head. This bridge of the nose has a three bead scarification, and 
the lips are well defined. 
CANF2687 
CAN54-13-5 
H= 63.5 mm, W= 31.2 mm, Nose to back of head= 38.3 mm 
Northeast group compound 
Neck tenon present on an eroded Cancuén free-standing figurine head. A hole is pierced 
through the top side of the head. The figurine is covered in white slip paint; nose bridge 
has raised scarification; mouth is open with two front teeth exposed. 
Zoomorphic Neck Tenon (Figure 5.5) 
CANF1202 
CAN7-11-1 
H= 39.7 mm, W= 22.7 mm 
Royal kitchen compound 
Canine facial features, appliqué collar still attached under chin, appliqué ears are missing. 
CANF2414 
CAN45B-95-2 
Structure L8-2 
H=44.1 mm, W= 25 mm, Nose to back of head= 32.1 mm 
Canine facial features, appliqué collar still attached under chin, appliqué ears are missing. 
CANF1884 
CAN14B-15-2 
Structure M6-12 
H= 32.3mm, W= 19.3 mm, Nose to back of head= 33.3 
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Feline features or possibly pisote? Neck tenon is broken, possible point of ear attachment 
at back of head. 
CANF2010 
CAN39A-7-5 
Structure K9-4 
H= 35.4mm, W=24.3 mm, Nose to back of head = 26.3 mm 
Bird facial features. Sharp short beak at front of face. 
CANF2115 
CAN39A-70-1 
Structure K9-7 
H= 28.7 mm, W= 28.0 mm, Nose to back of head= 37.2 
Zoomorphic head, highly eroded, possibly a deer head (?) 
Single, Modeled Figurines (Halperin 2014, Type 2) (Figure 5.6) 
Unfortunately the single modeled figurines are in fragmentary condition at the site 
of Cancuén. 
CANF2721 
CAN54-28-3 
H= 28.4 mm, W= 24.5 mm, Nose to back of head= 30.1 mm 
This fragment is of a simple bird head with appliqué comb and eyeballs. 
CANF0079 
CAN20-0-0 
Structure K6-34 
Pyrite Workshop 
H= 23.6 mm, W= 19.4 mm, Thick= 26.6 mm 
Eroded simple bird head with incised eye and incised beak. 
CANF1983 
CAN26A-13-2 
North Palace Patio 
H=32.5 mm, W= 29.6 mm, Nose to back of head= 34.7 
Eroded simple bird head with appliqué comb and eyeball 
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CANF0656 
CAN35-10-1 
Structure P7-2 
H= 48.4 mm, W= 33.0 mm, Front to back= 21.9 mm 
Bird torso with single tassel beaded necklaces 
CANF1383 
CAN24-148-2 
Structure M10-3 
Jade Workshop 
H=17.2 mm, W= 26.9 mm, Front to back= 22.0 mm 
Bottom of bird torso with two feet 
CANF0046 
CAN13-7-3 
K7-14 
Jade Midden residence 
H= 31.0 mm, W=33.6 mm, Front to back= 16.3 mm 
Double mouthpiece whistle end of a modeled bird torso 
CANF0058 
CAN13-9-4 
Structure K6-39 
Southwest residence 
Double mouthpiece whistle end of a modeled bird torso 
Double Figure, Moldmade (Figure 5.7) 
CANF0469 
CAN13-40-2 
Structure K7-24 
Jade midden 
H= 139.3 mm, W= 82.1 mm, Front to back of chest= 47.1 mm 
This figurine is of two humanoids created from one mold. The left figure is a male and 
the right is a female. Gender is designated by anatomy and costume. They are conjoined 
at the male's left side and the female's right side. Only one arm from each individual is 
delineated and is arranged at the mid-chest area. The back of the figurine contains two 
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ocarina holes at the shoulder blade area, the whistle vent is at the bottom, and the 
mouthpiece is in the back tripod leg.  
CANF2125 
CAN39A-57-5 
Residential Group K9-1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
Los Patos Aguada 
H= 127.6 mm, W= 72.1 mm, Nose to Back of head= 40.5 mm 
This highly eroded figurine consists of two humanoids created from one mold. It was 
recovered from an aguada. The figures are arranged in a piggy-back position. The top 
figure is a female with legs indicated on the shoulders of the other figure. The bottom 
figure has either an elderly or deity male visage; both shoulders and arms are indicated. 
Enthroned, Moldmade (Figure 5.8) 
The enthroned pieces from Cancuén resemble what is found in the lower 
Usumacinta system, where thrones are thematically connected with male humanoids in a 
moldmade design. There is one potential example of a throne that is created separately 
(see Palenque Bird Man seated on a throne, Schmidt et al. 1998:62–63) but there is no 
evidence of a throne made with hand-modeled techniques that envelopes the humanoid 
(see Pacbitun Lord with Jaguar roofed throne, Cheong 2013). 
CANF304 
CAN13-74-2 
Structure K7-24 
West Patio, Jade midden 
This fragment has a front design of an undulating line; the form is possibly the corner of 
a throne or a small ceramic box. The comparative example is a separate H-shaped 
ceramic box throne that is within the Kerr photo collection, Kerr Maya Vase Database, 
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K9067a. It displays pseudo-glyphs and, at the center section of the throne, an elongated 
face surrounded on both sides with undulating lines. 
CANF1013  
CAN24-42-1 
Structure M10-7, near to Burial 23 
Northern Jade workshop 
H= 50.4 mm, W= 25.5 mm, Front to back= 22.6 mm 
This fragment has two pseudo-glyph cells that are usually placed at the front of the 
moldmade figurine. 
CANF1506 
CAN37A-6-5 
Structure L9-8 
Northwest residence 
H= 65.4 mm, W=64.1 mm, Front to back= 16.4 mm 
This fragment has either a pseudo-glyph throne with the right hand resting at the corner 
or the right hand is holding a pseudo-glyph sky bar at the torso region of the figure. 
White slip and blue paint residue are present. 
CANF2433 
CND4A-86-5 
Structure 3 
H= 66.7 mm, W= 65.4 mm, Front to back 34.5 mm 
Imagery displays two columns and two legs attached to a loincloth within the columns. 
Mobile Figurines 
The mobile elements found at Cancuén are not extra-large, moldmade, block-like 
figures that are found at Jaina and in the Veracruz region (Piña Chan 1965). They are 
smaller versions (about the length of a hand) and have solid arms that have a hole drilled 
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at the shoulder area and solid modeled bodies. The leg design is a new form. While most 
mobile legs are of one moldmade straight leg, the Cancuén examples are split at the knee 
line, so that, the thigh and lower leg are separated in order to allow the figure to sit along 
an edge or dance. At the top of the hip are two holes that align with the two holes that are 
placed at the pubic area of the solid body. The knee area has two distinct design versions. 
One version has a single hole that is pieced through the side of the bottom of the thigh. 
The single hole would be repeated at the top of the shin and a string would connect both 
upper leg and lower leg. The second version is again split at the knee line, but the thigh 
has three holes arranged at the sides, two arrange on the sides near the knee area and one 
in the back. The upper shin has the matching holes. This mobile leg most likely appeared 
to be standing because of the large surface area of the knee region that would support the 
figurine. The body that attaches to the second example of the mobile leg is a variation of 
the Cancuén free limbed form. 
Mobile Arms (Figure 5.9) 
CANF1041 
CANF24-60-2 
Structure M10-7 
Jade Workshop 
H= 30 mm, W= 56.4 mm, Thick= 14.4 mm 
This right sided solid mobile arm has a hole at the shoulder area and is bent to make the 
arm slightly curved. 
CANF1098 
CAN25C-9-1 
Structure L9-5 
H= 26.2 mm, W= 62.8 mm, Thick = 15.0 mm 
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This right sided mobile arm has a hole at the shoulder area and at has an interior incised 
line to indicate the crease of the arm and an incised line to delineate the hand from the 
arm. 
CANF2000 
CAN38-29-2 
East port complex 
H=30.5 mm, W=50.6 mm, Thick 13.4 mm 
This left solid mobile arm has a hole at the shoulder area and most likely had an appliqué 
thumb. Other fragments or examples of mobile arms from the Cancuén collection: 
CANF0064 CANF0162 CANF0213 CANF0430 CANF0928 
CANF0978 CANF1200 CANF1272 CANF1273 CANF1274 
CANF1520 CANF2005 CANF2324 
(see Appendices A and B) 
Mobile Torso (Figure 5.10) 
CANF1368 
CAN24-133-1 
Structure M10-3 
Jade workshop 
H=80.4 mm, W=30.8 mm, Front to back= 23.8 mm 
This specimen, unfortunately, is without a head and is solid with a curvature of chest that 
becomes a tapered point at the pubic region. The side profile of the figurine has a hole 
through the shoulder region. The pelvic area is flattened in side profile and has two holes 
that match the holes in the hip region of the first version of the mobile leg. 
CANF0181 
CAN13-48-4 
Structure K6-16 
H=63.4 mm, W= 53.2mm, Front to back= 37.0 mm 
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This example of a pelvic portion of the figurine is a male because it displays a cotton 
loincloth. This is the second version of the mobile body that is found at Cancuén; it has 
holes punctured through the front and back of the thigh in order to connect to the mobile 
leg. Other fragments of mobile torsos from the Cancuén collection: CANF1004, 2707. 
Mobile Legs 
Mobile Leg #1 (Figure 5.11) 
CANF1036 
CAN24-59-3 
Structure M10-7 
Jade workshop 
H=42.8 mm, W=23.4 mm, Thick= 16.1 mm 
Rounded hip form with two holes at the top on the sides, cylinder-like thigh with hole at 
the bottom. 
CANF1044 
CAN24-60-2 
Structure M10-7 
Jade Workshop 
H= 48.8 mm, W= 27.8 mm, Thick 19.8 mm 
A more angular hip form with two holes at the top on the sides, thigh has a hole at the 
bottom on the side. The interior of the hip portion of the mobile leg is more scooped out 
allowing for the pelvic area on the body to fit easier. 
CANF1339 
CAN24-120-1 
Structure M10-3 
Jade Workshop 
H= 57.6 mm, W= 41.2 mm, Thick= 23.3 mm 
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This is the largest example of the version #1 mobile leg. It has a more flattened hip region 
with two holes punctured through the side. A single hole is at the bottom of the thigh. 
The interior hip area is smooth and flat. 
CANF1332 
CANF24-118-3 
Between structures M10-7 and M10-4 
H= 42.6 mm, W= 14.0 mm 
This is the lower part of mobile leg, version #1. There is a hole at the top side with the 
outline of a knee cap, calf and tapered at the bottom to the ankle area. 
Moble Leg #2 (Figure 5.12) 
CANF0033 
CAN8-0-0 
Group E 
H= 64.5 mm, W= 23 mm, Foot size= 49.8 mm 
This lower leg has a flat top for a kneecap and has three holes punched through along the 
sides and back of the knee area. Foot has a slight arch. 
CANF1354 
CAN24-131-1 
Structure M10-7 
H= 55.7 mm, W= 20.9 mm, Foot size= 48.2 mm 
This lower leg has a flat top for a kneecap and has three holes punched through along the 
sides and back of the knee area. Foot has a flat arch. 
CANF1455 
CAN25A-95-2 
Structure M9-17 
H = 63.2 mm, W= 25.8 mm, foot size= 33.3 mm 
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This lower leg has a flat top for a kneecap and has three holes punched through along the 
sides and back of the knee area. The kneecap and top part of the calf are anatomically 
present and the foot has an exaggerated arch with incised toes. Other examples of both 
versions of mobile legs within the Cancuén collection:  
CANF0045 CANF0094 CANF0326 CANF0331 CANF0748 CANF0752 
CANF0919 CANF0978 CANF0989 CANF1270 CANF1271 CANF1339 
CANF 1359 CANF 1376 CANF 1450 CANF 1455 CANF 2002 CANF 2127 
CANF 2135 CANF 2147 CANF 2184 CANF 2188 CANF 2558 CANF 2637 
 (see appendices A and B). 
Free- Limbed, moldmade, hand-modeled (Halperin 2014, Type 4) (Figure 5.13) 
CANF0472 
CAN13-18-1 
Structure K6-34 
Pyrite Workshop 
"Cancuén Male" 
H= 183.0 mm W= 132.0 mm (arm to arm) w (at waist/loincloth) = 65.9 mm 
This basic form is as popular a manufacturing process as the mold and combination hand-
modeled figurines at the site as an indication from all of the limbs and head fragments 
that have been recovered. The arms and legs are separate from the body and provide 
stability with a wide stance. CANF0472 is the best and most complete example of this 
form. The legs are moldmade at the shins and thighs as indicated by join lines at the 
sides. The shins and thighs are joined by a diamond shaped ceramic tenon at the knee (as 
evidenced in CANF0464 and CANF1453). The knee tenon is a unique manufacturing 
technique for this site. The feet have examples of a dramatic arch on the interior or 
pressed on a solid surface to be flat. The body is hollow with holes at the both sides of the 
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torso, arms are a solid modeled forearm attached to a hollow moldmade upper arm. The 
thumb is appliquéd to the wrist, joined at the first fingertip leaving a space in between 
and the fingers are slightly bent to indicate a grasping position. The head is sometimes 
hollow and moldmade while other examples are solid and have a neck tenon (see 
CANF2164 or CANF2650 [see figure 5.4]). A hole is pierced through the side of the 
head at ear level or temple area. Appliqué is added for ornamentation of earspools, 
costume, wristlets, anklets, and sandals. Separate masks and other accessories, at times, 
accompany these figures (see below). Incising is used to define the thong portion of the 
loincloth, costuming, and toes. The free-limbed variety at Cancuén appears to be stockier 
(American football-like physique) than the free-limbed gracile examples from Jaina or El 
Perú-Waká . 
Removable Accessories (Figure 5.14)  
The free-limbed ceramic figurines are accompanied at times by removable items such as 
ceramic masks, headdresses, and weaponry that are placed on the head or in the hands. 
Both masks and headdresses are smoothed in the interior portion so as to easily place the 
object on the head. Some masks have the eyes punched through so that the eyes of the 
figurine can see out and other mask examples have a mouth hole. Luckily, the free-
limbed example of CANF0472 had both a headdress and a ceramic mask found near to 
the body that changes the appearance of the figurine. 
CANF0472 
CAN13-18-1 
Structure K6-34 
Pyrite Workshop 
H= 98.1 mm, W= 48.4 mm 
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This is affectionately known as the 'Kaiser Helmet' (as voted by members in the field), 
because it has an appliqué triangular point at the top of the dome topped headdress. The 
back, there are twenty appliqué beads with ends flowing in a semi-circular shape down 
into feathered tassels. The center of the appliqué beads contains a large coffee-bean shape 
bead. The interior is smoothed, most likely manufactured by hand. 
CANF0510 
CAN13-20-1 
Structure K6-34 
Pyrite Workshop 
H= 43.5 mm, W= 65.7 mm 
This standalone mask also encloses the head of CANF0472. The front is a moldmade 
portion of an adult elderly face, most likely a deity visage of God N or the Old Sun God. 
An appliqué cotton head wraps around the top of the head and is twisted in at the front at 
an angle with one of the ends finalized in a bulb form. The face has labial nasal grooves 
and brow lines, raised forehead bump with medallion and an open smile with three teeth. 
There is one remaining coffee bean-like appliqué earspool attached to the left ear. There 
are two cutouts behind the ear of the mask that matches the vent hole on the side of the 
head of CANF0472. 
CANF0464 
CAN7-8-8 
Structure L6-1 
Royal kitchen compound 
H= 72.4 mm, W (brim)= 48.6 mm W(top feathers)=39.5 mm 
This removable cone-shaped headdress is with a shaman figure that is transitioning into a 
jaguar. This headdress was found in burial 2/7. It has diagonal incised marks with incised 
circles in between on the front crown of the headdress. There is blue paint on the top 
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feathers, red at the crown and red paint at the top of the circular brim. Small holes have 
been pushed through on the sides in order to secure the hat to the figurine's pointed head. 
CANF0466 
CAN7-8-8 
Structure L6-1 
Royal kitchen compound 
H= 57.0 mm, W= 65.9 mm 
This mask is connected to an intact warrior figurine found in burial 2/7. It displays a 
jaguar visage with snarling mouth, upper teeth and right fang. The face has raised brows 
and cheekbones and a raised nose ridge. The spade shaped ears are appliquéd. The eye 
area is punched out in a circular manner. 
CANF0623 
CAN14-1-1 
Laboratory northeast corner 
Burial #14 
H= 45.5 mm, W= 31.5 mm, Nose to back of head= 20.8 mm 
This partial mask has rounded cheek with a hollowed eye slit and upturned mouth. There 
is a labial nasal groove that extends over the mid-line of the brow and continues along the 
left side of the face. 
CANF0881 
CAN25A-34-1 
Structure M9-18 
H= 24.8 mm, W= 23.3 mm, Nose to back of head= 12.6 mm 
This is a partial mask of a jaguar with a tongue touching the nose. The left eye is punched 
out in circular manner. 
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CANF2331
CAN26B-11-2 
Structure L7-14 
H= 79.6 mm, W= 50.9 mm, Nose to back of head= 62.2 mm 
This mask displays another jaguar visage with snarling mouth and two fangs. The mouth 
is outlined with a raised brow and brow bump. The right ear and earspool are appliquéd. 
The ear is spade shaped and the eye area is punched out in a smaller circle. 
CANF2507 
TRE2-25-2 
Site of Tres Islas 
H=30.2 mm, W=45.4 mm, Nose to back of head= 21.1 mm 
The partial bottom of this mask displays a beard, teeth and fangs and a right appliqué 
feathered end of the headdress. The bottom of the eye holes are present. 
CANF2691 
CANF54-13-8 
North Group 
H= 52.3 mm, W= 47.9 mm, Nose to back of head= 54.3 mm 
This is a mask is a chubby older male with the eyes closed. There are two dimples that 
are excised at the cheeks. The mouth is not open but well defined. There are creased brow 
wrinkles and the nose has a raised scarification at the mid-ridge. Ears are appliquéd and 
there is a row of raised incised appliquéd dots are arranged at the center of the head to 
appear as a Mohawk hairstyle. There are small holes behind the ears. The back of the 
mask has fire clouding. 
CANF0080 
CAN13-20-1 
Pyrite Workshop 
H= 84.5 mm, W= 58.2 mm, Thick= 10.0 mm 
This fragment of a flat round disk has an appliquéd raised circle and point at the center of 
the shield. 
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CANF1265 
CAN24-63-3 
Structure M10-7 
Jade workshop 
H= 38.0 mm, W= 6.4 mm 
This fragment is a thin spear or arrow that was most likely placed in the space between 
the thumb and hand of a free-limbed figurine 
Flutes (Figurine 5.15) 
There are twenty-one examples of flutes within the Cancuén figurine assemblage. The 
flutes are made of a simple ceramic cylinder with one resonating chamber created at the 
top before the note holes with the mouthpiece placed at the top. A face (usually 
humanoid) is appliquéd in the exterior front before the first frontal note hole. Appliqué of 
headdress, jewelry collar, costuming, and earspools are added to cement the figure to the 
flute cylinder. There are simple end pieces such as CANF1269, 1889, and 2613 that show 
the non-decorative portions of the flutes (see appendice).  
CANF0016 
CAN3-3-4 
South Palace Patio 
H=42.9 mm, W= 35.1 
CANF0698 
CAN25A-4-4 
Structure M9-15 
H= 38.7 mm, W= 21.9 mm, Front to back= 21.9 mm 
CANF1942 
CAN19A-2-4 
Structure K8-5 
H= 36.0 mm, W= 15.2 mm, Front to back =20.6 mm 
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CANF2003 
CAN38-29-2 
East Port complex 
H= 28.9 mm, W=18.5 mm, Front to back= 21.8 mm 
CANF2630 
CAN42-32-2 
Royal Aguada 
H=66.3 mm, W= 25.2 mm, Front to back= 19.7 mm 
CAN2694 
CAN54-13-8 
Northeast group 
H=40.2 mm, W=16.2 mm, Front to back= 21.5 mm 
This cylindrical form with an appliquéd humanoid face (potentially categorized as a 
dwarf because of the puffy cheeks?) with large rounded inset eyes that are in a slit 
position has been recovered in different residential areas of the site. These multiple 
copies have a mouth that is curled open with teeth being bared. Labial nasal and eye 
grooves are present. Earspools, grooved hair, headdress and jewelry collar are appliquéd. 
A variation of this face is found in CANF2630 where the eyeballs and cheek ridges are 
more pronounced. The figurine has a blue painted headdress symbol of an oblong 
checkerboard design (possibly a mat symbol or the JAL glyph? [see Stone and Zender 
2011:81, Figure 26]). 
CANF1220 
CAN7-24-5 
Structure L-1 
Royal Kitchen compound 
H= 41.6 mm, 22.5 mm, Front to back = 22.0 mm 
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This flute is a grotesque face with laurel eyes and mouth in grimace shape showing two 
rows of teeth. The fragmented headdress is appliquéd around the face. The chin may have 
a goatee beard. 
CANF1666 
CND2-19-1 
La Caoba Cave  
Structure #2 
H= 44.5 mm, W= 33 mm 
This fragment of a flute is a pregnant belly. 
CANF2027 
CAN39A-27-7 
Structure K9-7 
Los Patos group 
H= 21.4 mm, W=14.7 mm, Front to back= 21.3 
Highly eroded humanoid face with pronounced cheek ridges appliquéd on to a flute. 
CANF2031 
CAN39A-34-3 
Structure K9-4 
H= 37.8mm, W=20.7 mm, Front to back= 12.9 mm 
This very thin flute has a unique ovoid face with elongated cheeks and labial nasal 
grooves. The eyes are slit in form and there is an appliqué rosette at the top of the head. 
Ear spools are appliquéd as well. 
CANF2389 
CAN45B-20-2 
Structure L8-2 
H= 34.6 mm, W=20.2 mm, Front to back= 22.6 mm 
Highly eroded flute face with major cheek wrinkles and mouth open with teeth. Possibly 
represents a monkey face. 
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CANF2407 
CAN45B-93-4 
Structure L8-2 
H= 62.3 mm, W= 22.5 mm, Front to back= 23.6 mm 
This flute has a rabbit head placed over the broken resonator. 
CANF2498 
RAX3-1-1 
Raxruja, Structure 1 
H= 51.1 mm, W=32.2 mm, Front to back= 36.1 mm 
CANF2505 
KAK2-2-1 
Kachichoch, Structure 12 
H= 50.6 mm, W= 50.4 mm, Front to back= 34.4 mm 
These two flute figures from the Raxruja region [CANF2498 and CANF2505] are the 
representation of the God K form with the amalgamated caiman snout and ruffled brow 
(Taube 1992:69). CANF2505 has a whistle vent at the upper top of the back of the flute. 
CANF2645 
CAN48-73-3 
North Aguada 
H=46.4 mm, W= 24.4 mm, Front to back= 53.4 
The costuming of that surround the face is what remains. The top hole at the front and a 
hole at the back of the costume are also present. The appliqué forms side feathers and a 
criss-cross pattern in the front. 
CANF2357 
CAN38-60-2 
East Port 
H= 40.8 mm, W=30.8 mm, Front to back= 69.7 mm 
This unusual flute has a zoomorphic figure projecting out from the cylinder flute area. 
Eyes, brows and limbs are appliquéd. The bulbous resonator chamber is the lower end of 
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the body. A whistle vent is pushed through the mouth of the zoomorph. If this is an 
example of an unusual flute form, then there would be two mouthpiece areas to blow 
through. The other would be at the top of the cylinder with note holes arranged under the 
figure. If this is a multi-chamber resonator, then the zoomorph figure would be at a center 
vertical position and there would be other bulbous chambers to the left and right.  
Pendants (Figure 5.16) 
Cancuén has both figurine heads and ceramic items representing body parts that 
are hung at the neck. This is not a unique tradition, as the site of Largatero also has 
evidence of figurines used as personal jewelry items (Ekholm 1985:211). One of the 
examples may be a bauble as a secondary use pattern. The heads from some of the free 
limbed figures have holes at the top center of the head, or at the top side. These holes 
may have a primary function of tying down items such as feathers or weavings that are 
created to make a headdress. But when the head is broken, the hole at the top of the head 
may become a jewelry item. 
CANF0164 CANF0944 CANF2319 CANF2350 
There are 44 examples recovered from all over the entire site of Cancuén, including 
simple ceramic pendants that were most likely placed together. The form is a simple ball 
of ceramic that has a hole pushed through its center then a triangular shaped cylinder is 
attached at the bottom. The potential fashion arrangement is a single item hanging from a 
string at the neck, a collar strand of multiple simple pendants at the neckline or a strand 
that is possibly attached at the waistline (as waist tinklers). Other examples of the simple  
Cancuén pendant (see Appendices A and B): 
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CANF0005 CANF0006 CANF0014 CANF0024 CANF0031 
CANF0034 CANF0051 CANF0164 CANF0432 CANF0622 
CANF0705 CANF0929 CANF0934 CANF1106 CANF1111 
CANF1211 CANF1212 CANF1213 CANF1217 CANF1218 
CANF1219 CANF1278 CANF1426 CANF1477 CANF1485 
CANF1496 CANF1537 CANF1559 CANF1567 CANF1590 
CANF1605 CANF1967 CANF2128 CANF2319 CANF2321 
CANF2350 CANF2385 CANF2635 CANF2660 CANF2743 
An alternative comparator of this type of ceramic pendant is displayed suspended on the 
neck of a Sahal figure on the stucco facade SE-S1 of the southeast corner, first tier of 
Structure 1 in the Chiik Nahb complex at Calakmul (Carrasco Vargas and Cordiero 
Baqueiro 2012:36, Figure 23). 
CANF1225 
CAN7-28-9 
Structure L6-1 
Royal Kitchen compound 
H= 52.5 mm, W= 23.9 mm, Front to back= 27.1 mm 
This figurine head has an appliqué piece attached at the back center with a hole pushed 
through in order to allow a string to suspend the object. The facial features of the head are 
reminiscent of the Palenque style head - very ovoid face shape, elongated head, incised 
laurel eyes, and mouth open with teeth or tongue protruding. The neutron activation 
results suggest that this object originated from the La Lima area. Possibly, a Palenque 
head mold somehow made it to the site of La Lima. Local clay resources were then used 
to create the figurine head but for use without the joining of a figurine torso. 
CANF2129 
CAN40-3-3 
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Structure N11-1 
H= 34.0 mm, W= 27.1 mm, Front to back= 12.9 mm 
This simple humanoid face was tied by two holes at the sides of the temple area. The 
facial features are simple, labial nasal grooves, mouth and eyelids are defined. Nasal 
scarification might be present along the center ridge. 
CANF2620 
CAN42-30-3 
Royal Aguada 
H= 62.0 mm, W=63.1 mm, Front to back= 14.2 mm 
This medallion was most likely part of the costuming of a member of the royal entourage 
who were sacrificed into the pool (Marroquin 2008). The imagery displays two birds 
connected at their left and right sides. The eye orbits have incised dots surrounding the 
eyeball, both have collars and incised lines under the beak might indicate a wattle. Wings 
are not indicated, but two sets of legs are defined. The midline part of the back has a 
hollow cylinder shape to allow the cord to suspend the object. There is black paint on the 
back portion of the feet area and the upper left above the suspension hole. 
CANF2658 CANF2685 CANF2692 CANF2693 
CAN54-1-7 CAN54-11-5 CAN54-13-8 CAN54-13-8 
These stunning moldmade figurines were most likely worn together as a collar set around 
the neckline. The hole is placed through the pendant at the temple region. The headdress 
is a rounded turban with the folds indicated with a bead at the center of the forehead. The 
figures all display long five pointed rows of a beard. The ear spools are attached and the 
mouth and eye areas are slits. There are indications of cheek and brow ridges. The 
thematic representation of these pendants is possibly that of God N because of the beard 
and beaded headdress. (see Appendices A and B) 
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CANF0376 (Figure 5.17) 
CAN13-113-1 
H=30.1 mm, W=24.4 mm, Nose to back=31.9 mm 
CAN0794 
CAN25A-17-1 
Structure M9-15 
H= 48.8 mm, W=27.2 mm, Nose to back= 26.4 mm 
These are Cancuén free limbed figures whose head has detached from the body. The 
difference is that these figures have a drilled hole at either the center or side at the very 
top of the head. This may assist in attaching a headdress with feathers or weaving to the 
figurine when it is intact. But there could be a secondary usage as an individual pendant 
that is suspended by a cord at the neck. There are twelve examples with holes at the top 
of the head (see appendices A and B): 
CANF0486 CNF0490 CNF0509 CNF0723 CNF1504 
CNF1511 CNF1912 CNF1486 CNF2095 CNF2154 
Wheeled Toy (Figure 5.18) 
CANF2375 
CAN45A-2-2 
Structure L8-1 
H= 55.0 mm, W= 33.3 mm, Nose to Back= 76.8 mm 
This unusual piece is a torso of a wheeled toy animal figure. There are holes punched out 
at the mid-center of the torso and at the feet. The holes at the feet allow for a wood stick 
to be pushed through so that two sets of wheels can be positioned at the sides. The body 
is covered in a white slip of paint. Appliqué is positioned at the top and bottom of the 
neck. This figure is similar to what is found in the El Salvador area albeit in a smaller 
version, and in Chris Pool's opinion, is more bulbous than what is present in Veracruz 
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(see Boggs 1973; Drucker 1943; Weiant 1943). There may be three other wheel toys at 
the site of Cancuén, as legs with holes have been recovered: CANF0649, 1200, 1915. 
Other Examples of Manufacturing Techniques (Figure 5.19) 
CANF1552 
CAN37C-1-3 
Structure L8-5 
H=133.1 mm, W= 66.9 mm, Nose to back of head= 66.4 mm 
This javelin-masked man has a non-local whistle vent construction. Instead of pushing 
the whistle vent through the bottom of the figurine, CAN1552 has the whistle vent at the 
back. The mouthpiece is directly at the bottom of the figure. This kind of whistle vent is 
more prominent in the lower Usumacinta river system, such as the figurines that originate 
from Jonuta. The form also has an appliqué ridgeback. 
CANF2045 
CAN39A-37-8 
Northwest small aguada 
H= 62.8 mm, W= 97.0 mm, W= 94.1 mm 
This large bottom of a seated male dog has all four paws in the front, presentation of male 
genitalia, and the curled tail in the back. What makes this fragment unique is that the 
mouthpiece is located at the front in the right paws at the bottom. INAA analysis 
indicates that this piece originated in the highland zone. 
CANF0955 
CAN25A-33-1 
Structure M9-18 
H= 43.1 mm, W= 43.2 mm, Nose to back of head= 31.9 mm 
This example is a hollow bird head with a whistle vent at the bottom of the chin. There is 
a ring of appliqué around the neck of the bird. A short mouthpiece is attached at the back, 
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so that the figurine. INAA results are inconclusive as to where this figurine was 
manufactured. 
CAN0052 
CAN13-1-3 
Structure K6-28 
H= 102.9 mm, W= 50.7 mm 
This hand modeled local bird figurine is unusual in that it has two whistle areas. The first 
location is the conventional tail mouthpiece. The second is found in the left wing with the 
whistle vent underneath. The wing whistle is attached on to another appliquéd feather set. 
The eyeball and comb are also appliquéd. 
Bell (Figure 5.20) 
CANF2701 
CAN54-19-1 
North Group 
H=54.2 mm W=13.9 mm 
This specimen is the mobile portion of a ceramic bell. This clapper would be suspended 
from a domed-shape ceramic that would have a hole at the top to suspend the long tubular 
shape. This form is present at the site of Aguateca, however, those versions are in a 
Chablekal Fine gray paste and those bells are formed into feline and zoomorphic shapes 
(Triadan 2014:34, Figure 2.19). The bell portion has not yet been collected at Cancuén. 
Other Forms (5.21) 
CANF0004 
CAN3-2-9 
Southern Palace Patio Unit 
H= 13.7 mm, W= 18.0 mm 
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CANF1467 
CAN25A-98-3 
Structure M9-17 
H= 10.7 mm, W= 15.0 mm, Front to back 16.2 
 
 
CANF2673 
CAN54-9-5 
Northeast complex 
H= 16.9 mm, W= 17.0 mm 
 
While not a figurine form, these tiny ceramic ear spools were most likely starter spools 
for children. They either have a plain front stop or a crenellated floral pattern. There are 
seven examples of these miniature ear spools at the site including:  
CANF0164 CANF1845 CANF2355 CANF2672.  
 
Summary 
 The manufacturing details of the Cancuén collection described in this study 
indicate a range of preferences in creating the miniature ceramic forms. The creation of 
the form assisted the varied musical interests, and in other versions, indicates the 
technical necessities to create specific forms of figurines for the ancient community.. 
Where the hole is placed can either enable musical notes, act as an escape for gasses in a 
hollow cavity while firing. I have shown that the manufacturing range of figurines within 
the region display all but one of the forms (see Table 5.1). There is the absence of rattle 
figurines, noted as a familiar form along the upper Usumacinta system. Unfortunately at 
the site, there has been no recovery of production tools (other than the documented mold 
fragments), that were necessary for finishing the figurines. This is likely the result of 
many tools being made of perishable items such as a hollow reed, bone, or small wood 
pieces that were shaped to different formed points. In contrast there is a full retinue of 
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what was needed to finish jade pieces into smaller pre-forms. For example, from the 
northern jade workshop and the Volcan residences, there are examples of string saw 
anchors for cutting jade into thinner sheets, spindle whorls for pump saws, and an earflare 
polisher (Kovacevich 2007:78, 81, 84, Figures 3.4, 3.7, 3.10). Or the ear flare polisher 
that was discovered in the palace within unit CAN 4-79, in the northeast corner of the 
room (Barrientos 2014:373–374, Figure 9.43, 9.44). 
 Within the corpus of Cancuén figurines are the general reflections of 
manufacturing choices that are present along the Pasión Riverine communities. There are, 
however, instances where there is an indication of artisan knowledge that is outside of the 
expected norms. In a few figurines whistle vent apertures are placed at the edge of the 
back of the figure, instead of underneath—the back placement of the whistle vent is more 
customary in communities that are settled within the Upper Usumacinta system. A 
whistle mouthpiece arranged at the front portion of a dog's right foot [CANF2045] is an 
unusual placement, more like what is prevalent in the Jaina region. Neck tenons, present 
in the Usumacinta zone, are now documented in the farthest lower Pasión Riverine 
communities, both in human and animal forms. From an inter-regional perspective, a bell 
form (the surviving clapper [CANF2701]) recovered from the north group at Cancuén is 
similar to that documented from Aguateca in the Petexbatun region (see Triadan 
2014:34).  
 While general observations that can be offered about the manufacturing behavior 
involved in the creation of the figurines at Cancuén, the technical studies involving paste 
composition has revealed stronger patterns of connectivity, and exchange. 
Copyright © Erin L. Sears 2016 
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OP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 99 TOTAL
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 4 0 0 14 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 28
2 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 5 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 26
3 3 3 0 1 0 0 2 11 0 0 15 2 5 1 0 0 0 4 47
4 0 0 3 0 0 1 7 20 1 2 51 9 0 1 0 0 0 1 96
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
7 3 1 2 0 0 0 4 10 0 0 33 7 6 0 0 0 0 1 67
8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
13 14 0 11 3 0 3 14 26 0 0 268 25 3 3 1 0 0 38 409 
14 1 1 0 0 0 3 19 11 0 0 109 9 1 1 1 0 0 5 161 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 11
16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
18 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 6 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
19 1 1 3 0 0 0 1 10 0 0 37 0 2 1 0 0 0 2 58
20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
21 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14
22 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
23 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
24 4 2 2 0 0 4 25 36 0 1 140 17 1 0 0 0 0 6 238 
25 7 1 10 1 2 2 26 38 1 1 354 23 12 2 0 0 0 34 514 
26 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 5 0 0 15 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 24
27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
33 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 27
35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
37 3 0 0 0 1 4 8 11 0 0 55 9 5 0 0 0 0 6 102 
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OP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 10 11 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 99 TOTAL
38 1 2 0 0 0 2 4 12 0 0 37 4 3 0 0 0 0 2 67
39 3 2 0 0 0 3 7 22 0 1 85 8 0 1 0 0 0 6 138 
40 1 0 0 0 0 1 12 5 0 1 40 4 1 1 0 0 0 3 69
42 2 3 1 0 0 0 4 7 0 0 27 1 2 0 1 0 0 0 48
43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
44 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3
45 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 28 1 2 0 0 0 0 1 44
46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
48 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 16
54 0 1 0 0 0 0 10 15 0 0 37 3 5 2 1 1 1 0 76
Total 47 22 33 5 3 27 161 279 2 7 1,441 129 48 13 5 1 2 117 2,342 
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CANF1390 CANF2078 CANF2199
CANF2431 CANF2439 CANF2575
CANF2576 CANF2600 CANF2601
Figure 5.1. The mold fragments from the Cancuén study (photos: Erin L. Sears)
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5.2.  The top figure CANF0657, illustrating the mold made figurine with the
 head as part of the entire design and the lower figure CANF0473,
 indicates the musical apertures that allow multiple notes to be created
 (photos: Erin L. Sears).
Whistle mouthpiece
Ocarina holes
 Whistle vent at bottomTripod shape support
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Figure 5.3.  CANF0470 is an example of a mold made figurine with a neck tenoned
 head (photo: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0403 CANF1228 CANF1298 CANF1351
CANF1556 CANF1956  CANF1957  CANF2116
CANF2164 CANF2396 CANF2650 CANF2687
Figure 5.4.  The range of Humanoid heads with the neck tenon construction pattern
 (photos by: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1202 CANF1884
CANF2010  CANF2115
CANF2414
Figure 5.5.  Examples of neck-tenon zoomorphic heads that are placed in mold
 made bodies (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0046 CANF0058
CANF0079
CANF0656
CANF1383 CANF1983
Figure 5.6.  Examples of hand modeled bird figures.  The first two bird torsos
 have double whistle chambers (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0469
CANF2125
Figure 5.7.  Two different forms of double mold figurines (photos: Erin L. Sears,
 drawing by Jan Buttler). Copyright©Erin L. Sears  
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CANF0304 CANF1013
CANF1056 CANF2433
Figure 5.8.  Four examples of figurines with throne designs (photos: Erin L. Sears)
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CANF1041
CANF1098
CANF2000
Figure 5.9.  The best examples of mobile arms from Cancuén (photos: Erin L. Sears)
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CANF0064 CANF0162 CANF0213  CANF0928
CANF0978 CANF1200 CANF1272 CANF1274
CANF1520 CANF2005 CANF2324
Figure 5.9a.  The upper panel has the three best mobile arms from the site, the rest are
 fragments of the upper arm (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1368
CANF0181
Figure 5.10. Two different forms of torsos and pelvic areas containing holes for
   mobile limb attachment (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1036      CANF1332
CANF1044
CANF1339
Figure 5.11.  Examples of the first version of the mobile leg with a single hole pierced
    through the thigh-knee area and one example (CANF1332), with the
    single hole at the knee (photos: Erin L. Sears, drawing by Jan Buttler).118
CANF033
CANF1354
CANF1455
Figure 5.12.  Three examples of the second version of the mobile leg that
 is present at the site, and a photo of the top of the knee area
 where the attachment holes are arranged (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Figure 5.13.  The best example of a free-limbed figurine from the site of
 Cancuén with two examples of knee tenons
 (photo: Erin L. Sears).
CANF0472
CANF0464
CANF1453
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CANF0472  CANF0510
CANF0466  CANF0464  CANF0623 CANF0881
CANF2331 CANF2507  CANF2691
CANF1265
CANF0080
Figure 5.14.  The range of
 removable accessories
 from the collection.
 (photos: Erin L. Sears)
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CANF0016 CANF0698  CANF1942 CANF2003
CANF2630  CANF2694  CANF1220 CANF1666
CANF2027 CANF2031 CANF2389
CANF2498 CANF02505 CANF2645 CANF2357
Figure 5.15.  Examples of flutes from Cancuén and other satellite communities (photos:
 Erin L. Sears).
CANF2407
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CANF0164 CANF0944 CANF2319 CANF2350
CANF1225 CANF2129  CANF2620
 CANF2658  CANF2685  CANF2692 CANF2993
Figure 5.16.  The range of ceramic pendants (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0376
CANF0794
Figure 5.17.  The best examples of the ‘Cancuén Male’ free-limbed figurine
 having a secondary purpose of being a pendant (note the
 the arrangement of the support hole is varied [photos:
 Erin L. Sears]).
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CANF2375
 CANF0649 CANF1915
Figure 5.18.  Example of a semi-intact wheel figurine and  possible leg support
 fragments (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1552 CANF2045
CANF955
CANF0052
Figure 5.19.  The variations of whistle vent and whistle mouthpiece placements
 (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Figure 5.20.  The clapper portion of a bell from the
 furthest northeastern group  at Cancuén,
(photos: Erin L. Sears).
CANF2701
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CANF0004 CANF1467 CANF1845
CANF2355 CAN2672
CANF2673
Figure 5.21.  Examples of miniature ceramic earspools, potentially for
 children’s use (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Chapter 6 
Interregional Exchange and Political Interaction 
Late Classic Maya figurines are manufactured in relatively small sizes that could 
be carried over long distances. As a component of an ancient economy, figurines (or 
pottery) could be moved from a manufacturing area to a local house, sold, traded, gifted 
to other communities or moved through middlemen who would take them to a 
marketplace for wider distribution (Arnold et al. 2007:62; Sinopoli 1991:104). If 
researchers can determine how figurines were circulated, they should be able to gain 
insights about changes in the direction and organization of power in relation to certain 
economic goods, about who is controlling labor, resource procurement zones, and 
products (Schortman and Urban 1992). Determining what is "local" versus what is 
considered "exotic" or "imported" to a site, therefore, is a basic question and one that can 
be addressed through compositionally-based analyses (Bishop et al. 1982; Rice 1987:309; 
Sinopoli 1991:104). Studies using petrography, instrumental neutron activation analysis 
and x-ray spectroscopy attempt to characterize the physical or chemical properties of the 
ceramic paste in order to build an objective data base. This data base can then be 
analyzed for patterned similarities that might indicate a certain uniformity of 
manufacturing choices (see Rice 1987:314). Relative to the numerous studies of 
technological or compositional features of pottery, analytically aided investigation of 
Maya figurines have had a relatively sparse history (see Chapter 2). But the situation is 
improving. 
Figurine paste composition found in the Central Petén region of Motul de San 
Jose (Figure 6.1) is understood to indicate an exchange pattern involving close, satellite 
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networks trading/exchanging figurines with neighboring larger sites (Halperin 2009). 
While hieroglyphic evidence details elite interaction from distant sites of Yaxchilán and 
the Petexbatun region, the technical analyses reveal a mostly local, intra-regional pattern 
(Halperin 2007, 2014:179–180). The exceptions to this compositional patterning are the 
few pieces that may originate from the distant site of Tikal. In contrast to Halperins' 
conclusions, however, the compositional patterning of figurines at Cancuén tends to 
reveal a far more open system trade and exchange. 
Background for Compositional Characterization 
This chapter presents the patterning in the chemical data obtained from neutron 
activation analysis of the Cancuén figurines that provides an objective basis for 
archaeological interpretation. Not all of the groupings that I present are equally well 
established for reasons that I discuss below. Not infrequently, despite relatively 
homogeneous groupings of samples, local or non-local manufacture cannot be ascribed 
strictly on the basis of chemistry. Additionally, it is not sufficient to say that the groups 
differ from one another; rather, it is necessary to state the reason as to why they differ. 
This can move interpretation away from just chemical concentrations and force the 
consideration of factors that influence composition such as the geological background of 
the sediments involved or of the hydrological setting. While it has been stated that “the 
major” expression of many of the elements routinely determined come from the clay 
fraction of the pottery (Bishop, et. al 1982; Bishop and Neff 1989:72–83; Neff 2000), it is 
recognized that the nonplastic components of the pottery may have significant impact on 
the overall ceramic composition (Bishop 1980; Olin and Sayre 1971; Rice 1975; Stoner 
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et al. 2008). The individual contributions of both the clay and the non-clay components 
for the ceramic composition can be highly complex. In some circumstances, recognition 
of the co-variation among different associations of elements can permit inferences 
regarding factors that influence an individual ceramic’s chemical expression.  
Realization of the difficulties involved in seeking patterning within ceramic bulk 
compositional data because of the clay-nonplastic component interaction is not new. 
Edward Sayre noted that even during the first application of instrumental neutron 
activation analysis to archaeological pottery (Dodson and Sayre 1956), the analysts were 
aware of temper impacting the ceramic composition. As the application of INAA became 
less a matter of methodological development and more a means of archaeological 
exploration (Beaudry 1991), mention of the clay-temper interaction on ceramic 
composition became more frequent (for example, Bishop 1975; Rice 1978; Bishop et al. 
1982; Neff et al. 1988). Clearly, petrographic analysis can contribute much to 
understanding the basis of chemical variation in pottery, especially if contributing 
minerals present are sufficiently large and numerous. Smaller fractions, with minerals at 
the fine or very fine size range, below ready petrographic identification, however, still 
can be major contributors of chemical expression. Suffice it to say, interpretation of 
ceramic compositional profiles must be made with recognition of the geological setting of 
the site under investigation and the likely interaction of variable sediments and clays 
within the environment. 
Little geological investigation has been carried out in the area of Cancuén. The 
site is located in the valley of the Pasión River, at the northeastern base of volcanic 
uplands and is surrounded on three sides by the river and a small flood plain (Figure 6.2). 
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Underneath the alluvium, which can extend to more than 5 m in depth, is a Cretaceous 
limestone platform, characterized by horst and graben structures (Cook et al. 2006). 
Nearby is the Cuilco-Chixoy-Polichic Fault that separates the North American and 
Central American plates(Figure 6.3). It runs in an arch that extends from the highlands of 
Chiapas to the east coast of Guatemala. Tributaries of the Pasión River run through deep 
valleys of the Sierra de los Cuchumatanes and the Sierra de Chamá (Ortega-Gutiérrez 
2007) (Figure 6.4). The sediments of the Pasión River are supplied from many feeder 
streams, some of which drain the volcanic and ultramafic highlands of the Alta Verapaz, 
which are part of the Guatemalan Cordillera (Bonis 1967; McBirney 1963), and carry 
variably weathered sands containing quartz, micas, schists, and andesitic to basaltic 
volcanics. These alluvial clays are mixed with clay released from the weathering of the 
limestone bedrock, adding variation to potential pottery making resources. During the 
annual rise and fall of the river, flooding would contribute to the mechanical and 
chemical weathering of the sediments and to their mixing and sorting. Thus it is not 
unusual to find silts and fine sands admixed with the clays. 
The natural variation expressed by the raw materials combined with the added 
complexity introduced in the making of a ceramic object can present a formidable 
challenge to the recognizing compositional patterns that are amenable to realistic 
archaeological inferences. From experience gained with the Cancuén data set over several 
years (Sears 2006), and other data sets (for example, Fine Orange [Bishop et al. 2012]), it 
is clear that steps taken to seek patterning in INAA data do not proceed in a simple, 
sequenced manner; rather, the data set needs to be modeled in a recursive manner that 
incorporates more than just chemical information (For a discussion of recursive modeling 
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involving vessel form, see Culbert and Rands 2007). Some of the earlier recognized 
patterns within the Cancuén figurine data set have remained intact following subsequent 
of additional sampling and analysis; others have not. The first attempts involved 
primarily the use of cluster analysis to obtain a quick summary of sample-to-sample 
relationship. But in itself, such an approach is not sufficient (Bishop and Neff 1989).  
The discussion of compositionally defined groups of figurines and pottery 
proceeds below in a similar manner as before with the use of an average linkage cluster 
analysis to form initial groups of samples that are found to be similar to one another. 
Unlike before, however, these initial groups are evaluated and statistically refined 
according to their multivariate properties involving inter-elemental correlation. 
First Considerations 
The primary data set that is used in this study involves 635 analyses of ceramic 
materials, including 190 figurines that were excavated at the site of Cancuén. An initial 
step involved the selection of elemental concentrations to use from among those routinely 
determined. In the present study, decisions about the inclusion or exclusion of an element 
were not made in an ad hoc manner. Rather, they benefited from extensive research by 
previous investigators regarding expected behavior among elements that shared chemical 
properties (see Bishop 1980; Hawkes 1957:233ff), and by paying attention to the 
analytical precision at which the elemental determinations could be reproduced. It stands 
to reason that if fine divisions are sought among ceramic groups made from resources 
that potentially are closely spaced one would want to use those elements with the highest 
precision. (see Blackman and Bishop 2007:327, Table 2). Some of the elements, 
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however, although well determined, are known to be mobile in all environments (acidic, 
basic or neutral), and were excluded (for example, sodium). At other times, an element 
was excluded because many samples had values below the detection limit for that 
element (for example, rubidium). 
Inspection of the figurine data set revealed that two of the elements that make up 
the alkali metals, potassium and rubidium, had many missing values caused by their lack 
of detection given the specific analytical procedures that were used. In some cases 
concentration values for these elements were determined but with greater errors than 
normal when their values approached the level of detection. Potassium and rubidium, 
therefore, were omitted from most of the data analysis steps; this does not imply, 
however, that patterning for these elements-when present- was not considered. When 
these elements are found to be a distinguishing constituent among clustered samples, 
questions as to the geochemical or analytical reasons for their behavior need to be 
considered. Two other routinely determined elements, cobalt and tantalum, require 
special mention as concentration values may be increased because of occasional 
contamination from the tungsten-carbide drill bits used for sampling (Attas et al. 1984; 
International Atomic Energy Agency 2003:11–12; Stoner et al. 2008). While any form of 
contamination should be avoided when possible, the use of the tungsten-carbide drill bit 
has an advantage over other methods of sample extraction (Glascock 1992:13) of 
minimizing the damage to the sampled sherd or figurine.  
Bivariate plots showing the correlation between iron and cobalt, however, can be 
useful in suggesting when contamination may be influencing the cobalt value. Cobalt 
generally is strongly correlated with iron because of their similar chemical properties. 
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However greatly higher cobalt without an increase in iron, in combination with an 
increase in the tungsten (W) value, is likely to mean contamination from a drill bit. If 
such a situation is observed, decisions can be made to eliminate that value, or, more 
often, substitute (input) a calculated value to minimize group variance. In general, 
abundances for the 14 following elements were used for all stages of group formation and 
refinement: scandium (Sc), chromium (Cr), iron (Fe), antimony (Sb), cesium (Cs), 
barium (Ba), lanthanum (La), cerium (Ce), samarium (Sm), europium (Eu), ytterbium 
(Yb), lutetium (Lu), hafnium (Hf), and thorium (Th) (Table 6.1). In addition to these 14 
elemental concentrations, steps taken during the initial attempts at group formation using 
cluster analysis included the ratios of La/Yb, Th/Sc, Cr/Th, and La/Sm. These ratios vary 
according the mechanical and chemical weathering of sediments and the environment in 
which they have been deposited and have been shown to be useful in determining the 
provenience of sediments (Nyakairu and Koeberl 2001:23–25). 
 An early part of the exploration of the data involved an inspection of the principal 
directions of variation. Four principal components with eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were 
extracted from the pooled correlation data matrix, accounting for approximately 80% 
(80.3) of the total variation. The component loadings, shown in Table 6.2, indicate the 
contributions to each component by the elements used in the analysis. The concentrations 
for calcium were not used, for only 518 of the 635 samples had detectable values and 
many of those had high analytical errors below 2%, as the concentrations approached the 
level of detection (0.5-1 depending on sample radioactivity percent). The component 
loadings plot (Figure 6.4a) show the element vectors tending toward the right side of the 
plot, along the major direction of variation, principal component 1. This is a strong 
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indication that proportional differences exist in the data. This is also seen in Table 6.2 
that shows the generally strong positive loadings for the rare earth elements and thorium 
on the first component. It is generally assumed that in the absence of abundant heavy 
minerals such as amphibole and pyroxenes), that these elements tend to be concentrated 
in the fine, clay fraction of sediments (Blackman 1992; García-Heras, et al. 2001; He et 
al., 2013, among others). Such a pattern is sometimes referred to as the “size” component 
(as opposed to shape) (Sneath and Sokal 1973:172). Since the major chemical expression 
of a ceramic tends to come from the fine fraction of the matrix, elements such as the rare 
earths (La, Ce, Sm, Eu, Yb, Lu), Th and often Sc can behave in a proportional manner 
relative to some of the other elemental constituents (Bishop and Neff 1989; Olin and 
Sayre 1971). Notable in the figure and in the table is the behavior of chromium, which 
appears to indicate a more independent source of variation. As seen in Table 6.2 the first 
principal component accounts for almost one-half of the variation (46%). 
 The data set submitted for principal components analysis omitted the calcium 
values as mentioned above. I have included the calcium in a separate analysis that is 
based on the 518 samples for which a calcium value was quantified. The component 
loading plot for this analysis is shown in Figure 6.5a and 6.5b, and the divergence of the 
other elements relative to the direction of the calcium can be readily seen. The transition 
elements (Sc, Cr, Fe, and Co) are strongly loaded on principal component 2, which likely 
reflects the influence of iron-chromite and iron-manganese nodules present in some of the 
pottery and figurines. Cesium (Cs) and barium (Ba) tend to have relatively low 
concentrations in Cancuén ceramics and increasing error as the detection limit is 
approached. Either as “noise” or as “signal” these elements are strong contributors to the 
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17% of the total variation represented by principal component 3. Approximately 10% of 
the variation is contributed by hafnium (Hf) and antimony (Sb), with the latter also 
exerting a major influence on component 4. 
 Some of the strongest, most apparent patterning in the data set can be seen in a 
histogram of sample distribution along principal component 2 (Figure 6.6). Three major 
ware distributions are shown. Starting on the right are the fine paste ceramics, mostly 
Fine Orange and Fine Gray, which are imported into Cancuén. The distribution to the left 
of the fine paste is that of the figurines recovered from Cancuén, and to the far left is the 
distribution of all of the other pottery.  
 This is an overall projection without filtering the data for what may be local or 
imported or for differences in the kinds, abundance and size of nonplastics. Nonetheless, 
on this one dimension alone, one can see that there is a tendency for most of the figurines 
to diverge from the other ceramics. This observed pattern becomes considerably more 
pronounced following the stages of group formation and refinement (below). 
 As stated above, principal component 1 appears to be related to proportional 
factors in the data matrix and is similar to chemical variation in sediments due to grain 
size (Bishop 1975; Bishop and Neff 1989 [see also Horowitz 1985; Mishra and Sen 2011; 
Sneath and Sokal 1973]). Since carbonate temper could be seen macroscopically in some 
of the Cancuén figurines and was clearly present in much of the area’s comparative 
pottery, this constituent of the ceramic paste needs to be considered in more detail. 
 The sampled Cancuén figurines generally lack the textural characteristics and 
high calcium concentration that would indicate the presence of carbonate temper 
although such temper is strongly represented in the pottery of the site. The relationship of 
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figurine paste to that of the local pottery in terms of elemental calcium abundance is 
shown in figures 6.7 – 6.9). Figure 6.7 presents all pottery and figurines from Cancuén, 
excluding the Fine Gray and Fine Orange pottery, which has been determined to have 
been imported from sites to the north of Cancuén (Bishop et al. 2006; Callaghan et al. 
2004; Sears and Bishop 2002). In the karst environment a likely source of calcium would 
be from weathered limestone, largely made up of calcium carbonate, which by molecular 
weight contains a maximum of 40% calcium. If all of the calcium present was in the form 
of calcium carbonate (Ca2CO3) then its abundance in some of the samples would 
constitute the majority of the ceramic paste or exceed 100% of the total chemical 
constituents in the ceramic: an impossible situation since clays are needed to make a 
ceramic. Clearly the calcium abundance is coming from sources other than calcium 
carbonate (for example, calcium-rich feldspar, and ground water, among others). At the 
lower end of the scale, the absence of a calcium value, or 0%, does not necessarily mean 
that no calcium is present but rather that what quantity may be present falls below the 
analytical detection limit for that specimen.  
 Figure 6.8 presents a clearer picture of the multimodal distribution of calcium in 
the sample. Breaks in the calcium distribution can be seen at 5%, which includes below 
detection levels, 15%, 21% and 32%, where 32 and above are clearly within the coarse 
texture range found in basins or jars (Table 6.3). Insight into the meaning of these 
distributions is furthered by the analysis of three Pasión River clay samples obtained by 
Ronald L. Bishop and Christopher Pool, as well as an additional sample, (PV0900), 
obtained from a two meter deep pit in the northern part of Cancuén. The clays were dried, 
ground, and passed through a 60 mesh nylon screen to obtain a coarse silt and finer 
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fraction and then fired (around 800oC for one hour) for comparability with the analyzed 
pottery. The calcium concentration in the samples ranged from 9.9 to 10.3%). Given the 
concentration of calcium in the alluvial river clays and the breaks observed in the calcium 
histogram I can suggest that there is naturally occurring expectable background of 
calcium that can reach approximately 15%, values above which involve three intervals of 
carbonate tempered pottery (Ca intervals 3, 4, and 5).  
 In Figure 6.9 the distribution of the figurines from the site of Cancuén are 
displayed that permits certain inferences to be drawn regarding available resources and 
resource processing. The majority of the analyzed Cancuén figurines contain less than 
5% elemental calcium (145 out of 192 figurines). Thirty-two figurines fall within interval 
2 (5 - <15%), ten occur in interval 3 (15 - <21%), 3 in interval 4 (> 21 – 32%) and one in 
the highest interval, 5 (Table 6.4). Two figurine molds found at Cancuén, which are not 
reflected in the table, would be in interval 1.  
 As mentioned above, Cancuén is surrounded on three sides by the Pasión River, 
which periodically overflows the flood plain and river terraces. Lens upon lens of 
deposited clay has been found at the depth of 6 m (structure L7-1) (Figure 6.10). It is 
easy to infer that the clay-silt or sand mixtures used to manufacture the majority of the 
locally produced figurines would have been manufactured from prepared, settled, clay-
silt-water mixtures, with removal of what were likely small particles of degraded 
limestone, dolostone or organic debris. 
 The general absence of carbonate temper contributes to a “cleaner” compositional 
profile for locally made Cancuén pottery than might otherwise be present. However, 
certain visual characteristics of the Cancuén figurine paste raise caution flags about a too 
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simple data analysis approach. Mica is observed on the surface and in the fresh breaks of 
some figurines. This mineral is laminar in nature and is susceptible to the substitution of 
barium and cesium for the mica’s potassium. The tropical conditions of high rainfall and 
temperature promote complex cycles of substitutions involving element enrichment and 
depletion. A greater problem, however, is raised by frequently abundant iron lumps 
(ferromanganese nodules or ferruginous inclusions) that occur as variously sized discrete 
nodules or as small cemented iron-rich sediments (see, for example, Du 2012). Extracted 
and analyzed during the study of pottery from Palenque, Chiapas, and Piedras Negras, 
Guatemala, these iron-rich inclusions can contain high concentrations of rare earths 
(Bishop et al. 1982; Du 2012). Additionally, the mix of tributaries to the Pasión River, 
especially those draining the Quaternary volcanic sediments of the Guatemala highlands, 
provide ample opportunities for Pasión sediments to contain many heavy minerals such 
as epidote, rutile, zircon and monazite (see, for example, Solis-Castillo et al. 2013). Even 
at the submicron size, the variable inclusion of heavy minerals in a sample, due to natural 
causes, potting practices, or sampling for analysis, can all have a significant impact on a 
specimen’s chemical makeup. 
 
Group Formation and Evaluation 
 This study of figurines from Cancuén places them within a comparative context 
that includes the figurines and pottery collections from nearby sites. Two hundred and 
sixteen (216) figurines and seven figurine molds were analyzed from sites within the 
Cancuén region (Table 6.5). These analyses are set within the expanded perspective 
provided by the assembled analytical database consisting of thousands of analyses of 
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Maya highland and lowland pottery (see summary listing in Blackman and Bishop 
2007:334, Table 3). 
 Statistical analysis of ceramic compositional data can proceed from two rather 
different approaches: exploratory data analysis and use of inferential statistics. Generally, 
both are involved in reaching an archaeologically useful solution. The “weakest” 
exploratory approach, and one used at times during the present data analysis, is a simple 
one to one comparison of chemical profiles—individual profiles might be considered as 
similar when they lie close together in a multi-elemental space. This is “weak” in that it 
assumes, by nature of the procedures used, that each element has equal weight in the 
determination of a measure of similarity. In general it begs the issue of how close in the 
multi-element two samples must occur to be considered as “similar”. Such one-to-one 
matching can be informative, especially when considering the similarity of a sample to 
others contained in a database. Stronger inferences regarding issues of manufacture and 
movement of pottery, however, can be made when similar patterns can be found among 
multiple samples. 
 Treated individually, figurines from Cancuén and sites in the immediate vicinity 
(Table 6.5) were the subject of one-to-one searches for matching specimens within the 
full Maya INAA database assembled by Ronald L. Bishop and his collaborators over the 
past four decades (more than 40,000 analyses). Sample proveniences for data profiles that 
were found to be similar within a “reasonable” Euclidean distance were noted at the site 
level. Thus, in addition to many of the figurines showing similarity to other figurines or 
pottery from Cancuén, others showed close compositional relationship to intra-region 
sites such Raxruja, inter-regional sites such as those of the Petexbatun or the highland 
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sites (for example, Salinas de las Nueve Cerros), etc. The analytical data for all of the 
samples from the indicated sites were then combined within a 7,867 data matrix 
Archaeological interpretation using compositional analysis is strongly dependent 
upon relationships among groups of samples that are formed as being “similar.” 
Numerous numerical procedures exist for forming groups of samples, which may be 
formed differently depending of the measure of similarity (Bishop and Blackman 1987; 
Bishop and Neff 1989; Bishop et al. 1982; Neff 2002). “Core” members, those located 
near the “center” of the group as it exists in multivariate space, will be found to be similar 
by many approaches. Different methods, however, may disagree on the group 
assignments of more “peripheral members. Even after choosing a particular means to 
partition a data set into trial groups, some form of group evaluation needs to follow.  
The comparative dataset of almost 8,000 analyses was submitted for cluster 
analysis using a Euclidean distance matrix. Data were log-transformed to minimize the 
scalar differences of elemental compositions else even small variations in the major 
elements (for example, sodium, potassium, iron) would mask even large variations of the 
elements present in trace amounts (for example, rare earths, thorium) (see Bishop and 
Neff 1989; Glascock 1992, Harbottle 1976). A dendrogram was generated based on an 
average linkage of the multivariate sample distances. The sample descriptive information 
and elemental concentrations were then listed in the dendrogram order. Attention was 
given to “major” changes in relative abundance of one or more elements in the ordered 
listing (for example, a change in chromium from less than 100 ppm to samples having 
300–400 ppm), in combination with branching of the dendrogram. Especially interesting 
were those dendrogram branches that were seen to contain samples that tended to be from 
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the same or nearby structures or that covaried with other archaeological information, such 
as being solely or largely figurine specific. 
The dendrogram produced in this analysis is a two dimensional summary of 
Euclidean distance relationships among samples using 14 elemental measurements. It 
suffers from being too rigid in that after one sample is admitted to a cluster the next 
sample to be admitted is based on the average distance of all samples in the group. It is 
non recursive—links once formed are not broken. There is a voluminous literature on the 
subject of where to draw trial divisions on a dendrogram (Jain et. al. 1999). At times a 
“natural break” may be obvious (for example, a change from values reflecting carbonate 
tempered pottery to those that have a non-carbonate tempered matrix). In other situations, 
divisions are more subtle and trial clusters will be found to be too inclusive (for example, 
having chromium concentrations that range from 1–200 to more than 800 parts per 
million). “Sub-clusters” were then formed following lower branching on the dendrogram. 
Other, smaller initial clusters offered the possibility of being joined with those above or 
below if seen to differ on the values of one or two elements. The samples clustered within 
the section breaks were then extracted for inspection of the relative patterns of chemical 
homogeneity and, when sufficiently numerous, statistical evaluation.  
Statistical evaluation and large cluster refinement proceeded using the calculation 
of a sample’s Mahalanobis distance. Basically, it is the squared Euclidean between a 
point (sample) and the group’s multivariate centroid divided by group’s variance in that 
direction. It is a common and powerful means of evaluating group membership in studies 
using compositional analysis (Bieber et al. 1976; Bishop and Neff 1989; Harbottle 1976; 
Baxter 2001:28–32; Baxter and Buck 2000), and physical anthropology (Mckewn and 
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Jantz 2006:221–222), as it considers the inter-elemental correlation found among the 
elements rather than just one element at a time. 
 For the clusters with a sufficient number of members, usually twice the number of 
variables being used, an extension of the F-test is used to evaluate the significance of 
differences in group variances. Realistically, it is a heuristic means by which you can 
decide if a sample is a likely member of the reference group or not. As implemented, if a 
sample is found to have less than a stated probability of membership (for example, less 
than 5%), it can be excluded and the numerical characteristics of the group re-evaluated. 
Several iterations are occasionally needed but after 5 or more, with continued removal, it 
is likely that the initial group was poorly formed (for example, too inclusive). At such a 
time, a review of the branching structure in the dendrogram needs to be re-inspected for 
finer partitioning. Trial groups were refined until all the grouped samples were found to 
lie within a 95% confidence interval. An individual group, with its variance-covariance 
matrix was then used as a reference to evaluate the likelihood that any grouped or non-
grouped sample within the 8000 sample comparative database would be found to lie 
within the 95% confidence interval. Samples found to lie within that interval were then 
added, and the group evaluation process began anew.  
 Ascribing the refined group to a specific site or subregion is somewhat less 
straight forward. Using a hypothetical example, if a trial group was found to have a mix 
of Cancuén and Chama pottery but also a couple of samples of pottery from Tikal the 
group evaluation techniques might suggest that the Tikal samples were outside of a 95% 
confidence interval and are therefore could be excluded. But was the resulting group from 
Cancuén or Chama—or neither? One way this question was addressed was to broaden the 
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confidence interval, to the 97 or 99 percent level and see whether more Cancuén or 
Chama samples would be flagged as possible group member. If the new samples that 
were found to lie within the confidence interval were from Cancuén and not from Chama, 
it was inferred that the group represented pottery manufacture at or very near Cancuén.  
 Of course, not all of the pottery and figurines under consideration are amenable to 
being placed in a group that is sufficiently homogeneous to be used for archaeological 
interpretation. Some samples, considered to be outliers, may not be similar to any other 
samples in the data base (Bishop 2014; Filzmoser et al. 2005). Non-grouped, outlying 
specimens exist for several reasons: the populations to which they belong were not 
sampled, errors might have been introduced during sampling, naturally occurring 
resources may have been mixed, or there may have been individual variation in the 
behavior of the person extracting, preparing and firing the ceramic object. To put it 
simply: stuff happens! An outlier is frequently recognized as having some extreme 
value(s) above or below the background of the other samples being considered. 
Fortunately, as presented, most of the Cancuén figurines could be attributed to a 
compositional unit.  
 Below, I demonstrate the results of the analysis of the chemical data for the 
Cancuén figurine study leading to subsequent archaeological interpretation. The word 
“group” will now be restricted to those assembled, compositionally similar samples that 
have been subjected to statistical refinement. For all groups that will be discussed, a 95% 
confidence interval has been used. No sample from any other considered group or from 
individually considered samples from the Cancuén database are found to lie within the 
95% confidence interval. A group thus refined, constitute a “Reference Group” (RGP). 
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The RGP is a named compositional unit that is the equivalent of the Chemical Paste 
Compositional Reference Group (CPCRU) as defined by Bishop and Rands (1982). It 
refers to a group of analyzed ceramics that are chemically similar and that have been 
statistically refined. Several of the RGPs contain pottery or figurines from different sites 
within the Cancuén region as well as other samples much further removed, 
geographically. 
There were less populated clusters seen in the Cancuén dataset that were not 
assignable to a RGP. When the same samples were found to have been clustered together 
using the extended 8,000 sample data set, they were designated a “Cluster” (CL). 
Individual samples within a cluster were used as a target to see if any other sample in the 
40,000+ Maya Ceramics Database was similar using the Euclidean distance weighted by 
the routinely achieved measurement analytical precision might be similar to some 
ceramics not yet considered. Finally, as noted above there were a few Cancuén figurines 
that did not “cluster” with anything, even when compared with the total dataset. These 
are simply labeled as “Unknown.” 
Attention below is given to the pottery that were found to belong to reference 
groups (RGPs) or clusters (CLs) in which Cancuén figurines occur. Exhaustive 
compositional characterization of the analyzed ceramic materials for each mentioned in 
connection with Cancuén figurines is beyond the scope of the present work. For example, 
I analyzed pottery and figurines from site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros and 
demonstrated that multiple compositional groups could be formed using the neutron 
activation data (Castellanos 2013; Woodfilll 2001). Subsequent analysis of Salinas 
pottery permitted groups formed earlier to be augmented and statistically evaluated at a 
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95% confidence interval. One of the groups was seen to contain pottery and figurines 
from Salinas and also figurines with a Cancuén provenience. This group is reported in the 
present study. Other Salinas-focused groups, those that do not contain Cancuén figurines, 
are omitted.  
 
Data Presentation 
 In the following presentation I use scatter plots to illustrate relative similarities 
and differences among the 21 named, statistically refined reference groups (RGPs), 8 
clusters (CL) and 1 regional composite (the latter to be discussed below). These groups 
and clusters are referred to as representing manufacture at the site, intra-site, and inter-
site level Table 6.6. When a site name is specified for a RGP or CL, such as “Cancuén” 
or “Motul,” I am implying manufacture to have taken place geographically at or very 
near to the site mentioned. If more than a single group is designated with the site name it 
implies that the group is one of multiple distinguishable compositions identified at the 
intra-site level. 
  The intra-site identifications mark one of the more significant contributions of 
this dissertation as I have been able to link compositional signatures with more or less 
specific locations of variable size at Cancuén. Named groups from Aguateca, Salinas de 
los Nueve Cerros, etc., represent compositional characterization at a more generalized 
inter-site level. In other cases, however, units such as “Pasión” refer to a more 
generalized Pasión River composition. It may be that the ceramic members of the group 
come from the region where the Pasión that flows around the three sides of the platform 
on which Cancuén is located. Alternatively, it might have been made of materials located 
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more upstream or downstream. Proveniences of the samples within a group helps to 
indicate likely manufacturing locations but designating a likely origin may be difficult. 
For example, if the Pasión unit were to include pottery and figurines from both Cancuén 
and Ceibal, which is located 60 km downriver, identifying a specific location along the 
river would be unlikely. Similarly, reflecting the proveniences, forms and chronological 
placement of the group members, the designation of Lower Usumacinta (LowUsum) 
refers to the areas along the Usumacinta, including and below Jonuta, Tabasco, and 
extends toward the well-developed delta of the river (Bishop et al. 2012). 
 Even with dimension reducing approaches, such as R and Q-mode analyses, 
principal components, and bivariate or trivariate elemental plots, etc. attempts to illustrate 
relationships among the reference groups and cluster are visually messy when hundreds 
of samples are shown together as many samples will overlap in the two or three 
dimensions that are used. When viewing the different plots or graphs presented below, it 
is important to remember that each RGP is separate from all of the other reference 
groups, save one, at the 95% confidence interval. 
 Figure 6.11 displays some of the more obvious divisions among the reference 
groups; these are distinct even when shown relative to only the concentrations of iron and 
thorium. To the left side of the plot are samples with a predominately Raxruja 
provenience. To their right are groups with characteristics of the Grijalva-Usumacinta-
Southern Veracruz region. Below and tending toward the lower left hand corner of the 
plot are carbonate/limestone containing groups, which have lower concentrations of the 
two elements that are shown. Near the center of the thorium axis but low in iron are 
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samples with an attribution to the highlands of the Alta Verapaz (PV-Highland). To the 
far right are the samples from Yaxchilán, which make up the MidUsum RGP.  
One might question why Yaxchilán samples, which come from a site on the Usumacinta, 
are high in thorium and yet the pottery attributed to the alluvium of the Usumacinta River 
lies higher on the iron axis and lower on the thorium. This situation of having both high 
and low chromium concentration is discussed in Bishop et al. (2012) where we attributed 
these seeming contradictory source placements to differences that might be caused by the 
large meander beside which Yaxchilán is situated. In my scenario, this Usumacinta, 
carrying sediments from the complex head waters of the Pasión River and the volcanic 
uplands of the Rio Chixoy-Salinas enters the meander and slows. As it slows due to 
friction, it loses its ability to carry the heavier sediments, which are deposited on the 
inside of the bend. What discharges back into the main stream may be relatively more 
abundant finer material. Other components, especially suspended micas and volcanic 
glass may be enriched relative of the heavier iron and chromium fraction of the sediment.  
 Figure 6.12 shows the reference groups as presented in Figure 6.11 but now they 
are re-coded as to the geographic subregion to which the pottery and figurines of the 
group are attributed. Figure 6.13 adds another dimension, chromium, to the preceding 
plot. One of the most striking features of both plots is the broad distribution of Cancuén 
groups, which reflect intra-site variation, Figure 6.14, indicates the location of the 
analyzed figurines from Cancuén only. In several instances there correspondence 
between compositional groups and particular excavation units associated with 
structures—membership does not appear to be random. The compositional separations 
are likely due to preferential use of the local paste recipes or minor differences in local 
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resource availability (for example, acquisition in bay/port areas that radiate throughout 
the cityscape. 
An R-Q plot using only the mean concentration values for the RPG’s and CL’s 
provides a low dimensional view of the relationships among the identified groups and the 
principal directions of elemental variation (Figure 6.15). I refer to this as a “schematic” 
biplot as data has been input using the maximum likelihood method based on the 
correlation properties of the 635 sample data base to compensate for values that were 
below the detection levels. It depicts variable contributions to the axes through reference 
vectors from the center that are scaled to indicate relative contribution to the variation. 
This type of plot can help to orient the groups and clusters for discussion of their 
composition and attribution to manufacturing location below.  
Reference Groups and Clusters 
Locally Manufactured Cancuén Figurines 
This is a study of figurine ceramic materials obtained from excavations at 
Cancuén, other sites in the relative vicinity, with comparison made to other pottery and 
figurines from sites beyond the immediate Cancuén region. Sampling figurines from 
Cancuén was far more extensive than was done at other sites and therefore observing 
both greater patterning and diversity in the dataset is reasonable. Five refined reference 
groups and four clusters have been identified and attributed to local manufacture at the 
site. The table of mean concentration values shows that reference groups and clusters 
attributed to local manufacture at Cancuén are rather similar with little that stands out as 
having any distinctive key element indicator (Table 6.7). Coefficients of variation are 
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given in Table 6.8. Generally speaking, separation among the reference groups and 
clusters must consider the elemental pattern of correlation within the separate groups and 
the member’s Mahalanobis distances from the respective centroids rather than just 
relaying on absolute elemental abundances. Chromium and hafnium values are somewhat 
erratic within the groups of this area, and are seemingly higher in the small assemblages 
of clusters. Random incorporation of iron chromites and zircons in the sandy sediments 
of this region of the Pasión River may account for some of this variation.  
 Based on frequency of membership in the groups, Cancuén figurines and pottery 
with which they are associated tend to be non-carbonate tempered. Only the one RGP, 
Cancuén-carb, contains relatively high concentration calcium (20%) and four clusters are 
in the 9–16% range.  
 
The Local INAA Patterns at Cancuén (Table 6.9) 
 During the early stages of data analysis samples that are in the Cancuén-8 
Reference Group were found to be easily separable from other Cancuén figurines and 
ceramics, and this RGP has continued to diverge from all other groups formed (Table 
6.9). It is low in chromium and iron compared to other Cancuén groups but higher in 
thorium. Since it was first formed, the group has always been made up of only figurine 
samples. This group has also a wide range of specimens that were recovered from across 
from the entire cityscape —especially in ritual contexts. Frustratingly because there is no 
singular correlation of multiple samples to a specific context, it is also difficult to 
attribute the composition to a specific resource area within the site. However, since 
samples in this RGP are numerous, it is possible that this group’s chemical signature 
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reflects a major, specific production social unit or workshop (but see Arnold 1999; 
Arnold et al. 1999; Arnold et al. 2000 concerning this question). Cancuén-8 has many 
finely made figurines that appear to represent many sub-royal elite subjects that have 
been recovered in various highly ritualized zones around the palace complex and 
residential sections, such as in burials, aguadas, and the western palace complex. 
Additionally, Cancuén-8 has three specimens that were found at the site of Tres Islas, 
located approximately 15 km to the north (Figure 6.2). Could the Cancuén-8 group 
potentially indicate a palace production zone of figurines? Because of the consistency in 
quality, the range of manufacturing techniques, even distribution of contexts across the 
cityscape in contrast to a miniscule amount of specimens at the palace, I think this may 
be a pattern that suggests a group of artisans that were supported or somehow connected 
to the palace. Future excavation might explore the looted administrative area within the 
eastern end of the palace complex as one possibility.  
As originally assembled, Cancuén-8 included samples that are now placed with 
the cluster Cancuén-As (n=12). When inspecting the data, however, for Cancuén-8, I 
realized that arsenic, an element not normally used because of missing data (not 
determined in earlier work) was seen to have substantially higher concentrations in the 
same samples as did chromium and iron. Perhaps samples with elevated concentration of 
these three elements should not be a surprise as Pasión River receives the input of many 
small streams some of which could drain ultramafic sediments high up. The samples 
containing the higher arsenic concentrations were subsequently separated from Cancuén-
8 as an unrefined cluster. Interestingly, this cluster of high arsenic figurines shows the 
beginning of what might be a positive correlation with some of the excavation units. 
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Three of the 12 specimens, CANF1576, 1582, and 1595, were recovered from structures 
L8-5 and L8-6 (operation CAN37C) (Figure 6.16; see also Figures 6.10 and 6.11). 
Although the cluster is relatively small, the proveniences of its members may indicate a 
manufacturing locus in this area that is to the immediate north of the palace. 
 Higher hafnium concentrations characterize the divergent nature a small cluster 
designated Cancuén-PV-4. If hafnium were not used during group formation, the 
figurines in this cluster would be undistinguishable in composition from Cancuén-8. 
Zircon is the primary host of hafnium and greater or lesser hafnium abundance could be 
due minor difference in natural resources or processing. At the moment, because this is 
such a small cluster, I would attribute the context potentially somewhere in the northeast 
area— possibly around the N11-1/N10-1 compound [operation CAN40]. 
 Cancuén-2 (RGP) was formed differently than the other refined groups, being a 
combination of two clusters, initially considered separately. The initial units were 
observed as being separated clusters on the 7000+ dendrogram. Since the membership of 
each cluster was small, circa 12 samples, they were ascribed to cluster status. Subsequent 
inspection revealed that while they were separable because of cobalt and hafnium 
concentration, the concentrations of scandium, thorium and the rare earths were within 
reasonable agreement. The heterogeneity within the cobalt values was due largely to 
three samples, likely reflecting contamination from the tungsten-carbide drill bit during 
sample extraction. Elevated hafnium concentrations, however, covaried with higher 
zirconium concentrations (when present), and thereby suggesting, once again, slightly 
more small particles of zircon. Leaving hafnium aside, there was no reason to keep these 
in separate clusters—and the combined unit was refined to the level of the RGP. 
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 Nothing really stands out compositionally about the samples in RGP Cancuén-1 
beyond having slightly higher concentrations of iron and scandium. The group is 
sufficiently populated, however, to note its separation from other RGPs at the 95% 
confidence level. 
 The relatively large reference group Cancuén-carb (n =34) contains members 
that have textural characteristics of being carbonate tempered. This group, along with 
reference group PV1-2-3, is notable for having high hafnium and thorium values. Both of 
these reference groups contain figurines excavated from residential groups that are 
identified as having the highest quality of elite goods made from materials such as jade 
and pyrite. The figurines have been recovered from residences that contained jade 
boulders (structures such as the M10 group [operation CAN24], and K7-24 [operation 
CAN13-40 and CAN13-74]) as well as a few examples from the pyrite workshop 
(structure K6-34 [operation CAN13-20] (Figure 6.10). These two reference groups and 
RGP Cancuén-2 are important as they are the groups of figurines that also contain 
Cancuén pottery, including orange polychromes and utilitarian basins. Above, I have 
mentioned that Cancuén figurines tend to differ in composition from much of the pottery. 
The figurine and pottery make-up of Cancuén-carb, PV-1-2-3, and Cancuén-2 provides a 
solid basis for assessing local or non-local production. This is a different situation than 
we have with Cancuén-8, which contains some of the finest figurines from Cancuén but 
no compositionally similar pottery to help infer the location of production. For Cancuén-
8 the attribution to local production is based on the fit of shared compositional 
relationships to other groups in combination with visual attributes of color, texture, form 
and style.  
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 The Cancuén-3 group has a few basins or jars associated with the figurines. 
These figurines are more often beige in color and lack the large ferruginous lumps noted 
in specimens from Cancuén-8. The figurines of this group were recovered from mostly 
elite residences surrounding the Royal Aguada at the southern section away from the 
palace (Figure 6.10). Additionally, other figurine pieces originated from the Lady of 
Cancuén's palace located northwest of the Dos Pilas palace complex (PF0143, PF0150, 
PF0151) (Figure 6.17; recall Figure 6.2). A scenario of production location is logically 
possible in easily acquiring the silts and clays for members of this group to be extracted 
from the Royal Aguada [operation CAN42; see Chapter 7]. The Royal Aguada, which 
would have made a good settling pond (as a levigation tank), or from the small feeder 
streams that fed into the area. The settled-out fine fraction of the sediments would have 
been easily collected and then used by a figurine specialist who had access not only to the 
necessary sediments but to members of the royal courts. From the correlation of context 
and chemical patterning of Cancuén-3, the designation of placement may be made either 
to an elite southwest connection (potentially in structures K7-1, K7-2?) or even a palace 
designation (potentially in the western residential area of the palace?) as potential 
manufacturing zones, especially because of the presence of the Lady of Cancuén's 
figurines within this group seems to appear likely that this is a restricted area near or 
within the palace complex. 
 
Pasión 
 Samples within the Pasión RGP are attributed to manufacture somewhere along 
the Pasión drainage. I have separated the Pasión units from the others largely on the basis 
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of the higher concentrations of chromium, iron and cobalt. One could interpret these 
elemental differences as indicating simply that the samples are members of the Pasión 
that were manufactured from less refined paste mixtures. This suggestion is complicated, 
however by lower hafnium values than might be expected in less refined sediments. The 
Pasión Reference Group is similar to, but statistically separable from, all of the Cancuén 
groups and will be considered as reflecting slightly different resources deposited by the 
Pasión River.  
 
Cancuén’s Intra-Region Variation  
 The consistent red-brick color paste of many of the Cancuén figurine fragments 
was an easily definable visual distinction when first describing the collection in the field 
laboratory. Sampling from other nearby communities created a database to determine the 
composition of a Cancuén figurine relative to a figurine created from a nearby 
community. Due to the geological variation within the region (Figure 6.18, the site of 
Raxruja (15 km south of Cancuén) and the karst Chinaja range on which the site is 
located at the eastern end are chemically separable. At the moment, there are four 
different chemical groupings that occur within the Chinaja region. Additionally, it 
appears that the groups are beginning to correlate with excavation areas. For example, 
one cluster, Raxruja-7 tends to contain figurines that were recovered from the Cueva de 
Verónica zone. Another patterned group, characterized as Raxruja-6 has examples from 
Cancuén, La Caoba, and Tres Islas; the majority of the samples, however, are 
predominantly from the community of La Lima, which protects the Candelaria cave 
opening to the Mico subterranean system (Figure 6.19; see also Figure 6.2). Raxruja-5 is 
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a chemically defined reference group that consists of figurines predominantly from the 
site of Cancuén. While containing Cancuén figurines, the group’s composition is similar 
to figurines in the Raxruja groups. The high quality of these figurines, and the fact that 
they were excavated in highly ritualized zones or sub-royal elite residences from 
Cancuén, combine to form an important, reference group. I suggest that this group is 
most likely from the large Candelaria cave zone —named the Mico cave system, which, 
unfortunately, was not excavated due to lack of landowner permission. This section of the 
Candelaria cave has cathedral spaces for ritual performances and is known to have been 
the source of non-controlled recovery of figurines similar to what is in Raxruja 5 group 
(Demarest, personal communication 2000).  
The final group, Raxruja-Oxi consists of mostly ceramic examples from the 
excavations in the current town of Raxruja and a site to the southwest, Oxibchipex 
(Figure 6.2). This group corresponds to the Raxruja Viejo shrine area. Few figurines are 
attributable to this group; only one was found at the main eastern port at Cancuén. From 
the INAA patterning the groups and clusters from the Raxruja zone seemingly document 
the circulation of figurines within the different communities organized along the Chinaja 
karst system, and infrequent exchange of figurines to cave systems to the north in La 
Caoba, and long distant connections with Tres Islas. 
Inter-regional Patterns 
The relationship of some Cancuén figurines to ceramics from the Lower 
Usumacinta-Grijalva floodplain or to Southern Veracruz became noticeable when 
evaluating the “outlying” figurines relative to the extended and total datasets. Using each 
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outlier as a chemical reference profile, the database was scanned for any sufficiently 
similar samples. Samples that were identified as being “matched” were used in turn to 
search for other similar samples. For example, the search procedure carried out using 
CANF1992 (Figure 6.20) as a reference specimen highlighted the similarity of it to many 
samples from Tres Zapotes. Subsequently the Tres Zapotes samples were submitted to 
cluster analysis, followed by group evaluation based on Mahalanobis distances, yielding 
the Southern Veracruz Reference group. Using this Tres Zapotes group as reference the 
database was screened for samples whose data might be found within a 95% confidence 
interval, which included CANF1992. Thus, CANF1992, considered an outlier relative to 
other pottery from Cancuén, was determined to have a manufacturing locus in the area of 
Tres Zapotes, and is from the Late Formative period.  
 A similar process was used to form a Central Honduran-focused Reference Group 
but this one needed the total database. Figurine fragment samples, CANF0064 and 
CANF0069, had been found to lack any close compositional relationship to the other 
Cancuén figurines or pottery (Figure 6.21). They are part of a statistically refined 
reference group of ceramics with a strong Honduras provenience, including pottery from 
La Ceiba, Salitron Viejo and El Cajon—all now under the El Cajon Dam reservoir 
(Figure 6.1). What is additionally interesting about CAN0064 and CAN0069, is that both 
originate from the test unit that explored the elite palace residential section located along 
the western plaza platform (operation CAN3).  
 LowUsum (RGP) group is a large (n=202) refined, compact compositional group 
is skewed toward samples of Fine Orange, and lesser numbers of Fine Gray samples. The 
group is attributed to the general Lower Usumacinta River, from Jonuta to the delta. 
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Pottery constituting this reference group consists of members of the Silho Ceramic 
Group. Based on previous research on temporally observable changes in Fine Orange 
composition, pottery of the LowUsum group represents raw material resources used for 
the Postclassic development of Fine Orange following the shift in manufacture from 
south of Jonuta more toward the delta in Postclassic times (Bishop, Sears and Blackman 
2012). 
 The two figurines from Cancuén, CANF0990 and CANF1945, are 
compositionally similar to LowUsum (Figure 6.22). Their attribution to the LowUsum 
group is an attribution to a general resource area without asserting that they were 
manufactured from the “same” resources as the later Fine Orange pottery as minor 
differences are noted. More specifically, the figurines are slightly lower in cesium and the 
light rare earths, possibly as the result of differences involving the sorting of the volcanic 
ash and micas that characterize the sediments of the meandering of the Middle and Lower 
Usumacinta. From the excavations that have been accomplished within the city center 
there is a very healthy port economy contributing to the wealth of the Cancuén 
inhabitants (Demarest et al. 2014). The presence of elite or service pottery, such as Fine 
Orange, from lower on the Usumacinta river system would lend support to the argument. 
The eastern port [operation CAN38] is the only area in the site to contain a figurine 
fragment that is chemically attributable to the middle Usumacinta site of Yaxchilán 
(CANF1998)—a female torso holding a round fan in the right hand, with a paste that is 
very powdery (Figure 6.23). 
 Other examples of a long-distance pattern are found in two Cancuén figurines 
attributed to the Motul de San Jose area (Figure 6.24). CANF0103 is a curved, pointed-
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end headdress with a broken appliqué piece at the end. This example was recovered in the 
southern residences near to the palace [operation CAN13–32]. CANF1614 is a partial 
headdress that is stylistically similar to examples classified as Type 1, or "War Serpent" 
by Halperin (2014:169). This particular specimen was found at the main port leading to 
the northern elite residential section of the site (operation CAN38). Halperin's conclusion 
that the figurines from Motul de San Jose (Figure 6.1) largely indicate that a local trade 
pattern substantially is correct; however, two examples somehow made their way south to 
Cancuén.  
Aspects of Political History Expressed by Figurine Remains at Cancuén 
The discussion above has focused on the use of statistically refined reference 
groups and compositionally compact but sparsely populated clusters, noting occasional 
chemically-based reasons for their formation, and with their suggested attribution to areas 
of the Cancuén site. Also noted have been those figurines that by virtue of matching the 
composition of compositional groups formed for polities or regions exterior to Cancuén 
become indicators of external relationships. Because so much of Cancuén represents an 
elite, "sub-elite/ sub-royal" landscape, the presence of figurines that were imported to the 
site can be taken as evidence of elite connections among the ancient Maya polities. 
Connectivity among elite members and the use of multiple comparative material culture 
data sets such as defining large civic spaces, epigraphic texts detailing alliances, and 
wealth-producing activities with restricted materials such as jade, or polychrome pottery, 
combine to provide a context for elite political interaction. Granted, great leaps forward 
in reconstructing this Classic Maya geopolitical landscape have been successful because 
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of breakthroughs in the translation of Maya hieroglyphic texts and what they reveal about 
ancient coalition building (Martin and Grube 2004). But considerations such as the 
alignment of architecture features, sacbes [raised paved stone roadways] to promote 
access to civic centers from far away communities (Chase and Chase 2001), or material 
items that are circulated primarily through elite membership (Reents-Budet et al. 2000; 
Sharer 2003) must also be considered. The use of pottery for demonstrating important 
community activities of feasting, mortuary, or other ritual purpose has been very 
successful in highlighting elite interactions. Linking hieroglyphic texts on polychrome 
cylinders with the accompanying thematic scenes provide a larger concept of elite 
ownership, gifting, and final disposition of these object (LeCount 1999, 2001, Reents-
Budet 1994). Figurines, with their frontal imagery and paste composition, are another 
socially created object by the ancient Maya that can be used to suggest or political links 
between Cancuén and its neighbors. 
This comparison of political links and material remains is best exampled with the 
figurine fragments that were recovered from the palace of the 'Lady of Cancuén,' located 
to the northwest of the great palace complex of Dos Pilas. Glyphic notation on the death 
throne indicated that the person interred in this small palace group was connected to 
Cancuén. If any of the tomb remains could be attributed to Cancuén, the relationship 
would be supported. The fragments from this context were selected for their surface 
patterns, visual paste similarities to Cancuén and their ability to have enough material 
present to sample for neutron activation (Out of the 29 fragments with a DP7 operation, 
15 were sampled). Five of the sampled figurines from this palace complex in Dos Pilas 
were attributed to Cancuén. Three examples, PF0143 [eroded female with headdress], 
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PF0150 [eroded animal head], PF0151 [small free standing foot] are statistically 
members of Cancuén-3, a group that is attributed, at the moment, to the southwest part of 
the Cancuén palace (recall Figure 6.17). Some of the members of Cancuén-3, figurines 
and pottery, were excavated from the southwest residential section near the palace and 
the Royal Aguada. Figurines in Cancuén-3 have excavation proveniences in areas to the 
south or west of the palace such as the sub-royal elite structure with the jade boulder 
(cache?) [Structure K7-24], the western residence below the palace (structure K7-2), and 
the Royal Aguada (operation CAN42) (Figure 6.10). What is interesting about the area 
near to the palace is that it contains residences that are considered sub-royal elite or very 
highly connected to the palace in terms of other wealthy material finds (such as large jade 
boulders).  
Another figurine fragment, PF0148 [appliqué foot] (Figure 6.25) is a member of 
Cancuén-2, a compositional group that has ceramic figurine fragments and pottery 
associated with residences and a ballcourt that are immediately northeast of the palace, 
known as the "Volcan" group (operations CAN 25A, B, C and F [structures M9-15, L9-
5]). The final fragment from the palace of the Lady of Cancuén, PF0013 [eroded 
anthropomorphic head with headdress] (Figure 6.25) falls within Group PV1-2-3; this is a 
reference group that contains both figurines and pottery from the structure K7-24 (the 
southwest structure with the jade boulder) and from the residences near to this residential 
group. 
Not all of the analyzed figurines from The Lady of Cancuén's palace were from 
Cancuén; some belonged to other compositional groups defined for the general 
Petexbatun region, for example, PF0008 [anthropomorphic-male head] and PF0144 
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[whistle end] (Figure 6.26). The Lady’s palace had a figurine that was attributed 
chemically to the nearby area of Tamarindito, PF0146 [eroded anthropomorphic head 
with cotton wrap headdress] (Figure 6.26). Unfortunately, the residences near to the Lady 
of Cancuén's palace at Dos Pilas, from which Panel 19 was recovered, were not 
extensively sampled for INAA. Of the two samples that were excavated in Group K4-1 
residences (operation DP15), sample PF0154 [male head with feathered headdress] was 
attributed to manufacture within the general Petexbatun region (Figure 6.26). The other, 
PF0155 [Grotesque head] remains an unplaced, outlying object (Figure 6.26). To a large 
extent, however, the analysis of figurine material recovered from the “Lady of 
Cancuén's” palace at the site of Dos Pilas does assist in building a secondary evidentiary 
line to the glyphic record of an alliance between the Dos Pilas and Cancuén polities. 
Another example that illustrates how figurines can be used to further discussion of 
political interaction comes from a set of glyphs that mention interregional alliances 
recorded on the royal ballcourt markers at the eastern edge of the palace at Cancuén 
(Fahsen and Barrientos 2006). One current interpretation attributes Altar 2 to the intra-
regional site such as Raxruja Viejo. This site is located 15 km southwest of Cancuén and 
is suggested as the place known as “where the lord of White Mountain [or "Sac Witz "] 
resides” (Demarest 2013:388). An alternative interpretation considers that a more distant 
community, Salinas de los Nueve Cerros, is better regarded as the place that the lord of 
"Sac Witz" ruled over (Sears 2006). Raxruja Viejo has many ritual areas that take full 
advantage of the cave karst environment, which could be construed as 'white' (Woodfill 
2007). Additionally, Salinas de los Nueve Cerros is known for the salt effervescence 
coming from an old volcanic dome (that continues to emit white salt blooms alongside 
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creek beds), which is located south of the Chixoy river system (Dillon 1997; Woodfill et 
al. 2015 in press). Data from the neutron activation analysis indicates that Cancuén 
figurines are found to be members of refined reference groups that contain pottery and 
figurines from both sites. That is, Cancuén figurines samples match both newly excavated 
and old collections of figurine fragments from the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. 
But figurines from the Cancuén excavations are also represented in all four chemical 
groups attributed to the Raxruja zone. Adding to the complexity, and not helping to 
resolve the alternative interpretations, examples of figurines from both Salinas de los 
Nueve Cerros and Raxruja are securely contextualized within various ritualized spaces 
and residential sections surrounding the palace complex at Cancuén (see Chapter 7). 
Cancuén Altar 2 also records that the ballplayer depicted within the upper part of 
the scene originated from the site of Machaquilá (Fahsen et al. 2003) (Figure 6.27). Due 
to a short duration opportunity in the Delores Valley IDEAH laboratory of the late Juan 
Pedro Laporte Molina, I was able to sample 12 figurines that had been acquired by the 
Atlas Arqueológico southeast Petén survey (Laporte and Mejía 2000) from Machaquilá. 
El Chal, and several sites in the Dolores (Chocón 2003; Laporte 2005; Lisi 1968; Morales 
and Laporte 1995; Suasnávar 1998). Two of the 12 (LPF035 and LPF004), were found to 
lie within the 95% confidence interval for the Petexbatun Petex-A1 group). One figurine 
mold, LPF013 from the site of El Chal was found to be statistically attributable to a 
Cancuén figurine group (Figure 6.28). This mold, which depicts a double figure (most 
likely mother and child) is part of the Cancuén-2 group that is associated with other 
pottery and figurines from the north sub-royal 'Volcan' residential section (operations 
CAN25 A, C, and F). Although this is a singular example, it is interesting that a Cancuén 
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mold, a production tool, was recovered within the northernmost part of the Machaquilá 
survey region.The conclusion from this particular part of the study: molds, as well as 
figurines, travel. 
Another RGP not previously mentioned in this chapter is the one that is labeled 
Delores – El Chal. The town of Delores, the immediately nearby (2 km) archaeological 
site of Ixtonton, and the farther removed site of El Chal are all in the municipality of 
Delores. Extensive sampling of these sites and other that nearby has been carried out but 
the data has not been fully summarized. The Delores-El Chal group is numerically biased 
toward these two sites (9, and 8 samples respectively) and it remains ambiguous as to 
which site the compositional unit should be attributed. It is included here because one 
figurine excavated at Cancuén is a member of this compositional group. In the absence of 
final synthesis of the analytical data from this region of Guatemala, the occurrence of a 
figurine mold created at Cancuén being recovered from El Chal and an excavated 
figurine from Cancuén belonging to the Delores-Chal group might provide evidence of 
directional movement involving figurine materials from the site of Cancuén, and the 
suggestion of some form of social interaction between El Chal and Cancuén that has not 
been documented previously.  
It is, at times, also instructive to consider what the figurine data are not 
comparatively demonstrating. In the case of Cancuén figurines, this is in terms of 
indicating connections to other historic occurrences noted in the glyphs corpus, or 
assisting in the confirmation of previous scientific studies of material remains from the 
site. For example, the one set of glyphic texts state the founding of Cancuén occurred 
under the auspices of the Calakmul king in AD 656 (Demarest 2006, Martin and Grube 
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2008). While there has been substantial analysis of figurines recovered from Folan’s 
excavation on Structure II (the great pyramid) at Calakmul (Bishop et al. 2000), there are 
no chemical matches between the figurines from Cancuén collection and figurines 
originating from Calakmul.  
Connections between Cancuén and Palenque might have been expected, given 
that inductively-coupled plasma mass spectroscopy of jade fragments from the death 
mask of Palenque’s ruler, Pakal, were similar in composition to jade fragments recovered 
from Cancuén (Kovacevich et al. 2005). Additionally, neutron activation of Chablekal 
Fine Gray pottery from residential units surrounding the palace complex at Cancuén have 
been argued to have come from the plains to the immediate north of Palenque (Bishop et 
al. 2006; Forné et al. 2010). There are no chemical matches, however, between the 
greater Palenque region figurines and the figurines of Cancuén.  
In this latter case, figurines from the Palenque region are extensively sampled 
from not only the palace center, residential units near the palace, but also from satellite 
communities. One might expect that given the quantity of Fine Gray pottery that was 
imported from the Palenque region (from the 112 samples that were submitted for INAA 
at Cancuén), that figurines coming from the Palenque region may also have been an item 
of interest of exchange between the two areas (see Demarest 2014:200, Table1). Other 
examples of Fine Gray with blue stucco (five samples of Telchac Composite) recovered 
from the northern residences at Cancuén have been attributed to the Southern Veracruz 
region and are the focal point of the discussion for interaction with the Gulf Coast area 
(see Demarest et al. 2014, 200–201; Forné et al. 2010). Figurine popularity at Palenque 
rose during the Otolum Period, which is marked by the reign of Janab Pakal I, circa AD 
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600–700 (see Rands 2007 for chronology). Figurine production and consumption 
continued strong throughout the succeeding Murcielagos phase (circa AD 700–750). By 
the end of Murcielagos, Fine Gray pottery had become abundant at Palenque, but made in 
the escarpment zone between the city and the Usumacinta floodplain. Thus Fine Gray 
became popular as the ritual link with sites in the escarpment zone as the industry of 
creating figurines and incensarios at the city center of Palenque was declining. Changing 
social and political expressions may have been at work.  
Althrough the chemical data have not indicated direct matches between Cancuén 
and Palenque the possibility of more general relationships remain. For example, there are. 
positive moldmade figurine fragments recovered at the site of Cancuén that stylistically 
have the high cheekbones, laurel shaped incised eyes, and the step-cut hair that is in 
fashion in examples from Palenque —but have a local paste composition (see Chapter 5: 
CANF1225, CANF1672, CANF2396) (Figure 6.29). The scenario could be posited that a 
mold from the Palenque region was brought to Cancuén area, and filled with local clay 
resources. This form of emulation is not unusual for the site of Cancuén, there is an 
example of an imitation Fine Gray bowl from the northern residential compound that is 
compositionally local in paste recipe (CAN24-99-2, Figure 6.30) (see Woodfill 
2007:712–713).  
Analysis of the jade debitage at Cancuén, mentioned above, has also indicated 
connection to a resource area other than the Motagua valley (Andrieu et al. 2011), most 
likely from within the Salama Valley in the Verapaz. Ceramics from the Salama Valley 
have been analyzed by neutron activation, but unfortunately, no figurines. Future work 
would provide a larger database from which to assess any patterns of interaction within 
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this highland zone of Guatemala. For the present, individual searches through the 
database suggest that perhaps one Cancuén figurine (CANF2045) might be the result of 
manufacture in the Chipoc/Chisec area (Figure 6.31). 
Politics Closer to Home 
Seven compositionally compact and separable assemblages of figurines have been 
recognized within the INAA dataset. Some, such as reference groups Cancuén-2 and 
PV1-2-3, have examples both of figurines and pottery. Others assemblages, like 
Cancuén-8, Cancuén-8As and Cancuén-1, consist exclusively of figurine material. 
Certain of these chemically-based groups or clusters can been seen to correlate with 
contextual locations. For example, the reference group, Cancuén-2, is most likely the 
expression of pottery manufacture in the 'Volcan' area [operation CAN25] in the north 
central-east section above the eastern port (Figure 6.10). The contexts of the figurines and 
ceramics mostly reference the small northern highland style ballcourt, but there are other 
examples of residential recovery from this specific area. The presence of figurines within 
this group, however, is not strong. This suggests that a paste from this area was mostly 
used for the purpose of making ceramics and that at times this matrix was occasionally 
shoved into a figurine mold.  
The Cancuén-3 cluster consists mostly of figurines with a few examples of 
ceramics. Given the proveniences of figurines and ceramics within this cluster, the 
procurement of the raw material seems to have originated somewhere along the southern 
area near to the Royal Aguada. The figurines in Cancuén-3 are medium to fine in their 
paste texture; perhaps the raw material for this group was acquired from the slow-moving 
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feeder streams near the southwest bay area of the port or more likely within the Royal 
Aguada—which would have required the removal of the accumulated slits from time to 
time. This may be an expression of a royal manufacturing group because of the ritual 
nature of the aguada structure from where the raw material may have been procured and 
the surrounding residential structures from where other fragments were found. 
Additionally, the idea that this is an elite production signature is because many of the 
samples originate from the Petexbatun area. Three of the figurines from the Cancuén-3 
cluster originate from the Lady of Cancuén's palace in Dos Pilas and two of the ceramic 
fragments were recovered from the Cave El Duende. Cancuén-3 may be temporally 
linked to a time when the Lady became established in the Dos Pilas community, taking 
within her trousseau a set of figurines created from the sacred mud from the Royal Pool. 
Because other figurine fragments and ceramics within this group are so closely 
contextualized with sub-royal and elite spaces to the south and west of the palace, this 
group might be of work of artisans associated with the palace culture and having the use 
of ritual mud from the area of the Royal Aguada. 
The groups PV1-2-3 and Cancuén-1 are chemically separable by several 
elemental abundances. Cancuén-1 most notably contains rare earth concentrations that 
are 2 to 3 times those found in PV-1-2-3. And while PV1-2-3 contains both ceramics and 
figurines, Cancuén-1 contains only figurines. The contexts for both of these reference 
groups contain areas where jade fragments were recovered (operation CAN24 and 
operation CAN13– structure K7-24). Interaction of social groups affiliated with these two 
contexts is tentative because within the Cancuén-1 group there are other examples that 
originate from operation CAN13: units 22, 74, structure K7-24. PV1-2-3, similarly, has 
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figurine examples that also originate from the northern jade workshop–operation CAN24. 
Both groups include pottery from the structure that contains a large amount of pyrite 
[operation CAN13, units 18, 20]. In the absence of material remains such as kilns, 
wasters, or even burned earth, it is difficult to differentiate pottery manufacturing from 
consumption locations. However, given that we have evidence for a range of activity, 
compositional group PV1-2-3 may represent manufacturing somewhere near structure 
K7-24 (operation CAN13, units 23, 40, and 74). And that there was some form of 
interaction between these two residential groups. 
The Cancuén-8 reference group has some of the finest examples of figurines that 
are locally manufactured at Cancuén (see CANF0468, CANF1125 [Figure 6.32]). 
Despite the outstanding detail and compositional distinctness of the figurines, and that 
this group consists of only figurines, it is difficult to locate the manufacturing area 
because of the dispersion of this paste recipe across the entirety of the excavated areas of 
the site. I suggest that this group may be the product of a royal workshop because there 
are few examples from palace context and a wide recovery of examples from the 
surrounding residences, suggesting distribution from a palace area. Acknowledging that 
reference groups do not always equate to a production center (Arnold 2000; Arnold et 
al.1999, 2000), it is interesting that figurines in Cancuén-8 were recovered from all of the 
major residential compounds, the northern aguada, as well from external sites well 
outside of Cancuén sphere: Tres Islas and San Diego. Cancuén-8 may indicate a 
preference for a recipe by a particular artisan group, potentially one that was aligned to 
the palace that was manufacturing elaborate figurines at Cancuén, and then distributed in 
the nearby residential compounds. It is hoped, that future excavations in the highly looted 
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eastern section of the palace complex may indicate the production tools or a plentiful 
midden containing many fragments from Group-8 that would confirm this argument. 
 
Summary 
 This chapter has presented the compositional patterning for figurines from 
Cancuén that is found within data obtained through the use of neutron activation analysis. 
Partitions have been found within the paste compositional data that have been ascribed to 
reference groups (RGPs) and to relatively similar but lesser populated clusters (CLs). The 
larger reference groups have been refined statistically to the point that each RGP is 
separable from the other units at the 95% confidence level. The RGPs have been used as 
reference for the comparison of individual samples based on Mahalanobis distance 
calculations in the 40,000 plus data base of the Maya Ceramics Project. Three different 
levels of archaeological interpretation were possible. One was focused on Cancuén, 
where in intra-site differentiation was found when group compositional patterns appear to 
covary with structures of sub-areas of the site (Figure 6.33). Contacts at the inter-site 
level were strongly evident between Cancuén and the site or site clusters of Raxruja, and 
the Candelaria Cave area (Figure 6.34). The use of the large comparative data base 
permitted the observation of figurine movement at the inter-regional level involving 
Cancuén, Salinas de Los Nueve Cerros, Tres Islas, and Yaxchilán, as well as long 
distance contacts with Tres Zapotes, in Veracruz and the area of the El Cajon dam in 
Honduras (see Figure 6.11).  
Copyright © Erin L. Sears 2016 
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Table 6.1.  Listing of elemental concentrations routinely determined by the SI-NIST neutron 
activation facility 
Element CV Comments 
Na% 2.2 Omitted; mobile in tropical environments 
K% 5.3 Omitted but looked at; mobile in tropical environments; commonly 
missing in carbonate tempered pottery 
Ca% n.d. Usually omitted; when used, it is primarily for assessing the extent of 
carbonate temper; CVs often exceed 25% at low concentrations. 
Sc 1.7 Used 
Cr 3.1 Used 
Fe% 3.0 Used 
Co 2.0 Omitted but looked at; possible drill bit contamination 
Zn 10.6 Omitted; missing for many specimens in comparative data base 
As 5.4 Omitted; missing for many specimens in comparative data base 
Rb 7.7 Omitted; frequently missing 
Sb 6.9 Used 
Cs 3.1 Used 
Ba 12.2 Used 
La 1.6 Used 
Ce 2.4 Used 
Nd 11.6 Omitted; Actual error in pottery is larger 
Sm 2.5 Used 
Eu 3.0 Used 
Yb 5.3 Used 
Lu 6.9 Used 
Hf 4.0 Used 
Ta 7.2 Omitted but looked at; possible drill bit contamination 
Th 2.7 Used 
U 15.3 Omitted; missing for many specimens in comparative data base 
W n.d. Omitted; used as a flag for drill bit contamination 
La/Yb n.d. Used in clustering; omitted for group refinement 
Th/Sc n.d. Used in clustering; omitted for group refinement 
Cr/Th n.d. Used in clustering; omitted for group refinement 
La/Sm n.d. Used in clustering; omitted for group refinement 
 
Coefficients of variation (CV) are based on the 311 replicate analyses of the NIST Standard 
Reference Material (SRM 679 Brick Clay), a highly refined clay (Blackman and Bishop 
2007:326, Table 2) 
“n.d.” = not determined; Used” = Concentrations for these elements included in the data analysis 
of Cancuén and related ceramics 
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Table 6.2.  Principal component loading for figurines and pottery 
       with a Cancuén provenience 
Fine orange, fine gray, and clays not included; n = 635 
PCA 1 PCA 2 PCA 3 PCA 4
Sb 0.458 0.257 0.257 -0.515
Cs 0.447 0.333 0.669 0.124
Sc 0.492 -0.592 0.104 -0.391
Cr -0.014 -0.736 0.134 0.154
Fe 0.364 -0.726 0.352 -0.177
Co 0.370 -0.710 0.239 0.334
Ba 0.257 0.266 0.709 0.259
La 0.926 0.146 -0.083 0.198
Ce 0.877 0.073 -0.021 0.104
Sm 0.942 0.057 -0.225 0.192
Eu 0.909 -0.047 -0.258 0.224
Yb 0.936 0.022 -0.237 0.045
Lu 0.892 0.021 -0.313 -0.015
Hf 0.566 -0.086 -0.108 -0.534
Th 0.721 0.378 0.331 -0.191
Variance explained by components
6.84 2.36 1.63 1.13
Percent of total variance 
45.6 15.7 10.8 7.5
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Table 6.3.  Pottery and figurines from the site of Cancuén grouped 
      according to calcium interval;  Imported fine paste removed 
1 0 - 5 325 51.2
2 >5 - 15 76 12.0
3 >15 -  21 55 8.6
4 >21 – 32 163 25.7
5 >32 16 2.5
635 100
Ca interval Ca range Number Percent
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Table 6.4.  Cancuén figurines grouped according to interval of calcium concentration 
Ca interval Ca range Number Percent 
1 0 – 5 140 74.8 
2 >5 - 15 31 16.6 
3 >15 - 21 11 5.9 
4 >21 - 32 4 2.1 
5 >32 1 0.5 
190 100 
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Table 6.5.  Figurines and figurine molds analyzed by INAA from sites 
 within the Cancuén region 
Site Figurines Molds 
Cancuén 190 4 
Candelaria 2 0 
Candelaria - La Lima 11 3 
Cueva Veronica 3 0 
Chotal 1 0 
El Guarani 1 0 
La Caoba 4 0 
Ruxruja 4 0 
n = 216 7 
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Table 6.6.  Reference groups and clusters relative to subregions 
REFERENCE GROUP CLUSTER 
Cancuén 
Cancuen-1 Cancuen-3 
Cancuen-5 
Cancuen-8 Cancuen-8As 
Cancuen-carb* Cancuen-PV4 
PV-1-2-3 
Pasion 
Pasion Pasion-1 
Candelaria Caves 
Raxruja-6 
Raxruja 
Raxruja-5 Raxruja-7 
Raxruja-OXI 
Alta Verapas highlands 
PV-Highlands 
Salinas Valley 
Salinas 
Petexbatun 
Petex-A1 
Petex-A2 
Petex-DP 
Petex-Tam 
Delores Valley 
Delores-El Chal 
Lake Peten area 
Motul 
Middle Usumacinta Valley 
Yaxchilan Sierra 
Lower Usumacinta Valley 
LowUsum 
Southern Veracuruz 
Tres Zapotes 
Honduras 
Central Honduras 
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Table 6.7  Mean concentration values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and Clusters (CLs) 
by subregion.
NAME RGP/CL n = Na% K% Ca% Sc Cr
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP 14 0.06 0.16 2.0 19.9 346
Cancuén-2 RGP 23 0.13 0.58 8.1 16.3 242
Cancuén-8 RGP 49 0.77 1.10 1.6 13.4 172
Cancuén-carb RGP 34 0.04 0.12 20.2 12.5 203
PV1-2-3 RGP 32 0.09 0.24 3.7 20.5 292
Cancuén-3 CL 18 0.06 0.24 14.3 13.5 206
Cancuén-5 CL 8 0.13 0.54 5.2 19.0 513
Cancuén-8As CL 13 0.70 0.98 1.9 15.9 278
Cancuén-PV4 CL 10 0.05 0.39 10.1 10.9 130
Pasion
Pasion RGP 34 0.67 0.92 1.2 15.8 790
Pasion-1 CL 5 0.28 0.53 10.8 19.8 516
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP 21 0.82 0.51 1.3 15.2 1938
Raxruja-5 RGP 21 0.31 0.21 0.9 14.2 1771
Raxruja-OXI RGP 33 0.79 0.74 1.3 21.4 389
Raxruja--7 CL 12 0.83 0.67 8.3 16.2 884
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP 44 0.71 0.92 1.0 7.3 208
Salinas Valley
Salinas RGP 67 0.91 1.60 0.8 13.5 166
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP 48 0.06 0.12 16.3 9.8 153
Petex-A2 RGP 22 0.05 0.09 22.1 8.9 144
Petex-DP RGP 46 0.06 0.11 6.0 11.5 217
Petex-TAM RGP 17 0.05 0.16 15.2 9.8 146
Delores-El Chal
Delores-El Chal RGP 29 0.90 1.54 1.6 12.0 36
Delores  CL 4 0.04 0.18 28.2 7.5 86
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP 64 0.69 1.41 1.7 12.5 44
Usumacinta Valley
LowUsum RGP 204 0.76 1.72 4.2 16.4 500
MidUsum-Yax RGP 69 1.06 1.68 1.4 9.3 100
Sierra CL 6 0.11 0.28 8.5 21.7 463
Honduras
Honduras RGP 32 0.87 1.51 1.1 12.8 46
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP 120 0.53 0.84 2.4 23.6 507
(in parts per million unless 
otherwise indicated)
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Table 6.7  Mean concentration values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and Clusters (CLs) 
by subregion.
NAME RGP/CL
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP
Cancuén-2 RGP
Cancuén-8 RGP
Cancuén-carb RGP
PV1-2-3 RGP
Cancuén-3 CL
Cancuén-5 CL
Cancuén-8As CL
Cancuén-PV4 CL
Pasion
Pasion RGP
Pasion-1 CL
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP
Raxruja-5 RGP
Raxruja-OXI RGP
Raxruja--7 CL
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP
Salinas Valley
Salinas RGP
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP
Petex-A2 RGP
Petex-DP RGP
Petex-TAM RGP
Delores-El Chal
Delores-El Chal RGP
Delores  CL
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP
Usumacinta Valley
LowUsum RGP
MidUsum-Yax RGP
Sierra CL
Honduras
Honduras RGP
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP
Fe% Co Zn As Rb Zr
5.07 12.3 80 8.3 n.d. 199
3.27 13.0 85 7.1 50.5 310
2.37 11.4 85 7.7 68.3 127
2.07 10.5 66 3.3 n.d. 296
3.89 16.2 109 7.0 20.5 338
3.24 13.2 66 7.9 21.3 172
4.57 17.8 104 10.0 97.5 308
4.38 25.8 89 12.5 59.3 219
3.04 18.8 74 6.9 27.7 223
4.35 14.6 82 5.6 63.8 128
5.26 19.6 70 6.8 37.4 30
4.73 38.9 88 4.1 44.8 87
4.96 27.6 64 5.4 26.8 35
6.57 30.9 107 6.5 33.8 24
4.56 24.4 88 3.5 42.8 64
1.90 8.7 45 5.5 66.7 116
2.97 11.6 116 6.2 133.0 30
2.46 6.9 56 7.8 14.8 123
1.69 6.9 45 4.3 7.9 105
2.18 11.7 63 6.6 18.9 177
1.27 7.5 53 3.7 17.1 95
2.85 6.7 81 9.7 81.5 216
1.45 4.4 54 3.1 n.d. 63
3.86 14.1 70 16.3 82.3 258
4.81 32.2 113 6.6 100.5 91
2.96 13.6 50 12.5 105.1 194
3.97 19.8 92 12.0 28.5 72
3.28 15.6 87 11.5 83.9 180
5.80 39.2 106 3.0 58.7 75
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Table 6.7  Mean concentration values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and Clusters (CLs) 
by subregion.
NAME RGP/CL
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP
Cancuén-2 RGP
Cancuén-8 RGP
Cancuén-carb RGP
PV1-2-3 RGP
Cancuén-3 CL
Cancuén-5 CL
Cancuén-8As CL
Cancuén-PV4 CL
Pasion
Pasion RGP
Pasion-1 CL
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP
Raxruja-5 RGP
Raxruja-OXI RGP
Raxruja--7 CL
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP
Salinas Valley
Salinas RGP
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP
Petex-A2 RGP
Petex-DP RGP
Petex-TAM RGP
Delores-El Chal
Delores-El Chal RGP
Delores  CL
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP
Usumacinta Valley
LowUsum RGP
MidUsum-Yax RGP
Sierra CL
Honduras
Honduras RGP
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP
Sb Cs Ba La Ce Nd
1.25 0.75 442 19.1 34.0 13.1
1.31 2.13 415 28.5 52.8 20.3
1.52 3.54 567 42.9 69.3 36.6
0.84 0.60 431 18.4 36.4 11.8
1.28 1.42 375 38.7 75.1 35.4
1.21 1.02 392 18.7 29.6 17.8
1.40 2.11 421 31.1 50.7 24.7
1.81 3.12 580 45.2 114.4 39.2
0.93 3.75 502 42.7 78.4 36.0
0.82 3.19 549 16.8 31.6 10.0
0.87 2.19 407 16.3 29.7 9.9
0.47 1.91 311 14.8 31.3 7.3
0.57 1.50 314 9.2 18.0 2.4
0.62 2.25 463 16.5 31.4 6.0
0.52 1.88 338 15.1 27.1 10.1
1.11 6.10 622 23.4 41.1 13.7
1.00 8.04 931 34.2 57.1 25.6
1.15 0.99 176 18.2 29.4 14.8
0.83 0.75 288 14.1 24.3 9.2
1.45 1.00 234 31.2 65.4 29.2
1.22 0.90 242 30.7 42.2 24.4
1.41 3.56 566 32.9 62.2 29.2
0.55 0.52 213 20.2 34.0 16.4
1.79 5.94 849 42.9 85.4 36.7
0.62 3.76 495 37.4 69.0 28.6
1.83 6.01 756 36.6 65.1 26.3
1.07 2.70 236 33.8 53.2 28.1
3.20 5.94 626 30.3 54.7 22.4
0.56 2.73 844 30.1 54.5 24.0
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Table 6.7  Mean concentration values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and Clusters (CLs) 
by subregion.
NAME RGP/CL
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP
Cancuén-2 RGP
Cancuén-8 RGP
Cancuén-carb RGP
PV1-2-3 RGP
Cancuén-3 CL
Cancuén-5 CL
Cancuén-8As CL
Cancuén-PV4 CL
Pasion
Pasion RGP
Pasion-1 CL
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP
Raxruja-5 RGP
Raxruja-OXI RGP
Raxruja--7 CL
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP
Salinas Valley
Salinas RGP
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP
Petex-A2 RGP
Petex-DP RGP
Petex-TAM RGP
Delores-El Chal
Delores-El Chal RGP
Delores  CL
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP
Usumacinta Valley
LowUsum RGP
MidUsum-Yax RGP
Sierra CL
Honduras
Honduras RGP
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP
Sm Eu Tb Yb Lu Hf
3.01 0.58 0.00 2.32 0.38 9.44
5.06 1.03 0.73 3.32 0.54 10.12
7.45 1.33 1.15 4.70 0.72 8.28
3.39 0.66 0.53 2.43 0.42 9.81
7.29 1.44 1.08 4.64 0.77 12.43
3.78 0.76 0.49 2.50 0.44 5.94
5.29 1.07 0.78 3.15 0.55 10.80
8.39 1.57 1.28 5.43 0.85 9.67
7.21 1.30 1.05 4.15 0.68 13.75
3.06 0.56 0.37 2.29 0.36 6.57
2.71 0.54 0.29 1.96 0.32 5.22
3.03 0.75 0.30 2.06 0.31 5.86
1.70 0.39 0.08 1.66 0.26 5.70
3.19 0.89 0.25 2.08 0.30 4.78
3.01 0.76 0.29 2.17 0.32 5.75
2.95 0.51 0.36 1.79 0.26 5.78
5.03 0.95 0.65 2.78 0.41 5.35
3.12 0.67 0.44 1.80 0.31 4.27
2.12 0.42 0.17 1.30 0.24 4.74
5.40 1.16 0.78 2.94 0.47 5.74
4.65 0.91 0.60 2.27 0.36 3.91
6.61 1.12 1.00 4.14 0.62 8.19
3.48 0.70 0.41 1.97 0.34 3.75
7.55 1.49 1.08 4.42 0.67 8.18
6.47 1.29 0.90 3.33 0.51 6.47
4.93 0.89 0.68 2.70 0.41 7.34
6.07 1.27 0.79 3.28 0.57 6.76
5.94 0.93 0.76 3.40 0.50 7.83
5.75 1.38 0.68 2.35 0.36 6.35
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Table 6.7  Mean concentration values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and Clusters (CLs) 
by subregion.
NAME RGP/CL
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP
Cancuén-2 RGP
Cancuén-8 RGP
Cancuén-carb RGP
PV1-2-3 RGP
Cancuén-3 CL
Cancuén-5 CL
Cancuén-8As CL
Cancuén-PV4 CL
Pasion
Pasion RGP
Pasion-1 CL
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP
Raxruja-5 RGP
Raxruja-OXI RGP
Raxruja--7 CL
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP
Salinas Valley
Salinas RGP
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP
Petex-A2 RGP
Petex-DP RGP
Petex-TAM RGP
Delores-El Chal
Delores-El Chal RGP
Delores  CL
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP
Usumacinta Valley
LowUsum RGP
MidUsum-Yax RGP
Sierra CL
Honduras
Honduras RGP
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP
Ta Th U W
1.13 12.62 4.09 26.64
0.98 11.44 4.30 40.64
1.27 16.34 2.01 37.39
0.87 9.21 4.62 18.70
1.31 15.67 4.95 21.47
0.64 8.02 4.09 11.87
1.04 13.08 5.07 13.91
1.21 16.32 1.61 35.49
1.39 12.38 2.60 40.54
0.68 7.81 2.56 22.15
0.56 7.22 2.24 3.46
0.53 4.13 2.57 22.35
0.75 3.83 1.66 83.83
0.53 4.25 1.38 14.24
0.57 4.85 1.24 22.32
1.11 14.63 2.63 23.01
1.12 15.12 3.59 18.48
0.48 6.35 4.09 6.38
0.51 6.15 5.04 8.66
0.63 7.62 4.97 7.35
0.50 5.71 3.29 8.27
1.01 14.49 3.05 7.65
0.48 6.44 3.29 3.94
1.04 14.77 3.99 19.61
0.95 10.23 2.03 18.31
0.99 19.03 4.85 14.05
0.87 10.07 9.01 7.41
1.02 9.16 1.57 73.98
1.01 7.66 1.70 20.35
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Table 6.8  Coefficients of variation for Reference Groups and Clusters (in percent)
NAME
RGP/
CL Na K Ca Sc Cr Fe Co Zm As
Cancuen
Cancuén-1 RGP 23 52 68 6 13 9 24 13 29
Cancuén-2 RGP 158 115 31 15 29 15 38 22 81
Cancuén-8 RGP 21 26 127 13 24 27 53 31 25
Cancuén-carb RGP 39 63 19 16 16 25 59 27 38
PV1-2-3 RGP 152 133 139 16 27 16 33 16 36
Cancuén-3 CL 92 80 31 20 25 20 56 29 68
Cancuén-5 CL 83 108 32 12 25 11 47 33 47
Cancuén-8As CL 29 18 126 12 26 21 40 18 26
Cancuén-PV4 CL 29 16 29 12 14 12 33 26 24
Pasion
Pasion RGP 46 58 36 12 20 12 46 23 24
Pasion-1 CL 121 93 100 37 46 38 38 10 26
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6 RGP 29 55 112 12 30 20 45 18 27
Raxruja-5 RGP 45 57 39 16 27 20 39 18 33
Raxruja-OXI RGP 44 29 72 11 18 12 29 21 39
Raxruja--7 CL 74 54 127 32 65 42 46 33 65
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland RGP 24 35 31 11 25 11 38 27 23
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros
Salinas RGP 23 24 48 11 21 19 31 36 30
Petexbatun
Petex-A1 RGP 50 86 19 12 43 21 51 68 47
Petex-A2 RGP 35 22 22 18 15 26 72 27 41
Petex-DP RGP 41 76 63 12 31 26 63 56 48
Petex-TAM RGP 53 62 17 12 20 20 36 23 50
Delores area
Delores-El Chal RGP 17 16 64 13 14 15 53 30 22
Delores  CL 34 26 9 14 10 9 24 7 27
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes RGP 34 24 40 10 14 13 44 20 27
LowUsum RGP 26 19 46 7 17 7 14 13 72
Usumacinta Valley
MidUsum-Yax RGP 16 20 31 16 54 18 44 17 22
Sierra CL 28 6 28 13 13 7 20 9 34
Honduras
Honduras RGP 29 19 40 11 23 11 63 28 47
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes RGP 32 35 50 12 29 16 26 24 42
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Table 6.8  Coefficients of variation for Reference Groups and Clusters (in percent)
NAME
Cancuen
Cancuén-1
Cancuén-2
Cancuén-8
Cancuén-carb
PV1-2-3
Cancuén-3
Cancuén-5
Cancuén-8As
Cancuén-PV4
Pasion
Pasion 
Pasion-1
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6
Raxruja-5
Raxruja-OXI
Raxruja--7
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros
Salinas
Petexbatun
Petex-A1
Petex-A2
Petex-DP
Petex-TAM
Delores area
Delores-El Chal
Delores  
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes
LowUsum
Usumacinta Valley
MidUsum-Yax
Sierra
Honduras
Honduras
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes
Rb Zr Sb Cs Ba La Ce Nd Sm Eu
0 84 13 14 29 12 15 49 14 13
104 60 48 87 53 18 17 47 15 17
24 97 11 33 28 13 14 22 15 18
0 47 22 21 53 15 21 68 23 23
133 58 24 90 58 20 26 33 22 20
81 73 70 36 54 43 48 64 60 57
100 47 29 91 53 18 19 19 16 17
22 91 12 16 27 18 40 25 21 26
75 106 15 33 62 9 10 15 8 9
32 73 18 27 24 20 21 72 24 24
89 224 51 60 31 26 38 96 16 15
61 124 21 37 42 22 40 105 23 25
100 214 21 21 35 19 23 158 24 32
26 296 28 40 25 18 22 131 16 17
33 183 46 32 33 40 34 103 37 40
20 90 12 17 17 32 33 63 32 32
25 207 22 23 22 17 20 20 16 15
57 61 27 44 27 25 33 30 24 24
4 86 36 40 68 17 24 63 15 14
58 53 27 43 33 27 33 34 20 20
71 67 47 48 57 12 23 16 17 17
19 43 12 17 21 15 25 22 26 26
0 123 22 21 51 19 20 18 7 5
23 35 15 52 21 37 30 42 36 35
16 117 24 20 16 5 7 29 5 8
16 68 18 13 15 14 17 19 17 18
8 156 12 15 40 12 15 26 9 8
19 58 27 27 61 15 20 52 18 15
34 144 25 28 33 17 24 44 18 18
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Table 6.8  Coefficients of variation for Reference Groups and Clusters (in percent)
NAME
Cancuen
Cancuén-1
Cancuén-2
Cancuén-8
Cancuén-carb
PV1-2-3
Cancuén-3
Cancuén-5
Cancuén-8As
Cancuén-PV4
Pasion
Pasion 
Pasion-1
Candelaria - Raxruja
Raxruja-6
Raxruja-5
Raxruja-OXI
Raxruja--7
Alta Verapaz Highlands
PV-Highland
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros
Salinas
Petexbatun
Petex-A1
Petex-A2
Petex-DP
Petex-TAM
Delores area
Delores-El Chal
Delores  
Peten Lakes
PetenLakes
LowUsum
Usumacinta Valley
MidUsum-Yax
Sierra
Honduras
Honduras
Veracurz
Tres Zapotes
Tb Yb Lu Hf Ta Th U W
0 12 20 12 16 8 29 79
16 13 19 28 21 15 37 317
18 15 15 12 32 11 47 180
29 18 21 21 13 13 33 100
22 21 23 24 20 15 49 122
88 57 62 38 34 34 37 135
18 16 16 24 22 8 48 52
20 18 19 12 12 10 74 62
12 9 12 10 12 10 28 59
68 20 22 16 21 18 37 143
93 25 36 21 51 51 48 61
88 22 25 18 27 16 156 49
213 36 41 20 63 15 28 87
108 13 11 13 25 14 80 103
109 34 48 54 48 49 130 124
63 31 33 13 16 19 36 107
32 15 17 13 15 9 61 95
39 21 21 20 19 16 44 142
98 10 18 15 16 13 41 111
26 22 22 35 20 17 47 87
16 18 16 18 18 16 27 109
26 27 27 14 11 9 26 77
12 8 5 10 23 3 27 86
28 19 21 13 12 8 27 104
26 7 8 14 12 7 69 105
20 17 20 18 9 7 39 108
50 15 12 10 12 12 61 107
45 14 19 10 20 13 53 136
39 17 19 20 33 11 125 162
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Grand Total 14 23 18 8 10 49 13 34 32 44 21 21 12 33 17 349 
Table 6.9. List of site contexts in relation to RGPs and CLs
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Figure 6.1.  Orientation map to site, site clusters, or subregions mentioned in text.
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Candelaria
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Figure 6.2.  Map of Cancuén’s location along the Pasión River and nearby sites
 (map: Luis F. Luin and Tomas Barrientos; modified by Ronald
L. Bishop).
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Figure 6.3.  Geological map of region near Cancuén.  Base map extracted
 from Mapa Geológico de la República de Guatemala.
 Instituto Geográfico Nacional.  Esc. 1:500,000; ICAITI 1970.
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Alta Verapaz
Figure 6.4.  Cancuén location among major physiographic zones.
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Figure 6.5a.    Principal components loadings plot
 (without calcium).
Figure 6.5b.    Principal component loadings plot
 (with calcium values, determined
 and input) included.
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Fine Paste pottery 
(mostly imported)
Cancuén provenience figurines
Cancuén non-fine paste pottery
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3
Figure 6.6.  Histogram with 95% normal distribution functions along Principal
 component 2. Three distributions are indicated: Class 1 is for all
 of the non-fine paste pottery from Cancuén; Class 2 represents
 all of the figurines from Cancuén; and Class 3 is the distribution
 for fine paste, predominately imported, from Cancuén.
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Figure 6.7.  Histogram of calcium concentration interval for pottery and figurines
 from Cancuén.  Below detection values for calcium (0%) included.
 The imported Fine Orange Ware and Fine Gray Ware ceramics
 have been omitted.
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Figure 6.8.  Histogram of calcium concentration of pottery and figurines from Cancuén.
 Data shown as in Figure 6.6 but axis rescaled following elimination of
 calcium values of 0% (below detection).
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Figure 6.9.  Histogram for figurines from Cancuén according to calcium intervals.
 Below detection values for calcium (0%) included.
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 Figure 6.10.  Map of Cancuén indicating different areas mentioned in text.
 (map prepared by Marc Wolf, VCAP).
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Figure 6.11.  Figurines and pottery in Reference Groups (RGPs) plotted relative to
 concentrations of thorium and iron. Members of clusters (CL) not shown.
 Considered one at time, all RGPs are separable from other RGPs at the
 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 6.12.  Figurines and pottery in Reference Groups (RGPs) plotted relative to
 concentrations of Thorium and Iron.  Symbols reflect groups’
 chemically-based attribution to  geographic sub-regions.
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Figure 6.13.  Tri-component plot of Reference Groups (RGPs) relative to concentrations
 of iron, chromium and thorium.  Symbols reflect groups’ chemically-based
 attribution to geographic sub-regions.
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CANCUEN FIGURINES
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Figure 6.14.  Tri-component plot of Reference Groups (RGPs) with projection of
 figurines from Cancuén. Compare with Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.15.  Schematic biplot based on mean values for Reference Groups (RGPs) and
 Cluster (Cls)  This biplot is considered a “schematic” as missing data
 (below detection limits) has been input for K, Ba, and Cs to obtain
 a “mean value” for a RGP or CL.
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CANF1576 CANF1582
CANF1595
Figure 6.16. Examples of figurines from the high arsenic cluster Cancuén-8.
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PF0143 PF0150
PF0151
Figure 6.17.  Figurines from the Lady of Cancuén’s Palace at Dos Pilas.
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Figure 6.18.  Geological map of region near Cancuén.  Base map extracted
 from Mapa Geológico de la República de Guatemala.
 Instituto Geográfico Nacional.  Esc. 1:500,000; ICAITI 1970.
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Figure 6.19. Candelaria cave system.  Modified after Woodfill 2007.
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CANF 1992
Figure 6.20.  Cancuén figurine CANF1992 imported from Tres Zapotes.
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CNF0064 CNF0069
Figure 6.21.  Cancuén figurines that have been attributed to manufacture in Honduras.
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Figure 6.22.  Cancuén figurines that have been attributed to manufacture to the
 Lower Usumacinta Valley (LowUsum group).
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Figure 6.23.  Cancuén figurine (CANF1998) that has been attributed to manufacture
 in the Middle Usumacinta region about Yaxchilán (MidUsum group).
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Figure 6.24.  Cancuén figurines that have been attributed to the Petén Lakes area.
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Figure 6.25.  Petexbatun figurines attributed to manufacture at Cancuén.
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Figure 6.26.  Figurines in the Lady of Cancuén’s Palace that are attributed to
 manufacture in the Petexbatun.
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Figure 6.27.  Map showing sites in the southeastern Petén relative to Cancuén.
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LPF035
LPF013
LPF004
Figure 6.28.  Figurines from the Atlas Arqueológico survey in the southeast Petén that
 are attributed to compositional groups named in present study.
 LP004 (Machaquila, attributed to Petexbatun-1)
 LPF035 (El Pueblito, attributed to Petexbatun -1)
 LPF013 (El Chal, attributed to Cancuén-2).
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Figure 6.29.  Cancuen figurines that are stylistically similar to
 figurines manufactured at Palenque (photos: Erin
L. Sears).
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Figure 6.30.  Fine Gray ceramic and “imitation” from Cancuén
 PV0371 - Telchac Composite Fine Gray;
 PV0370– “imitation Fine Gray.”
 Both recovered from jade workshop, CAN24-99-2.
PV0370
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Figure 6.31.  Cancuén figurine manufactured in the Guatemala Highlands,
 Chipoc/Chisec area (CANF2045).
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Figure 6.32.  Figurines manufactured at Cancuén attributed to RGP Cancuén-8.
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Figure 6.33.  The potential areas of manufacture in relation to the chemical
 compositional patterns of the figurines (map: Marc Wolf).
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Figure 6.34.  A generalized correlation of context to compositional samples
 originating from the Candelaria cave system communities to the
 southwest of Cancuén (map: Marc Wolf).
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Chapter 7 
Figurines and Ritual Contexts 
The Maya are regarded as a hierarchical society, forming socio-economic groups 
(such as commoner and elite) and combined leadership in both political and religious 
spheres residing in a singular leader, known as a K'uhul Ajaw (Demarest 2006:87). These 
holy lords ruled large cityscapes and invested in an ever increasing quest for expanded 
architecture, costuming and luxury goods. Having a place to perform sacred rituals, 
which were at times hidden from the common folk, allowed the elite to demonstrate their 
unique abilities to converse with the gods and to shape natural events in order to retain a 
central role within the daily lives of their communities (Demarest 2006:30; Freidel et al. 
1993, Marcus 1993, Schele and Matthews 1998; Schele and Miller 1986). The creation of 
objects for use in ritual events can include scarce goods obtained from great distance, 
exotic personal adornment, and items that indicate ritual title (Helms 1993; Miller and 
Martin 2004; Schmidt et al. 1998). Those who created such ritually charged items might 
be specialists, artists, or part time manufacturers, including those that were employed in 
the service of the Maya king, or additionally, merchants who plied wares to a larger 
audience (Hirth and Pillsbury 2013; Reents-Budet 1994; Reents-Budet et al. 2000; Rice 
1987). Even utilitarian items such as large, plain ceramic plates could have become part 
of a ritual process by containing food for religious events involving feasting, or the 
formation of large obsidian blades formed into supernatural shapes (Reents-Budet 
2000:213–215, LeCount 2001, Fash 1991:102–103). With all of the various scales of 
ritual objects and sacred places, how can a small ceramic item, such as a figurine, reveal 
a sense of ritual meaning within an archaeological record?  
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Instances of the ritual usage of Maya ceramic figurines have indicated features 
that included both overt elite control and examples of local communal participation in 
festival settings (Triadan 2007; Lopiparo and Hendon 2009; Halperin 2014). Classic 
Maya use and contexts are more expanded and are viewed as indicating different levels of 
messaging to both local and long distant communities (Halperin 2014:168; 171;Triadan, 
2007). Some interpretations see sub-royal elites creating figurines in restricted residential 
sections and then sending the positive copies to the outlying community during certain 
events (Triadan 2007). Perhaps local communities used figurines in ritual events to create 
a sense of individualized solidarity through the distribution of the same figurine to 
participants in the ceremony (Lopiparo 2006). In some instances, Maya communities may 
not have expressed a sense of well defined ritual zone (such as platforms, or temple 
stairs) that show a large number of deposited figurines (Halperin 2012:165).  
Domestic Ritual in Cancuén 
The recognition of ritual usage of Maya ceramic figurines at the community level 
has focused primarily on mortuary occurrences, especially those found on the island site 
of Jaina (McVicker 2012; Piña Chan 1968; Benavides Castillo 2011). Because some 
figurines occur in an ocarina shape, one could surmise that they were essential for 
creating musical ambience within rituals (Healy 1988; Healy et al. 2008; Rands and 
Rands 1965). Other forms, such as the thin-stemmed ceramic flowering gods, were 
considered parts of elaborate elite costuming used as adornments for ritual purposes 
(Kurbjuhn 1985). The imagery itself can be used to convey supernatural meaning (Miller 
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and Martin 2004) or the form may be elaborated to depict dancing as part of sacred 
events (Looper 2009).  
 Other permanent imagery found at Cancuén points to elite leadership being in 
charge of controlling large ritual events (Demarest 2013; Fahsen and Barrientos 2006). A 
good example is found on Cancuén Panel 3, which depicts a water lily cartouche 
surrounding the king Taj Chan Ajk as he dispenses favors to a set of nobles (Fahsen and 
Barrientos 2006). The elements of the water lily design are interpreted as demonstrating 
control over water (Demarest 2013:394). Elite control is evident also in the enormous 
palace complex that occupies most of the land along the river bend, containing both 
private and public ritual spaces (Barrientos 2014). Additionally certain residential 
sections have local ballcourts (operation CAN25C [Callaghan and Alvarado 2002]), or 
shallow pools (aguadas)) (operation CAN39A [Ohnstad et al. 2004]) (Figure 7.1). 
Indeed, the very nature of Cancuén, lacking the usual temple structures, must be viewed 
relative to a larger ritual landscape that includes the nearby cave systems and large karst 
towers, probable locations of pilgrimage activities (Woodfill 2007).  
 A possible locus of ritual use of a ceramic figurine within a residential setting was 
uncovered in an area northwest of the palace by Arik Ohnstad (Ohnstad et al. 2003; 
[operation CAN37A]) (Figure 7.2). Ohnstad excavated a low mound, designated structure 
L9-8, revealing three occupational zones. The second level contained a habitation floor 
made up of rounded river pebbles. Underneath were 75 large cut quartz and chert rocks 
that were arranged in a circular pattern at the center of the house (Ohnstad et al. 
2003:303). Found among the angular rocks were fragments of figurine CANF1505, a 
tripod-bottomed standing bird missing its head. The wings were appliquéd to the body, 
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two ocarina holes were placed at the shoulder and the whistle mouthpiece was located 
under the tail feathers. The incising around the body indicates the different feather shapes 
that would be found on a living bird: small loop-like incising for the neck and body 
feathers, long incising that depicts a closed wing tip, and large lines for tail feathers. Burn 
marks were found along the right wing. Compositional attribution for this figurine, 
CANF1505, is to a reference group consisting of samples from Salinas de los Nueve 
Cerros (Salinas RGP). The head of the figurine, however, was not recovered within the 
circle or from other excavated units of the house structure. Further excavations exposed 
Burial 44, which was found under 40–60 cm of paleosoil but was not ascribed to the 
second habitation level (Ohnstad et al. 2003:303). It is a child burial containing two small 
pitchers and two vessels. A secondary burial #45, was under a set of thin limestone 
blocks in the earliest habitation layer (Ohnstad et al. 2002:305). 
Reconstruction of the meaning of the above feature with its cut rocks and ceramic 
figurine is hardly straightforward. It appears that the inhabitants of this structure may 
have performed a ritual that included the sacrifice of a bird figurine. This is a highly 
intact piece with the exception of the missing head. Since this is a feature context and not 
a midden where it would be normal to find broken fragments of figurines, the 
arrangement of the figurine CANF1505 within the cut block may suggest a ritual was 
performed that included decapitating the piece, and smashing the body into a circular set 
of stones that contained a fire. This may not be what others interpret of this record, but 
what is strongly supportable is that figurine CANF1505 was manufactured immediately 
at, or near the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. This additional information of where 
this figurine was created may add more to an interpretive narrative that can corroborate 
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that this specific ritual activity may have been creating a sense of familial entitlement for 
the ancient inhabitants of a house (McAnany 1995). Perhaps this was an instance of a 
migratory family from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros establishing a new household in 
Cancuén, perhaps evidence of a secondary ritual to reestablish connections to the 
deceased that was placed beneath the center axis of the house, or more simply, a local 
family that purchased the distant item through a market system. Hopefully, other material 
analysis within this residential unit will in the future confirm more items originating from 
this distant site. 
Mortuary Ritual at Cancuén 
Thus far, 101intact burials have been excavated from the site center at Cancuén 
(Quintanilla 2013:76), only eight of which have figurines associated them. One additional 
example of burial veneration (a disarticulated skull) is known at the site of Chotal. While 
this may seem like a paltry amount of mortuary data to discuss, finding figurines within 
burials is rare in the central Maya Lowlands. The strongest exception to this pattern of 
scarcity is found on the island site of Jaina at the western periphery of the Yucatan 
peninsula (Piña Chan 1968; McVicker 2012; Benavides Castillo 2011). Other noted 
exceptions are found within elite compounds at Holmul, Pacbitun and El Perú-Waká 
(Cheong 2013; Mongelluzzo 2011; Rich and Matute 2014:74).  
Mortuary Research at Cancuén 
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Analyses have been carried out to determine the status of the inhabitants of 
Cancuén, evidence for migrating groups moving to the site, and for evidence on final 
abandonment of the area (Berryman and Novotny 2004:515; Quintanilla 2014). 
Berryman and Novotny (2004:515) determined that approximately 90% of the examined 
burials are arranged in an extended prone position, dorsal side up, oriented along a north-
south axis, normally accompanied with material objects placed on or near the body. Only 
a few of the burials in the southern area, beyond the immediate vicinity of the palace 
were in a flexed position with no offerings. Elite burials tended to have offerings of 
ceramic, jade or shell. Burials were recovered in every sector of the residential and palace 
areas in the mapped boundaries of Cancuén. Other significant osteological findings that 
do not include figurines suggest varying levels of caring for family members who passed 
away and attest to the abrupt ending of the power of the Cancuén royalty by means of 
warfare. 
An example of site destruction is found in the area of the port located generally 50 
m northeast of the palace. The Eastern port area slopes dramatically down to the Pasión 
River (Alvarado et al. 2004:435). A defensive wall was arranged across the top of the 
incline. It was here that the excavations revealed the first evidence of an ancient 
massacre: large quantities of bone fragments, and bodies tossed down the embankment 
without any burial consideration (Alvarado et al. 2004:440). There were cut marks 
present on the bones of adults and children, as well as evidence of dismemberment, and 
burning of skulls (Alvarado et al. 2004:441). Additional evidence of attack victims in the 
Port area was discovered in operation CAN38, units 63/66. An adult individual was 
found with all of the warrior regalia still in situ on the body, consisting of 6 jade beads 
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and 36 perforated jaguar canines (probably formed into a necklace) (Alvarado et al. 
2004:437).  
Burials #77 and #96, located at the top of the north palace, structure L7-1, are 
spectacular finds that indicate elite style expression of ritualized wealth (Barrientos 
2014). Arranged in full regalia and accompanied by shell, jade pieces, and complete 
ceramic vessels, these two burials were placed on the palace floor, which was undergoing 
construction. These were first identified as “Mud Man” and “Mud Lady” because both of 
the bodies were placed unceremoniously on the palace floor and covered over in their 
finery instead of being placed in a vaulted tomb as is the normal custom of buried 
royalty. After review of the evidence, Barrientos (2014) is now convinced that these 
burials may be the actual physical remains of Kan M’ax and his royal consort, who were 
killed after a battle involving an unknown enemy aggressor. The nature of massacre, 
however, is illuminated by the discovery of the royal aguada directly near the southern 
public entrance to the palace. Excavation in the aguada [operation CAN42] produced 31 
individuals who were executed in full regalia and thrown into the sacred pool. This 
abrupt end to leadership at Cancuén cast new light on the site's termination (Demarest 
2013 [see Suasnavar et al. 2007]).  
In other instances, the traditional pattern of placing deceased elites in tombs is 
also evidenced at Cancuén by Burial # 50. This burial is of a sub-royal elite person who 
was placed in a tomb with ceramic vessels, jade earspools, jade plugs and jade diadems. 
A termination ritual destroyed a hieroglyphic panel (#2) and a ritually killed censer bowl 
was placed atop of the stucco floor above the sealed tomb (Sears 2003a).  
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 The discussion of discoveries at Cancuén without figurines strongly indicates that 
other exotic wealth items that are interred within the burials. The range of mortuary 
patterns are varied and indicate a dichotomy of ancestor veneration and abrupt 
destruction that left the last vestiges of elites ritually interred in unusual areas and other 
dead remained where they died fighting. In contrast, the burial patterns that incorporate 
figurines at the site of Cancuén seem to have mostly a sub-adult -child internment that 
contain a varied set of mortuary items placed with the deceased. These burials are found 
in residences near at the southern edge of the palace and to the northeast of the palace in a 
sub-royal compound.  
 
Figurines and Burial Patterns by Context 
CAN 13-18-1/ structure K6-34/ Burial ?/ Figurine CANF0472 (Figure 7.3) 
 Located 25 meters off the southwest corner of the palace, K6-34 was a simple 
residential structure with a 2 meter exterior patio (Barrientos et al. 2001:124). Excavation 
of the patio recovered pyrite, part of a mirror backing that would attach to the pieces of 
pyrite, jade and chert. A complete figurine with two removable headdresses was 
discovered on the patio floor. While no bone was discovered, Barrientos suggested that 
the figurine might have accompanied the burial (personal communication 2000). 
Barrientos also surmised that given the quantity of lithics and pyrite on the exterior patio 
floor, this particular residential structure might have been a workshop (Barrientos et al. 
2001:125). 
 The figurine is a hand modeled male figurine with arms and legs that stand apart 
from the body. The body is dressed in a loincloth and the removable headdresses depict a 
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“Kaiser”- like helmet with a spike at the rounded top and with appliqué “jade” beads on 
the back tassels. Another removable headdress was discovered depicting an elderly man/ 
deity witha simple cotton cord on the top of the head [CANF510].  
CAN 13-35-2/ structure K7-20/ Burial # 3/ Figurine CANF0471 (Figure 7.4) 
Within a large group of residential structures 20 meters southwest of the palace, 
one structure contained burial #3, encountered 60 cm under the surface (Barrientos et al. 
2000:103). The burial consists of a child (?) that was extended and shifted on to its dorsal 
side and oriented head north-south. Unfortunately the poor preservation of the bones did 
not assist in identifying the sex of the burial but Berryman places the age at 3-10 years of 
age based upon the epiphyses (Berryman and Novotny 2004:537). A small vase was 
located near the right arm and a small bowl was discovered between the feet of the burial. 
A moldmade figurine was uncovered between the legs and depicts a warrior with a 
feathered saurian headdress. In the left hand is a rectangular shield and the right contains 
a club/macuahuitl. Maya blue paint is on the collar and on the shield of the figurine. The 
compositional analysis indicates that this warrior figurine was not from Cancuén. INAA 
confirms that the figurine originated from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. 
CAN 7-8-8/ structure L6-1/ Burial # 7/ Figurines CANF0464—CANF0468 (Figure 7.5) 
A spectacular burial with figurines was discovered by Lucia Moran Giracca 
during the 1999 field season, with excavation completed in 2000 (Moran Giracca 
2003:8). It was located among a group of structures, designated as the L6 group, 
southeast of the palace and southeast of the large ritual aguada, but close enough to have 
had easy access to or an unobstructed view of the palace interior. A total of three large 
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structures organized in a U shape were excavated (Moran Giracca 2003:Figure 12.1). The 
large structure, L6-1, was found to have a large hearth where intact comales (large 
ceramic discs for tortilla production) rested for large-scale cooking. This hearth 
arrangement was interpreted as being formed by a secondary occupation within the 
residential group. Other structures within the group had giant limestone patios arranged 
around the structure that allowed for a workshop production area outside of the interior of 
the structure (Moran Girracca 2003:27). 
Burial # 7 
Associated with the primary occupancy of the L6-1 structure, Burial 7 was 
discovered under the rubble floor of the house. The burial, oriented in a north/south 
fashion, consisted of one skeleton of a child in a supine position, with two vessels and 
five figurines (Moran Giracca 2003:28) (Figure 7.5). Carrie Anne Berryman determined 
from the dentition that the skeleton was 5-8 years old at death. Sex of the burial was 
inconclusive as only the cranium, ribs, and teeth could be recovered. There were no 
dental caries associated with the burial and there were 15 baby teeth and 20 permanent 
teeth ready to erupt (Berryman 2002:537–538). The offerings associated with burial 7 
encircled the body as well as being placed atop of the head area. The two vessels at the 
north end near to the head of the burial are reconstructable. Vessel # 1 is a cylinder and 
its paste composition is like that of the Alta Verapaz region to the south (Moran Giracca 
2003:37). Vessel # 2 is a local bowl form in a local paste. This burial and its associated 
figurines have been described in detail elsewhere (Sears 2001: Chapter 9), however, some 
aspects need to be briefly mentioned.  
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Four figurines were arranged in a general circle around the burial [CANF0464-
466, 468]; a fifth [CANF0467] was discovered within the wall of the excavation. All of 
the figurines portray male visages and dress. Their constructions range from moldmade, 
to combination hand-modeled pieces attached to moldmade parts. Two of the figurines 
have removable headdresses that were close to each associated figurine. The height of the 
figurines is greater than the general moldmade specimens (average height = 25 cm). 
CANF0464 is a freestanding shaman with a removable pointed feathered headdress with 
a jaguar tail protruding from the coat. CANF0465 is a moldmade warrior figurine that has 
a rectangular shield along the length of the left side of the body and the right hand carries 
a club/macahuitl. CANF0466 is a moldmade warrior figurine that has a circular shield on 
the right hand, while the left is stabbing the stomach region with a sharp instrument. The 
shield is brightly colored with spots and circles. This figurine also has a removable jaguar 
headdress. CANF0468 is a moldmade ballplayer (as indicated by the costuming including 
a yoke at the center of the torso) with a bird headdress. CANF0467, the figurine that was 
found at trench wall, is a freestanding ballplayer figure that has only the head and the 
upper torso remaining. The headdress is a deer head that is positioned at the center axis of 
the head. Another mask, CANF0032 was discovered within the upper burial matrix. It is 
the frontal part of the mouth and chin section of a God A with a vent hole at the left lower 
side (see Chapter 8). Potentially, CANF0466 may have had two different masks.  
Five of the figurines from Cancuén burial #7 were analyzed and found to have 
paste compositions matching the Raxruja-5 group (attributed to the El Mico cave area 
[CANF0446-0467]). These figurines are easily separated from locally manufactured 
Cancuén figurine examples using paste composition. Another figurine from burial #7 was 
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determined to be of local Cancuén-8 group [CANF0468]. Burial # 37 is also associated in 
the same level as burial # 7 within the same house mound, but it is unclear if burial # 37 
is associated with burial #7 (Moran Giracca 2003:38). Burial # 37 has no ritual material 
goods associated within the extended body. 
CAN 40-31-2/ Structure N11-2/ Burials # 68, 69, 71/ Figurine CANF2151 (Figure 7.6) 
This structure is located 500 m northeast of the palace and is part of a large elite 
compound that controlled the northern access point to the palace (Kovacevich et al. 
2004:153). Three burials were discovered under the interior floor. Burial 68 had an east-
west orientation, extended position on the dorsal side, with a bowl place alongside. It was 
the primary interment, located on the center axis of the building and was positioned on 
sterile soil. Four incisors indicate evidence of tooth filing (Berryman and Novotny 
2004:522). Burial 69, oriented north-south, also was in an extended position on the dorsal 
side. It was interred on top of the clay soil used to cover Burial 68, and is identified as a 
child (Berryman and Novotny 2004:522). A bowl was positioned at the right femur and 
another vessel fragment was recovered at the right tibia (Berryman and Novotny 
2004:522). Burial 71, buried next to burial 68, was oriented south-north, and arranged in 
an extended position on its back (Kovacevich et al. 2004:181). A bowl was placed at the 
head as well with Burial 71 and a figurine was placed face down between the legs of the 
deceased. Berryman and Novotny analyzed the remains and determined Burial 71 to be a 
child as well (2004:523). The figurine CANF2151 is heavily eroded, but depicts the 
frontal image of a warrior with a zoomorphic headdress, reticulated armor, and a shield or 
fan at the center chest. The chemical composition of this specimen is within the PV-4 
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local cluster. This is a small group that has other figurine examples from the Volcan 
group, or from within its own compound. 
El Chotal—Torre Hun site/ CHO 4-2-2/ Burial #1/ Figurine CANF2513 (Figure 7.7) 
Outside of Cancuén is the Torre Hun cave site, located in the El Chotal area. 
Here, Jon Spenard recovered burial remains of a young adult (2006:128). The cave was 
one of two that contained human bone fragments. The partial skull showed indications of 
frontal deformation (2006:128). Among a layer of fire cracked chert was found a 
fragment of a feathered headdress with an appliquéd earspool [CANF2513]. The 
chemical composition of this figurine originates from Cancuén-8; this figurine was earlier 
erroneously attributed to Salinas de los Nueve Cerros as a result of insufficient group 
refinement. 
Figurines Fragments Recovered Near to Burials at Cancuén (Figure 7.8) 
It is frequently difficult to determine if material remains are associated with 
specific ritual events or are just the result of disturbance when one is excavating through 
the soil matrices in interior spaces within a house. This difficulty was encountered both 
within the residential sections at Cancuén and at regional sites. Structure M6-17 was 
excavated during the establishment of a camp at Cancuén. In the course of that 
excavation, figurine fragment CANF1808, was discovered in the fill that contained burial 
16. This fragment is the left hip of a male that has loincloth costuming with a tinkler bell
belt wrapped in front. The chemical composition of this piece indicates that it is local. 
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Within the northern residential compound [operation CAN24], there were six 
burials that were recovered among the houses along the lengthy platform (Kovacevich 
and Pereira 2003). In structure M10-4, within the fill above burial 48 was a feature 
containing a small stand-apart foot with an appliquéd anklet with three tinkler bells 
[CANF01381]. In the same house group in M10-7, near burial 23 were two figurines 
[CANF1012, CANF1013] that are identified as being that of males with loincloth and a 
piece of a throne column or base. Burials 25 and 26 have one fragment of an appliqué 
piece most likely belonging to dress adornment or a headdress [CANF1014]. Within 
structure K8-11 [operation CAN19A] the matrices encompassing burials 65 and 72 had 
five figurine fragments [CANF1951–1955]. The entire set consists of free standing feet 
or moldmade feet and one animal censer foot.  
In the Candelaria Cave district, outside of Cancuén and set above a platform a 
mix of material remains, were found bone fragments at the cave entrance of Veronica 
[operation CND202-1], and three figurines. CANF2495 is a squat leg, and CANF2496 a 
thick arm-like appendage with a hole at the shoulder area and CANF2497 is a small solid 
gray foot with an appliqué back ankle tassel. 
Mortuary Ritual Interpretations and Figurines 
Many attempts to interpret burials, burial remains, and figurines seemingly 
proceed as though they occurred as separate entities in the Maya archaeological record 
(for example, Gellar 2005; Kunen et. al. 2002; Joyce 2003; McAnany 1995; Rands and 
Rands 1965; Whittington and Reed 1997). The yield of contextualized artifacts from 
more than 10 seasons of excavation at Cancuén offers an opportunity to weave figurines 
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and burial material together in a more interpretive way that can contribute new 
information about Late Classic Maya lifeways. 
At Cancuén any gleaning of status from the burials with figurines is complicated 
(Figure 7.9). Because the interred remains are aged as sub-adult, but of indeterminate sex 
because of post-depositional processes, biological clues are inconclusive as to gender. If 
architectural status is considered together with the burial examples, then one might infer a 
mostly middle-class to sub-royal elite position within the social system. One study 
attempted to derive a social typology of architectural differentiations at Cancuén, such as 
a mud mound equating with commoner status, and a large corbel-vaulted cut stone 
building being ascribed to sub-royal elites (Kovacevich 2007). Demarest questions the 
reliability of such an architectural ranking because it does not allow for the possibility of 
other ethnic groups coming into the Cancuén sphere (Demarest 2013:382). Perhaps 
attracted by Cancuén being a trading center, or at least a port center, refugees, migrants, 
or those holding other forms of status are likely to have established themselves within the 
residential zones, bringing with them their own material and architectural perspectives 
(Demarest 2013). 
Sacred Landscapes 
In Chapter 6 compositional data patterns were discussed that documented some of 
Cancun's regional contacts. For example, figurine CANF0471, recovered at Cancuén was 
determined to have been manufactured at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. Additionally, 
figurines CANF0464, 465, 466, and 467, at Cancuén are compositionally attributed to the 
highland site near the Mico cave in the Candelaria cave systems. Importantly, the neutron 
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activation of Cancuén pottery and figurines taken in combination with the thousands of 
comparable analyses from Highland and Lowland Maya sites has provided an objective 
matrix from which aspects of Cancun's regional and intraregional relationships with other 
Maya polities can be seen. A further step would be to infer external affiliations from the 
chemical patterns. That is, from the compositional results, are there examples of 
associations such as a family group from Salinas, a royal member of court from the 
Petexbatun region, and a lineage group from Raxruja settled within the Cancuén site? 
Areas such as the Oaxaca or Maya barrios (for example, Gibbs 2010) described for the 
Central Mexican site of Teotihuacan thus far have not been detected at Cancuén. 
The importance of how the dead are placed within, on or transformed within the 
landscape is a central concern in the reconstruction of mortuary patterns (Pearson 
1999:131). Expressions of group rights over land, monuments and ritual offerings are 
behavioral modifications of the landscape and impact the way in which anthropologists 
and archaeologists accumulate data and interpret their findings (Metcalf and Huntington 
1993). Some approaches may incorporate a native outlook in their interpretations; this is 
exemplified by Buikstra and Charles's (1999) work within the Woodland period peoples 
in the Illinois valley, and Flannery and Marcus' (1994) cognitive approach at Oaxaca. 
Previous approaches incorporated a functional approach as evidence of status. However, 
by examining with a viewpoint of the land as a sacred landscape, mounds become access 
points for the performance of appropriate ancestor worship rituals (Buikstra and Charles. 
1999:215).  
“For the Maya, landscape is firmly linked to powerful supernatural domains” 
(Brady and Ashmore 1999:124). The multi-planed existence of the ancient Maya 
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considered that there were both vertical and horizontal aspects to the natural world 
(Bassie-Sweet 2008:53–83; Bernatz 2015; Fitzsimmons 2010; Schele and Freidel 
1992:66–77). Not only were cardinal directions honored, but the heavens, the earth and 
the underworld had their divisions each populated with specific beings. Yet these planes 
of existence were permeable through specific forms of ritualized communication. This 
aspect can still be seen among the modern Maya as they view the earth as a sacred being, 
and the mountains and caves provide access to the spirits that exist in an underworld 
setting (Brady and Ashmore 1999:126). The ancient rituals that incorporate water, caves, 
and mountains are evident in the iconography, the site settlement settings, and 
architectural constructions of the ancient Maya (Brady and Ashmore 1999:128). Inferring 
ritual from context considers that “space is construed to be culturally constructed 
performances, both secular and sacred” (Koontz et al. 2001:10). Others, such as Ashmore 
and Geller (2005:84), interpret Maya burials as representations of womblike places, or 
the return to cave spaces, metaphorically transforming the deceased to another sacred 
space. 
The spatial organization of the burial excavated by Lucia Morán at Cancuén 
(CAN 7-8-8) may assist in providing multiple archaeological perspectives in creating a 
framework for reading Maya mortuary patterns. This would consider that the burial 
feature becomes a transformative space by specific ritual events. Four of the five 
recovered figurines encircle the burial; all are male representations and might be 
considered as guardians meant to protect the deceased. Thematically, since two of the 
figurines are ballplayers [CANF0467, CANF0468], there are symbolic connections 
between the physical representations of these figurines and ritualized performances of a 
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ballgame. If the physical space of a ballcourt acts as a “symbolic place of origin and 
emergence from the supernatural realm into the world of humanity” (Reents-Budet 
1994:264), the space of Burial #7 might serve as a portal through which the deceased 
may pass. The very arrangement of the figurines may represent the ritual and 
architectural space of a ballcourt. In support for this speculation, the ballplayer recovered 
to the side of the burial, CANF0467, is wearing a deer headdress. Ball players with deer 
headdresses have been interpreted as individuals designated for sacrifice at the end of the 
game (Gutierrez 1996:23–31 [cited also in Reents-Budet 1994:268]). Morán was unable 
to recover the body or any other portion of this figurine. I interpret this as a final action 
on the part of an ancient individual (or ritual attendant) who “sacrificed” CANF0467, the 
deer-headdressed ballplayer, during the internment of the body. By observing the 
contextual organization of this burial, the action of tossing the head in the burial area may 
be the result from the finality of the ritual processes. The winner of the ballgame, 
represented by a ballplayer wearing a bird headdress, also is the one who opens the portal 
the supernatural world by sacrificing the loser (Gutierrez 1996:26; Reents-Budet 
1994:288). CANF0468 is near to the body of the burial in CAN 7-8-8 and depicts a 
ballplayer costume with a bird headdress. Two figurines also display another role other 
than guardianship, by having removable accessories that may assist in 'activating' the 
portal to the underworld. Figurine CANF0466, located above the interred body, has a 
freestanding jaguar mask that is placed on the figurine's head, thereby changing the 
human figure into its spirit animal or way form (animal spirit companion). CANF0464 
has a removable pointed feathered headdress that can be placed on the figurine head, 
while under the back of his tunic a feline/jaguar tail emerges—bending as if twitching to 
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the right back thigh. Placing the removable headdresses onto the heads of these ceramic 
figurines, not only changes the visual composition of these pieces, but may indicate the 
intent of opening a different cosmological plane for the deceased child to pass through. 
The arrangement of the burial in a north/south direction may also represent the Maya 
concept of multi-level cosmological dimensions—a symbolic “heaven-underworld” axis 
(Ashmore 1991:216). In this interpretation, the role of the figurines from Burial # 7 are 
not just ceramic idols that are meant to entertain the dead child, but are also active objects 
that can assist the deceased in passing into the underworld by taking on particular roles of 
transformation and access.  
Given the paucity of data concerning figurines within mortuary occurrences, few 
interpretations are unambiguous. Another interpretation for both Burial #7 and Burial #3 
could be that the family lineages involved were not from Cancuén and that they needed to 
establish “residency” or affiliation with the elite at Cancuén, by conducting appropriate 
sacrifices. Among the figurines of Burial #7, one [CANF0468] was determined to have 
been manufactured at Cancuén originating from the royal workshop [reference group 
Cancuén-8]. CANF0468 is stylistically similar to another set of ballplayer imagery that is 
found on the markers of the eastern ballcourt at the edge of the palace (see Altar 2 for 
comparison, Fahsen and Barrientos 2006) (Figure 7.10). Was the inclusion of a locally-
made figurine a message of royal support? By placing this royal king-ballplayer figurine 
within the burial so close to the body of the child, may create a potential signal to the 
attendees of this ancient funeral rites that this particular residential clan are aligned or 
acknowledged by the elites living within the palace.  
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 North of Cancuén is the karst tower and cave system that includes the region of 
Torre Hun. Within one of the caves Spenard recovered a figurine fragment with feathered 
headdress [CANF2513] that was determined to be of local Cancuén manufacture. In 
addition, mortuary remains indicate interred individuals, but due to the looting of the 
cave there were mostly bone fragments such as a skull that has an elongated head, 
mandible and vertebrae. These burials placed within the Torre Hun cave may reflect 
efforts of the Cancuén community to carry out ceremonial activity in the northern region 
in order to extend their ritual rights within that area, just as figurines were procured from 
the various cave systems of the Raxruja region, and brought to Cancuén. The attribution 
of the figurine as local (belonging to Cancuén-8) may provide additional support for 
Spenard's hypothesis that the Torre Hun caves were used as spaces for ancestor shrine 
worship (2006:130).  
 
Aguadas 
 The settlement patterns at Cancuén reveal a water management strategy that 
focused on containing large amounts of water in aguadas or pool systems despite the 
proximity of the Pasión River (Figure 7.11). Excavations revealed four examples of water 
pools situated in sub-royal and elite core zones. The inhabitants of Cancuén used large 
limestone blocks and simple clay lined depressions to construct the water management 
systems. In a manner similar to other major Maya ceremonial centers that constructed 
aguadas such as Tikal, Caracol and Calakmul, the Cancuén royalty needed to provide for 
the maintenance of reservoirs and project their importance through the use of water 
symbols, often water lily elements, in their public monuments (Lucero 2002, 2006). Such 
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display is apparent in Cancuén Panel 3, discovered at the royal ballcourt, which displays 
ruler Taj Chan Ajk encased in a water lily cartouche (Fahsen and Barrientos 2006) 
(Figure 7.11). Architectural associations at Cancuén can be viewed as suggesting elite 
control over these particular water formations at the site. But what additional information 
concerning Cancuén's political connections or elite affectations might be learned from the 
figurines that were recovered from the aguada areas? 
Operation CAN39 and 39A - Los Patos group (Figure 7.12) 
Located at the northeast section of the site is the residential center of the Los 
Patos group that contained two small aguadas: one was arranged in the middle of the 
plaza [operation CAN39A, units 24, 37, 57, 60, 61, 66 and 68] and another to the 
northeast of structure K9-10 [operation CAN39-20]. The aguada to the northeast of 
structure K9-10 [operation CAN39-20] contained only one figurine fragment, 
CANF1642, a non-descript appliquéd foot for a moldmade figurine. 
Excavation units placed in the southern aguada, which was located in the center of 
a plaza [operation 39A], revealed evidence of imported fine gray and fine orange sherds, 
utilitarian ceramics, and figurines (Ohnstad et al. 2003:222). Among the forty-nine 
fragments of figurines were 17 examples of the free-standing Cancuén male figures. Of 
these 17 fragments, CANF2044, CANF2085, CANF2089, CANF2095 and CANF2100 
are the best examples of the Cancuén Male form from this feature that depict the plain 
torso with loincloth costuming or the pendant hole at the top of the head. Other male 
visages are of a noble with a cotton cap headdress [CANF2046] and a deer headdress of a 
ballplayer [CANF2101]. CANF2045 is the bottom half of a dog with a whistle 
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mouthpiece at the right foot and a curlicue tail at the back. Another fragment consists of a 
female torso holding a small dog [CANF2048]. Female representation is present in eight 
of the figurines but all are highly fragmented. There is a woman with sombrero 
[CANF2034], a bottom of a skirt with a long belt [CANF2040] as well as two seated 
fragments wearing skirts [CANF2047, CANF2087]. 
A unique eroded figurine found in the northwest aguada depicts a woman seated 
on top of the shoulders of a male figure CANF2125 (Figure 7.13). This figure is not the 
usual presentation a woman with a child at the front of her huipil, but what I believe to be 
a version of the virgin moon goddess and the old sun god. The standard Usumacinta 
presentation of this type of figurine is a side-by-side arrangement with the elderly sun 
moving the huipil of the nubile moon goddess to expose her breast (as seen on the 
Cancuén example of CANF0469). The alternative piggyback arrangement of CANF2125 
is found in non-provenienced examples from Campeche, and Uaxactun, and painted on a 
polychrome ceramic vase of uncertain origin (Schele 1997:Figures 36, 37). In a 
polychrome vase scene,  Kerr (2000:943; Kerr Maya Vase Database K5847), suggests 
that the carrying of elite women on the backs of men with the support of a white tumpline 
firmly supporting the rear ends for each of the entire female entourage may be a part of 
the performance of marriage rites. If Kerr's interpretation is correct, it is interesting to see 
this double figurine depicting both the body arrangement and a raised indication of a 
bow-tied tumpline as the polychrome vase version of marriage representation for the 
ancient Maya. Additionally because the facial features could be identified as gods, this 
may invoke the cyclical nature of life concerning fertility, virility, and impotency by 
tying together a young and nubile Moon goddess and an aged Sun God. If the aspect of 
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marriage and all of its renewing features are what is represented in CANF2125, then is 
there a double entendre being intimated in connection with the context of the Los Patos 
Aguada? Because the double figurine ended up at the bottom of an aguada (a modified 
area to collect water to overcome the cyclical wet and dry seasons in the area), perhaps 
the act of termination into the pool was meant to regenerate the aguada, as well as receive 
blessings from the Maya gods. The figurine imagery found on this fragment may be as 
close to what sub-royal ritual ceremonies as Lucero (2006:177) suggests collectively 
occurred near reservoirs systems in order to allay wealth differentiations, and promote 
unity within the area. Interestingly, CANF2125's chemical composition originates from 
the Dos Pilas site in the Petexbatun region (Chapter 6). Other compositional data for the 
specimens analyzed from the Los Patos group indicate that they are predominantly local 
with a few exceptions brought into Cancuén from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros and Dos 
Pilas. Did the residents within the Los Patos group have economic ties to these distanct 
sites? Could this material culture represent instances of individual actions of pilgrimages 
to far areas outside of the political power of Cancuén? Or is this another scenario where 
elite ritual performances are being passed on to other non-local elites in order to create or 
maintain a popular ceremony? It is hoped that future comparative work with other 
material remains may assist in resolving these particular questions. 
CAN48 - North Aguada (Figure 7.14) 
The north aguada [operation CAN48 and CAN54], located just northwest of the 
ballcourt of Taj Chan Ajk, and close to the structures known as Group K8, is a catch 
basin for a stream that flows to the west (Alvarado 2011). During excavation of the 
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aguada, Alvarado encountered 15 interred individuals and materials such as textile 
fragments, wooden remnants, shell decorations and a well preserved wooden paddle 
(2011:68–80). The figurines and fragments that were recovered are additionally in 
spectacular, non-eroded condition. CANF2640 is a male ruler with an elaborately 
feathered god (monstrous) headdress. The design is reminiscent of figurines from the 
Petexbatun region, but its paste composition was determined to be local (Chapter 6). 
CANF2651 is a feathered warrior with a grotesque face holding a square shield at the left 
side and a lance in the right. This figurine is classified as local in chemical composition, 
belonging to the PV-4 cluster. CANF2648 is an upper left shoulder-torso of a warrior 
fragment. CANF2646 is a moldmade bottom with a mat sign loincloth. CANF2649 is a 
feathered headdress with a distinct design at the front that may depict the representation 
of a Cancuén royal personage. Unfortunately all three pieces are not placed in any group 
or cluster at the moment.  
In 2002, I discovered and excavated a tomb that was placed under the center axis 
of the floor in structure K7-3 a sub-royal elite compound less than fifteen meters 
southwest of the palace (Sears 2003). Sitting on the floor of the residence was the broken 
Panel 2, which depicts Taj Chan Ak receiving a K’awil scepter (or a rubber ball or 
wrapped bundle?) from an attendant or possibly his father in AD 757 (Fahsen and Jackson 
2001:30). Burial 50 within K7-3 contained three vessels along with eight pieces of jade; 
two of the latter were diadems that had attachment holes where the diadems could have 
been attached to an elaborate headdress. Both also had design patterns that were similar 
to what is represented in figurine CANF2648.  
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I showed the diadems to David Freidel during the 2002 Simposio meeting in 
Guatemala City. Freidel suggested that they belonged to a person of royal stature and that 
the design elements portray the k’in glyph found inside of a bowl (personal 
communication, July 2002). Earlier, Merle Greene Robertson (1974) noted aspects of the 
newly recovered diadem design as being associated with a basal element in the imagery 
of the Quadripartite badge. Comparing the imagery from different Maya sites, she 
suggested that this badge was worn as a mark of rulership, usually as part of a headdress. 
The k’in glyph has imagery and glyphic connections to the sun god (Taube 1992:50) and 
that of the bowl referred to by Friedel represents the gylph “Ol”, meaning “in the center 
of” (Freidel et al. 1993:215). The bowl is interpreted as the physical manifestation of a 
portal within which sacrificial elements (such as blood soaked on cotton strips are placed 
during rituals, becoming the connection between the king or the noble who is conducting 
rites to connect to the underworld (Freidel et al. 1993:216). Recent discussions with 
Freidel have added to his previous opinion concerning the meaning of the jade diadems 
(personal communication, January 30, 2016). At the moment, the crossed bands in the 
middle of the diadems are not just a k'in symbol, but a huunal jewel that has crossed 
bands in the fontenel that are similar to other thin jade diadems that are in the central 
Maya zone. Places such as Topoxte, El Perú-Waká , Palenque, and La Corona have this 
form at the top of each of the respective excavated versions of a jester headdress jade 
diadems. Additional jade forms from Cancuen, and the pyrite diadem from Aguateca also 
have this design. This huunal jewel element is also prevelant in the imagery of the kings 
from Machaquilá with the added declaration of being Kaloomte' lords. From his 
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perspective working at El Perú-Waká , the diadem was most likely created in the late 
eighth century. 
Other evaluations of the diadem imagery view the objects as corn cob designs that 
would represent power and fertility (Taube as quoted in Kovacevich 2006:463–464). The 
volutes along the sides act as the freshly matured green leaves while the central area 
nestles a corn cob (Kovacevich 2006:183).  
Based on the iconography (the ritual content of the jade diadems, the design 
similarity of the symbol resting on top of the feathered headdress fragment of 
CANF2649), it is interesting that this particular imagery in jade and figural form were 
found at the edge of the northwest and southwest limits of the palace floor. Could this 
indicate a particular boundary for procession that occurred in the past? Other figurine 
fragments found in the North Aguada were not nearly as spectacular, repeating the same 
general construction of free standing male Cancuén figurines [CANF2642, 2650, and 
2652], as well as a mobile limb [CANF2637], jaguar head [CANF2638], an armored 
dwarf [CANF2647] and flute fragments [CANF2645]. 
CAN 42 - Royal Aguada (Figure 7.15) 
The reign of Cancuén’s elite and control over the headwaters of the Pasión River 
ended abruptly as evidenced by a massacre occurring at different areas within the palace 
zone [operation CAN42]. A non-residential structure excavated in 2005 revealed the final 
moments of Cancuén’s power (Barrientos et al. 2006). A quadrangular depression was 
uncovered in front of the southern façade of the palace. It is constructed with large, flat 
limestone blocks on the bottom and lined with stuccoed 2 m high walls. The aguada 
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continues to hold fresh water today. This was especially challenging during both the 
excavation and reconstruction stages. Abundant bone and other cultural materials were 
recovered from the bottom of the pool. Osteological analyses, carried out by members of 
the Fundación de Antropología Forense de Guatemala, have identified the remains of 
more than 31 individuals (Suasnavar et al. 2007:26–27). Shell and jade objects were 
recovered in situ with the bodies. Alabaster, worked bone, figurines, complete manos and 
eleven chert bifaces were also recovered (Barientos 2014:605). All of the bones have cut 
marks on vertebrae, skull and limbs as well as evidence of blunt force trauma to other 
bones (Barrientos 2014:Figure 9.25).  
The remains found at the bottom of the pool are interpreted as the result of an 
aggressive act to end the site’s importance in the region, massacre members of the 
Cancuén royal lineage, dismember them and, throw them into the sacred pool—the latter 
a final act that desecrated the ritual space and polluted its ritual waters (Barrientos 
2014:617; Demarest 2013:393–394).  
Most figurines from the Royal Aguada are fragmentary but retain various male 
and female visages. A locally made female head [CANF2554] depicts the forward 
ponytail flip, a hair treatment that was popular at different riverine sites in the greater 
region. The male heads depict turbaned nobles [CANF2550, 2625], a Cancuén warrior 
[CANF2565] and a neck-tenoned anciano (ancient one) [CANF2551]. The two intact 
whistle figurines portray a capped anciano [CANF2561] and a dancing dwarf and another 
fragment of a dwarf [CANF2559, 2610]. CANF2559 is compositionally attributable to 
the figurine manufacturing area that is inferred to be near to the aguada [compositional 
figurine group Cancuén 2]. Another fragment of a ballplayer with deer headdress was 
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recovered with the moldmade rendering showing the headdress in profile [CANF2629). 
A dual bird ceramic pendant [CANF2620] may have been worn by one of the massacred 
nobles.  
Aguada Ritual Interpretations and Figurines 
Although Cancuén is situated near a large river system, the four aguadas, which 
indicate varying degrees of private and public usage, must have helped the Cancuén elite 
create a degree of stability for the population near to the palace during moments of 
drought; they also formed environments for the performance of ritual by restricting group 
access within the community. The right to use water on a continuous basis is easily seen 
in the Los Patos residential group’s aguada systems as a different strategy in contrast to 
the nearby large elite complexes that are situated nearer to the Pasión River. 
Alternatively, the royal pool at the steps of the palace collects water from a permanent 
spring; it both instructs the public in the Cancuén royals’ legitimate claims of rulership 
and creates a collective area for the population to view the performance of rituals. It also 
offers a dramatic lesson about the shifting nature of political power, as many of the 
Cancuén nobility met their end in the pool. 
Ceramic figurines from the site of Cancuén may act as smaller indications of 
power by demonstrating a range of social relationships, individual productions of ritual 
occurrences, and reification of elite standards. The depositional processes by which 
figurines and other cultural material ended up in aguada systems could reflect a variety of 
events such as disposal of general trash, the results of a ritual performance, or the action 
of ancient children throwing used toys into the water as well as potentially being interred 
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with the massacred elites. Unfortunately, due to the way many of the material remains 
were disarticulated in the bottom of the spring, any additional scenarios would be 
difficult to assess.  
 The use of chemical data has confirmed that figurines found from aguada 
excavations at Cancuén were manufactured at sites that included Salinas de los Nueve 
Cerros, other highland communities further to the south, and the Petexbatun region. An 
operating premise is that the residue of social relationships expressed in the patterning of 
Cancuén’s figurine material culture may assist in identifying or confirming historic 
connections. The case of old man and the moon goddess deity figures at Cancuén 
provides an iconographic reference to a myth that was popular among residents in sites 
along the western river systems as well as along the coast of Yucatan. The Los Patos 
group's example of this figurine was manufactured at Dos Pilas. Was the Los Patos 
residential group connected in some way to this distant polity? By donating this figurine 
into the pool were the residents creating a ritual connection? Or was the figurine the 
result of a distant market item that was purchased for local consumption? At the moment, 
the benefits of finding figurines within a water environment seem to contain a multi-level 
potential for documenting the practices of localized rituals in an ancient Maya 
environment. 
 
Ballcourts 
 Maya ballcourts are architectural spaces that define a playing field and a spectator 
area (usually masonry lined) in proximity to elite and non-elite residential spaces. 
Ballcourts serve to incorporate sport (a version of pre-Columbian soccer) within the 
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community as well as creating a space for ritualized events (Barrios 2006; Scarborough 
and Wilcox 1991; Whittington 2001). There have been several studies that attempt to 
account for the variations of ballcourt architecture's influences upon social and political 
landscapes. Some of these have considered how ballcourts reflect influences of political 
power by comparison of material and architectural remains (Barrios 2006; Meléndez 
2014); the variations in the rules, contest or equipment needed to play the game (Colas 
and Voss 2001); and the mythological meanings and the rituals that were performed 
within the ballcourt in order to properly create the game (Aguilar 2002–2003). Imagery 
that portrays ballcourt practices on material items, such as architectural sculpture, 
polychrome ceramics and figurines, assist in demonstrating how participants were 
delineated by uniforms indications of royal participation, as well as who participated in 
these sporting events (Reents-Budet 1994; Miller and Martin 2004; Looper 2009). At 
Cancuén, there are three different-sized ballcourts. Two of these are directly north and 
east of the palace and another is about 300 m north of the palace surrounded by low level 
mound residences (Barrientos 2014; Demarest 2014; Torres 2011). Figurines have been 
recovered from all of these ballcourt contexts. 
The Eastern Ballcourt of Taj Chan Ajk [operation CAN44] (Figure 7.16) 
Hundreds of years of Pasión River flooding have taken its toll on the Ballcourt of 
Taj Chan Ajk. Nevertheless, this ballcourt [structures M7-1, M7-2] remained sufficiently 
intact to permit the excavation of two glyph laden ballcourt markers, which complement 
the ballcourt marker that was taken by Morley in 1915. Also uncovered was an inscribed 
panel, designated as Panel 3, which actually named the patron ruler of the ballcourt 
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(Torres 2011:70). Compared to the spectacular nature of the markers with their glyphic 
contents, the three figurine fragments carry less importance because of the highly eroded 
nature of the context: a sombrero [CANF2372], a male right arm holding a staff 
[CANF2373] and a possible foot [CANF2374].  
The Northern Ballcourt [operation CAN9A] (Figure 7.17) 
Directly behind the palace complex is a small ballcourt [structures L7-32, L7-33] 
aligned to the northern staircase of the palace (Torres 2011: Mapa 7). The associated 
ceramics from the excavations potentially place construction at the end of the reign of 
Cancuén's elite (Torres 2011:90). Only a paltry few figurine fragments were recorded: a 
small foot [CANF2300], a moldmade back end of a whistle mouthpiece [CANF2301] and 
a fragment of a mold [CANF2576]. Of these, the mold is the most interesting piece, as it 
displays the left positive side of a ballplayer with a deer headdress that is turned on its 
side in order to view the pointy ear. The mold indicates a frontal male visage with u-
shaped headdress plumage and earspool. The costuming also includes a beaded necklace, 
a textured shoulder, and most likely a palma held in the left hand. Ballplayer's at the site 
of Cancuén usually show the deer headdress as aligned front facing and placed above the 
head of the figure, marking CANF2576 as an exception. This exception is perhaps 
explained through the compositional analysis of the ceramic paste, which shows that it is 
attributable to manufacture in the Mico cave system in the Candelaria region within 
Raxruja. Is the fragmented state of the mold a result of it being sacrificed during some 
ritual performance? We can only speculate, but Gutierrez (1996:41) argues that in the 
polychrome pottery imagery it is always the ballplayer with the deer headdress that is 
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sacrificed. It seems that within ballcourt, burial and aguada situations a pattern of 
sacrifice involving figurines with deer headdresses is a consistent feature of ritual at 
Cancuén. 
Highland Ballcourt [operation CAN25F] (Figure 7.18) 
This ballcourt [structures L9-5 and L9-6] is located north of the palace complex, 
nestled within the Volcan residential group. A set of low, flat-topped platforms were 
lined with thin limestone sides in order to create the ballcourt area in a style of 
construction consistent with other highland-style ballcourts of the region (Callaghan and 
Alvarado 2002, Torres 2010:104). Twenty-four figurine fragments were recovered, 
including a male head with a monster maw –curl-snouted headdress [CANF2315], a male 
head with a small feathered headdress [CANF2316], two Cancuén free-standing male 
fragments [CANF2312, 2322], a mobile arm [CANF2324], two animal heads 
[CANF2307, 2313], the right side of the torso of large censer figure [CANF2329], two 
pendants [CANF2319, 2321], and two molds [CANF2600, 2601]. The neutron activation 
data revealed both local manufacture [CANF2315] and an intra-regional connection to 
the community that is near to the Veronica cave system [CANF2313].  
Ritual Interpretations with Aguadas and Ballcourts (Figure 7.19) 
While recording the figurine fragments from the aguada and ballcourt 
excavations, I noticed what appeared to be similar designs in two specimens, one from 
the Highland ballcourt and the other from the Northern Aguada. The figurine recovered 
from the North Aguada [CANF2640] is an elaborate positive form, moldmade male with 
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a god-faced mulit-tiered feathered headdress (a very rare ruler figurine with a Sun-God 
deity), with evidence of a side rack of feathers, and a water lily motif on the right side 
above the shoulder area. Maya blue paint occurs on the upper right feather edge of the 
headdress. The entire front of the figurine fragment has evidence of carbon markings. 
Fragment CANF2600 is a mold with a reverse copy of the headdress portion of the of a 
ruler figurine. Discovered in the Highland ballcourt, the partial mold fits exactly the top 
right half of the headdress portion of CANF2640, and is the only example of this 
occurrence at the site. The chemical composition of CANF2600 places it in the royal 
workshop [Cancuén-8], but, unfortunately, CANF2640 is undetermined at the moment. 
Because Cancuén does not have the production quantities of multiple copies of 
moldmade figurines as in other Maya sites, the contextual findings of these two 
examples, creates an interpretative pattern concerning that from the residue of a deposit 
and potentially indicates an elite ceremonial action.  
Ritual performances are designed to enhance the intent of the message, either by 
incorporating a large collective within the community or by a small subset of elites 
(Inomata and Coben 2006:195–196). Since these two fragments likely depict a ruler with 
design features of a water lily motif on the right shoulder, this may signal spiritual 
petitioning on behalf of the members in a ceremony (possibly to the deceased ruler?) as 
the mold and the figurine are destroyed. Possibly, a procession involved private 
ceremonies at the Northern Aguada, and then made its way north to the Highland 
ballcourt for more public displays, potentially endowing a ballgame with the support of 
the ruler of Cancuén. Unlike what is occurring in the central and western Honduran 
cultural zones where molds and positive forms are both present near to ritual contexts 
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indicating a pattern of ceremonial usage of figurines (Lopiparo and Hendon 2009:62), 
Cancuén does not contain many such depositional contexts with a redundancy of imagery 
or molds. The scenario of the mold and figurine at Cancuén may be a reflection ritual 
ceremonies where breaking both the mold and the positive reflection of the ruler figure in 
different ritual zones surrounding the Palace complex may convey a specific ritual 
meaning. Discussions concerning such processions are usually either in a landscape 
perspective, where access points are discussed through palace and elite settings 
(Demarest et al. 2003:127–128; Morton 2007) or as an instance of participation presented 
as specific participants found on the imagery on polychrome pottery involving various 
attendants, dancers and who amongst the royal personages (Reents-Budet 1994; Miller 
and Martin 2004). Because of the distance between the Northern Aguada and the 
Highland ballcourt, the members of this potential procession would have the opportunity 
to perform the destruction of the positive figure in a restrictive space (the elite's in the 
palace would be able to view such an event from the northern ledges along the palace) 
and then progress northeast thorough the sacbe that allows access to the site from the 
Eastern port, and quick march up through the residences surrounding the Highland 
ballcourt. The breaking of the mold would be the public performance that the Cancuén 
citizenry would view and could possibly participate. The ruler figurine and mold 
fragment therefore may be evidence of a particular use of a material remains in a 
procession-themed ritual event. Or, more simply, an alternative interpretation could be 
that the two fragments are just two separate temporal acts of throwing refuse away. 
Caves in the Region 
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In ancient and modern Maya communities, caves are sacred spaces where 
penitents can communicate with gods (Brady 1989; Brady and Prufer 2005; Prufer and 
Brady 2005; Stone 1995; Woodfill 2012). Ancient elite residences have been found to 
have been placed above a cave opening in order to draw attention to the importance of a 
particular family unit and their access to the underworld environment (for example, the 
Murcielagos complex at Dos Pilas, Demarest et al. 2003). Differential use of space with 
caves may be assessable to people of different status levels with hidden zones for elite 
and more lighted spaces more publically accessible (Brady 1989:404–407; Spenard 
2006).  
As mentioned earlier, caves are abundant in the region, located to the southwest 
and far north, and are all within a few days march to each area from Cancuén (Woodfill 
2007:Figure 1–1). Ritual use during the Early Classic period in the Cancuén region has 
been well documented thanks to the imagery on the carved stone boxes found within the 
Hun Nal Ye cave system near Carcha (Woodfill 2007, 2012). Study of the ceramic 
materials recovered from the cave systems within this region suggests that they were used 
along a commodity trail that extended from the highlands during the Early Classic period 
reaching to the endpoint of the Maya center of Tikal (Woodfill 2007; Woodfill and 
Andrieu 2012). 
Candelaria Cave System 
The Candelaria cave system lying to the southwest of Cancuén consists of several 
caves within the karst hills. These caves were surveyed and excavated by the Vanderbilt 
Upper Pasión Archaeological Cave Survey team to better understand sacred sites, shrines 
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and possible connections to Cancuén (Woodfill 2007:28). The team discovered several 
different cave openings, some of which had nearby settlements. Excavations were carried 
out at the current town area (named Raxruja Viejo), the La Lima cave system, the 
Victoria cave system, and at the western site of Oxchipex, all of which recovered 
figurines.  
Research in the area of Raxruja Viejo produced 27 figurine fragments that were 
recovered from low residential mound groups (Figure 7.20). Figurines from this region 
are all of a very dark red paste (red burnt brick-visual assessment) and the paste 
characteristics are notable for high concentrations of elemental iron. On the basis of the 
paste color and paste texture, even without the chemical data, figurines from this karst 
system are easily separable from those made at Cancuén. CANF1677 is the torso 
fragment of a figurine whose crossed legs are pulled into the chest region and encircled 
with the arms near the knees. A similar example was found at Cancuén [CANF1565], 
which is an anciano seated in a bundled position (Figure 7.). CANF1687 is a facial 
fragment of a fat man or dwarf. CANF1682 is a highly eroded anthropomorphic face with 
a cap or feathered headdress. CANF1697 is the best preserved piece, and is a fragment of 
an elderly face with brow wrinkles and appliqué earspools. CANF2498 is a flute 
fragment that depicts God K (see Chapter 8 for discussion). The rest of the specimens in 
the Raxruja Viejo collection are remnants of eroded anthropomorphic heads, limbs, 
earspools, and costuming. 
A few kilometers to the west of the town of Raxruja Viejo is the Mico cave 
system, currently a tourist destination (Woodfill 2007:26–28) (Figure 7.21). No 
excavations were permitted at the hotel site near the cave entrance or within. I suggest 
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that the reference group Raxruja-5 (Chapter 6) is most likely from this part of the 
Candelaria Cave system. Part of this reasoning is because during the 2000 field season, 
Arthur Demarest had the opportunity to inspect some of Daniel Dreux's collection, that 
were said to be from this particular entrance to the Candelaria cave system called the 
Mico opening. During his review of the collection he discovered a figurine that was 
highly similar to one that was excavated at Cancuén — CANF0464 (personal 
communication 2000). Unfortunately, this study did not include Dreux’s collection in the 
contextual analysis or the INAA program. The popularity of this entrance is not 
surprising as the Mico cave system contains cathedral-like interior spaces with various 
higher level outcrops that would accommodate large processions seeking to view rituals 
taking place in the cave. It is significant that all of the figurines attributed to the Raxruja-
5 reference group are not from Raxruja Viejo but rather are from Cancuén, from where 
they were excavated. And a few of these were excavated together. One set of four was 
recovered with a child's burial to the south in structure L6-1 (see burial #7 description 
above), and three figurine fragments [CANF0382,0383, 0384] originate from a unit 
placed in the plaza of the central west part of the Cancuén palace [operation 21]. Besides 
the shaman and warrior imagery that is present in the figurines from burial #7, this 
chemical group also contains fragments portraying a male head that has a part in the 
middle and a u-shaped hairstyle [CANF1207, 1500], the ancient goddess O [CANF1596] 
and a fan-feathered headdress personage recovered from the eastern port [CANF2369]. 
Attribution of Raxruja-5 to the area of Raxruja Viejo is based on its patterned deviation 
from all other Cancuén figurines, the deep red color of the paste, general texture, 
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compositional similarity to other groups defined for the region of the Candelaria Caves 
(see Figure 6.15 and 7.20). 
The site of La Lima has an immensely large plaza platform located 100 m from 
the mouth of the cave known as El Raton de los Dientes y Los Metates (Monterosso 
2006, 2007) (Figure 7.22). The exploration of the plaza platform yielded 89 figurine 
fragments, all in a highly eroded condition. The compositional patterning presented in 
Chapter 6 suggests that the site of La Lima had its own production recipe, which I have 
labeled as Raxruja-6 reference group. Of the 21 samples that were analyzed, eight have a 
La Lima context—more concentrated relative to context in this group. La Lima's 
figurines were also identified chemically a belonging to distant sites such as Salinas de 
Los Nueve Cerros [CANF2439 – a mold of a bird headdress ballplayer], the northern 
caves of La Caoba [CANF1649, 1664], down the Pasión River at Tres Islas [CANF2512], 
and into the upper reaches of the Pasión River [CANF2432]. The chemical compositional 
patterning also suggests that there was transmission of figurines from La Lima to 
residential areas within Cancuén.  
Within the Raxruja-6 grouping there is a concentration of three figurine fragments 
[CANF0714, 0877, 0899] that originate from the Volcan residences northeast of the 
palace [Operation 25A]. Cancuén had other interactions with this particular plaza group 
indicated by a figurine mold [CANF2575] from a residential house with a jade boulder 
[operation CAN13, structure K7-24] being recovered in this section of the cave system. 
La Lima also made its own mold for figurine production [CANF2431]. The imagery 
associated with the La Lima figurine corpus include eroded anthropomorphic heads with 
plain head wraps [CANF2436, 2485], heads with weird elongated nasal ridge 
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modifications [CANF2441], and anthropomorphic heads with Teotihuacan-style shell-
goggle headdresses [CANF2443, 2472].  
The furthest western location where water flows out of the Candelaria cave 
system is at the La Veronica cave opening (Woodfill 2007:558)(Figure 7.23). Three 
figurines were recovered from unit 1 and unit 2, located in the entrance of the cave 
[CANF2495, 2496, 2497]. The representations consist of limbs, two legs and an arm-like 
appendage. All of these specimens cluster into compositional group labeled as Raxruja-7. 
Of the 13 figurines that make up Raxruja-7, only those with a La Veronica provenience 
are numerous enough to potentially suggest that this is the manufacturing origin. The 
Raxruja-7 group also contains specimens from the Tres Islas area [CANF2197, 2506], 
again suggesting connections to the Volcan group at Cancuén [CANF1404, 2313; 
operation 25A and 25F—the highland ballcourt]. 
The San Francisco Hills (Figure 7.24) 
The site of La Caoba Vieja, located in the San Francisco karst complex located to 
the north of Cancuén, contains a small plaza and twelve residential structures (Woodfill 
2007:167). Cleaning a looter's pit near the plaza group resulted in the recovery of 25 
figurine fragments [CANF1646-1671]. The various fragments depict a torso of a typical 
free-standing Cancuén male [CANF1648], an elderly male head [CANF1649], women's 
costuming [CANF1650, 1656, 1670], an anthropomorphic male head with Teotihuacan 
style headdress [CANF1664], a woman's head with butterfly braids [CANF1665], a 
warrior transitioning into a zoomorph [CANF1654], and a flute that indicates a swollen, 
pregnant belly [CANF1666]. Four of the fragments analyzed from this plaza group reflect 
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interaction with Cancuén [CANF1650], La Lima [CANF1649, 1664] and a 
nonprovenienced sample [CANF1665].  
At the eastern side of the San Francisco Hills is a cave site known as El Chotal 
(Spenard 2006). As previously mentioned in the burial section of this chapter, a figurine 
fragment of a feathered headdress with an appliquéd earspool was recovered within the 
burial matrix [CANF2513]. The compositional patterning places this specimen firmly 
within the CAN-8 local Cancuén group. Another figurine fragment [CANF2514] was 
found in the southwest corner of the Torre Hun rockshelter. It depicts a left sided torso 
with two arms; one clutching the front of the belly, the other is resting at the bottom. This 
image is most likely a mother and child arrangement, with the child's body arranged in 
the 'piggy-back' position. 
Ritual Interpretations of Caves and Figurines 
The interaction patterns gleaned from the compositional patterning of figurine 
fragments acquired from settlement sites from around the Candelaria cave region 
suggests that each settlement was manufacturing figurines at or near to the specific cave 
openings. This may suggest that passage to the caves were controlled or restricted in use 
because of these communities near each cave system. Because of the unique clay make-
up of each valley or hill setting, this was — and is — a rare opportunity to correlate Late 
Classic contexts with manufacturing locales along a specific zone (each site is less than 5 
km apart). Each of the settlements—Raxruja Viejo, Oxchipek, Mico, La Lima and La 
Veronica—all have distinct compositional patterning even though the figurine specimens 
are almost uniformly a red brick paste color with variations in temper texture.  
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Different interaction patterns can be discerned between these groups. For 
example, figurines and ceramics excavated from Raxruja and La Veronica were part of 
the chemical signature at the site of La Lima. And chemical groups designated as Raxruja 
Viejo, Mico, and La Veronica also share similar exchanges within each group. In addition 
to local exchange of figurines between cave communities, there are examples of La Lima 
figurines that have been recovered at La Caoba, both the Volcan residences and the Los 
Patos group at Cancuén, as well as Tres Islas. Pilgrimage is the most likely mechanism, 
involving access to the supernatural in a cave environment and the production of the 
figurines could become a memento of the ritualized experience. Multiple visitations may 
reflect the potency of the ritual areas within the Candelaria cave systems.  
The sites of Tres Islas and nearby site of San Diego have fragments of figurines 
that originated from La Veronica, La Lima and Mico cave regions. A singular example of 
a potential distant pilgrimage scenario is a bird headdress ballplayer mold [CANF2439] 
that was recovered from the plaza area of La Lima and the chemical signature matches to 
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. In continuing to find more residual patterns of ballplayer 
figurines encountered in ritualized spaces, it is interesting that this thematic presentation 
of a bird headdress (the winner of the ballgame as previously discussed) is so near to a 
cave setting as well as being discovered within burial and aguada formations that are in 
Cancuén. This patterning may confirm that these areas are important ritual access points 
(portals). A sign of interaction among users of cave sites is best represented by figurines 
found in excavated contexts in La Caoba. Because each area within the Candelaria region 
is a cluster of settlements, the influence of a particular cave site in relation to specific 
residential areas is also prevalent in the Cancuén contexts. For example, there is an 
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expression of ritual behavior found in the Mico cave system and evidenced again at the 
large residential complex to the south of the royal aguada [structure L6-1, burial #7], and 
within the test unit placed in the central west plaza of the palace complex [operation 
CAN21-1-7]. La Lima's elite had specific interactions with the sub-royal residential 
group to the northeast of the palace [operation CAN25A and nearby CAN39A]. The 
eastern port is the only example that has a specimen that is determined as coming from 
the Raxruja Viejo area.  
 What the chemical patterning may be suggesting is that particular sub-royal 
families at Cancuén made pilgrimages to the Candelaria cave regions and returned with 
figurine in order to sanctify their spiritual-political associations with the underworld 
gods. An alternative explanation could be that the figurine concentrations are an 
indication of marriage alliances between elites in Cancuén and the sub-royals that 
controlled the sacred cave spaces in the Candelaria region. For these reasons, I think that 
it is unlikely that Raxruja is the candidate to be the seat of the polity designated as "White 
Mountain". There are too many sacred sites that are controlled by separate local elites 
within the Candelaria system to be considered a working political unit. 
Ritual Apparitions at the Site of Cancuén 
The identification of ritual areas in the Maya world is a complicated process. Just 
as scholars begin to agree what constitutes ritual elements of interest, such as caches, 
votives, and burials, along come problematical deposits (Kunen et al. 2002:197). There 
are four areas within the city center of Cancuén where figurines and sacred landscapes 
coalesce in a manner that allows one to have a glimpse of sacred events. For example 
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domestic house ritual at Cancuén is apparent in one residential structure [operation 37A], 
located between the Los Patos and the Volcan complexes, where a bird figurine from 
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros was broken within an irregular stone-circled hearth. Several 
ritual interpretations can be made such as alliance building with the deceased, a 
pilgrimage occurred to Salinas with the figurine brought back as a ritual offering, or more 
simply that the family of that residential unit originates from the distant site. Burials, 
aguadas and ballcourts at the site of Cancuén may also indicate singular instances of 
ritual intent. Another example of figurines and sacred areas can be found in the Deer 
headdressed ballplayer figurine that becomes a part of the sacrificial protocols for 
creating specific Maya rituals (as proposed by Gutierrez 1996). In both Burial #7 and in 
the northern ballcourt, at Cancuén the ballplayer and the deer headdress are both broken. 
In the burial, there were no other figurine remains belonging to the deer headdressed 
ballplayer found in subsequent explorations. In the northern ballcourt, the mold is broken 
yet has enough imagery to define the deer headdress aspects. This sense of sacrifice, first 
interpreted in polychrome pottery imagery analysis, now has it correlates in figurine 
remains.  
There is a potential to see buildings and areas at the site as connected through the 
the action of processions. The flooring at the edge of the Cancuén palace is lined with 
white rounded river pebbles and there is only one sacbe that connects the northern 
residences, the port, and the palace at the eastern edge of the Pasión, which allows many 
people to easily to access public spaces. The Northern Aguada, the closest pool of water 
to the western residences of the palace, has figurines that are well preserved. One of the 
figurines, CANF2640, a ruler figurine, compositionally matches a mold fragment that 
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was found to the north in the Highland ballcourt [CANF2600]. With the elite so 
associated with water lily symbolism at this site and that these pieces are both contain 
water lily elements, in addition to a ruler with a god headdress (most likely a Sun God), 
this may be an example of elite marking upon certain landscape areas. Additionally, the 
Northern Aguada also contains a figurine [CANF2649] with a diadem attached to a 
feathered headdress. The pattern is also repeated in two jade diadems (#2 and #4) in the 
burial 50 in structure K7-3, located at the southwest corner at the edge of the palace.  
Assuming equal chronological placement, the idea that a ruler figurine ending up 
in an elite located pool of water (broken), and the mold that it originated from (also 
broken), was deposited in the public area of a ballcourt near to a large elite residential 
group becomes an interesting association between the two areas. The connection is also 
continued to the south with matching diadem imagery that was recovered in a structure to 
the southwest corner of the palace. From the programmatic imagery that is within the 
figurines and jade specimens mentioned, offers the potential to view ritual events through 
public and private contexts at the site. 
The interment of the dead at the site of Cancuén included the normal customs of 
burying the deceased underneath the house floor, placement in limestone lined crypts for 
the elite, and plying the deceased with material remains for the underworld journey. 
Additionally, there was a catastrophic ending to the elite reign when the king and consort 
were summarily executed, arranged and buried at the highest partition of the palace floor. 
The court retinue ended up in both the Royal and Northern Aguada after an unknown 
aggressor waged war upon the site. In between the normal and the extreme in mortuary 
patterning are four examples of burial interments that contain figurine remains. The 
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chemical data for the interned figurines is varied and indicates both intra-site, and inter-
site associations. Use of the compositional patterns may invoke a sense of familial 
allegiance, or connection outside of Cancuén. The context of the figurines in connection 
with the chemical patterning can permit a glimpse to how mortuary ritual can infer 
cosmological intent (see Burial #7 for further details). 
Caves are external to the site of Cancuén, both karst hill systems are to the 
southwest and north of the site. Within the geological variation of the area, one might 
think that differentiation among figurine paste composition would be difficult. 
Fortunately, in this area of resource heterogeneity, patterning can be found. Visually, the 
figurines from the Candelaria cave region are generally a more red-brick red color than 
what is found at Cancuén (light orange to beige). Chemically, there is differentiation 
between each residential community near a cave opening (there are three) and the 
residential area of Raxruja Viejo at the eastern end of the hill system. This affords the 
opportunity to see not only interaction between each site along the Candelaria cave 
system, but also to correlate the figurines from each cave area with deposition in certain 
areas at Cancuén, to the La Caoba cave systems, and further up the Pasión River at Tres 
Islas. The northern cave site of La Caoba does not have the same wealth of figurine 
fragments as the caves found to the southwest, but where there is an ancestor shrine with 
the only figurine associated at La Caoba— originates from Cancuén. The compositional 
patterning found among the figurines assists in suggesting the role of pilgrimage to 
sacred sites near to Cancuén. Residents had no need for large pyramidal shrines at the site 
as they already had nearby access to underworld ritual performances in the cave systems. 
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Summary 
The exploration of the sacred landscapes within and surrounding Cancuén was 
essential in determining aspects of ceramic figurines as a reflection of ritual intentions 
within the community. Death of a family member and the subsequent interment with 
accompanying material in preparation for the Underworld is reflective of individual 
community standards or actions in order to restore particular ritual balances. With the 
death of a child, the material arranged with the body is an indication of the living person's 
intent. The technical studies of the figurine material assisted greatly for inferring ritual 
activities concerning different levels of familial lineage, political allegiance, or 
acquisition of figurines to be brought back from a sacred shrine in order to perform 
specific ritual events. 
Public ritual ceremonies among the ancient Maya were important for maintaining 
the political-religious structure of the elite system. Imagery that documents these 
particular acts in order to connect with the Mayan Gods are displayed through overt and 
private imagery, such as documenting procession retinues on polychrome pottery or 
carved limestone panels that display elite persons in the act of bloodletting located in 
public structures. There are spaces at Cancuén that could be considered public access for 
ritual displays. The range of ballcourts, such as the super formal (Eastern Ballcourt) with 
carved altars, the small elite setting nearest to the palace chambers (Northern Ballcourt) 
and the setting of the more local style to the north (Highland Ballcourt) are all different in 
their arrangements across the cityscape. The figurine fragments from these settings 
reiterate ideas concerning ritual intentions of sacrificing particular idols and offer the 
potential for documenting procession activities along public access areas. Aguadas and 
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their remains could be viewed as both private and public actions of ritual. The private 
aspect would likely involve renewal during times of drought at a residential aguada. 
Public ritual would be considered performances at the front of the southern staircase that 
meets at the Royal aguada. Unfortunately, two of the aguadas are still actively holding 
water. Both were lined with limestone blocks that did not assist in yielding details other 
than what was documented at the bottom of the mud lined wells. The figurines from the 
Royal aguada and the Northern Aguada may be remains that were tossed with the 
slaughtered elite retinue, separate multi-individual donations made over time, or just the 
result of refuse that fell into the well after such a catastrophic events occurred at the site. 
The compositional patterning for figurines in the Los Patos aguada, in contrast, may 
indicate that the families in this residential compound had more access to inter-regional 
elite ritual contacts. 
Caves within the region could be both a source of power for the Cancuén's elite to 
create specific ritual practices in order to assist in the legitimacy efforts that would 
separate them from the rest of the community. This would be especially evident in the 
Mico Cave system where large cathedral-like spaces are present where large pilgrimage 
efforts could occur. However, there was opportunity for individual access to perform 
minor ceremonies in cave settings. Pilgrimage to different ritual activity areas associated 
with the cave openings along the Candelaria system to the southwest, and to the San 
Francisco-La Caoba caves to the north, has been suggested using the figurines recovered 
from the cave sites and at Cancuén. Candelaria region figurines were also found in inter-
regional zones—suggesting long distant pilgrimages to other sacred sites along the 
Pasión. While the actions of depositing a figurine can indicate possibilities of sacred 
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intent across a landscape, the reflection of who populated the region is discussed in the 
following chapter. 
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Los Patos
Aguada
Northern
Aguada
Royal
Aguada
Highland
 Ballcourt
Taj Chan Ajk’s
Ballcourt
‘North’
Ballcourt
Eastern
Ballcourt
7.1.  The locations of the domestic ritual feature, aguadas, and ballcourts
 at Cancuén. (map: Marc Wolf).
Op. 37A
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Figure 7.2.  The location of operation 37A, the drawing of the feature indicating
 a domestic ritual within the floor of the residence and the restored
 figurine, CANF1505, that originates from Salinas de los Nueve
 Cerros (map: Marc Wolf; drawing: Arik Ohnstad; photos Erin
L. Sears).
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Figure 7.3.  The possible burial cache figurine with two removable accessories
 found in the pyrite workshop (operation 13-18-1, structure K6-34).
 CANF0472 is  also known as the ‘Cancuén Male’
 (map: Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L. Sears).
CANF0472
CAN0510
Structure
 K6-34
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Figure 7.4.  Burial #3 in structure K7-20 (operation 13-35-2).  CANF0471 is a
 warrior figurine with rectangular shield, club and feathered
 headdress and originates from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros.
 Note the whistle vent is situated at the back of the figure.
 (map: Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L. Sears).
Photo of the burial position of figurine
CANF0471 near to the Fine Gray bowl.
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CANF0468
CANF0467
CANF0465 CANF0466 CANF0464
Figure 7.5.  Burial 7 figurines and pottery (structure L6-1, operation CAN 7-8-8)
 The child burial has four figurines originating from the Mico cave 
system in the Candelaria cave region. The other (CANF0468), is 
from the royal workshop group [Cancuen-8- INAA] (Drawing:  
Luis F. Luin; photos: Ronald L. Bishop and Erin L. Sears).
 Copyright©Erin L. Sears
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Figure 7.6.  Burial #71 with the eroded warrior figurine (CANF2151) indicated
 as situated between the child’s legs (structure N11-2, operation
 CAN 40-31-2
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Figure 7.7.  The site of El Chotal- Torre Hun contains the remains of a
 young adult (Burial #1, operation CHO 4-2-2).   The compositional
 patterning of this feathered headdress with applique earspool
 (CANF2513), places it in the royal workshop group
 [Cancuen-8 - INAA] (Drawing by Marc Wolf; photo: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1808 CAN1381 CANF1012 CANF1013
CANF1014  CANF1951  CANF1952  CANF1953
CANF1955 CANF2495 CANF2496 CANF2497
Figure7.8.  Figurines that were recovered near to burial features at the site of
 Cancuén (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Burial #7
CAN7
Structure
L6-1
Burial #3
CAN13
Structure
K7-20
Burial ?
CAN13
Structure
K6-34
Burial #71
CAN40
Structure N11-2
Figure 7.9.  The locations of figurines interned with mortuary remains at Cancuén.
 (map: Marc Wolf).
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7.10.  Altar 2 recovered from the Eastern Ballcourt has similar ballplayer
 costuming as what is present in CANF0468 (photos: Andrew
 Demarest; Erin L. Sears). 
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Royal Aguada
Northern Aguada
Los Patos Aguadas
Panel # 3 from
the Eastern
Ballcourt
Figure 7.11.  The location of the Aguadas at the site core and the indication
  of the water lily cartouche surrounding the Ruler Taj Chan
 Ajk, on Panel # 3 recovered from the Eastern Ballcourt (map:
 Marc Wolf; photo: Andrew Demarest).
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CANF2044  CANF2085 CANF2089 CANF2095 CANF2100
CANF2046 CANF2101 CANF2045 CANF2048  CANF2034
CANF2040 CANF2047  CANF2087
Figure 7.12.  Figurines from the Los Patos aguada (operation 39A), fragments
 depict many variations of the Cancuén Man, ballplayer headdress,
 dogs, Women - with sombrero, skirts and possessing a small
 animal (puppy, or javalina?) (map: Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L.
 Sears).
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Figure 7.13.  CANF2125 excavated from the Los Patos aguada (operation 39A)
 The paste characteristics places this figurine originating from the 
Dos Pilas area (drawing by Jan Buttler; photos: Erin L. Sears).
Copyright©Erin L. Sears
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 CANF2640 CANF2651 CANF2649 CANF2642
CANF2650 CANF2652 CANF2637 CANF2638
CANF2647  CANF2645 CANF2648 CANF2646
Figure 7.14.  Figurines from the Northern Aguada (operation CAN48)
 (map: Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L. Sears).
The Northern Aguada
Operation CAN48
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CANF2554  CANF2550  CANF2625  CANF2565
CANF2551 CANF2561 CANF2559 CANF2610
CANF2629 CANF2620
Figure 7.15. Figurine fragments from the Royal Aguada, operation CAN 42
   (drawing by Luis F. Luin, photos: Erin L. Sears).
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7.16.  The small fragments of figurines from the highly destroyed
 Eastern Ballcourt (operation CAN44 [map: Marc Wolf; photos:
 Erin L. Sears]).
CANF2372
CANF2373
CANF2374
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Figure 7.17.  The figurine fragments from the Northern Ballcourt
 (operation CAN48 [map: Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L. Sears).
CANF2300
CANF2301 CANF2576
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CANF2315  CANF2307  CANF2313 CANF2316
CANF2319   CANF2312 CANF2322  CANF2324
CANF2600  CANF2601
CANF2321
Figure 7.18.  Figurines from the Highland Ballcourt (operation CAN25F
 [map by Marc Wolf; photos: Erin L.Sears]).
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Figure 7.19.  The location of the Northern Aguada and the Highland
 Ballcourt ruler figurine and the matching mold
 (operations CAN48 and CAN25F [map: Marc Wolf;
photos: Erin L. Sears]).
CANF2640 CANF2600
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CANF1677
CANF1565
CANF1687 CANF1692
 CANF1697  CANF2498
Figure 7.20.  Figurines from the Raxruja Viejo region.  CANF1565 is the
 intact example from Cancuén in comparison with CANF1677
 (map: Luis F. Luin, Tomas Barrientos; photos:Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0382  CANF0383  CANF0384      CANF1207 CANF1500
CANF1596
CANF0464  CANF0465       CANF0466  CANF0467
Figure 7.21.  A subset of the compositional group Raxruja-5, potentially
 originating from the Mico cave in the Candelaria system
 (map: Brent K.S. Woodfill; photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0714 CANF0877 CANF0899 CANF2431
CANF2436  CANF2485
CANF2441
CANF2443 CANF2472
CANF2439-
Found at La Lima,
compositionally
from Salinas de
Los Nueve Cerros
CANF1649 CANF1664-
Found at La Caoba caves,
compositionally from La Lima
CANF2512-
Found at
Tres Islas,
compositionally
from La Lima
Figure 7.22.  Examples of figurines that are within the Raxruja-6 group
 that is attributed to the La Lima site in the Candelaria
 cave region (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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 CANF2495    CANF2496 CANF2497
CANF2197  CANF2506
Found at Tres Islas, compositionally
linked to Raxruja-7 or the Veronica
cave system
CANF1404  CANF2313
Found at Cancuen in the Volcan
residences and the Highland
ballcourt, compositionally
linked to Raxruja-7 or the
Veronica cave system
Figure 7.23. Examples from the Raxruja-7 compositional group.
 (photos: Erin L. Sears).
Figurines from the La Veronica cave system
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CANF1648 CANF1656
CANF1670
CANF1654
CANF1666
CANF1649
Cancuen 8a
Inaa group
CANF1665
Undetermined
CANF1650    CANF1664
 La Lima  or Raxruja-6 Inaa group
Figure 7.24. Examples from the San Francisco Hills area (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Chapter 8 
Meaning and Representation of Ancient Maya 
Within a harsh tropical environment there are few cultural remains that indicate so 
gracefully as figurines a range of how ancient Maya perceived themselves, their stages in 
life, or how portions of their world were represented. There are instances of polychrome 
pottery that show elite interactions (Reents-Budet 1994), etched graffiti indicating 
everyday occurrences (for example, the etched bricks of Comalcalco [Armijo 2004:30–
35; Miller and Martin 2004:Plate 86,155]), carvings on wood and stone that depict the 
elaborate mannerisms of persons in charge (Miller and Martin 2004), and very 
occasionally, archaeological finds of painted stucco on public facades that indicate every 
day events such as marketplace activities (Golden et al. 2012). Ceramic figurines can be 
recognized as an accumulation of ancient cultural norms. And because of the scarcity of 
other imagery in the archaeological record, ceramic figurines become, at times, a 
representative form of political stations, a range of gender depictions, and cementation of 
ancient belief systems. A modern example of how the representation of a human image 
creates an idealized version of a large population is neatly presented in the popular Barbie 
doll. Created in 1959 by Ruth and Elliot Handler, the original owners of the current 
Mattel Corporation, the plastic, movable appendaged, Barbie doll changed in size, 
costuming, and overall messaging during the latter half of the twentieth century. The 
evolution of Barbie's appearances and costuming indicated various social themes to little 
girls concerning idealized roles and aesthetics for American women (Stone 2010). The 
noted changes in Barbie doll anatomy or costuming represent a change in American 
societal standards within the latter half of the twentieth century. This shifting in the 
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standards of the Barbie doll has created academic discussion as to the actual effects that 
this imagery has upon the American and global populations.  
The work by Rands and Rands (1965) was one of the first to consider the range of 
functions that figurines had in Mesoamerican society. They believed that Maya figurines 
played particular societal roles. Since the moldmade figurines were found with whistle or 
rattle capabilities, they thought it was possible that figurines might have been used for 
hunting, secular music, and/or religious ceremonies. Their use as personal adornment was 
another possibility because there are examples of figurine heads with a hole at the top 
that allowed the figurine to be suspended. Figurines could have figured prominently in 
large state ritual ceremonies, as evidenced by the large quantity of figurines that were 
found at Palenque when the back of the Temple of Inscriptions was cleared. Figurines 
could have been used also for individual ritual needs, and may simply have been given to 
a child as a toy (Rands and Rands 1965:558). 
In the case of Maya figurine studies, the effusive descriptiveness of the imagery 
of each piece acts as type criteria (Rands and Rands 1965:549). Just like the descriptors 
used to classify the Americanized Barbie doll as a representation of a 'teacher', 'pilot' or 
'fashionable Barbie', the defining of the corpus of figurine fragments at the site of 
Cancuén attempts to use an overall comparative method of collective sets of imagery to 
signify particular levels of meaning and define who was represented as a member of the 
large ancient cosmopolitan setting of the site.  
A particular representation may be found on multiple figurines.  Accordingly, I 
have not provided the provenience and measurement data for each specimen when it is 
mentioned. That information and more can be found in the Appendicies A and B.  
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Reflections of Deities within the Community 
Establishing patterns of deity figurines within the Maya is an important aspect of 
tying imagery to ancient ritual practices. Yet the identification of deity figures within 
ceramic figurine collections has been irregular because of depositional factors, field 
sampling and the survival of older excavated and museum collections. Previous studies 
such as Kurbjuhn’s (1985) focused on one style of ceramic figurine from Jaina. She 
examined how the portrayals of a male figure encased within a ceramic flower were 
intended to be seen. Kurbjuhn interprets the imagery of these flowered men as having 
two meanings, one of ancestor worship and another of ruler-god worship (1985:227). The 
flower provides a connection to the natural elements that the sacred figure controls. 
Miller and Martin also use figurines from Jaina to suggest that some of the specimens 
represent Maya Gods. They identify variations of the elderly goddess Chak Chel in 
figural form and ballplayers as participating in the rituals of the gods who resided in the 
Underworld (2004:115). Schele has also previously highlighted how various goddesses 
are important to the wellbeing of ancient women's abilities to become fertile and to have 
a positive childbirth experiences (1997).  
Finding the Gods in the Figural Collection at Cancuén (Table 8.1) 
Among the fragments of figurines at the site of Cancuén that I have coded for 
design and anatomical distinctions, there are 25 specimens that deserve a designation as a 
probable deity (Table 8.1). Differences in deity appearances were first noted by Paul 
Shellhas within the hieroglyphs and illustrations contained in the Dresden, Madrid and 
Paris codices—the surviving bark and deerskin books of the Maya (Schellhas 1904). 
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Taube has revaluated the Shellhas God List and extended it to include other Late Classic 
archaeological material that contains reference to the many Maya gods (Taube 1992). 
God A 
CANF0032 CANF0143 CANF0844 CANF01238 
The figurine collection at Cancuén contains fragments of skeletal heads, a 
manifestation of God A. The skeletal jaw of CANF0032 functioned as a mask that would 
be placed upon a figurine head; this would allow a human figurine to transform into God 
A (Figure 8.1). The skeletal appearance of God A marks him as the god of death and the 
ruler of the deceased in the afterlife. In the Late Classic period, God A becomes a 
fashionable character in the portrayals of ritual performances of the different gods of the 
underworld (Taube 1992:13). The carved limestone altar used for sacrifice at 
Xunantunich displays a raised God A image and is a comparable example to the Cancuén 
specimen (Taube 1992:Figure 1). A ceramic polychrome vessel depicts two versions of 
God A (Kerr Maya Vase Database K771; Grube and Nahm 1994, 686–715). The rollout 
photograph of the cylinder vessel K771 depicts God A at the far left as the god of hunting 
carrying a dead deer on his back within a net. The center figure is also God A in agony 
with a protruding stomach, probably ready to burst from an extensive illness. 
God L 
CANF0165 CANF1084 
God L appears to be a popular image represented on many Late Classic polychrome 
vessels. He is portrayed in profile, with a square-shaped eye, beak nose, and usually 
connected to his supporting animals, either the jaguar, or the Moan Owl also identified as 
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the screech owl or more specifically a great horned owl (Stone and Zender 2011:213). 
His costume is marked by a broad-brimmed sombrero lined with Moan Owl feathers and 
the body of the Owl arranged at the top. Taube believes that there is a dualistic nature to 
this particular god, one of death and of water fertility (1992:81). At other times, God L is 
associated with rain and lightening because of his black coloring. Other depictions, found 
in the central Mexican Cacaxtla murals, indicate that he is also a merchant, as he is 
shown with large bundles placed near the body (Miller and Martin 2004:61). One of the 
solid figurine heads, CANF1065, recovered from a household midden to the northeast of 
the palace at Cancuén, portrays God L. While missing the Moan Owl body at the top of 
the headdress, it does have incised lines under the sombrero indicating it is feathered; the 
head has an unusual beak nose, and has raised square eyes (Figure 5). Another fragment 
of a figurine was recovered within a midden 50 cm below structure M10-5 that comprises 
part of a jade workiing area. The imagery is a headdress that is broken from the top of the 
head. The bottom consists of a god head that has the large globular eye sockets, feathers 
and scrolls that frame the top of the god's head and a bird head (slightly owl shape in 
roundedness). Because of the highly eroded nature of the piece, it could be argued that 
the identification is instead a representation of the sun god (Itzamna, God D) with the 
Principle Bird Deity on top. The chemical composition of this example, unfortunately, is 
not able to be placed within any group, at the moment. 
Principle Bird Deity  
CANF1333 CANF1372 CANF2170 CANF2202 
The representation of the vulture in Maya material remains is also connected to 
the gods. The vulture head in a glyph form substitutes for the word “ahau” meaning 
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“lord” (Miller and Taube 1997:138). The king vulture is identified as the Principle Bird 
Deity who plays a part in the epic myth of the Popoh Vuh, which describes the Maya 
version of the creation of the world (Benson 1996:3; Miller and Taube 1997:137). The 
defeat of Principle Bird Deity, by exchanging its shiny teeth for maize kernels, is one of 
the many challenges that needed to be overcome by the Hero Twins as they make their 
way through the Underworld. Benson believes that the Maya perceived sacred power 
associated with the vulture, providing control over fire and rain as well as being involved 
with the transformation of death into something clean (1996:4).The Principle Bird Deity 
is portrayed along with actors in a costume that consists of a vulture headdress or as in a 
semi-human existence.  
The Principle Bird Deity is depicted in a polychrome vessel in obeisance to God 
D, or Itzamna (Kerr Maya Vase Database K5764; Kerr and Kerr 2000:938). God D is the 
most important deity in the pantheon of Maya gods as he controls the movement of the 
sun, the knowledge to write, and the ability to see into the future as evidenced by the 
mirror placed in front of him on the raised platform in the vessel scene. Four solid 
figurine heads from Cancuén appear to fit the Principle Bird Deity form, [CANF1333, 
CANF1372, CANF2170, and CANF2202}. They all have headdresses, which deviate 
from the normal convention used when Maya are portraying animals from the rain forest 
environment in figurine form. CANF2170 also has potential body armor at the shoulder 
area suggesting that it might be the semi-human portrayal as displayed on the polychrome 
vessel (such as on Kerr vessel K5764 [Kerr Maya Vase Database). CANF2202 also is 
interesting in that it was one of the few figurine specimens that were recovered from the 
palace area. Could the figurine heads portray other bird specimens like a hummingbird, 
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or parrot? Unfortunately, due to accidental and post-depositional breakage, virtually 
every beak is missing from the figurines thereby making accurate identifications of the 
head type difficult. Public ceremonies frequently portrayed vulture themes as seen in the 
decoration of ballplayer figurines and costumes of the elite of Cancuén, including that of 
the great ruler Taj Chan Ajk (Sears 2006). Other potential vulture portrayals from the 
Cancuén collection include CANF2010 and CANF2317. 
God D (and GI versions) 
CANF1411  CANF2640 CANF2551 CANF1331 
God D, also known as Itzamna and God GI is a variation of K’inich Ahaw— “Sun Lord” 
who is a male deity that control aspects of the sun (Miller and Martin 2004:52). The 
range of God D’s influence, as portrayed in different guises as GI, GII and GIII, was 
discovered by archaeologists working at Palenque (Stuart 2004:263). The three versions 
of the Sun God are known as the “Palenque Triad Gods”. The triad gods are aspects of 
local political legitimating processes of the Palenque kings (Schele and Miller 1986:48; 
Stuart 2004:263). GI is portrayed at times with a beard (Taube 1992:50), whereas GII is 
at times portrayed as the baby sun (Bassie Sweet 2002:44) and GIII is considered the 
night sun or the jaguar sun of the Underworld (Taube 1992:54). In all, the triad is 
considered to have control over jaguars, decapitation, fire, rulership, dynastic descent and 
lightning (Bassie Sweet 2002:47; Taube 1992:50). Many of these aspects are seen in on 
stelae I at Copan, which blends the signs of this G1 god with the 12th ruler K'ahk' U Ti' 
Witz Kawiil (Agurcia Fasquelle and Véliz 2010:223). The Copan ruler has the smoke-
scalloped eyebrows, and fish barbels that are attached under the nose and frame the 
mouth. Because the triad gods are so intimately tied to legitimating practices of rulership 
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in various Maya sites in such large public spaces, it is curious that in the case of Cancuén, 
the bearded figure of God GI, seen in figurine CANF1411, was discovered in a sub-royal 
elite compound to the north of the palace (Figure 8.1[operation CAN25, structure M9-
17]). The presence of the figurine in a high status context could indicate that a family 
from Palenque established themselves as royal court members at Cancuén. Alternatively, 
this context might signify a hidden royal cult practice. Maddeningly, this specimen's 
chemical patterning does not relate to either Palenque or Cancuén groups, and is at the 
moment unassigned. 
Previously discussed in Chapter 7, CANF2640 may be a ritually charged 
specimen as its mold fragment was found elsewhere within the site. This partial figurine 
has a headdress with a center head figure with an enlarged eye that is similar to other God 
D representations such as what is portrayed on censer stands in the Palenque region. 
CANF2551 is an ancient visage with missing teeth, wrinkles, sunken cheeks, and bulbous 
nose. The distinguishing feature that defines this as a god GI is the presence of fish 
barbels that are appliquéd at the end of the labial nasal grooves (Bassie Sweet 2002:41, 
Figure 50). The final example at Cancuén is a headdress version. CANF1331 is a 
moldmade fragment, but contains the imagery of the smoke-scalloped eyebrows, large 
square shaped eyes, Roman nose, and a very long entwined fish barbel that reaches to 
both sides of the headdress. The wearer of this headdress has eroded, but fine facial 
features appear to be like other Palenque examples.  
God K 
CANF2498 CANF2505 
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The God K form is one of the more unusual in that it has an amalgamated caiman snout 
and ruffled brow within Classic period depictions (Taube 1992:69). Shellhas believed 
that God K was a star deity; others interpret God K as having control over rain and 
lightening (Taube 1992: 73). This God is also part of the Palenque triad group, identified 
as GII (Schele and Miller 1986:49). God K is also considered to be the divine entity that 
supports fertility, noble lineage and frequently is depicted as originating from smoke 
(Miller and Martin 2004:32). In the Cancuén figural examples, two flutes, CANF2498 
and CANF2505 have God K’s head appliquéd between the mouthpiece and the flute 
holes (Figure 8.1). These two flutes were not found at the site of Cancuén, but at the site 
of Raxruja to the southwest. The modern town and ancient site of Raxruja is next to the 
large cathedral-like caverns of the Candelaria cave system (Woodfill 2007). The flutes 
were recovered in an area that has direct access to a cave system, which the Maya 
believed were portals to the Underworld. This may indicate the carrying out of specific 
ritual practices in order to contact particular Maya Gods. 
Goddess I (Figure 8.2) 
CANF0469 CANF2125 CANF2159 
The masculine Maya Gods were also balanced by female influences. Goddess I, 
also characterized as the Moon goddess—a younger version of Goddess O, is normally 
portrayed as a buxom young, promiscuous woman in figurine form meant to represent 
fertility. The old man that is gently trying to ply sexual interest towards the moon 
goddess is Itzamna, is identified as God D but portrayed in an aged form. There are two 
versions of this imagery at the site of Cancuén. The first figural version of this duo 
contains a slightly paunchy Itzamna pulling on the top of the huipil (dress) of the Moon 
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goddess, CANF0469 (Figure 8.2). Another version of this god genre depicts Goddess I 
situated above God D. The second figural example at Cancuén, CANF2125, is highly 
eroded, as a result of its recovery context. The figurine was located in a pool (aguada) 
near to the "Los Patos" compound to the northeast of the palace, and could be considered 
a sacrificial object that was tossed into the pool. This may be an instance of the goddess 
becoming united to God D (or the human representation of the sun and the moon) by 
means of a marriage performance. The tied fabric (a tump line) that crosses at the midline 
of the figurine and ties at the right is used as both a support to bolster the weight of the 
female figure onto the shoulders of the older man. There is a polychrome ceramic 
example that depicts a set of elite male and female pairs, potentially replicating this 
mythic performance (Kerr Maya Vase Database #5847). The final figure, CANF2159, is 
another smaller fragment of the side by side version. The figure is twisted slightly to the 
left, the intent of the male figure twisting toward the center axis of the double figure, and 
pulling the huipil to expose the breast. 
 
Goddess O 
 
CANF1266 CANF2345 
 
   
 Also known as Chak Chel or “lady rainbow”, Goddess O is patron of women’s 
work that includes childbirth, weaving, curing and divining. Old and withered, she is 
normally portrayed as a midwife in figural form or in other imagery as the destroyer by 
flood. Miller and Martin indicate that the figural version, Chak Chel, is her midwife form 
that cares for the young Maize god known as God E (Miller and Martin 1994:95). The 
Cancuén versions are without bodies. CANF1266 and CANF2345 show a similar braided 
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cotton cord headdress that is wrapped around the crown of the figures. The facial features 
reveal similar protruding cheekbones and the wrinkled smile-grimace (Figure 9).  
Unfortunately, figurines thus far recovered from Cancuén could not all be 
positively matched with the pantheon of Maya Gods. CANF0691, CANF2422, 
CANF2461 and CANF2488 are too eroded, lacking enough details to be positively 
identified as specific deities. Other figurine specimens, CANF1037, CANF1687, and 
CANF2187, may be instances of unique portraiture. Two other figurine heads, 
CANF0990 and CANF1348 have over-developed brow ridges that droop over the eye 
sockets. CANF1220, CANF1300 and CANF1438 could possibly be identified 
preliminarily as animal designates of the deities. 
Other Supernatural Representations 
Another form of ceramic figurine that presents a more dynamic presentation are 
scenes of Maya humans undergoing the process of transforming into their Way or their 
spirit animal co-essence (Reents-Budet 2004:274). At times, these Way creatures have 
additional meanings when conjoined in ancient Maya dances that are meant to facilitate 
various passages through life, smooth over environmental crises and provoke a requested 
action (Looper 2009:86). There are two forms of this type of transitioning at Cancuén: 
the act of using a mask to cover the figurine's face (see chapter 5 for the range of animal 
and deity masks from Cancuén) and the figure in a state of transition with a combination 
of humanoid traits melded with animal or deity-signaling forms.  
The use of the jaguar in Maya material representation has many meanings in 
ritualized actions. One interpretation is that the jaguar is a harbinger of sacrifice as 
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indicated by the knotted scarves and water-lily headdresses that are indicated in 
polychrome pottery examples (Reents-Budet 1994:251). One of the most elegant 
representations of this co-essence is from burial #7 at Cancuén, the figurine, CANF0464, 
has a blackened painted jaguar tail protruding from the bottom of the fringed jacket, with 
a knotted scarf, that also coordinates with a removable cone-shaped feathered headdress. 
A sacrificing jaguar is represented in the same burial [CANF0466]; a warrior performing 
a sacrificing action of impaling a blade into his stomach as the jaguar mask covers his 
head. There is a similarly themed figurine found in the INAH museum in Chiapas that 
has the same arm positioning near the stomach with a detachable jaguar mask 
(Gallenkamp and Johnson 1985:177, catalog # 126, Museo Nacional de Antropología, 
Mexico City #5-1135). Additionally, in the same burial, CANF0465 has the similar 
center tied knotted scarf and jacket, yet is instead arranged in a defending position with a 
shield and macahuitl. Other forms of this figure at Cancuén have the jaguar face already 
transformed onto a human body [CANF2568] or have the water-lily motif attached at the 
side of the jaguar head [CANF2684, 2706]. While two of these jaguar representations 
originate from ritualized contexts (a burial and the royal aguada), the water-lily motif 
jaguars [CANF2684, 2706] were recovered from the furthest northeast compounds of the 
site [operation CAN54]. Another figurine, CANF1552 is transitioning into a wild javelin 
or peccary and could also be interpreted as performing a dance with a pelt that has the 
razorback applied to the back. The intact piece was recovered from a midden [operation 
37C] and has a male body from the end of the neck collar with a decorative loincloth. 
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The Place of the Maya Gods at Cancuén 
Having briefly described the deity representations within the figurine corpus of 
Cancuén, I now consider the question of who might have been in control of such 
powerful figurine imagery. There are many ideas concerning the intricacies of Maya 
leadership during the Late Classic time period. Some have envisioned the hierarchical 
system as a theater state (Demarest 2004:205). In order for monumental works within 
sites to be accomplished, the inhabitants of the area needed to believe that the leaders 
were intimately connected to the natural elements that were eventually deified. The ruler 
was the only one that could communicate to the gods, sending his own blood on cotton 
strips burned within a brazier as a bloodied smoke message to the gods (Schele and 
Miller 1986:72). Buildings were constructed around large plazas that permitted the 
worshippers to aggregate while the ruler performing sacred rituals from on top pyramidal 
temples—a public display that mimicked the fragile relationship of man with the 
heavens, earth and underworld. 
One example of this kind of ritual activity using state controlled deity imagery 
within the theater state model can be found at the northwestern Maya site of Palenque. 
Large, two meter tall cylindrical ceramic incensario stands with ornate faces of the gods 
were arranged on the temple risers in full view of parishioners within the plaza (Garcia 
2004:253). Conically shaped ceramic braziers, the objects in which material was actually 
burned, were inserted into the top of the incensario stands. Chemical analysis of the 
incensario stands and the conical burners have been carried out using instrumental 
neutron activation analysis to identify the location from which the raw materials were 
acquired. Whereas the elaborately decorated incensarios were manufactured in the 
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immediate area of Palenque, and tend to match the composition of the local pottery, the 
conical burners show a different chemical pattern. The burners were made from resources 
located in the plains at small sites to the north of Palenque (Bishop et al. 1982). These 
appear to have been brought to Palenque by inhabitants of Palenque’s sustaining area 
where they were joined with the ritually charged incensarios. In so doing, a ritual link 
was formed between the central ceremonial-administrative center and sites of the 
surrounding region. (Rands et. al 1979:22). 
At Cancuén, a different pattern emerges. Deity figurines were found in house 
compounds surrounding the palace. The house compounds vary in levels of construction 
material used, but in general could be considered commoner to sub-royal rank within the 
society. Many of the pieces are recovered from the debris associated with two jade 
workshop compounds to the north and southwest of the palace, a sub-royal elite area with 
exterior patio floors to the north; others are associated with the site of Raxruja near to the 
large Candelaria cave system. With the spatial patterning of the deity figurines recovered 
from outside of the Palace zone, this may mean that the gods were accessible to more 
general, non-elite members of Cancuén society. Or, perhaps, it may have broader 
implications relating to the access to specific rituals within the region.  
From a ritual perspective, having caves nearby in which to conduct ceremonies 
meant that Cancuén did not need to construct large temple structures. Pilgrimage to the 
caves and participation in rituals therein seems likely. Along the way, Cancuén dwellers 
could have acquired deity figurines at particular cave sites, either used them as part of a 
ceremony, and/or returned with figurines as a memento or remembrance objects. This 
situation would parallel the travel of contemporary worshippers who purchase certain 
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renderings of saints and taking them home. If pilgrimage accounts for the some of the 
production and movement of particular figurines, then the political structure at Cancuén 
may be more flexible in allowing other members of the community to have direct access 
to the range of Gods within a religious-social hierarchy.  
Discussion of the Cancuén Maya Gods 
I have considered the iconographic representations of material that portray the 
accepted ancient standards of the Maya Gods in order to draw attention to three-
dimensional humanoid forms portrayed in ceramic figurines. There are difficulties when 
using flat-plane figures to decipher the meaning of figures that are created in a sculptural 
format. For example, figures of the Gods that are painted on polychrome ceramics can 
have a freer range of body movement, as if the artist was portraying the acts of ritual 
dancing or levitation (Houston et. al. 2006). In fact, many of the Maya Gods discussed 
above are portrayed in the act of dancing (Kerr K791 in Reents-Budet 1994:Figure 5.10). 
In the moldmade forms of Cancuén figurines the acts of moving limbs or twisting torsos 
of a human image are not normally portrayed. Free-standing arms are more likely to be 
arranged in various poses, but the body is usually in a static position. The advantage that 
the static miniature God figurines have over the polychrome illustrations is that there is 
potential to “activate” the figures. Breath, wind, and sounds are all portrayed in either 
glyphic or illustrative forms on the polychrome pottery (Houston et. al. 2006:149). In 
contrast, all that a person would do to input breath into the figurine would need to place 
the mouth on the whistle vent, blowing air into the figurine, and creating alternative 
musical notes from moving the fingers on and off of the ocarina holes. From a sensory 
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perspective, the musician using the God figurine in a social situation may be infusing or 
invoking the activation of the God in ritual events. The kings or elite living at Cancuén 
apparently were not the only ones in intimate contact with these God figural objects 
because of where they were deposited in residences well outside the palace perimeter. 
This may mean that there are different levels of access to the Maya Gods that is at 
variance to what is found at other regional sites, such as Copan and the stelae with rulers 
wearing god headdresses so prominently displayed in the large plaza areas (Fash 
1991:35). Or, perhaps it means simply that the Cancuén elites had access to other 
material methods of contacting the Gods. 
One avenue of focus that has benefited from the identification of God figurines is 
the possible influence or contact that the greater Palenque region had with Cancuén. 
Cancuén is thought to have been connected to sites to the south and other Maya sites 
along the Pasión and Usumacinta rivers because of the control it had over resources of 
jade, pyrite and obsidian (Demarest 2004:163). Fine Gray pottery, a class of ceramics that 
was produced near to Palenque, was recovered in residences within the city center 
(Demarest et al. 2014:200, Table 1; Kovacevich 2006:145). As has been mentioned 
above, there is no chemical compositional evidence from the Cancuén collection to 
suggest any imports from Palenque, nor are there any Cancuén pieces recovered from the 
Palenque sampled collection. CANF1411, identified as God GI, and originating from 
northern jade working area, may be the only imagery that relates the social ritual 
preferences that appear so similar to examples of God GI incensario heads from Palenque 
(see K6594 and K6595 in the Kerr Maya Vase Database). This figurine with its God GI 
visage may indicate certain religious practices in one residential compound that is aligned 
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more towards communities in the western region of the Maya cultural zone. The 
iconographic study of figurines suggests a partial case for ritual traditions that may be 
similar within the two polities that are not evidenced in the hieroglyphs rendered on 
limestone panels, or in the chemical compositional patterning of the figurines. 
The Natural World within Cancuén 
Animals within the rainforest environment are regular sources of feathers, fur, and 
protein for the Maya community (Emery 2004, Thornton 2011). Additionally, they also 
represent supernatural qualities and certain species act as alternative conduits to the gods 
(Houston et al. 2006:108, Kerr Maya Vase Database, Stone and Zender 2011). Ceramic 
figurines also display wildlife behaviors of animals, the intimate relationships between 
the ancient Maya and their rainforest pets, as well as indicating the range of 
representation of the natural world that exists for the Maya (Rands and Rands 1965; Sears 
this chapter: section women; Willey 1972, 1978). The earliest reports of animals present 
in ceramic figurines imagery are noted within Piedras Negras (Butler 1935), along the 
lower Usumacinta (Rickards 1910) and Lubaantun (Joyce 1933). Even one of the first 
figurines reported from Cancuén depicted a pisote in the act of eating a maize cob 
(Mahler 1908 [see Sears: Chapter 3]). The current excavations at Cancuén and the 
surrounding satellite sites indicate about 78 figurine fragments that indicate various forms 
of animals.  
Reptiles (Figure 8.3) 
Turtle 
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There were four turtle figurines recovered at Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:15), but at 
Cancuén there is only one example, recovered from a residential compound with a jade 
boulder [structure K7-24]. Lacking a head, the 3/4 partial body fragment indicates the top 
of the carapace with the indication of the scutes and the bottom plastron. The tail acts as 
the mouthpiece with the whistle vent adjoining the tail. A small hollow chamber is in the 
belly portion to create the whistle sound. 
Iguana 
CANF1258 
This solid head was recovered from a residential house directly west of the palace. 
Appliqué eyes, comb and snout ridges are present. The long neck is most likely an 
indication of a manufacturing technique of attaching the tenoned head to a hollow body. 
Snake 
CANF1452 
This modeled solid fragment may contain the design of a snake. The eyes are appliquéd 
with an incised open mouth. If this interpretation is correct, the anatomical alignment 
suggests the snake is raising its head. 
Amphibians 
Frogs 
CANF1235 
Recovered in the residential units that are to the south of the royal aguada, this 
frog-formed hollow ceramic form was most likely used as a small ink well and not a 
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figurine. The head is appliquéd with incised eye and a mouth with two punctate nose 
holes. The arms and legs are appliquéd to the round body that reach to the flat bottom. A 
similar form would be a turkey styled ink pot from the site of Jonuta [J1150] that has the 
head and wings appliquéd onto a small ceramic finger pot. 
CANF1431 
A partial fragment of the dorsal side of a frog, this is a moldmade example with eyes and 
raised lines indicated limbs. There are flecks of mica and calcite in the paste. 
CANF2352 
This example of a frog's head is similar to specimens found in the middle Usumacinta 
river system, as in Yaxchilán (Berrocal Perez 2006). Positioned with the body arching so 
that the mouth appearing to be making a croaking sound at the top of the piece, this 
fragment also has appliquéd eyeballs, brow ridges and nose holes and nose ridges. The 
mouth slit also acts as the mouthpiece for the whistle component.  
CANF2357 
This example is a frog's essence placed at the mid-line of a wind instrument. The eyes 
and brow ridges are appliqué with a potential back leg indicated on the side. The mouth 
area of the animal displays a whistle vent underneath and may be the primary point for air 
to enter the chamber. Because the end of the piece ends in a very straight break, it is 
difficult to determine if this is a multi-chamber whistle with bulbous ends or just a 
straight flute with the whistle mouthpiece arranged at the mouth of the frog. 
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Avian (Figure 8.4) 
Hawk 
CANF0955 CANF2509 
A pacifier shaped ceramic figure, CANF0955, may have the only programmatic version 
of a raptorial example within the Cancuén collection. The piece has a mouse-like ear on 
the left side, but the sharp, downturned beak is why I assess it as some form of a hawk. 
CANF2509 is a solid head figure that could have originated from the top of a pot just as 
easily from a figurine. It has an inset small beak with a bulbous forehead front suggesting 
to me that this is a hawk -shaped head. Unfortunately, due to the breakage at the beak, it 
could arguably also be classified as a pigeon.  
Turkey 
CANF1379 CANF2510 
These partial head fragments may be examples of turkeys. CANF1337 is a hollow 
facial fragment that has potential appliqué wattle at the top of the head. CANF2510 is a 
bright orange paste fragment that is the top portion of the head of a turkey. There are 
appliqué wattles at the top of the beak area as well as an incised eyeball. 
Parrots (?) 
CANF2460 CANF2508 CANF0052 
These rounded head fragments seem best to be placed in a parrot category. CANF2508 
has a small curved beak and hollow head. CANF 2460's rounded head has a punctate eye. 
The intact figurine CANF0052 may be a parrot in the act of making a sound as the body 
is erect with the head feathers fully extended. This figurine, as discussed in Chapter 5, is 
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unusual in that it has another smaller whistle embedded in the left wing as well as a 
whistle mouthpiece located in the tail feathers. 
Owls 
CANF0225 CANF0375 CANF0473 CANF0605 CANF0657 
CANF1064 CANF1386 CANF1557 CANF2402 
This nocturnal bird is the mascot of God L and is at times portrayed in 
polychrome ceramic examples as perched upon the top of his sombrero (Bernatz 
2015:142, Figure 3.1). All of the noted examples have been recovered from the site 
center of Cancuén. Two examples [CANF0605 and 0675] are highly eroded and relate 
the barest of details that suggest an owl form. Three of the examples [CANF0375, 0473, 
1557] indicate a raised v-shaped beard at the bottom of the beak. This may suggest 
variation in illustrating various owl species. CANF0473 is the most spectacular example 
of a bearded owl with fully extended wing feathers and an elaborate gorget collar with 
two attachment ribbons loosely flowing at the belly instead of leg jesses. Recovered from 
the test unit in the southeast patio of the palace, this example of a bearded owl appears 
strikingly similar in form to an example that was recovered at the site of Ceibal by Willey 
(1978:18, Figure 17). There is blue residue paint on the torso, collar, and the interior of 
the wing closest to the torso and the face. This is a moldmade piece with two whistle 
holes at the shoulder blades and continues currently to makes six notes when air is blown 
into the back mouthpiece. Because of the close similarities to the Ceibal example, I had 
hoped for a composition that would suggest a match to this site further down the Pasión. 
Surprisingly, CANF473 originates from the satellite kingdom of Tamarandito in the Dos 
Pilas region. The other two owl examples that underwent INAA analysis [CANF0225 
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and 0375] originate locally from the PV1-2-3 group located in the southwest jade 
workshop area. 
Bird Torsos 
CANF0046 CNF0058 CANF0079 CANF0656 CANF1383 
CANF1505 CANF2721 
Many of these torsos of birds have been mentioned in previous chapters [see 
chapter 5 and chapter 6]. It is interesting that some of the torso examples of the birds 
indicate two bird bodies close together. This is a natural behavior of birds positioning 
themselves closely on a branch. Other examples of this occurrence in figurines is noted in 
Palenque (Rands and Rands 1965). 
Mammals 
Dogs (Figure 8.5) 
CANF0456 CANF899 CANF1202 CANF1641 CANF1654? 
CANF1861 CANF2045 CANF2069 CANF2414 CANF2614 
CANF2661 
Dogs are part of the daily activities in a modern Maya community. They are most 
useful in chasing and cornering prey in group hunting parties, practical as constant sentry 
systems, and sources of protein, especially during lean times. Within polychrome ceramic 
examples, they are depicted as companions along processions [Ratinlixul vessel, 
University Museum, University of Pennsylvania, MS1729] entertainment for the gods 
[Kerr Maya Vase Database K4548], as well as a spirit guide to the Underworld (Kerr 
2001). Within the Cancuén collection, it is difficult to determine whether the fragmented 
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piece is canine or feline because of the facial snarl wrinkles are so similar and the mouth 
does not always indicate the large fang of a jaguar. Previously mentioned in Chapter 5, 
CANF2045 is a male dog torso/bottom that originates from the highland zone. Two other 
examples [CANF0899 and 2414] indicate a compositional origin from the Candelaria 
cave region, specifically the Mico cave system and the La Lima settlement. This may be 
an indication of the spiritual factors of the canine as these examples were brought back to 
Cancuén to residential units the northwest corridor. Another example, CANF1861, at the 
moment, is undetermined.  
Feline (Figure 8.6) 
CANF0818 CANF0881 CANF1125 CANF1246 CANF1884 
CANF2331(mask) CANF2348 CANF2638 
Felines, especially jaguars, in addition to being part of the rainforest environment 
are critical in the Maya supernatural universe (Reents-Budet 1994:19, Figure 1.14). 
Within the visual representations the power of these animals are consumed by Maya 
nobles as jaguar pelts used in everyday items such as pillow cushions, capes and 
costuming that include paw mittens and paw socks in order to create specific ceremonial 
dances (Carrasco 2015:387, Figure 10.1; Kerr Maya Vase Database K1439; Looper 
2009:72, Figure 2.29; Reents-Budet 1994:251,Figure 6.20;). This incorporation of the 
raw power contained in this large cat is also apparent in the supernatural duties it 
performs as the progenitor of decapitation of humans during war (Reents-Budet 
1994:251). Associated as well with the elements of fire and water, the jaguar assumes an 
Underworld god status if there are certain components such as the symbols of the water 
lily (usually a tripartite leaf on or near the body) or a shell chin mask that represents fire 
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or the elements of the sun (Miller and Martin 2004:52; Stone and Zender 2011:195). 
Most of the head fragments display a facial expression of a snarl, exposing the long 
incisor of the animal. There may be further division of the Cancuén feline heads by 
ornamentation. Three of the heads [CANF1125, 2331, 2638] have appliquéd earspools. 
This form of costuming may indicate the supernatural nature of the jaguar. The jaguar 
mask of CANF2331 also shows the water lily leaf ear, potentially suggesting that this 
costuming is of the water-lily jaguar component. The four that have been sampled for 
compositional analysis indicate local manufacture. CANF1884 and CANF2331 originate 
from the royal workshop or Cancuén group 8. CANF0818 falls into Cancuén 2 group or 
somewhere within the Volcan residential group [operation CAN25]. CANF1884 is in the 
PV1-2-3 compositional group, the southwest jade workshop area. 
Rabbit (Figure 8.7) 
CANF1382 
This fragment of a rabbit head is the only example that is not connected to a 
female (see further examples below in the Female section). This fragment was recovered 
from a midden from the east side of structure M10-4 that is part of the northern jade work 
area. 
Opossum? 
CANF2371 
At the northernmost stair in the palace [structure L7-27], a well defined zoomorphic head 
was discovered. The incised ruff with small ears may indicate that this solid figurine 
represents an opossum. The chemical composition of this fragment places it within the 
royal workshop [CAN-8], essentially a local product. 
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Armadillo 
 CANF2212 
Unfortunately only the long snout of this figurine is present and the distinctive 
leathery rounded armor shell has not survived depositional processes. This is tentatively 
considered an armadillo only because of the extended snout. Within the polychrome 
pottery examples of a painted armadillo (Kerr Maya Vase Database K3040), the top of 
the nose ridge to the forehead has the leathery protective layer indicated as a painted 
hatched pattern that is normally present on a living armadillo. The figurine from Cancuén 
does not contain this particular attribute. 
Pisote /Coatis 
CANF0379 CANF0380 CANF0732 CANF1968 (or 
feline tail?) 
A member of the Raccoon family, the Coatis are similar in snout, non-retractable 
claw and long tail. The versions of this figurine at Cancuén has the thin long snout, with 
the face in frontal perspective [CANF0379, 0380]. Another is a whistle mouthpiece with 
the nose and mouth area as the place to blow air [CANF0732]. And a moldmade 
fragment may be the torso and hind end of the Coati with a non-prehensile tail 
[CANF1698]. The chemical composition of CANF0379 places it from the Volcan 
residences [CAN-2], and while similar in form, CANF0380 originates from the royal 
workshop [CAN-8]. 
Deer  
CANF2080? 
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This might be the only deer head that is not stuck on to a male headdress at 
Cancuén. The fragment has a mouthpiece hole where the mouth/nose area would be. The 
whistle vent is placed under the chin. The ears are flattened to the sides of the head. The 
red-brick paste color of the fragment most likely originates from the Candelaria cave 
system. 
Monkey (Figure 8.8) 
CANF0812? CANF1222 CANF1637 CANF1638 CANF2507 
(mask) 
Current analyses concerning ritual Maya performances interpret that the monkey 
imagery (in masks or costuming) allow the participants to create a social space for 
comedy in a ritualized setting (Bricker 1973; Garcia Escobar 2000; Redfield 1936). The 
idea of ritualized procedures for clowning has been extended to various imagery of 
ancient Maya figurines (Taube and Taube 2009). The monkey figurines represent an 
aspect of human behaviors that are 'cheeky' or not suitable for refined company. 
Additional interpretations using polychrome imagery place monkeys within the 
supernatural sphere as they are positioned with scribal duties (Stone and Zender 
2011:197). At Cancuén, the monkeys are odd, either in size [CANF1222, 1638] or form 
[CANF1637]. CANF0812 is most likely a ceramic stamp, but it has a miniaturized 
version of the Usumacinta monkey arrangement that is present on many Fine Gray bowls 
in the region. The final example is the bottom right half face of a monkey mask with an 
open mouth with teeth. The eye socket was hollow and there is an appliqué ribbon on the 
right side of the face. 
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Bat
CANF1348 
This nocturnal mammal in the Maya pantheon is associated with death and 
decapitation (Miller and Taube1997:44; Stone and Zender 2011:74). The lone example 
from Cancuén originates from the northern jade workshop and is a head fragment with 
large brow protrusions and a central forehead malformation that may represent the nose 
extension. 
Miscellaneous animal parts 
CANF0097 CANF0732 CANF0946 CANF1327 CANF1892 
CANF1946 CANF1208(?) CANF2340 CANF2375 CANF2574 
Unfortunately, not every fragment can be classified, yet these are within the 
zoomorphic designation. 
Censer animal feet 
CANF1856 CANF1954 CANF2134 CANF2165 CANF2737 
Censer supports also were counted in this study due to the separation of these 
items from the larger ceramic corpus during fieldwork. I have attempted to identify the 
foot to a general animal identification: avian [CANF1856, 1954, 2165], reptilian 
[CANF2134], and feline [CANF2737]. 
Maya Representation of Humans 
Decipherment of what social roles existed among ancient Mayan individuals, 
communities or of what was considered an external preference, is assisted by the 
confluence of various remaining images of past lifeways. By comparing glyphs, incised 
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stone monument imagery, painted scenes and frontal imagery from ceramic figurines, one 
can distill how the Late Classic Maya represented themselves in state sanctioned offices, 
age differentiations, and gender- normative displays. At the site of Cancuén, a range of 
ancient Maya are represented, mostly elite in status, yet among them there are a variety of 
noble officials, females in elaborate dress, elderly persons and children. While this cannot 
fully demonstrate the range of ancient individuals who inhabited the area, figurine 
fragments are used to reflect what was most important at particular points in time and it is 
interesting how frequently these patterns repeat at nearby sites and in other forms of 
material culture from across the Maya region. 
 
 
Male (Figure 8.10) 
 
Ruler  
  
CANF2646 CANF2648 CANF2649 CANF2640 CANF2600 
 
CANF1917-lily motif headdress CANF0468   
 
In comparison to material imagery on limestone panels from the Cancuén site core, there 
are a few instances in which certain motifs may link ceramic figurines to the upper 
echelon of the elite class. For example, the three figurine fragments [CANF2646, 2648, 
2649] that were recovered from the Northern Aguada are most likely royal figures. The 
headdress [CANF2649] contains a diadem that is similar to a jade diadem that was found 
in Burial 50 (see Chapter 7). The right shoulder [CANF2648] is covered with padded 
armor and a scarf tied around a medallion at the chest area. Another comparative figurine 
fragment that displays the tied scarf encasing the medallion is CANF1950. The tripod 
bottom [CANF2646] contains both yellow and Maya blue paint on the tinkler anklets at 
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the feet. What designates this piece as royal is the loincloth design. A raised vertical 
woven pattern is in the middle of the fringed loincloth. This is a mat sign or the JAL 
glyph associated with the first month of the Maya year (Stone and Zender 2011:81). For 
Stone and Zender, the reference to plaiting or reed mat designations is a primary symbol 
of royalty (2011:81). This woven mat pattern is prevalent throughout the Maya world, 
found in remnants of architectural, polychrome ceramic and panel remains at sites such as 
Palenque, Copan, and Yaxchilán (Fash 1991:130; Miller and Martin 2004:Plate 49,106; 
Schele and Miller 1986:Figure 11.7, 115). If these fragments truly do represent one 
figurine, this may be a depositional evidence of a ritual event. The associated residences 
were either approved by the king by allowing his imagery to be placed within the 
compound, or the figure was destroyed in a termination event (possibly a death of a 
king?). 
 Another potential imagery connection with royal appearances at Cancuén if found 
in the usage of water plants. The presence of the water lily motif was found on Panel 3 
recovered in the eastern ballcourt. The king, Taj Chan Ajk,m is placed within a quatrefoil 
cartouche that has water lily leaves at the corners (Didrichesen 2005:74). This conforms 
to Lucero's observation that Maya kings held onto power in various ways, but by using 
public iconographic signaling of items within water environments, elites represented 
themselves as major actors in the control of natural events through political, social and 
religious means (2006:52,160). A freestanding intact Mayan figurine from the Museo 
Nacional de Antropología in Mexico displays this in a small sculptural setting having 
three appliquéd lily flowers along the center band holding the cotton twined headdress 
(Schele 1997:68, Figure 11). Although noting that the figure contains elements of the 
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ballplayer uniform and multiple strands of large appliquéd jade beads, Schele does not 
classify this specimen for the entirety of the imagery—the lily flowers also signal that 
this figure is an example of a king figurine. At Cancuén, there are three figurine 
fragments that have evidence of a specific water motif, the imagery of a water lily. All of 
the specimens have this motif attached to the headdress portion of the figurine. The motif 
usually displays a spade-like shape encased in feathery leaves with a central stem that 
winds its way along a cartouche or headdress (see Rands 1953:88, Figure 4). CANF1917 
is a fragment of the top of a rounded feathered headdress that has in the central axis a 
water lily motif as the main diadem. This fragment was recovered from a residential unit 
that was near to the river edge at the current expedition's campsite. Another moldmade 
fragment and a matching mold [CANF2640 and 2600] are potential ruler imagery that 
contain water lily motifs. Because CANF2640 has more of the intact details in a positive 
form, the water lily motif is recognizable at the right shoulder of the fragment. The 
feathered leaves are the only evidence that is present; the rounded center of the flower is 
absent. Additional imagery that signals that this is a ruler portrait is the eroded large 
goggle-eye god at the center axis of the headdress. Again, as discussed in Chapter 7, 
these two examples may be evidence of an ancient procession to exalt the king or to 
legitimize certain royal retinues. 
  The final example that incorporates imagery associated with kingship is the use 
of ballcourt paraphernalia. In certain ritualized carvings, Maya kings take on the role of a 
ballplayer that insert themselves into participating in a supernaturally charged ballgame, 
the outcome of which is the balance of life and death (Miller 2001:79–87). At Cancuén, 
the three ballcourt markers of the Eastern court reflect the Kings of Cancuén dressed in 
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ballplayer regalia with the glyphic messaging concerning transfer of power, and treaty 
accords with various polities (Demarest 2013:388–389). Other examples of ballplayer 
figurines at Cancuén, such as the intact figurine CANF0468 dressed with the ballgame 
uniform of a large protruding yolk and bird headdress, may have an additional 
interpretation of representing a ruler. In comparison to the right figures in the Eastern 
ballcourt markers Altar 1 and Altar 2, both of whom display a tied bow directly under the 
large multi-tiered yoke, fringed skirt and knee pads, CANF0468 has in its costuming a 
similarly tied bow, skirt and kneepad. While the headdresses on the Altars are eroded or 
more monstrous in theme, the uniforms, in comparison to figurine CANF0468, are alike 
in intent. Furthermore, within the context of the deceased remains of Burial #7 as 
discussed previously (see Chapter7), the identification of this figurine as also being a 
ruler among all of the surrounding and transforming male Way figurine characters would 
impart another level of the legitimating processes, both in a mortuary and political 
setting.  
Male with Feathered Fan Headdress (Figure 8.10) 
CANF0007 CANF0673 CANF1336 CANF1519 CANF1887 CANF1997 
CANF2432 
This headdress is an upside down U-shaped panache of feathers that are attached 
to the back of the head, usually with other appliquéd accessories that are placed at the 
front or side of the headdress. The Cancuén examples have both defined feathers, and 
other examples that are just U-shaped headdresses that most likely had paint indicating 
the feathers. This style of headdress is reserved for the elite within the Maya society as a 
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repeated motif within polychrome ceramics and carved lintel examples throughout the 
general cultural zone.  
 
Sub-Royal Elite Male with Tall Cotton Hat (Figure 8.11) 
 
CANF1221 CANF1499 CANF2185 (?) CANF2736 CANF2746 
 
One of the more important connections between recognizing royal glyphic titles 
and ancient Maya imagery are the distinctions concerning courtiers, individuals that 
pledge themselves to the royal families and their roles within the Maya court. Among the 
different royal titles is the Ajk'uhuun glyph, prominent in use during AD 600–800. 
(Jackson 2013:84). Within the Maya polychrome vessel examples, the uniform of this 
noble is a long cylindrical headdress that is either straight or bent forward depending 
upon the scene, and is wearing a loincloth/sarong with accompanying writing tools (Coe 
and Kerr 1998:92) At times the ceramic painted examples of the headdress are tied at the 
center with a small cord or paper strip with the a writing tool stuck within. The Ajk'uhuun 
title is variously translated as 'He of the holy books' 'He who guards', 'Worshipper' or 'He 
of the temple'— meaning a priestly function (Coe and Kerr 1998:91; Jackson and Stuart 
2001:224–225; Lacandena 1996:46; Ringle 1988; Zender 2004:180–195). This title 
designation is mostly found within the major centers of Maya cultural zone, including the 
site of Cancuén (Jackson 2013:89; 2005:153). The figurines that display this scribal 
variant are, unfortunately, without a body to further solidify iconographic details. 
CANF1221 is a very flat featured head shape with a tall starched stove-pipe hat wrapped 
in a cotton cord. It is an unassigned paste category at this time. The fragment was 
recovered at the southern compound [operation CAN7 excavation area] that contained the 
large communal kitchen. CANF1499 was recovered from a midden from structure M9-17 
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within the Volcan residential units [operation CAN25 excavation area].This fragment 
was not sampled for neutron activation analysis. And has more of a pointed headdress—
yet it has a tie as well. CANF2735 is a larger head example of this scribal motif. The tall 
starched headdress is eroded, but the front headband still holds the headdress to the head. 
There is a tubular bead necklace (mold not appliquéd) at the center chest area. The eyes 
are laurel shaped. This specimen was found at the northern site of El Raudal within 
structure 23. CANF2746 is small version, also found at Raudal with an eroded, yet 
upright columnar headdress. Both of these examples from a satellite site were not 
sampled for paste attribution, yet their provenance may indicate that a smaller nearby 
community may have hierarchical placements that are similar to the dominant political 
center within the region. 
 
Sub Royal Elite Male with Cotton Turban Pouf (Figure 8.12) 
 
CANF1298 CANF2550 CANF2625 CANF2670 
 
 
 More common is the distribution of the glyphic title of Sajal along the western 
Usumacinta and Northern Yucatan regions (Jackson 2005:151; 2013:86). Although not 
defined with a full understanding of where the political affiliation level is established 
because at certain times there are instances where the Sajal is directly accessible to the 
king and at other instances, is only a part of the wide variety of noble courtiers. 
Regardless, the Sajal title is a demarcation of governance (Miller and Martin 2004:26). 
There are examples within the carved glyph records of Sajal nobles ascending to kingship 
at minor satellite sites (for example the Lacanha limestone panel at Dumbarton Oaks; 
Pillsbury et al. 2012:Plate 3, 59).  
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Within the corpus of painted polychrome ceramics, the idea that the Sajal title 
additionally takes on scribal requirements on a divine level as is indicated in the 
costuming and associated accoutrements (Coe and Kerr 1998; Kidder 2009:11). Along 
with paper bundles, quill pens and shell paint pots, the predominant wardrobe of this 
scribe representation is the Spangled Turban. Best represented in the polychrome 
"Fenton" vase at the British Museum, the headdress is a cotton confection of a poofy 
rounded top either bundling many cotton cordings formed into a round shape or a pillow 
shaped attachment to a head covering (Reents-Budet 1994:41; Miller and Martin 
2004:Plate 6, 35; Schele and Miller 1986:Plate 54,170). What identifies this headdress as 
'spangled' are the tinkler beads (either shimmery pyrite, shell or ceramic) that are sewn on 
all around the poofy sections so as to create an imagined active wiggle motion. Other 
activities in which the Sajals particiapate in courtly life are represented in painted interior 
noble residential scenes at Bonampak (Lombardo de Ruiz 2001:Plate 15,113; Miller and 
Brittenham 2013). In structure 1, room 1, there are many painted stucco examples of the 
spangled headdressed Sajals holding musical rattles in their hands in the act of 
completing a ritual procession.  
 At the site of Cancuén, again unfortunately, the representations are without a body 
to complete the iconographic formula. I identify a Sajal representation by the spangled 
turban headdresses found in four of the specimens. CANF1298 originates from the royal 
jade workshop [operation CAN24]. It is a smaller head with a rounded poofy-pecked 
headdress with a cotton twist end to the left of the figure. The appliquéd earspools are 
also pecked and there is a twisted cotton cord at the neck area. The eyes are laurel shaped 
with the eye defined from the lids, and the mouth is open with three front teeth exposed. 
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With the twisted cotton cord at the neck, I speculate that this is an example of a captive 
Sajal, because most instances of conquered nobles indicate some form of binding (see 
Schele 1997:Figure 22, 115 for a figurine example). Again, this idea would be more 
conclusive if the body was attached, and the arms were placed behind the back of 
CANF1298. An alternative interpretation would be that this is an instance of elite ritual, 
and that the binding is an emblematic representation of a sacrifice, normally blood, as an 
example of piousness (Stone and Zender 2011:77). There are other figural examples of 
Ajk'uhuun performing penis bloodletting with cotton binding around the neck (see Schele 
1997:Figure 11,134). CANF2550 was recovered from the Royal Aguada south of the 
palace [operation CAN 42]. This fragment of a head is wearing a turban of many cotton 
cords organized into a swirling poof. The cords are appliquéd to the front of the 
headdress wrap. Another example found in the Royal Aguada is the largest example of a 
Sajal head. Having a neck tenon since it is a heavy head; it would have been placed most 
likely on a free standing, free limbed body. The headdress is very elaborate with a 
rounded brim with a multi- dot appliquéd pouf resting on top of the brim. The appliquéd 
pouf is incised with horizontal lines to indicate cotton cording. There is an appliquéd 
medallion attached at the center of the pouf that might represent a water lily flower shape 
(see Coe and Kerr 1998:105, Figure 72). There are also various strands of appliquéd hair 
that stick out from the brim at the forehead. While this specimen does contain the 
spangled turban, the large proportion of this example makes me speculate that it may be a 
representation of God N as a mystical scribe. Without the rest of the body, however, it is 
difficult to be certain of this assertion. Because of the fragmented nature of the pieces 
found in the Royal Aguada along with the mass execution of Cancuén's elites, they may 
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have been sacrificed and thrown into the sacred pool, potentially during the final event. 
Another smaller example was found at the most north-east residential group of the city 
center in a midden. The moldmade head has a moderate pouf without incising to indicate 
tinklers.  
Cancuén Man (Figure 8.13) 
 
CANF0472 (see Chapter 5 for details; Appendice A and B) 
 
Heads 
 
CANF0021 CANF0223 CANF0359 CANF0445 CANF0490 CANF0717 
 
CANF0723 CANF0755 CANF0794 CANF1306 CANF1511 CANF1827 
 
CANF2043 CANF2100 CANF2322 CANF2410 CANF2617 CANF2650 
 
CANF2653 CANF2686 CANF2687    
 
 
Body parts 
 
CANF0247 CANF0248 CANF0291 CANF0296 CANF0297 
 
CANF0356 CANF0389 CANF1080 CANF1056 CANF1068 
 
CANF1281 CANF1375 CANF1398 CANF1400 CANF1462 
 
CANF1462 CANF1466 CANF1468 CANF1603 CANF1616 
 
CANF1648 CANF1825 CANF1826 CANF1832 CANF1833 
 
CANF2035 CANF2042 CANF2085 CANF2089 CANF2093 
 
CANF2190 CANF2194 CANF2109 CANF2111 CANF2114 
 
CANF2132 CANF2179 CANF2378 CANF2379 CANF2380 
 
CANF2393 CANF2395 CANF2421 CANF2652  
 
 
Figure 8.13 is the essential Cancuén male. There are other chunky free-standing, 
free-limbed examples at surrounding sites such as Aguateca (Triadan 2014:Figure 2.6a, 
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21) and smaller free-standing feet from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros (Dillon 1985:Cover), 
to the north in Jaina (Corson 1976:Figures 4–9,180–186), and El Perú-Waká (Rich and 
Freidel in Finamore and Houston 2010:Plate 98, 284–287), the range of intact figurines 
and body fragments from this site are expressions of the ideal male at Cancuén. As 
discussed in Chapter 5, some of the Cancuén heads had a potential secondary purpose as 
ceramic pendants after being sacrificed, or perhaps the holes at the top of the heads were 
used to secure removable ceramic headdresses or ceramic masks. The facial features are 
very generic with incised eyes (laurel shape), nose (generic), and mouth outlined from the 
mold process. The torsos are usually nearly naked with the lower section encased in a 
loincloth that is indicated both on frontal and reverse sides [CANF0482's front part of the 
loincloth is appliquéd]. The legs usually indicate a knee joint or curve and the feet are 
usually bare, occasionally with a bit of an interior arch with four to five lines to delineate 
toes. At times the feet fragments indicate anklets, and the arms have appliquéd wristlets 
that show pointed ties. Besides the removable headdresses, the thumbs are appliquéd to 
the tip of the fingers in order to hold an object away from the body. I surmise that it 
would be easy to attach by cord a separate shield [as exampled by CANF0080] or a spear 
[CANF1265]. 
Males with Elaborate Headdresses (Figure 8.14) 
 
War Serpent Headdress 
 
CANF0309 CANF0400 CANF0471 CANF1614 CANF1672 CANF2316 
 
Rands and Rands illustrated 'free-limbed' forms within the range of Maya ceramic 
figurines, and published as an example a War Serpent headdress figurine from the site of 
Nebaj (1965:540, Figure 10). One of the earliest examples of this imagery with a shell 
mosaic lined helmet on a ruler found on Early Classic Stela (#1) from the northern site of 
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Tres Islas, just down the Pasión River from Cancuén (Stone and Zender 2011:85). Others 
have argued that this is the appearance of influence from the faraway site of Teotihuacan 
translated into a military sect of the Feathered Serpent (Halperin 2014:50; Stone 1989; 
Sugiyama 2000; Taube 1992). In relation to other figurines that contain palanquins within 
the figurine, Schele believes that some of the examples in the lower Usumacinta zone, 
especially within the Jonuta region, are founding ancestor or king effigy bundles that are 
used to worship the deceased (1997:114). At Cancuén, most of the examples are 
fragments. CANF0400 and CANF2316 are smaller moldmade flat head versions that are 
highly eroded.  
 CANF1672, from a residential group at the western site of El Guaraní across the 
peninsula from Cancuén, has the vestiges of a War Serpent headdress, although the eyes 
are not mosaic enough, and it could be considered a Cormorant headdressed warrior. The 
long beaks at the center of the headdress are the same with the exception that the 
Cormorant style usually indicates the reticulated interior roof palate of the bird and lacks 
spangles around the eyes and mouth (see example from the site of Chama in Rands and 
Rands 1965:549, Figure 34). The fine-boned facial features including laurel eyes and an 
open mouth with teeth recall examples of Palenque elite figurines. The paste composition 
tells a different story, as CANF1672 originates from the royal palace workshop 
[Cancuén-8 group]. Varying interpretations could be that the mold was from Palenque 
and brought to the site of Cancuén and filled with local paste, or that a knowledgeable 
artisan within the court replicated the fine-boned facial features. Interestingly, the best 
preserved examples are distant exchanged items. CANF1614 is the left side of the 
spangled eyeball of the serpent feathered headdress. The paste composition identifies it as 
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from Motul de San Jose, and the figurine is similar in form to what is documented from 
within the region (Halperin 2014:48, Figure 3.2). The other intact figure, CANF0471 was 
found in burial #3 in structure K7-20 to the southwest of the palace. This figure possesses 
warfare accoutrements and is from the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. 
 
Grotesque Headdress 
 
CANF0909 CANF0993 CANF1878   
 
Warfare among the ancient Maya was celebrated through the advertisement of 
conquests in public spaces and intimately enjoyed in smaller residential settings by 
having material remains that are marked for memorialization of events. From limestone 
stelae that depict conquered kings bound below their feet to polychrome ceramic scenes 
of captives grouped at the stairway of the king ready for execution, the ancient Maya 
created imagery of defeated elite leaders for public political- ritual purposes. Body parts 
from defeated nobility were worn as trophies in warrior costuming. One practice involved 
the placement of a decapitated enemy's head upon a headdress. On polychrome pottery 
examples, there are warrior scenes of post conquest activities of rounding up the defeated 
and the acts of decapitation. The scenes (see Kerr Maya Vase Database K2206, K2352, 
K3649) on all three of these examples have details of faces attached to the tops of the 
various headdresses (including spangled turbans and tall cotton headdresses). The best 
example of this trophy head embellishment at Cancuén is CANF1878. This large, 
moldmade, fragmented example has all of the hallmarks of warrior costuming to invoke 
fear and power to the viewer. At the top of the headdress is a decomposing head of a 
captive with, sagging facial wrinkles, a hollowed out punctate eye (most likely to receive 
a pyrite disc that would be placed in the socket) and the long plaited hair resting at the 
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warrior's shoulders. A heavy cotton tie at the right of the headdress attaches the grisly 
upper ornamentation. The torso indicates the armored quilt warrior uniform with 
feathered collar and another head trophy that is suspended upside down to allow the 
unkempt hair to flow loosely. The right side of the torso has a feathered lance/spear. The 
chemical composition of this piece is attributed to the Cancuén-2 group, the figurine 
workshop attributed to the Volcan residential section [operation CAN25] that is above the 
Eastern port.  
 
Male Headdresses 
 
CANF0230 (bat headdress) CANF0675 (monster or zoomorphic?) 
 
CANF1355 (bat headdress) CANF1399 (javalin/peccary headdress?) 
 
CANF1582 (zoomorphic headdress?) CANF1979 (zoomorphic headdress) 
 
CANF1982 (Principle Bird Deity) CANF2151 (warrior with zoomorphic 
headdress) 
 
The processional examples of men in costume on Maya polychrome pottery have 
elaborately multi-layered examples of animal headdresses along with instruments (rattles, 
drums) used for dancing. The two bat headdresses on Cancuén figurines [CANF0230 and 
1355] are similar in face shape to headdress examples from the site of Aguateca (Triadan 
2014:Figure 2.3e, 18). Unfortunately, CANF0230 has a non-attributed paste composition. 
CANF1399 has an animal headdress shaped like a peccary with the nose slightly rounded 
at the end. Another headdress fragment, CANF1982 possibly represents a Principle Bird 
deitydeity with the square-goggle eyes, beak and a two jade bead diadem across the 
forehead. The rest are too eroded for further identification. 
 
Males with Masks (Figure 8.15) 
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CANF2030 CANF2651 CANF1552   
     
This is a different category because these particular figurines not only have 
elaborate headdresses, but they are hiding the individual's face with a mask. Two 
examples most likely express a warrior status because of their costuming, whereas the 
other is either a processional figure or a seated courtier. CANF2030 is a highly eroded 
warrior moldmade figurine with a mask that is either skeletal or is possibly representing a 
deity. Dressed in warrior regalia, it also has an irregular shield at the left side of the torso 
area. CANF2651, recovered in the northern aguada, has a fully feathered backrack with a 
pointed wizard cap headdress. The mask is either a foreshortened crocodile snout, or 
monkey. The earspools are cotton loops; the costuming is that of an armored warrior with 
feathered spear at the right and a small square shield at the bottom left. The loincloth has 
the signature JAL glyph that translated to a woven mat in Maya imagery (Stone and 
Zender 2011:81). There is Maya blue painted on the headdress, earspools, loincloth and 
shield as well as it having an overall white slip. CANF1552 may be transitioning into a 
Way spirit as has been previously discussed in this chapter. Alternatively, this figurine 
could be an attendee that is participating in a procession. Because the protruding belly 
sags over the net patterned loincloth and the position seems to be seated, this may be a 
"Fat Cacique" example and that other figurines could collectively be in procession as well 
(see other Fat Man examples below). 
 
Warrior torso's holding an object 
 
CANF0342 CANF0378 CANF0385 CANF1242 CANF2444 CANF2671 
 
 This group of fragments consists of male torsos that display the costuming of a 
warrior either through padded armor or the warfare equipment contained in their hands. 
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What is interesting is that out of six examples, five are predominantly right handed. 
Others that do not have padded armor contain the male loincloth or male collar with skirt. 
Of the three that were chemically analyzed are locally made. CANF378 and 385 fall into 
the Cancuén-8 group or the royal workshop paste. CANF2671 is within the group 
Cancuén-1 that is predominantly shared between the jade workshops.  
 
Male with cap headdress (Figure 8.16) 
 
CANF1556 
 
A neck-tenoned example, [CANF1556] of a warrior figurine with a cap headdress that 
surrounds the head and leaves the face exposed was recovered in residence L8-6 to the 
west of the Volcan group. The chemical composition places it in the PV1-2-3 group, a 
local group that contains both figurines and ceramics from the site. Most likely a 
removable headdress was attached to the head. The stylistic comparators similar to this 
piece were recovered at Altar de Sacrificios (Willey 1972:Figure 30c and 30d, 38). 
Willey designates these as having a coif shaped varietal headdress that only leaves the 
face exposed. 
 
Male with long uncut hair 
 
CANF0374 CANF2332    
 
There are figures within the polychrome ceramic and wall painting examples that 
are depicted without their headdresses. Usually presented in bounded submissive poses, 
the narrative scenes are ones of conquered captives (see Bonampak north wall, Room 2 in 
Miller and Martin 244:Plate 93, 174 or the palace scene on the K680 vessel in Kerr 
Portfolio). These elites were captured during warfare events and are presented with little 
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clothing, bound with rope or have the effects of torture graphically demonstrated by 
effusive blood droplets. Long unkempt hair is a mark of weakness for an ancient Mayan 
male in certain architectural scenes (Spencer 2015). Another instance of long hair has 
been used as an iconographic signal of an invader force asserting themselves into the 
upper Usumacinta area and central Petén region. This idea of the Gulf Coast Putún 
invading certain large Maya sites was thought to be evidenced by long hair on ceramics, 
stelae and architecture (Thompson 1970:38–43). In the figurine corpus, there are long 
flowing locked warriors in a fine orange paste from the site of Altar de Sacrificios, which 
Willey places in the Jimba temporal designation (1972:Figure 47,56). Additionally there 
is a hollow head from Jonuta that displays the incised long hair in the back.  
There are two figurines at Cancuén that display the long flowing locks. 
CANF0374 was recovered from a test unit placed in the southeast palace patio. The 
fragment has the incised long locks that flow onto the left shoulder of the figure. The 
eyes are laurel shaped and there is a long nasal ridge that is marked above the eyebrows. 
There are two jade beads connected on a cord just above a collar with incised pseudo-
glyphs. The chemical composition of this piece places it in the Raxruja-5 group that is 
attributed to the Los Micos cave system, the largest cathedral ritual cave space in the 
Candelaria cave system. The other example, CANF2332 is a hollow head with very 
rounded eye shape, beak-like mouth and scarification nodules on the center of the 
forehead. The head shape is similar in form to what is presented in the Jonuta example. 
CANF2332 was not sampled for INAA. 
 
Ballplayer 
 
CANF1018 (?) CANF1931 CANF2404 CANF2415 CANF2629 
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While the intact ballplayer figurines have been discussed within the context of ritual 
intentions in Chapter 7, there are a few fragments from Cancuén that also depict 
ballplayer regalia. 
Salinas Male (Figure 8.17) 
CANF1008 CANF1308 CANF2182 CANF2705 
S9C0033 S9C0034 S9C011 
This group of cap headdresses and male body form was the first stylistic 
indication that there may be interaction patterns to the west. While processing the 
figurines during the laboratory season, there was a similar form illustrated on the front 
cover of Dillon's Archaeology Illustration guide (1985). Dillon's example from Salinas de 
los Nueve Cerros is a free standing, free limbed figure with a cap headdress that extends 
and flutters to the center of the figurine's back. The codpiece shaped loincloth has two 
rolls at the hips, two holes at the sides of the hip, and two holes at the temple- side region 
of the head. The nose has a very protruding beak-like character; the mouth is open and 
the eyes are laurel shaped. The chance to sample some of the remaining collection from 
Dillon's efforts was permitted by the Museo Nacional de Antropología e Etnohistoria in 
Guatemala City. These pieces, S9C033, 034 and 011, are examples that were chosen 
because of similarity in body form. At the site of Cancuén, the best preserved, 
CANF2182, was recovered at the N10-2 compound to the east of the northern jade 
workshop. This free-standing piece is only missing the lower left leg. The fringed cap has 
two vertical incised holes at side of the head; the face has laurel eyes, scarification at the 
nose ridge and an open mouth with teeth. Costuming consists of large ear discs, a tied 
necklace that has a tubular jade bead in the front, wristlets, and double rolled codpiece 
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shaped loincloth that is detailed as well in the back and the remaining foot is bare. The 
arms are not free of the body; instead they are arranged crossing in front of the torso with 
the left arm supporting the right arm, the right hand is curled with the index finger and 
thumb extended outward. This may be a figural example of the right handed gesture that 
is present on Late Classic polychrome vases. The right hand in a clasped or index and 
thumb extended outward is interpreted as a glyph sign ICHON by Stone and Zender as 
meaning 'In his presence' and is usually performed in front of distinguished guests, 
nobles, or enslaved elites (2011:59). This pose is usually made by a figure that is in 
position of leadership in deference to other attendants within the painted scenes. The 
eroded version of this figure with the same frontal gesture, [CANF1008] originates from 
the Northern jade workshop [operation CAN24] as well as another multi-incised hole cap 
head [CANF1308]. A lower torso, CANF2705 was also recovered from the furthest 
north-east compound with a highly eroded codpiece. The paste composition of 
CANF1308 and 2182 places these figures squarely within other figurine examples 
manufactured at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros; CANF1008 is not attributed to a source at 
this time. Because these figurine fragments were found in the northern sector of the city 
center, it is interesting that such a high-level figure is found in production zone 
residences. The residents are 'in the presence' of such an elite level of figurine 
expression, could these compounds have allegiances to Salinas?  
Headdress with shell goggle elements  
CANF0017 CANF0448 CANF1664 CANF1895 CANF2443 CANF2472 
The influx of influences and reinterpretation of Teotihuacán cultural affectations 
have been documented in the Maya zone especially with the founding kings of Tikal after 
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a visitation from the foreign visitor Siyaj K'ak in AD 378, as the procession made its way 
up the San Pedro Martir river (Martin and Grube 2008:29). The shell goggle marker on 
stelae, architecture and smaller material remains indicate many points of Teotihuacán 
influences within the Maya region, especially the transmission of the religious 
accoutrements of the Tlaloc deitydeity (who, at its origin site, controlled both aspects of 
water and warfare). The most obvious transmission of this deity's essence is expressed in 
the multi-feathered fan shaped headdress arranged on top of a tall cotton cap and two 
distinctive hollow circular round discs (made of brilliant shell) that are placed above the 
cotton/paper headband that secures everything on the distinguished bearer's head. Notable 
examples of this distinctive headdress occur on Stelae 31 at Tikal (Martin and Grube 
2008:35), architectural stucco of a male with the shell goggle headdress on the floor of 
structure O14-04 at El Perú-Waká (Rich and Matute 2014:Figure 4.3, 79), ceramic 
polychrome imagery denoting the Tlaloc goggles at Caracol (Groff 2007:Figure 17,50), 
high elite burial remains with actual shell goggles resting on top of the skeleton's head at 
Copán (see burial 95-1, Price et al. 2010:Figure 6, 19), and large censer stands in the 
various temples at Palenque (López Bravo 2004:256, Figure 89).  
Because of this widespread occurrence of certain elite Mexican symbolism in 
different regions it has been proposed that there arose a warrior cult that encouraged 
militarism, which spread throughout the Maya world and transmuted through time (see 
Ringle et al. 1998; [(Braswell 2003:12; Stuart 2005; Zender 2004]). Whether the Late 
Classic figurines are a representation of the priestly retinue of an elite court that promoted 
military rituals (Halperin 2014, Zender 2004) or the representation of rulers adopting 
Tlaloc elements has yet to be settled through contextual remains (see Miller and Martin 
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2004:Plate 110,195 for a non-provenienced intact figurine with the shell goggle 
headdress). There is not an overabundance of this example of figurine at the site of 
Cancuén. The fragments are small and all are of a moldmade construction process. Three 
of the figurines that were analyzed by INAA were found to have originated from the 
Candelaria cave systems. All three [CANF1644, 2443, 2472] were created near or at the 
La Lima settlement and found within the residential units that controls the nearby cave 
opening of El Raton de los Dientes y Los Metates (Monterosso 2006, 2007).  
  
Dwarf (Figure 8.18) 
 
CANF0065 (?) CANF0325 CANF0383 CANF0407 CANF0455 
 
CANF0681 CANF0750 CANF0865 CANF1021 CANF1310 
 
CANF1391 CANF1430 CANF1461 CANF1687 CANF2346 
 
CANF2434 CANF2559 CANF2624 CANF2647 CANF2727  
 
Current ideas concerning dwarfs and their relationship to elite court dynamics 
places them into a range of functioning categories such as spiritual guides to the 
Underworld, court jesters, participatory sport enthusiasts in boxing and the ballgame, 
close advisors to the ruler, procession leaders or in contrast, court members that had very 
minor influences—even though their dress indicates otherwise (de Borhegyi 1980; Bacon 
2007; Chase and Chase 1994; Halperin 2014:112; Looper 2009; Miller and Martin 
2004:25,40, 47; Miller and Taube 1997; Praeger 2001; Reents-Budet 1994, 1985; Schele 
1997:151–157; Stone 1995; Tate 1993). Within the corpus of figurines that represent 
dwarf heads and bodies, the contexts from which these fragments were recovered from 
are all sub-royal elite at the site of Cancuén or others that are connected to the Candelaria 
cave system. The residences that have the most examples are in the Volcan compound 
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area just to the south of the eastern port [operation 25A, structures M9-15, M9-17, M9-
18]. Five examples [CANF0681, 0750, 0865, 1430, 1461] were recovered from the fill, 
midden, and architectural rubble from the residential units. Their paste color ranges from 
the local red-brick to a gray-beige. The small torso of CANF0681 has the two jade 
beaded necklace of a sub-royal elite as the hand gesture of both resting on the chest may 
be an act of obeisance. CANF0865 wears a tight cap that is tied closely at the top of the 
head. This fragment is similar in headdress costuming to a boxer dwarf that was found in 
burial 39 at Waká- El Peru (Rich and Friedel 2010:Plate 98, 285). CANF1430 is wearing 
a plain rounded cap and has very rounded eye sockets that contain the laurel shaped eyes. 
CANF1460 is a moldmade dancing dwarf with his arm raised to his head, with an 
appliquéd earspool and multiple cotton tie lines on the front of his torso.  
The second largest context of dwarf figurine fragments is found within the elite 
aguadas within the site. The Royal aguada contains two examples. CANF2559 is one of 
the best preserved of the corpus. This is an intact moldmade dancing dwarf. The hands 
are at the top of the head in an active motion, while the feet are both on the ground. The 
dwarf wears a full elaborate warrior costume with tinkler anklets. Maya blue pigment is 
evident on the eyes, feathered collar, belly medallion and anklets. The quilted armored 
torso still has the white slip still present. Two whistle holes are pushed through at the top 
of the back portion in an angled upwards motion. The whistle mouth piece would have 
been at the back end. CANF02624 is a small head with a simple cotton headdress with 
the top tie angled to the left, white slip and two appliquéd earspools. The Northern 
Aguada's example is similar in facial features as to another example from the west central 
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patio unit (see below, CANF0383). CANF2647 has a raised eye socket, raised central 
forehead nodule and a coffee-bean shaped appliquéd earspool and padded armor. 
The northern jade workshop and the residential structure to the southwest 
[operation 24 and structure K7-24] contain fragments recovered along their patios and 
middens of the residences. The west and east patios of K7-24, had simple headdress 
dwarf heads [CANF0325, 0407]. The northern jade workshop has a dwarf head with a 
simple cap and a solid moldmade head that has an elongated headdress that most likely 
had feathers out of the top of the cotton band. The palace also contained dwarf figurine 
material. The central west patio unit [operation 21] revealed a red-brick colored face with 
furrowed brow ridges and raised center forehead mark [CANF0383]. The southern 
defensive wall of the palace yielded a highly eroded face with a multi-feathered 
headdress [CANF0065]. The northern most residential unit (operation 54) within the 
Cancuén city limits had a dwarf head wearing a pig headdress [CANF2727]. The 
Candelaria cave region also contains dwarf fragments. From structure# 5 at Raxruja, a 
fragment of a dwarf-grotesque in a very red brick paste was found in a midden 
[CANF1687]. And under the staircase in structure #3, at La Lima, a small seated torso 
was discovered [CANF2434].  
From the collective contexts of these fragments, the imagery of dwarfs is 
associated with palace, sub-royal elite, controlled water spaces and ritual cave zones. The 
paste composition relates a narrative of both local and distant influence. Of the local 
versions, the INAA group Cancuén-1 has two dwarfs [CANF0065 and 1021], the 
production point of the northern jade workshop. The Volcan residences had a fragment 
that originated from the royal workshop group Cancuén-8 [CANF0865]. The palace west 
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patio test unit is interesting in that the dwarf fragment that was recovered chemically 
matches to other specimens originating from the Mico cave system in the Candelaria 
region, Raxruja-5 [CANF0383]. This may additionally assert the idea that dwarfs were 
part of the chthonic contexts of cave rituals (Stone 1995:153). The furthest connection of 
dwarfs is to the north of Cancuén. CANF1310 recovered from the northern jade 
workshop, was created at the site of Dos Pilas in the Petexbatun region. And the best 
preserved piece, CANF2559, comes from the southern palace zone [Cancuén-3], but is 
within the chemical group that contains three of the Lady of Cancuén's Palace figurines 
[PF0143,150 and 151].  
 
Fat Faced Man  (Figure 8.19) 
 
CANF0310 CANF2167 CANF2419 CANF2449  
 
Rands and Rands (1965:546) used the classificatory theme of the 'Fat God' to 
describe figurine examples from Jaina and Palenque that have a pattern of puffy-cheeked, 
pot bellied male figurines draped in armored costuming and holding large fans. Other 
examples of the 'Fat' moniker are on ceramic primary standard glyph sequences noting a 
"Fat Cacique" or fat holy lord of the Ik' polity (see #MS 1418 vessel in Reents-Budet 
1994:Figure 4.24, 132). Imagery from the Ik' polity has processional dancers in fat faced 
masks with fans and animal pelts that appear to be in transformational states (see 
#MS1121 in Reents-Budet 1994:Figure 6.20, 251). Another aspect to these particular 
figures is that they are relating performances that are satirical in nature that is categorized 
in our contemporary descriptor as clowning (Taube and Taube 2009). A facet of Maya 
humor potentially may be viewed in these examples, because they are portraying the 
opposite of an ideal. Instead of being the buff bodied, mace wielding examples of a 
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warrior, Halperin explains that the flabby belly and fan as the hallmarks of implied 
comedy (2014:105). As other potential expressions of morality, these figures are at times 
in transformation into their Way spirit animals (Reents-Budet 1994:Catalog 1, 355). They 
are potential devices (Fat Man masks) to hide kingly participation in dances and possibly, 
may just imply that the noble, as represented, is most generously apportioned. The 'Fat 
man' category at Cancuén consists of heads with fatty cheeks that are all highly eroded 
and fragmented. CANF0310 is the best intact example of the fat cheeks and edging from 
the headdress. CANF2167 is a bald, fat cheeked and two appliquéd earspools. The 
chemical composition places it in Cancuén-8 group the royal production workshop. 
CANF2419 is a twisted torso that has the right hand resting on the right side of the chest 
and the left hand resting on the belly with an incised belly button. CANF2449 may also 
be considered an elderly visage, but the head is bald with incised cheeks and the left 
earspool is attached. This example's chemical composition originates from La Lima 
[Raxruja-6 group] and it was recovered at the site of La Lima. 
Elderly Man 
CANF0910 CANF1010 CANF1123 CANF1677 CANF2186 CANF2654 
The finality of the aging process is also represented within the collection at 
Cancuén. The seated torso that is CANF0910 has sagging man breasts as noted by extra 
chest wrinkles, belly, a twisting torso in a seated position with the left leg raised over the 
right. There are two whistle holes at the edge of the shoulder blade region. Because of the 
jade bead necklace located at the center of the chest, this may be an example of an older 
noble. CANF1010 is a partial face of an elderly man that has sagging features, wrinkled 
forehead and a simple cap headdress. CANF1123 is a small sized example of a cap 
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headdress, elderly man with multiple rows of jade beads for a necklace, appliquéd 
earspools and the right arm rests on the belly. CANF1677 and CANF2186 are a different 
category of elderly individual, that of a bundled ancestor or of a conquered elite. This 
may be a mortuary aspect that is not commonly represented in the archaeological record. 
Because both figurines at the torso region have the arms encircling the knees that are 
pulled to the chest, this may indicate an ancestor prepared for burial, or an elderly person 
that has been captured duringa warfare event. There are other examples of this form in 
the upper Usumacinta system, but they are cloaked bodies with only the face indicated 
with an open mouth in the shape of a scream (Bishop et al. 2006). The chemical 
composition of CANF2186 falls within the Cancuén-1 group. CANF2654 is a hollow, 
moldmade figurine fragment. The headdress has a top set of feathers, from the cord 
wrapped cotton headdress. The facial features are withered including the cheek cavity 
and eye sockets. There are forehead wrinkles and the mouth is open with teeth bared in a 
grimace expression. 
 
Grotesque Man 
 
CANF0229 CANF0990 CANF1037 CANF1105 CANF1300 
 
CANF1302 CANF1348    
 
 The ancient Maya also found beauty in what was ugly or malformed. The 
fragmentary nature of certain examples at this site may hinder the full intention of the 
programmatic imagery. Some facial features are most likely indicating the transitioning 
into a Way spirit and the 'bone' structure is a combination of humanoid and zoomorphic 
blend, as seen in CANF0990, 1302, and 1348. The first two, are transitioning into a bat, 
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the latter is transitioning into a jaguar. CANF1037 has a pronounced brow and cheek 
ridge and a forehead bump.  
 
 
Female 
  
Royal Feathered Band (Figure 8.20) 
 
CANF0001 CANF0096 CANF0207 CANF1249 CANF1260 CANF1286 
 
CANF1412 CANF1945 CANF1995 CANF2412 CANF2428 CANF2557 
 
 There are two versions of this royal feathered band, but all examples have the 2-
step haircut that frames the forehead. The first has a feather band that is reticulated on 
both top and bottom of the band, and the feathers (or hair) are styled above the band in a 
short curved flat incised line—as if the ends of the hair were straightened. One figurine 
[CANF2412] has coffee bean appliqué beads in place of feathers. The contexts of this 
feathered band group [CANF0096, 0207, 1286, 1945, 1995, 2412, and 2557] are 
interesting in that a majority of them are from the surrounding sub-royal elite areas 
including the northern jade workshops, a residence with a jade boulder [structure K7-24], 
the royal aguada, a north residence near the palace and the eastern port. The exemplar of 
this imagery is CANF2557, where the feathered band's bottom reticulation is well defined 
with an additional punctated line that indicates the cotton band that ties down the 
feathers. The hair is mid-line incised with 2-step incised hair at the sides. A right 
appliqué earspool has Maya blue paint at the front. The brow is angular with three 
scarification beads at the center of the forehead. The eyes are laurel shaped with the 
mouth open and no teeth exposed. The chemical composition of these pieces speaks 
generally to a local pattern. CANF1945 is the outlier that was made in the lower 
Usumacinta zone. CANF2412 was made within the Volcan residences [Cancuén-2 
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group], CANF1286 is in the Cancuén-8 compositional group and CANF0096 is within 
the group belonging to the K7-24 residential zone [PV1-2-3]. 
 The second example of the Royal feathered headgear has a poofy quality to the 
feathered band and the feathers are more delineated in the band with a signature feathered 
medallion placed at the right side of the headband with the cotton ties/ribbons pulled 
through the center. The second set [CANF001, 1249,1260,1412] are interesting in that 
two of the poofy feathered bands originate from the palace, another from the Volcan 
residences to the north and one is unknown because it was donated to the project by the 
caretakers of the property south of the palace. CANF1260 is the exemplar of this group 
because it is the best preserved, and has the torso still present. The left side of this piece 
is missing, but it displays the poofy feathered headdress with multiple rows of feathers 
with a top incised -line of squared hair. There is a double-row medallion of feathers tied 
on the right side of the headdress with flowing cotton cords. The hair is incised two-step 
with no mid-line parting of the hair. There is a raised water lily motif at the center of the 
forehead. The eyes are laurel shape, mouth closed. The costuming of the torso consists of 
a double strand jade bead necklace that ends in two tassels at the chest. The huipil is 
punctated and incised line to indicate a cross-hatch design. The right arm rests at the 
center of the chest with a 5 row jade bead wristlet. Of the two that have been sampled for 
chemical composition, CANF001 and CANF1260 both originate from the royal 
workshop group [Cancuén-8 group].  
 
Female with high ponytail with a twist cotton line with side baubles (Figure 8.21) 
 
CANF0022 CANF0377 CANF0601 CANF0760 CANF1294 CANF1362 
 
CANF1454 CANF1962 CANF2364 CANF2695 CANF2728  
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This version of hairstyle always has some adaptation of a cotton cord to tie the 
hair that is pulled into a high pony-tail form above the forehead. Some examples have the 
top of the hair formed into an entwined top bun that is then cordoned to the off with an 
attached appliquéd large beaded baubles or a jaunty feather-set aligned on either side, but 
never placed in the center of the hair design. The hair is a two-step cut along the side of 
the faces. CAN1962 was to be the Cancuén representative example of this type, based on 
initial observations of color and past texture.  However, its chemical composition showed 
that it was manufactured at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. The remaining four figurines are 
from local manufacturing areas. CANF0022 and 2364 were made at the royal workshop 
[Cancuén-8]. CANF1294 and CANF1454 were from the residential compound with a 
jade boulder [PV1-2-3, structure K7-24].  
 
Female with Frontal forward ponytail (Figure 8.22) 
CANF0600 CANF2176 CANF2554 CANF2666  
This example is the long ponytail brought forward and either tied to the side, or 
bent forward and flattened to rest on the top of the head and tied down with a cotton cord. 
This style is most likely a regional affectation. There are other female figurine head 
examples from the Coban district within the Burkitt collection at the University Museum, 
and the sites of Altar de Sacrificios and Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. CANF0600 and 
2554 display the appliquéd incised ponytail that is flipped to the left side of the head. 
CANF2176 and 2666 have the bend forward ponytail that is cinched at the center of the 
head with a cotton tie. Of the two that were submitted for INAA are local. CANF0600 
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was made at the royal workshop [Cancuén-8], and CANF2554 came from the southwest 
residence with the jade boulder [PV1-2-3, structure K7-24]. 
 
Woman with Double Row Top Braids 
 
CANF1643 CANF2369    
 
These two moldmade figurine heads display the hair style of separating the hair 
down the mid-line then creating two sets of braids on either side that are then arranged in 
a U- shaped pile on top of the head. CANF2369 shows the incised hair at the right side of 
the head becoming the braid. Both females have earspools indicated and CANF1643 has 
a three bead jade necklace. CANF2369 was made near the Mico cave system in 
Candelaria [Raxruja-5 group]. There is a similar head fragment example of this piled 
double braid at Lubaantun (Joyce 1933:18, Plate II).  
 
Woman with Butterfly Braids 
 
CANF1665 
CANF1665 is a highly eroded moldmade female figurine head that has a mid-line 
part and the braids are piled symmetrically at the top of the head. There is a more 
elaborate example from Palenque (Greene Robertson 1985:33, Figure 14). CANF1665, 
from the site of La Caoba, unfortunately does not match with other figurine compositions 
within the database. 
 
Woman with Sombrero (Figure 8.23) 
 
CANF0677 CANF0841 CANF1224 CANF1479 CANF1572 CANF1890 
 
CANF1935 CANF2034 CANF2178 CANF2562 CANF2664 CANF2682 
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 If ever there was a missing goddess in the pantheon of Maya gods, I nominate this 
imagery for consideration. The woman with sombrero is an image that is so ubiquitous 
within the Maya region that it is one of the few representations of a Maya woman that is 
not a categorized as an elite visage. There are examples of the Woman with Sombrero on 
the stucco on pyramid structures at Calakmul (Golden et al. 2012), polychrome pottery, 
and is especially represented in ceramic figurines. Costuming that is always present 
features a wide brimmed hat, jauntily pitched forward to protect the wearer from the 
harsh sun. The woman's costuming also includes either a cape with skirt, long huipil, and 
at times variations of possessions—whether they are baskets with commodities, children, 
or animals (Halperin 2014:84–91; Rands and Rands 1965:547, Figure27; Schele 
1997:Figure 2,3,4, 176–177;Triadan 2014:Figure 2.10m, 26; Willey 1972:Figure 33 l, m, 
n, o, 40; 1978:Figures 30–31, 27–28; see also polychrome ceramic examples in Kerr 
Maya Vase Database: K5847, 8386). Within the imagery of this collection is a subtle 
message of work and material possession. This is in contrast to normative imagery of 
elite Maya women who are depicted in sculptural detail in acts of contrition, or as 
witnesses to male heirs transitioning to noble offices -- rarely as warrior queens (see 
Miller and Martin 2004; 99–100, Figure 37 and 38 for example of what is presented in 
Yaxchilán lintels [Lady Xoc receiving the Vision Serpent], or stela at Naranjo [Lady Six 
Sky standing on top of a captive wearing a Maize costume]).  
 One reason that this imagery has a potential to be an unclaimed goddess, is 
because all of the specimens that are from this project are all fragments. Mostly the head 
and the sombrero or just the sombrero is all that remains of this imagery at the site. The 
decapitated nature of these pieces and their association with aguadas and sub-royal elite 
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residences may suggest a ritualized killing of the figurine in order to have the desired 
outcome —possibly a request for a good day of selling at the market. An alternative 
viewpoint is that the fragmented nature of the specimens is the result of the normal 
lifecycle of the figurines. The residences to the north of the palace contain a majority of 
the recovered fragments. The North Group [operation CAN54] and the Volcan group 
[operation CANF25A] have multiple examples of the Woman with Sombrero 
[CANF0677, 0841, 1479, 2664, 2682]. The eastern aguada at Los Patos residential group 
[operation CAN39A], a small residence L8-5 [operation 37C] and N10-2 [operation 40A] 
are residences to the north of the palace that contain fragments of this imagery as well. 
To the south, and west there are only three examples [CANF1224, 1890, 1935]. Based on 
the chemical compositional patterns, every item is local, but from two manufacturing 
groups. CANF0677, 1479, 1890, 2178 originate from [Cancuén-8 and Cancuén-8a]. 
CANF0841 originates from the northern jade working and residential area [CAN-1]. 
 
Female with Cloak 
CANF1025 CANF1883 CANF2134   
One of the subarea figurine traits noted in the Jonuta-Lower Usumacinta zone in 
the 1965 survey of Late Classic Maya figurines was the 'hooded' female with the step hair 
design highlighted from the site of Montecristo (now Emiliano Zapata) in the state of 
Tabasco (Rands and Rands 1965:555, Figure 49). This costuming of a cloak wrapped 
around to frame the face and the edge of the body, step-hair and penitent pose of a 
woman figurine is also present at Jonuta. At Cancuén, CANF1883 and 2134 are figurine 
head fragments of women with a cloak resting on the top of the head that frames the face. 
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The chemical composition of CANF2134 originates from the Petexbatun region. A third 
example is a moldmade female torso, the edge of the cloak is resting at the left elbow 
crease.  
 
Female Torsos  
 
CANF0318 
 
This torso is the only example in the collection of an elderly female. The partial 
torso is nude at the chest and displays the drooping pointed breasts that indicate the 
infirmity of age. The skirt line is present underneath as the right arm rests at the center of 
the lap. This is not a representation of an elderly male because there is no paunch or pot 
belly that would normally be indicated. 
 
Female holding a fan (Figure 8.24) 
 
CANF0300 CANF0470 CANF1385 CANF1998 CANF2390 CANF2406 
 
Processional scenes on polychrome pottery frequently show fans used as hand-
held objects by a human in the act of dancing (Looper 2009:52–53). While these are 
lesser in significance than other dancing accessories, fans are usually accompanied by 
other humans with musical instruments.Halperin (2014:74) interprets the figural 
examples of women holding a fan as miniaturized examples of the participation of 
women within ritual or elite sponsored processions in contrast to the absence of evidence 
in what is represented as Maya women with other material items. Perhaps an alternative 
explanation is that these ceramic figurines are acts of royal portraiture, a marking of 
particular Maya women of a certain court. While the evidence of women at court is 
present at certain large sites in the glyphic records and inscribed monuments, the 
generalizing figurine imagery of women in this ancient society has been mostly relegated 
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to weaving, child rearing, and housework. Many of the examples of 'Women holding a 
fan' are elaborate in dress, yet each example is distinguishable even though the costuming 
and positioning are identical (see the two La Senora de Comalcalco figurines as an 
example of arrangement versus costume Gallegos Gamora 2004:Figure F,37). These may 
express the intention of representing individual royal or sub-royal women in a proscribed 
artistic rendering. Reents-Budet's analysis of a polychrome vessel [MS0054] involves a 
scene of visiting dignitaries to a royal court. The left figure kneeling on a jaguar cushion 
is a woman dressed in her finest white huipil and she is holding a large fan behind the 
seated lord (1994:253–257). Reents-Budet notes that there are multiple polychrome 
ceramic examples that contain this particular format of noble interaction with a king and 
his courtiers.  
 At Cancuén, the most elaborate example of a 'Woman holding a fan' was 
recovered at a southwest residential compound with a jade boulder [operation CAN13-74, 
structure K7-24]. A neck tenon attached to a female head was placed in the hollow 
opening at the top with an appliqué connector to the moldmade body. The costuming is 
highly elaborate using punctation points to indicate the woven thread patterning. The 
woman is wearing an elaborate cape over the huipil and skirt, while in her hand with a 
highly decorated multi-band jade wristlet is a fan that is centered at the chest. At the 
center of the huipil, there is a woven mat symbol (also on the shoulder of the cape?) that 
may suggest royalty (see Stone and Zender 2011:81). The crosshatch band attaches the 
final t-shaped frets at the bottom of the shirt. This may be another image representation of 
the IK' glyph meaning 'wind' or 'breath' (Stone and Zender 2011: Catalog 73, 175). The 
intention of this word may have the additional meaning of soul, and may relate both 
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literally (putting breath into the figurine by means of blowing on the whistle end) and 
figuratively (meaning the representation of a person). The chemical compositional 
patterning attributes this figurine to the southern jade workshop from which it was 
discovered. Again, the intent of this piece possibly was to represent a foundational or a 
sub-royal woman within this residential complex. Another 'Woman with fan' torso was 
recovered from the middens within this complex [CANF0300]. The chemical 
compositional patterning places this example within the royal workshop [Cancuén-8]. 
 The northern jade workshop [operation CAN24] also contains a woman's torso 
holding a fan (most likely held in the right hand by the angle of the fan at the torso). The 
north residence [L8-2] at the bottom edge of the palace has two torso examples of the 
'Woman with fan' [CANF2390, 2406]. CANF2390 has red paint on the chest, an 
appliquéd incised corded band on the right arm, an appliquéd rosette at the top of the 
chest and the right hand holds an appliquéd fan. CANF2406 is a small figurine with a fan 
in the right hand leaning to the right and a two bead jade necklace. The eastern port also 
contains another example of this image. CANF1998 is a fragment of a torso that displays 
a highly eroded fan at the center of the chest held in the right hand, huipil line and 
breasts. The fragment was unusual in that it had a very powdery texture. The chemical 
composition is of the farthest example along the Usumacinta river system indicates that 
CANF1998 was made in the area about the site of Yaxchilán.   
 
Female holding an animal 
 
CANF0299 CANF0358 CANF1017 CANF2048 CANF2356 
 
The act of possession is also part of a Maya woman's repertoire in ceramic 
figurines. Whether the intent of these figurines are to show the nurturing aspect of Maya 
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women of the court, or if their small animal charges are for amusement purposes, or that 
they are caring for a representation of a deity in animal form, these particular images 
indicate that baby animals were a part of the family residences of the elite at the site. In 
the southern jade residence, two examples [CANF0299, 0358] are torsos of females that 
hold at their chests/lap a baby rabbit and a baby jaguar. The chemical composition of 
CANF0299 places it within PV1-2-3, the southern jade workshop. CANF0358 may also 
be a double figure, moldmade figurine because there is a hand on the left shoulder of the 
woman, suggesting that there was a second figure on the right side that was cuddling the 
woman figure. In the eastern aguada of the Los Patos complex, a female torso with an 
elaborate appliquéd double jade bead strand holds a four footed mammal in her lap with 
the right forearm. It is hard to identify the animal without seeing a tail or ears, but it 
possibly represents a piglet, puppy, or baby jaguar. This example was made at the royal 
workshop [Cancuén-8]. The final fragment was found just under the surface of the 
eastern port. This torso [CANF2356], has a double strand jade necklace a huipil line that 
is dangerously coming undone, and a small animal (baby jaguar or puppy) that is resting 
on the stomach while the right hand constrains the wriggly animal at its midsection. 
Unfortunately, this piece is chemically unattributed at the moment. 
Female holding an infant (Figure 8.25) 
Documenting other societal members within ancient Maya (other than elite 
representation) is an attempt to create a fuller interpretive picture. Focusing on particular 
subsets within the community, such as ancient Maya children’s experiences, has brought 
disparate accounts from various regional contexts. An example of representation in the 
archaeological record originated with a mortuary approach in the work by Storey (1997), 
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who dealt with the osteological frailties of Maya elite children recovered from the Late 
Classic structure 9N-8 at the site of Copan. Of the 264 individuals excavated from the 
9N-8 compound, 122 were classified as sub-adults, 60 of whom had some permanent and 
deciduous dental formations. After screening for various conditions, 32 skeletal remains 
were used for her study. Storey focused on the pathological conditions of the mortuary 
record to determine if elite level children were affected by the same diseases as found 
within the regular ancient Maya populations. Pathological conditions including dental 
defects of discoloration, hypoplasia and thinness of enamel, and osteological defects can 
indicate a child’s inadequate access to nutritious food. Morbidity rates indicate trends in 
disease versus nutrition-poor related deaths. The individuals studied displayed at least 
one pathological condition that may have contributed to the early demise of each person 
as a result of environmental factors, malnutrition and infections (Storey 1997:125). Based 
on the dataset used and the approach taken, Storey restricts her comments to the 
osteological markers, rather than attempting to place the information into a larger 
interpretive picture at Copan.  
A different approach and perspective regarding Late Classic Maya children 
internments was taken by Trachman and Valdez (2006) who tried to identify differences 
in child mortuary practices in Maya Belizean archaeological communities. They used 
household mortuary data from the Dancer Household Group structure at the site of Dos 
Hombres, which is located in northwestern Belize. They begin by describing the skeletal 
evidence, which consists of three different burials that were recovered with 
accompanying ceramic vessels, shell ornaments, and greenstone beads (Trachman and 
Valdez 2006:86). The authors suggest that the shell ornaments were tinklers that marked 
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the gender of the individuals as female. Through comparison of other sub-adult burial 
remains from the sites of Cuello, and Yaxuna, and data collected by Trachman and 
Valdez began to see regularity in patterns involving young female burial remains interred 
with Spondylus shell pendants. Using Bishop Diego de Landa’s early Colonial 
ethnographic accounts detailing the custom of caput sahil or baptism ceremony, the 
authors conclude that the symbolic connections between the shell pendants in Late 
Classic burials possibly indicates the presence of a female child-focused tradition 
(Trachman and Valdez, 2006:96). Trachman and Valdez clearly need discreet age sets to 
confirm their hypothesis, but for the moment, they can only discuss the connections with 
the shell adornment from 3 years to before 12 years of age in the lifecycle of an ancient 
Mayan female. Their work represents an attempt to discern a particular regularity of 
social practices with Maya female children in connection with material symbols during 
Late Classic times.  
Different ways in which children are interred in house mounds and public features 
are described by Storey and McAnany in a study that contrasts child burial remains at the 
Formative site of K’axob in Belize (2006). Though not situated in the Late Classic, the 
authors try to interpret burial ritual in consideration of the physical internment of ancient 
children. 
Another attempt at the interpretation of children using Late Classic Maya cultural 
material focuses on the exploration of practices of playtime and the use of children as 
sources of accessible labor in ancient household settings. This approach is taken by 
Hutson (2006) who sought the presence of children among the materials excavated at the 
Maya site of Chunchucmil. The study attempted to establish a link between theoretical 
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understandings of how children exist in their material spaces and material patterns in the 
archaeological record. Hutson notes that, from a historical perspective, the interest in 
children as their own documention as persons and their social development is a Western 
concept and that a difficulty arises when placing twenty-first century biases into 
reconstructions (2006:107). However, evidence from Aztec sources indicates that 
children did pass through certain age stages with particular social outcomes in pre-
Columbian times, (Joyce 2000).  
Faced with the question of how to find children in the archaeological record at 
Chunchucmil, Hutson proceeds to address the issue through a methodology of spatial 
constraints (2006:104). Using residential house lots for evidence of ancient children’s 
involvement in the community, he focuses on the “Aak” group of house structures, which 
went through several stages of renovation throughout their use. As the houses are 
abandoned, different deposits of trash develop within different rooms. Hutson notes the 
occurrence of small fragments of shell found within particular zones (2006:19). He 
interprets this depositional process as the result of children playing and exploring 
abandoned houses. While tentatively framed, given the paucity of data, this interpretive 
effort was a way to explore social boundaries as affecting individuals that are not always 
represented in the archaeological record. 
Robin (2002) seeks evidence for finding alternative activity patterns that might 
indicate differences in who participated (women or children) in the experience of 
performing agricultural labor during the Late Classic Maya period in Belize. She begins 
by creating a base of world-wide ethnographic data that draws upon the work by other 
scholars who have commented on the role of women in intensive farming situations. 
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Robin examines contemporary regional farming practices and ancient imagery, as well as 
drawing on her excavations at the site of Chan Nóohol to argue for gender differentiation 
in early agricultural practices. Nothing in her database, including Late Classic Maya 
ceramic (including figurines) imagery is found that portrays female participation in 
agricultural practices. Robin interprets her archaeological data in a site perspective that 
created a place where farming, tool manufacturing, and habitation zones were enclosed or 
restricted. She uses the latter as an example of “spatial closeness,” constituting “proof” 
that ancient agricultural practices incorporated women within the area and provided a 
potential situation where children could have participated as agricultural laborers worked 
as well.  
 
Maya Figurines and Ancient Maya Children 
The practice of describing the representation of children as represented in ceramic 
figurines is not new. Site reports from Jaina, Piedras Negras, Altar de Sacrificios, Ceibal, 
and Cancuén all mention different figural forms portraying adult females at times holding 
objects including children (Pina Chan 1968, Schlosser 1978, Willey 1972; 1978, and 
Sears 2001). Such portrayal of children, however, may be as a secondary attribute that is 
being used to denote some gendered or functional aspect of the central figure.  
 Recent work has incorporated new methodologies for the interpretation of 
children as they may be represented in ceramic figurines from Terminal Classic sites 
from the Ulúa valley in Honduras (Lopiparo 2006). Lopiparo reviews the cultural 
material that has been accumulated by the Proyecto Arqueológico Clásico Terminal 
(PACT) as part of the household studies conducted within the valley. A major focus of 
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the excavations was to determine how ceramic production centers were organized 
(2006:137). Using site collections that had been previously collected (CR-103, CR-132), 
and household sites that contained larger middens (CR-80 and CR-381), Lopiparo 
describes the diversity of figurine fragments recovered from different contexts within 
four areas. Figurine fragments are found to depict the images normally seen in Late 
Classic collections: females carrying vessels, females carrying children, zoomorphic, 
grotesques, masks, and elderly. Whereas other scholars have interpreted representations 
of figurines as markers of household ritual, Lopiparo considers the figurine’s role in the 
ritual procedures of production (2006:143). She believes that ceramic production should 
not only take into account economic and exchange factors, but should also consider 
symbolic representations of reproduction that result from material and spiritual processes. 
The rich data set with context that not only contains figurines arranged on floors, but is 
also located near to a production figurine center, thus allows her to enhance and 
reconstruct a larger contextual meaning. 
 Lopiparo also devotes attention to the regular occurrence of the mortuary remains 
excavated from under the different household floors. The burials within the house 
mounds are placed under the floors on their lateral sides, in their extended positions, all 
are oriented 24 degrees east of north, and tend not have accompanying burial goods in 
association (2006:52; 2003:172). Lopiparo interprets the regularity of the mortuary 
pattern as a reflection of the ritual standards maintained within this particular social 
group. The particular alignment of burials, regardless of the house mound axis 
organization, is considered to be a reflection of larger ritual conceptions of the landscape 
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surrounding the area, where the ancient inhabitants are aligned towards the highest 
mountain that surrounds the region (2003:154).  
 Many of the figurines that Lopiparo describes are moldmade, and multiple 
identical copies may have been produced. Consequently, there is a greater likelihood for 
children to have come into contact with figurines on a regular basis (2003:158). The 
mass- produced nature of figurines with many fragmented examples from the region 
could create particular visages that would be repeatedly messaged to ancient children as 
they come in contact with the figurines. And, the moldmade production sequence needed 
to create multiple copies of figurines would have made the casting sequence easy for 
children to participate in the creation of such material. The miniaturization of the figurine 
as a shape/form, the distillation of imagery within a smaller package, also creates an easy 
access point for the indoctrination of children to what was socially acceptable at the 
period (Lopiparo 2006:161). With the previous work discussed as background, I now 
consider new perspectives on the figurines from Cancuén.  
 
A Representational Note at Cancuén  
 The collection of evidence for children in the archaeological record at Cancuén 
falls into two categories: the representation of children in figural form and figurines 
associated with child burials. The representation of children in figural form at the site of 
Cancuén or at sites in the surrounding area is paltry at best. There are no instances of 
children portrayed in any of the discovered incised epigraphic panels, polychrome pottery 
or on jade objects. Children, however, are depicted in figurines, where they are portrayed 
at the life-stage of infant or toddler (Figure 8.25). This conclusion stems from the 
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observation that figurine children are usually portrayed in the arms of a mother/female 
figure— suggesting they are very young. The “Female with Child” designation/type falls 
into a particular category of “Female with” – a classificatory construction that parallels 
“Female with animal”, or “Female with Fan”. These collective categories, however, have 
very few exemplars at the site as well.  
 
The “Female with Child” designation (Figure 8.25) 
CANF1898 CANF2330 CANF2512 CANF2514 CANF1898 
Structure M6-12, excavated by Michael Callaghan and Mirza Monterroso, is 
located to the southeast of the large palace, within close proximity to the Pasión River 
(Kovacevich et. al. 2004). The house mound is oriented in an east-west direction on top 
of a natural platform overlooking a nearby stream to the west. Excavations were 
conducted to see if any workshop production was taking place within this sector of the 
area and to confirm what activities were occurring in this particular architectural feature 
[Architectural type IV] (Kovacevich et al. 2004:304). Ninety-four figurine fragments 
were recovered from middens and floor areas. CANF1898 depicts a torso with a right 
hand with multi-beaded wristlet holding an infant leg and is of a moldmade construction. 
Other figurines from the excavated units depict female with fan, zoomorphic, dog, deer, 
incised throne, female with noble attire, and male with headdress. 
 
CANF2330 
This figurine fragment was discovered in deep fill from within the palace 
structure, approximately 6.75-6.95 m from surface. The excavation unit was placed 
within the northern group of the palace in order to document the stages of construction 
(Callaghan 2004, Chapter 6). The unit revealed the previous constructed terraces and 
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staircases under structure of L7-1 (Callaghan 2004:108). Fourteen other fragments were 
recovered from the units that were placed to delineate L7-1 structure. CANF2330 depicts 
the right half of a torso, probably an adult female and is of moldmade construction. A 
right arm/right hand cradles an infant whose own arms are crossed right to left on the 
torso. A raised bead is present on the infant’s neck. Other figurines depict a removable 
jaguar mask, males, warriors, female torso with cloak, zoomorphic torso, possible 
representation of the virgin moon goddess and old man motif, and a grotesque-visaged 
flute. Unfortunately, the chemical composition of this piece is unassigned at the moment.  
 
CANF2512 
  
This figurine was recovered from the initial test units excavated at Tres Islas, a 
site generally considered to be Preclassic at its height of power but with a Late Classic 
component (Tomasic 2004, Chapter 18). The fragment was found 20-40 cm below 
surface and no other figurine fragments were recovered from this unit. Five figurine 
fragments were collected from Operation 2, Units 25, 26, 28 and 37. CANF2512 depicts 
the solid, frontal side of an infant face with headdress, earspools, and moldmade 
construction. The face of the infant may appear in a sleeping position (eyes closed?). The 
position of the infant would be situated at the left shoulder/upper torso region of the 
larger figurine. Generally the adult would be a female holding an infant on the left side. 
Neutron activation analysis (INAA) reveals that this sample has a chemical composition 
that demonstrates that this figurine originated from the La Lima residential complexes in 
the Candelaria cave system. 
 
CANF2514 
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This fragment was discovered in the southwest quadrant of the Chontal 
rockshelter located south of Cancuén. A 2x2 m excavation unit was placed in the 
rockshelter, yielding chert flakes, pottery, the figurine, chert laurel leaf projectile point, 
fire cracked rocks, an obsidian blade, jute, and land snail (Spenard 2006:75). The figurine 
depicts the left half of a pregnant torso, arms/hands clasping belly. An additional left 
arm/leg is depicted, hanging on the left side of the torso, suggesting an infant’s left arm 
clutching the left pectoral of the adult figure. The back of the infant’s torso is flattened, 
appearing as an appliquéd cloak hugging the left reverse side of the adult figure.  
 
Cancuén’s “Representative” Children 
 
 Of the four identified examples of children portrayed in the Cancuén figurine 
record, two are from highly interesting areas: a house that is a potential workshop, and 
the fill and previous construction within the Late Classic palace. The other two are from 
northern sites near Cancuén. Taken as a group, the images of children that are represented 
in figural form are of the infant lifestage, needing to be transported or connected with an 
adult. There are no other representations of other life stages such as sub-adult, although 
there is always the potential for recording error while processing many figurine 
fragments. Moving outward to consider the wider Pasión River region, one finds both 
infant and sub-adult life stages are represented in varying abundance. The Altar de 
Sacrificios figurine collection contains two representations of women carrying infants 
(Willey 1972:Figure 34 B and G). The figurine collection from Ceibal, in contrast, does 
not depict an example of women with children, instead, Willey focused on the treatment 
of how women are depicted by their varied headdresses and how the fragments of the 
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torsos are feminized (1978:26–31). The Petexbatun region portrays both infant and sub-
adult stages (Figure 6). Elsewhere, Rands and Rands note the sub-adult lifestage from the 
Chiapas region (1965:Figure 24). Museum collections also indicate two-life stages of 
children (Schele 1997:Figures 20–23, 32, 33). 
  The figural representations that occur outside of Cancuén, such as CANF2512, 
demonstrate Cancuén’s contact with other sites like Tres Islas within the region. Spenard 
believes that the artifacts recovered from the many cave sites within the La Caoba/ San 
Francisco Hills region are material remains of gift-giving rituals between the ancient 
Maya and the supernatural world (2006:79). If this is the case, then CANF2514 might be 
considered an example of ritual traditions within the region—perhaps the petition of the 
gods for a chance at fertility? 
 
Figurines and Children Burials at Cancuén 
 
CANF0464 CANF0465 CANF0466 CANF468 
 The purpose of this exploration is to view how particular mortuary patterns from 
Cancuén might be interpreted within a “Child Focused” perspective/ analysis. Some 
cultural material facts, however, will be restated here for discussion purposes. 
 The most spectacular burial arrangement that includes figurines was discovered 
by Lucia Moran Giracca during the 1999 field season, and was fully excavated in 2000 
(Moran Giracca 2003:8). Her group of structures, designated as the L6 group, is located 
southeast of the palace and southeast of the large ritual aguada. This was a location close 
enough to have had easy access to the palace interior. Moran Giracca excavated three 
large structures that were organized in a u-shaped pattern (2003:Figure 12.1). A large 
grill/ hearth was discovered within the large structure, L6-1, which had intact comales 
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(large ceramic discs for tortilla cooking). She interprets this as evidence of a secondary 
occupation within the residential group. Other structures had large surrounding limestone 
patios, which allowed for workshop areas (2003:27). 
Burial # 7 
Associated with the primary occupancy of the L6-1 structure, Burial 7 was 
discovered under the house floor. The burial, which was oriented in a north/south fashion, 
consists of one child skeleton, placed in an articulated position face-up, accompanied by 
two vessels and five figurines (Moran Giracca 2000:28). Sex of the burial was 
inconclusive, as only the cranium, ribs, and teeth could be recovered for study. There 
were no dental caries associated with the burial and there were 15 baby teeth and 20 
permanent teeth ready to erupt. From the development of the dentition, the skeleton was 
interpreted to have been of an individual between 5-8 years old (Berryman 2003:53–58). 
The offerings associated with burial 7 were found to encircle the body as well as being 
placed atop of the head area. The two vessels at the north end, near to the head of the 
burial, were reconstructable. Vessel # 1 is a cylinder shape, the paste of which is 
attributed to manufacture in the Alta Verapaz region to the south (Moran Giracca 2003, 
37). Vessel # 2 is a bowl form and is a local ceramic form and local paste.  
Extensive details about the figurines from Moran Giracca’s excavation have been 
discussed previously (Sears 2001). Here, I elaborate on the possible significance of these 
five figurines. Four of the figurines are arranged in a general circle around the burial 
(CANF464, CANF465, CANF466, and CANF468) and a fifth was discovered within the 
trench wall [CANF467] of the excavation (Figure 8). All of the figurines portray male 
visages and male dress. They do not share a common construction technique, ranging 
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from moldmade to combination hand-modeled pieces attached to moldmade parts. Two 
of the figurines have removable headdresses that were close to each associated figurine. 
The height of the figurines would be considered larger in scale than the general 
moldmade specimens (average height = 25 cm). Themes found in the figurines from 
Burial # 7 are reviewed in Chapter 7. Burial # 37 is also associated in the same level as 
burial # 7 within the same house mound, but it is unclear if burial # 37 is associated with 
burial #7 (Moran Giracca 2003:38). Burial # 37 has no ritual material goods associated 
within the extended body. 
 
Mortuary Interpretations of Maya Children at Cancuén  
 Using the Burial #7 example I previously applied different theoretical 
perspectives to reconstruct past events. Based on the INAA data the compositions of 
CANF0464 through CANF0467 offer chemical evidence of intra-regional contacts with 
the highland site of Raxruja, while the raw materials for CANF0468 were procured 
locally within Cancuén. A contextual interpretation may be used to examine the spatial 
organization of the burial. Four of the five recovered figurines encircle the burial and all 
are male in their representations. Are they representations of guardians meant to protect 
the deceased? Thematically, since two of the figurines are ballplayer types [CANF0467, 
CANF0468], are there symbolic connections between the physical representations of 
these figurines to what might have taken place during a ballgame? If the physical space 
of a ballcourt acts as a “symbolic place of origin and emergence from the supernatural 
realm into the world of humanity” (Reents-Budet 1994:264), the space of Burial #7 might 
serve as a portal through which the deceased can pass. The arrangement of the figurines 
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may represent/act as the ritual and architectural space of a ballcourt. Possible support for 
this speculation may be found in the ballplayer recovered to the side of the burial, 
CANF0467, which is wearing a deer headdress. Ball players with deer headdresses that 
are found on Late Classic polychrome pottery have been interpreted as individuals 
designated for sacrifice at the end of the game (Gutierrez, cited in Reents-Budet 1994, 
268). Morán was unable to recover the body or any other portion of this figurine. Thus, 
CANF0467 might be construed as a “sacrifice” during the internment of the body. This 
might be interpreted as actual archaeological evidence of a ritual residue that took place 
during initializing the burial processes. The winner of the ballgame, represented by a 
ballplayer wearing a bird headdress, is the one who opens the portal the supernatural 
world by sacrificing the loser (Gutierrez cited in Reents-Budet 1994:288).  
CANF0468 is near to the interred body and depicts a ballplayer costume with a 
bird headdress. Another figurine, CANF0466, is in the act of transformation; a 
freestanding jaguar mask is placed on the figurine head and a feline/jaguar tail emerges 
from the back end of the tunic. The arrangement of the burial in a north/south direction 
may also represent the Maya concept of a vertical dimension, a symbolic “heaven-
underworld” axis (Ashmore 1991:216). In this interpretation, the role of the figurines 
from Burial # 7 is meant to assist the deceased in passing into the underworld by taking 
on particular roles of transformation.  
An alternative interpretation for both Burial #7 and Burial #71 is that the family 
lineages were not from Cancuén but needed to conduct appropriate sacrifices to establish 
“residency”/or affiliation with the elite at Cancuén. The corpus of figurines within this 
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burial contains one example that originates from Cancuén [CANF0468)]. Is this an 
example of migratory clan’s attempt to associate themselves with the palace elites? 
Due to the highly eroded nature of the bone material in the burials with figurines 
at Cancuén, it is unlikely that the sex of each interred individual will ever be determined. 
All of the thematic representations in figurines, however, are of males. Is the male theme 
found in the figurines at Cancuén an example of what Gillespie meant by attempting to 
find the individual in mortuary ritual within the Maya (2001:73)? “The majority of 
archaeological cultures have left few such direct clues to social identities; it is 
nevertheless important in interpreting evidence for agency and status differences to 
recognize how “personhood” was enacted within a network of social groupings” 
(Gillespie 2001:100). While such evidence is difficult to glean in the archaeological 
record, the holistic social analysis of Gillespie’s perspective might serve as a template for 
what the male figurines from Burial #7 could elucidate as elite identity in ancient 
Cancuén society.  
Meaning and Representation at the Site of Cancuén 
The varied imagery found on Maya ceramic figurines can become immediate 
exemplars of ancient life ways. There is much room for dialogue concerning what is 
identified as a particular Mayan representation. Just as the Barbie doll continues to 
provoke a range of discussions concerning the benefits of representing an idealized 
version of women and their roles within the twentieth century, ancient Maya imagery on 
figurines is used to create social narrations. Late Classic Maya figurines could be used to 
present a certain social role, a ritualized usage, or function within a community. These 
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aspects begin with identification. And identification of particular figurines can at times, 
trend in a way that affects the outcome of current analysis. For example, a male warrior 
figurine from Aguateca is classified as being a monster headdress by the original 
investigator (Triadan 2014:19, Figure 2.4). And a similar example from Aguateca is 
identified as a 'Fat Men' masked headdress by Halperin within her idea of what 'Fat Men' 
represent within the Maya zone (2014:104, Figure 4.4). This is not an isolated event, for 
even the identification and function of the dual figures of an old man and young woman 
has multiple academic discussions concerning their function, identification and meaning 
all due to the perspective of the investigator (see Sears 2016).  
Identification of the major variation within the Cancuén ceramic figurine corpus 
is assisted greatly by comparison to other remains that have imagery, whether on incised 
stone, ceramic painted polychrome vessels or other figurines. There is a repetitious 
pattern to official political offices, the natural world, or the influence of other community 
values. As Triadan has noted for the site of Aguateca, there is a tendency to have more 
representation of male imagery (2014:15, 2007). I would comment that this is a trend at 
Cancuén as well. Another pattern identified in this study is that while there is no 
definitive paste match to examples from Palenque or its environs, religious influence 
appears in certain specimens because of the identification of particular deity preferences. 
Dwarfs in comparison to contextual recovery at the site actually are limited to sub-royal 
residences and ritual environments. This may speak to the importance of Dwarfs in 
relation to preferences of members within the royal court. Costuming and limb 
positioning is another decipherment angle that was a very useful exploration in this effort. 
The Salinas Male representation would normally be classified as a warrior, but the 
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position of the right hand at the chest signaling the glyph sign of ICHON, or 'In his 
presence', changes this figurine to a noble/ sub royal representation. Women at the site of 
Cancuén, not only have royal presence, but also project a sense of possession by holding 
onto fans, animals or children. Surprisingly, sub-royal elites had direct representation to 
certain deities within the site through miniaturized figurines. This questions the idea that 
the king and his small coterie in the palace were the only ones to have restricted access to 
communicating with the gods through blood sacrifice and burning of messages. Unlike 
the large censer stands that have gods represented on them as they were arranged on the 
temple stairways at Palenque, there currently are no ceramic figural examples of Deities 
within the Palace complex at Cancuén. It seems that the jade workshop and a few sub-
royal residences surrounding the palace enjoyed direct access to deity worship.  
The exploration of different aspects of figurines from Cancuén has benefited from 
the use of comparative techniques, technical differentiations of paste, contextual 
variations, and comparison to other external Maya material remains, all of which are 
integral for a fuller understanding of ancient intentions. The following chapter is an 
attempt to bring these different aspects about the Cancuén figurines towards a summary 
discussion. 
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Representation Within Cancuén Site outside of Cancuén Total 
God A 4 
 
4 
God L 2 
 
2 
Principle Bird Deity 3 1 4 
God D 4 
 
4 
God K 
 
2 2 
Goddess I 3 
 
3 
Goddess O 2 
 
2 
Way Creatures 7 
 
7 
Turtle 1 
 
1 
Iguana 1 
 
1 
Snake 1 
 
1 
Frog 4 
 
4 
Hawk 1 1 2 
Turkey 1 1 2 
Parrots 
 
2 2 
Owls 9 
 
9 
Bird torsos 7 
 
7 
Dog 10 1 11 
Feline 8 
 
8 
Rabbit 1 
 
1 
Opossum 1 
 
1 
Armadillo 1 
 
1 
Pisote 1 
 
1 
Deer 1 
 
1 
Monkey 3 1 4 
Ruler 7 
 
7 
Male with Feather Headdress 7 
 
7 
Male with Tall Cotton Hat 5 
 
5 
Male with Cotton Turban Pouf 4 
 
4 
Cancuén Male 65 1 66 
War Serpent Headdress 6 
 
6 
Grotesque Headdress 3 
 
3 
Male with Headdress 8 
 
8 
Male with Mask 3 
 
3 
Warrior Torso with Object 6 
 
6 
Male with Cap Headdress 1 
 
1 
Male with Long Hair 2 
 
2 
Ballplayer 6 
 
6 
Salinas Elite Male 4 
 
4 
Shell Goggle Headdress 5 1 6 
Dwarf 18 2 20 
Fat Man 4 
 
4 
Elderly Male 5 1 6 
Grotesque Male 7 
 
7 
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Table 8.1. The total variation of imagery detailed in this study 
Female with Royal Feather Band 12 12 
Female with High Ponytail 11 11 
Female with Frontal Forward Ponytail 4 4 
Female with Double Row Braids 2 2 
Woman with Butterfly Braids 1 1 
Woman with Sombrero 12 12 
Female with Cloak 3 3 
Elderly Female Torso 1 1 
Female Holding a Fan 6 6 
Female Holding an Animal 5 5 
Female Holding an Infant 4 4 
Total  317 
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CANF0032   CANF0143      CANF0844     CANF1238
GOD A
CANF1065  GOD L CANF1084
CANF1333        CANF1372   CANF2170  CANF2202
PRINCIPLE BIRD DEITY
CANF1411      CANF2640      CANF2551     CANF1331
GOD D —Including GI versions
CANF2498 GOD K  CANF2505
Figure 8.1.  The male deity forms represented at Cancuén and surrounding
      sites (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0469      CANF2125          CANF2159
GODDESS I (with her companion)
CANF1266 GODDESS O  CANF2345
CANF2568    CANF2684   CANF2706
Figure 8.2.  The Goddesses and the Way creatures that are in transformation
     (photos: Erin L. Sears).
CANF0466    CANF0464   CANF0472  CANF1552
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Reptiles:
Turtle
CANF0283
Iguana
CANF1258
Snake
CANF1452
Amphibians:
CANF1235          CANF1431
CANF2352         CANF2357
Figure 8.3.  The reptiles and amphibians at the site (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Avian:
CANF0955      HAWK  CANF2509
CANF1379
TURKEY
CANF2510
CANF2460 PARROT  CANF2508
CANF0225  CANF0375    CANF0473    CANF0605  CANF0657
CANF1064    CANF1386  CANF1557   CANF2402
OWLS
Figure 8.4.  The range of Avian forms at Cancuén (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Mammals:
CANF0456  CANF0899   CANF1202   CANF1641
CANF1654    CANF1861     CANF2045
CANF2069          CANF2414
CANF2614               CANF2661
Figure 8.5.  The range of dogs (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Mammals:
CANF0818 CANF0881 CANF1125
CANF1246 CANF1884 CANF2331
CANF2348          CANF2638
Figure 8.6.  The range of feline forms at Cancuén (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Other Mammals:
RABBIT
CANF1382
OPOSSUM
CANF2371
ARMADILLO
 CANF2212
DEER?
CANF2080
CANF0379 CANF0380  CANF732  CANF1968
PISOTE/COATIS
Figure 8.7.  Smaller mammals (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0812  CANF1222 CANF1637
CANF1638
MONKEYS
CANF2507
Other Mammals Continued:
BAT
CANF1348
CANF1856  CANF1954 CANF2134
CANF2165 CANF2737
CENSER ZOOMORPHIC FEET
Figure 8.8.  Figurine representations of monkeys and bats with additional
 censer feet (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF2646 CANF2649
CANF2640  CANF2648 CANF2600
CANF1917
CANF0468
Figure 8.9.  Human, Male, Ruler Figurines
 from Cancuén (photos: Erin L.
 Sears).
Jade Diadems #2 and
#4 from Burial 50
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CANF007 CANF0673 CANF1336
CANF1519  CANF1887 CANF1997
CANF2432
Figure 8.10.  Humanoid, Male, with Feathered Headdress (photos:
 Erin L. Sears).
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 CANF1221 CANF1499  CANF2185
CANF2736
CANF2746
Figure 8.11.  Humanoid, Male, Sub-royal Elite with Tall Cotton Hat
 (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1298                CANF1499
CANF2625
CANF2670
Figure 8.12.  Humanoid, Male, Sub-royal Elite with Cotton Turban Poof
                  (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0472
CANF0021         CANF0223
CANF0359   CANF0445
CANF0490   CANF0717  CANF0723   CANF0755
CANF1306  CANF1511   CANF1827   CANF2100
CANF2322   CANF2650   CANf2686   CANF2687
Figure 8.13.  Cancuén Male and the variations of heads (photos: Erin L.
     Sears).
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CANF0309 CANF0400
CANF1614
CANF0471
CANF1672 CANF2316
Male, War Serpent Headdress
Males with Elaborate Headdresses
CANF0909   CANF0993
CANF1878
Male, Grotesque Headdress
CANF0230 CANF0675
CANF1355 CANF1399   CANF1582
CANF1979 CANF1982
Male, Headdress with Zoomorphic
Motifs
Figure 8.14.  The variation of Males with
 headdresses (photos: Erin
L. Sears).
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CANF2030  CANF2651  CANF1552
Male, wearing a mask
CANF0342
CANF0378
CANF0385 CANF1242
CANF2444 CANF2671
Male, torsos,
holding objects
Figure 8.15.  Figurines depicting Mayan males wearing masks and examples
 of fragments of male torsos holding objects (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1556    Male, with cap headdress
CANF0374      CANF2332
Male, with long hair
CANF1018     CANF1931    CANF2404
CANF2415     CANF2629
Male, Ballplayer costume
Figure 8.16.  Other variation of male representation in the collection
                    (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1008 CANF1308  CANF2128 CANF2705
CANF0033    CANF0034  CANF0011
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros, excavated by
Brian D. Dillon, Museo Nacional de
 Arqueología y Etnología, Guatemala City.
The Salinas de los Nueve Cerros Male form
CANF0017 CANF0448 CANF1664
CANF1895 CANF2443
Male, Headdress with Shell Goggles
CANF2472
Figure 8.17.  Male figurine examples that have external
 influences (photos: Erin L.Sears).
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Figure 8.18.  The variation of Mayan dwarfs in this study (photos: Erin L. Sears).
CANF0065 CANF0325 CANF0383 CANF0407
CANF0455 CANF0681 CANF0750 CANF0856
CANF1021
CANF1310
CANF1391
CANF1430
CANF1461 CANF1687 CANF2346 CANF2434
CANF2559  CANF2624  CANF2647 CANF2727
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CANF310
CAN2167
CANF2419    CANF2449
CANF0919    CANF1010  CANF1123  CANF1677
CANF2186   CANF2654
Male, Fat Man
Male, Elderly
CANF0229 CANF0990 CANF1037    CANF1105
CANF1300  CANF1302 CANF1348
Male , Grotesque
Figure 8.19.  Variation
of non elite men
at Cancuén
(photos: Erin L.
Sears).
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CANF001 CANF0096 CANF0207 CANF1249
CANF1260
CANF1286  CANF1412  CANF1945
CANF1995 CANF2412 CANF2428 CANF2557
Female, with Royal feathered headband
Figure 8.20.  Female figurines with elaborate royal feathered (at times–poofy)
 headband (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0022      CANF0377   CANF0601   CANF0760
CANF1294  CANF1362   CANF1454
CANF1962
CANF2364    CANF2695    CANF2728
Figure 8.21.  The different variations of female hair pulled back into a
       ponytail form, at times the cotton line holds jade baubles
       (photos: Erin L. Sears).
Female, with high ponytail
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CANF0600  CANF2176     CANF2554  CANF2666
 CANF1644 CANF2369
CANF1665
Female, with frontal flipped ponytail
Female, with double row top braids
Female, with butterfly braids
Figure 8.22.  Variations on the ponytail and braid styles (photos:
 Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0677  CANF0841     CANF1224    CANF1479
CANF1572
CANF1890 CANF1935   CANF2034
CANF2178     CANF2562      CANF2664        CANF2682
Female, with sombrero
CANF1025   CANF1883     CANF2134
Female, with cloak
CANF0318
Female, torso, elderly
Figure 8.23.  The range of women
    that are also present in
    other sites along the
       riverways
       (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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CANF0300
CANF0470
CANF1385 CANF1998
CANF2390 CANF2406
Woman, holding a fan
CANF0299 CANF0358  CANF1017
CANF2048          CANF2356
Woman, torso, holding an animal
Figure 8.24. Women holding objects in their torso region (photos:
 Erin L. Sears).
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CANF1898
CANF2330
CANF2512
CANF2514
Figure 8.25.  Female, holding an infant (photos: Erin L. Sears).
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Chapter 9 
Ceramic Maya Lowland Figurine Development along the Lower Pasión: The Late 
Classic Site of Cancuén 
The focus of this study is on the figurines from Cancuén, but my understanding of 
them has been aided by viewing them, physically and compositionally, relative to work 
that I have carried out on other collections and comparison of the Cancuén ceramic pastes 
to that of other analyses in the Maya Ceramics project data base. Without the perspective 
afforded by these sets of comparative information, statements pertaining to the movement 
of figurines into and out of Cancuén would have been impossible. Compositional studies 
are essentially spatial in nature (Bishop et al. 1982:275–276). They attempt to 
differentiate among resources that may be located relatively near one another on a 
landscape, to locations along a river drainage, or to discrete raw material deposits well 
removed from one another. The consideration of form and construction practices 
associated with the study of figurines also has its spatial dimensions, but like other 
ceramic studies, the spatial patterning involving compositional, structural, and stylistic 
expressions are subject to changing behavioral practices (Arnold et al. 1991). This 
chapter serves more as a discussion of the forms and imagery and the roles they might 
fulfilled rather than as a recitation of findings. In so doing, I leave the comfort of 
objective description, by image or by parts per million, and address some of the "softer" 
aspects and relationships that I see in the figurines recovered at Cancuén.  
Sacred landscapes and economic opportunities characterize settlements along 
riverine locations and karst cave systems that were exploited by the ancient Maya 
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residing near the current Alta Verapaz and El Petén border. Surviving historic narratives 
point to close connections among some of the population centers such as those of the 
Petexbatun kingdoms and Cancuén polity (Houston 1993, Martin and Grube 2008). 
Research to date has documented an unspecifiable fraction of the information to be 
gained by excavation at Cancuén. However, each of the individual studies (mapping, jade 
resource exploration, cave systems, ceramics, palace environment, mortuary analysis, 
ritual public spaces, sub-royal elite residences, hieroglyphic analysis) contributes 
different data sets that broaden the descriptive narrative and further understanding of 
ancient settlement formation within the region (see supplemental materials in Demarest 
2013). Without the extensive exploration and excavations at Cancuén and locations in its 
regional setting, information pertaining to ceramic figurine variation and circulation 
would have been extremely limited.  
 The present study of Cancuén figurines, considering technology, style, and 
composition often required reconsideration of the multiple data sets as comparative 
information was found in the collections, literature, or newly generated chemical data. As 
new patterns, relationships, or possible contacts emerged, I evaluated them for what they 
might reveal about intra-site architectural/social grouping and inter-site, inter-regional 
and long distant connectivity. For example, although the basic form of a figurine is used 
as a beginning level of categorization, the patterns that emerge are mined for what they 
might reveal about manufacturing preferences and distributional patterns across the 
cityscape. How a ceramic object is made, the raw material procured and processed, and 
transformed by fire are all individualized behavioral assessments that can be tracked (at 
times) or gleaned from within the object itself (see Gosselain 1998; Pool 1992; Schiffer 
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and Skibo 1987). Indeed, this chaîne opératoires (documenting steps towards an 
understanding of technological style—an operational chain) is an aspect that can be 
discerned from several examples within the Cancuén collection. 
 Rands and Rands (1965) and Ivic de Monterroso (2000) defined four basic 
manufacturing forms along the Usumacinta system at the sites of Palenque and Piedras 
Negras. Halperin's collection (2012) also contained four body forms based on processes 
of manufacture at the site of Motul de San Jose. In contrast, the figurine corpus at 
Cancuén included 11 forms and other form elaborations, expanding the consideration of 
manufacturing preferences to incorporate varied distinctive musical forms that contain 
imagery as well as the more exotic forms that are present in this collection (Table 9.1). 
The designation of obverse or reverse of the relief design is the first dividing assessment.  
 
The Methods of Manufacture at Cancuén 
Molds and Their Interpretive Value at the Site  
 Based on the decade and a half of excavations at Cancuén, one can state that 
molds are not abundantly represented. This is somewhat surprising given what I have 
seen at Palenque or what has been reported for communities in Honduras (see Hendon et 
al. 2014). As always, there may be excavation bias that will be ameliorated with further 
work. Alternatively, retention of intact molds might not have been a traditional pattern of 
curation (heirloom) behavior practiced by the Cancuén inhabitants. Eleven figurine mold 
fragments were found, of which six were recovered from areas that are likely ritual areas 
(ballcourts, regional caves). Such context might suggest a pattern of behavior that 
incorporates the 'killing' of intact molds as part of an event that ritually empowers—a 
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feast, a political ceremony, or a religious procedure. Additionally, fragmented molds 
have been used as part of ritualized practice involving the distribution of the pieces, such 
as creating a quadripartite directional depositional patterning (a scattering of the imagery 
contained on the mold in four directional points). This type of ritual would favor the 
individual, probably an elite member of the society given proximity to ritually charged 
locations, which would could control, view or attain certain figurine imagery at a 
particular point in time with appropriate termination rituals being use to ritually "kill" the 
figurine objects. To the extent that this would be case, Brady's (1989:411) interpretation 
of activities at pilgrimage sites involving cave systems could be considered a viable 
model for future figurine studies.  
 For example, the present-day town of Esquipulas, Guatemala has a shrine of the 
Virgin and distributes clay tablets for sacred consumption (geophagy) (Pugh 2005:62). It 
is also customary to take away many of the clay tablets and bring them to the pilgrim’s 
community (Brady and Veni 1992:155–156). This may offer an analogy to the ritualized 
behavior that occurs along the Candelaria cave range. People at the site of La Lima, 
located near a major opening to the Candelaria cave system, not only manufactured their 
molds locally but received molds from far away sites. The INAA data provides evidence 
that positive figurine forms from the cave site of La Lima compositionally link to 
fragments that were found within residential units of Cancuén as well as other sites in the 
region where they have been recovered in ritualized contexts. A mold fragment of a bird's 
beak [CANF2439], found in the residential unit #3 near the cave at La Lima may suggest 
that mold dispersal is a behavior that is also present in other inter-site settings. The 
chemical data for CANF2439 establishes that it was manufactured at Salinas de los 
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Nueve Cerros, which speaks to the ability of the small community at La Lima to attract 
visitors, or acquire objects from other distant centers within the region. The tracking of 
where the Candelaria cave figurines were deposited regionally supports suggestions that 
those communities situated alongside the cave openings were creating an item of 
ritualized material meaning to meet demands for public consumption, albeit not in the 
mass quantities or scale as is made in many historic or current pilgrimages to ritual 
shrines in Middle Latin American regions (see Patel 2005). 
 Although intact molds have not been recovered at Cancuén, there is one that was 
found outside of the Cancuén system, at a site with which Cancuén had no evidence of 
historic contact. LPF0013 is a mold of a dual figure, most likely a mother and child 
arrangement, that is from El Chal, which was investigated during Guatemala's Atlas 
survey in the Machaquilá region. There are two surprising aspects about this particular 
example. First, the chemical composition attributes the piece coming from a Cancuén 
residential center. LPF0013 is the northernmost example of movement involving a mold 
from Cancuén. Secondly, because this mold belongs within the compositional group 
Cancuén-2, the mold correlates to other pottery and figurines that are originating from 
contexts that are specific residences excavated by Sarah Jackson in the northern area 
known as the 'Volcan' group—I infer that this was the neighborhood that created that 
mold. Another aspect of LPF0013, is that the dual imagery of two humans (one figure in 
front of another), is an arrangement that is mostly documented in the lower Usumacinta 
river sites such as Jonuta. This frontal positioning of female and child arrangement, is 
commonly associated with the sites on the Lower Usumacinta is now known to occur as 
far south as the Pasión River communities.  
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 Positive Relief Patterns at Cancuén 
 The ten manufacturing forms at Cancuén are best exemplified by the ceramic 
figures that are removed from a mold or hand-modeled. When found during excavation, 
multiple forms or components may be present, such as a free-limbed figure that includes 
a removable headdress. Although 11 basic forms have been identified, no ceramic figure 
with a rattle bottom was recovered. Figurines with rattle bottoms are known from the 
western edge of the Usumacinta delta system, to the north, and from along the coast of 
Campeche to Jaina.  
Single and double figurines  
Moldmade, single and double figurines are the most abundant forms found at 
Cancuén. From thumb-sized to hand height, the single imagery moldmade figurine 
whistle has a tubular mouthpiece at the bottom. A tripod support is the standard form. 
The forms are achieved by two different techniques: in one the head is part of the mold 
(Halperin's type 1) and in the second it is a separate tenoned head secured by appliqué at 
the neck base to the moldmade body (Halperin's type 2). Within the corpus of single 
moldmade forms that indicate artisan preference for construction techniques that are 
present not only at Cancuén but are also found at sites of the lower Usumacinta drainage. 
At the latter, whistle vent placement is created differently by placing a rounded flat 
wooden stick (shaped like a popsicle stick or tongue depressor) through at the edge of the 
back in order to make a hole that will allow airflow. Another way of creating a whistle 
vent is to do the same action, but at the bottom of the figurine (as best represented in 
CANF0473). Placement of the whistle vent at the bottom of the back is standard practice 
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at sites such as Jonuta, and Comalcalco (Figure 6.1). Vent placement is expressed in both 
manners at Palenque, west of the Usumacinta and south of Jonuta and Comalcalco (Sears 
2016).  
 The following example from Cancuén illustrates the whistle vent placement in the 
lower back area and whistle mouthpiece arrangement. CANF1552, not only has a lengthy 
appliqué razorback from the javelina/peccary cape that is worn by the male, but is unique 
in that the whistle vent is placed at the bottom edge of the back.CANF0471 is a warrior 
figurine with a rectangular shield and war club. There is a wide semi-circle cut for the 
whistle vent in the back. The mouthpiece on both of these examples is truncated at the 
back edge instead of having a tube-like projection causing the performer to bend their 
head back if the whistle was to be held in a vertical position. Another specimen, 
CANF2045, is the lower part of a seated male dog. Because there is a curly tail appliquéd 
to the back of the figurine, the mouthpiece consists of a slit at the right paws in the front. 
The mouthpiece of the whistle is placed in the front or the right shoulder as seen in 
examples identified as being from Jaina (Corson 1976). In general, however, the majority 
of Cancuén figurines display the whistle vent construction that was preferred among the 
river communities of the Pasión, that of placing the vent at the bottom of the figurine. 
 Small, hand-modeled double bird figurines are present in the Cancuén corpus 
(Halperin's type 3) as is the double figured mold. The imagery of the latter, known as the 
'Old man and the young woman,' or as the Old Sun God and Virgin Moon goddess, is 
present in both side-by side and piggy-back forms. Their occurrence at Cancuén places 
them at somewhat of a midpoint between their presence at sites ranging from Jaina, 
Campeche to Honduras (Hendon et al. 2014; Schele 1997). 
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 Enthroned figures 
While not numerous, there are throne fragments on which small figures would be 
positioned on top [see CANF0304]. These enthroned pieces from Cancuén recall those 
found along the lower Usumacinta River where the thrones come with moldmade male 
humans.  
 
Free limbed figurines  
The free standing, free limbed figurine (the arms and legs are separate from the 
body) was a popular form at Cancuén, as seen in the so-called "Cancuén Male" 
[CANF0482]. It is prevalent throughout the site as judged by the recovery of feet, arms, 
and torso fragments in many middens, rubble filled zones and ritual areas. These 
figurines are affectionately referred to as being "Barbie doll"-like because they can be 
accompanied with multiple accessories. Removable masks, removable headdresses, 
shields and long lances/spears are also, at times, part of design details of these ceramic 
figures. 
 An interesting construction technique for the lower leg was observed in these 
figurines, which consists of a knee tenon at the top of the moldmade lower leg (the join 
edge of the moldmade legs is positioned as rubbed in lines the sides). And, at the bottom 
of the thigh there is an insert hole that matches the triangular point of the top of the tenon. 
The distribution of this particular technique is poorly known but the free limbed form is 
present at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros as well as Cancuén. 
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Mobile figurines  
Among the more interesting finds are the small mobile figure fragments that were 
recovered in the residential areas surrounding the palace. Extremely large moldmade 
figures with mobile limbs are known from sites along the edge of the Gulf region of 
Veracruz to Jaina off the coast of Campeche (see Schele 1997:54, Figures 38, 39). At 
Cancuén, this tradition of construction is executed a bit differently. The body is hand 
modeled in order to have the pelvic area flattened to join with the mobile leg by three 
perforated holes. The arms are attached by a single cord at the upper side of the torso and 
are bent. Unlike the large western versions, the legs display differentiation in size and 
form so as to allow the leg to bend as if seated; the kneecap is flattened so that there is 
potential for the mobile figure to stand. There are two versions of this mobile leg. One 
has a singular hole at the bottom side of the thigh in order to allow attachment of the 
lower leg. The second has three holes, at the sides and in the front center of the kneecap 
in order to attach the flat top of the lower leg. The mobile pieces that were sampled for 
chemical analysis are attributed to locally manufactured groups, likely indicating that the 
technical knowledge to create the mobile figurine was present at Cancuén.  
 
Other musical construction feature. 
Fragments of flutes with appliquéd heads are prevalent in the central core of the 
site as well as at the cave site of La Lima in the Candelaria region. Double chambered 
whistles are styled in the form of small bird figures that are rendered side by side. Unlike 
the multi-chamber resonators that are spherical (appearing like three round balls stuck 
together), which were recovered at the site of Aguateca (Triadan 2014), Cancuén has a 
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different multi-chamber example, CANF0052. This parrot bird form has two whistle 
areas, a large chamber that is expressed at the tail end, and a smaller whistle that is placed 
at the left shoulder as a protrusion from the appliquéd wing. The single figure moldmade 
figurine with a mouthpiece at the lower back is the most prevalent musical form of 
ceramics found at the site. An interesting pattern of construction involves the placement 
of the ocarina/note holes in the single or double figurine forms. In general, the moldmade 
figures at Cancuén have their ocarina holes in the upper back, at times punched through 
in an angled position. Other examples, recovered from the site core had ocarina holes 
placed at the side of the torso [see CANF0471] in a manner that is similar to examples in 
the collections from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. It was therefore no surprise to find that 
the moldmade figurines in the Cancuén corpus that display this feature were 
manufactured at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. There are non-musical, free-limbed 
figurines, however that also have holes punched through the torso side and the side of the 
neck; while sharing with Salinas the feature of torso side vent, these were locally 
manufactured at Cancuén. The vents, in these cases, are not for music but to allow gasses 
to escape the hollow torso area while being fired. CANF0472, a locally made free 
standing figurine, is an excellent example without a whistle area recovered from the 
pyrite workshop south of the palace. 
 
Unique figurine forms  
I have expanded my study of Cancuén manufacturing forms to include ceramic 
removable masks, headdresses, accessories, pendants, and a wheeled toy. Mask imagery 
ranges from animal, to man, and god. The interior of the pieces are smoothed, so that, 
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when placed on the head, the mask will not mar the figurine faces. Most of the masks 
display eye holes that are punched out so as to allow the figurine eyes 'see' through the 
mask. Those that do not display this punctation may have an alternative meaning—
possibly that transformation has already occurred. Attachment holes (also punched out) 
are placed along the sides of the masks. 
Pendants are variable at Cancuén. Detached Cancuén male heads have a hole 
punctured at the top for attachment or potentially to have a secondary use as a pendant. 
There are examples of pendants with these holes at the center of the elongated head, or, at 
the side of the head, meaning that there were two different attachment point preferences. 
The double bird medallion of CANF2620 is a pendant in that at the back of the 
moldmade piece a stick was placed for a hole with appliqué surrounding it in order to 
create a tube-like opening for a cord to be run through. The collection also contains 
accessories that are separate from free-limbed, free-standing figurines. Round shields and 
thin lances were most likely attached between the space of the hand and the connected 
thumb of the extended arms of figures. A wheeled toy [CANF2375] was a surprising 
discovery in structure L8-1, a wealthy residential unit just north east of the palace. There 
is a neck-tenoned dog head [CANF2414] in the adjoining structure L8-2, that may be the 
missing head that goes with the wheeled body (Figure 9.2). Wheeled toys are present in 
the archaeological record from Honduras all the way to Tula and the Veracruz region 
(Boggs 1973; Diehl and Mandeville 1987). Retrospectively, it was an error not to have 
sampled CANF2375 for INAA source attribution.  
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Results of the Sourcing Studies within the Cancuén Region 
The consideration of form and construction practices associated with the study of 
figurines also has its spatial dimension and like other ceramic studies, the spatial 
patterning involving compositional, structural and stylistic expressions are subject to 
changing behavioral practices that may modify spatial patterns (Arnold et al. 1991). The 
scale at which pottery in the Maya area can be attributed is generally considered to be 
that of the subregion, or occasionally, the site (Bishop 1992:297, see also Rice 1996:172). 
At times, finer differentiation among products made from closely occurring resources or 
involving different recipes may be found. In this sense, the attribution for many of the 
Cancuén figurines has been somewhat extraordinary in being able to link, with varying 
confidence, particular compositional groups (RGPs or CLs) with different excavated 
areas within Cancuén. Part of the reason for the fine partitioning of the data set has to do 
with the nature of the available resources: deposits of the Pasión River. Centuries of 
erosion, transport and deposition of sediments of with similar clays, silts and sand 
imparted a general sameness to the resources which vary according to sorting, and of 
course to selection and processing by Cancuén’s pottery makers which resulted in 
unintentional incorporation of different amount of mineral inclusions, especially 
chromite, zircon, and ferruginous cemented sediments.  
The compositional analyses of the figurines from Cancuén were highly beneficial 
in determining the direction of long-distance exchange, regional ritual movement of 
goods, and material confirmation of a few of the glyphic-sculptural (elite 
pronouncements) as well as suggesting certain manufacturing areas within the cityscape. 
Previous work has used singular stylistic similarities in appearance or form to suggest 
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long-distance movement (Goldstein 1979, 1980; Halperin 2014:171, Figure 5.23). Sites 
such as Jaina and Tikal have instances of positive figurine forms that are found in various 
contexts at smaller polities, but these exemplars are not confirmed by paste 
characterization or other sourcing techniques. With the chemical composition results 
from the Cancuén figurines, there is new understanding of the circulation of this 
particular ancient material. Several different levels of interaction can be suggested. 
 
External Contacts with Cancuén  
 The figurines at Cancuén indicate contact to sites in the Maya zone well beyond 
the reaches of the Pasión River, including long distance movement of ceramic material 
comparable to what was occurring along the water access routes from the southern Gulf 
of Mexico to Jaina, and around the Yucatan peninsula (McVicker 2012). There is 
concerted difficulty of travel through mountainous highland regions, and the study of 
figurines from Cancuén confirms the transversal route both to the east and west. Previous 
work with the ceramics at the site identified Fine Orange-like paste (in color and texture) 
originating from somewhere within or near the Grijalva river basin (Forne et al. 2010). 
CANF1992 is an eroded figurine head that was excavated from a unit within the Eastern 
port [operation CAN38, Figure 6.10]. It is the westernmost example of all of the ceramic 
material from Cancuén—originating from the Tres Zapotes region (Figure 6.20). This 
Formative-style head and square-shaped headdress may indicate heirloom curation as 
inhabitants that came into the site in addition to carrying Fine Orange pottery brought 
figurines from their own region as well. Other alternative interpretations could also 
consider that this particular specimen arrived through a process of down-the-line 
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exchange, or may have come into the site much earlier. The northern-most contact is 
exampled in a partial figurine that was discovered at the eastern port of Cancuén (Figure 
6.1 [operation CAN38]). CANF1614 is a partial headdress of a seated War-Serpent figure 
(Halperin Type 1) that is noted within the excavations at Motul de San Jose and matches 
the exact chemical group of the same figures found at the site (Halperin 2014:168–169). 
As previously discussed in this chapter, the dual figured mold [LPF0013, which was 
recovered from the Atlas Archaeological survey at the northern site of El Chal, was 
actually produced at Cancuén. More specifically it may have been manufactured within 
the residential area of the Volcan community, directly northeast of the palace. The 
eastern connection is the most surprising. Excavated from the test unit of the southeast 
corner of the southeast patio of the palace [operation CAN3], two figurine fragments 
CANF0064 and CANF0069 chemically are similar to figurines and pottery fragments of 
central Honduras.  
 The rivers in the region about Cancuén can be seen as being important as 
connectors among sites and for the distribution of Cancuén figurines. The upper Chixoy 
river system has figurines from the site of Salinas de los Nueve Cerros that occur in 
burial deposits as well as in middens at Cancuén. The northern Pasión River system also 
is represented by figurines that originate in the Petexbatun region [Dos Pilas, Aguateca, 
and Tamarindito]. Along the Usumacinta river system there are three examples that 
indicate importation from different sections of the river. The middle section, near 
Yaxchilán is represented by CAN1998, a woman's torso with fan. A manufacturing 
location somewhere along the Upper Usumacinta system manufactured two figurine 
fragments [CANF0990, 1945], consisting of a grotesque head and a head with feathered 
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headdress, that were found at the northern jade workshop and residence K8-5 at Cancuén. 
While there are not sufficiently numerous examples within the INAA database to model a 
range of figurine manufacture in the highlands, there is an example [CANF2045] that 
indicates that Cancuén was connected to this area as there are both highland ceramics and 
figurines in elite deposits located near to the Cancuén palace.  
 
Beyond Attribution 
 The neutron activation figurine data appears to have correlates to specific 
Cancuén manufacturing or residential locations. Beyond this, however, the figurine data 
can be used to address particular suggested political ties between Cancuén and other 
polities. There is epigraphic documentation to political ties between Cancuén and 
Calakmul, and the latter’s installation of king of Cancuén in AD 652 (Demarest 2013, 
Fahsen and Jackson 2001). However, the figurine compositional data and likewise the 
ceramic data (Bishop et al. 2000) fail to provide material evidence for interaction 
between the two polities. This is in contrast to ceramically established links between 
Tikal and Dos Pilas in the Petexbatun. Interaction between these two polities was 
frequently bellicose, beginning around AD 650 with the flight of a royal family from 
Tikal to Dos Pilas, ultimately establishing a ruling dynasty. In the Dos Pilas tomb, 
reportedly that of the ruler Itzamnaaj K’awiil (Martin and Grube 2008:56–59), is a 
straight sided bowl that was attributed chemically to the Tikal/Motul region (Calvin 
2006:77–79; Foias 1996:1087). Similarly, there have been suggestions that the founder of 
the Copan dynasty in Honduras may have come from Kaminaljuyu, in the Guatemala 
Highlands, or Teotihuacan, in central Mexico, among others. A spectacular polychrome 
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cylinder, recovered from the founder’s tomb has been chemically attributed to 
manufacture in Central Mexico, and no analyzed pottery in the Early Classic tomb has 
matched that of Kaminaljuyu.  
There are potential explanations, of course, for the lack of ceramic evidence, 
figurines or vessels, that might tie Calakmul to Cancuén—foremost being sampling. 
Sampling error through omission always can be raised for an unsuspected finding (or lack 
thereof) despite hundreds of ceramics and figurines being analyzed from each site. Bias 
of sample is possible as all of the figurines from Calakmul were acquired from 
excavations only on the large pyramid, Structure 2. Thus those that were analyzed from 
locations associated with Structure 2 might not reflect a sufficient range of variation of 
paste production from the site to match those Cancuén. Yet, it seems curious that 
evidence of material movement would not be found in the compositional data when 
“gifting” of ceramic objects is considered elite behavior during celebrations in honor of 
political events and alliances (LeCount 2001; Reents-Budet 2000).  
Agreement between the ceramic and figurine record and the hieroglyphic texts 
within the riverine regions appears be more secure. The destroyed throne associated with 
the final resting place of the Lady of Cancuén, in her compound to the northwest of the 
large palace complex of Dos Pilas, and Dos Pilas Panel #19 indicate her historic presence 
within the political history between two sites. Figurines including bird heads, moldmade 
figures that had feet, and heads that were anthropomorphic [PF0148], were brought from 
the site of Cancuén to Dos Pilas that likely were either part of rituals or used at the palace 
complex, destroyed, and tossed as trash at the back end of her palace's residential 
structures. While Dos Pilas Panel #19 reveals her importance in the continuation of the 
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Dos Pilas dynasty, the figurines from her complex potentially indicate the elite areas or 
connections where she may have originated at the site of Cancuén. Her associated 
figurines have been attributed compositionally to areas southwest near the palace as well 
as the north residential Volcan area. Additionally at her palace, there were figurines from 
her Dos Pilas constituents as well as Tamarindito, [PF0144, 0146]. 
 There is a glyphic record located on Altar #2 at the Eastern Ballcourt (Figure 
7.5a) of Taj Chan Ajk at Cancuén that relates to the "Ruler of White Mountain". Different 
interpretations suggest that White Mountain refers to Salinas de los Nueve Cerros or to 
Raxruja; there is compositional evidence for both interpretations in the figurine 
collection. Impressionistically, attribution of "Ruler of While Mountain" makes a more 
parsimonious link to Salinas because of the sites’ economic complementarity as a salt 
producing site to Cancuén's ability to create finished jade products; both were likely 
involved in the movement of resources along the Transversal route. The site of Raxruja is 
also known for being a part of a long distance trade corridor in the Early Classic period 
that traveled from the highland regions up to Tikal (Woodfill 2007). Merchants, or 
travellers would place ritual materials in different cave systems. From the compositional 
data of this study, the patterns indicate evidence for multiple areas of ritual cave usage 
that were controlled by the local communities near to each cave opening. This appears 
more like a ritual market scenario is occurring at the communities in the Raxruja region, 
where the Cancuén elite create significance by participating in particular pilgrimages to 
specific caves within the Candelaria area and return with material goods, including 
figurines. 
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Other material remains offer intreging glimpes of Cancuén's contact with 
inhabitants of the Greater Palenque region (Rands 1967, 1069; Rands et al 1979) in the 
form of the latter's Fine Gray ceramics recovered in middens, burials and residential 
structures at Cancuén. Additionally, there is compositional similarity between jade 
debitage from the site of Cancuén and three mosaic pieces that occur within the funerary 
mask of the king Pakal (Kovacevich et al. 2005) but this could mean that both areas drew 
upon the same general jade resources somewhere.in the highland region. There is no 
compositional data for the figurines at Cancuén that would lead one to suggest that they 
originated at Palenque or from its satellite sites. This is in spite of the more than 500 
Palenque figurines analyzed by neutron activation (Rands 1967, 1069; Rands et al 1979). 
Nevertheless, there are four figurine examples from Cancuén that have facial features of 
figurines that are similar to what is found in the Palenque region. These include laurel 
shaped eyes, mouth open w/teeth or exposed tongue, step-cut hair, and general overall 
fine boned facial features [CANF0877, 1112, 1225, 2396]. Facially similar or not, these 
specific figurines were locally manufactured. Perhaps molds from Palenque were brought 
to Cancuén and local paste was then pushed into the mold to create the positive figures. 
Such imitation of Palenque ceramic form is not unique to figurines.There is an example 
of a Cancuén attempt at creating a Fine Gray form, recovered from the northern jade 
working area, but it is created in a local Cancuén paste (see Figure 6.29). If there were 
molds brought to the site of Cancuén from Palenque, such molds have thus far escaped 
discovery.  
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Intra-site Manufacturing Patterns  
 The INAA of the figurines from Cancuén revealed the tendency for paste recipes 
of ceramics and figurines to differ. Granted, this statement might be as expected from 
visual inspection of the paste. A more important finding revealed by the paste analysis is 
the extent to which compositional patterning correlates strongly to figurine recovery 
context and what it might, potentially, reveal about production behaviors. For example, 
compositional groups Cancuén-1 and PV1-2-3, both contain figurines and ceramics. 
Cancuén-1 has figurines and ceramics that, from their amount of similar contexts, are part 
of the Volcan residential area [operation CAN25] (Figure 6.33). PV1-2-3 has figurines 
and ceramics; the figurines mostly concentrate at the southern and northern jade 
workshop whereas the ceramics are from contexts in the Volcan and northern jade 
workshop (Figure 6.33). Cancuén-3 consists mostly of figurines with a few examples of 
ceramics. Cancuén-3 may represent procurement of raw material from somewhere along 
the southern area near to the Royal Aguada (Figure 6.33). The figurines that are from this 
group are fine to silty in paste consistency, which would make sense given the feeder 
streams and settling within the Royal Aguada. Three examples from this group were 
recovered from the Dos Pilas Palace of the Lady of Cancuén [PF0143, 0150, 0154], 
possibly representing an expression of a royal manufacturing group (near to the 
southwest of the palace?). In addition to the other figurine fragments within group CAN-
3 as they are in such highly restricted to sub-royal and elite spaces surrounding the 
Cancuén palace, there is potential to suggest that this compositional group is a result of 
an artisan group tied to the palace culture. 
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 Cancuén-8, Cancuén-8As, and Cancuén-1 are groups and clusters that are 
composed exclusively of figurines. Cancuén-8A may be related to a specific residential 
area, north of the palace [operation CAN37C], because of the predominance of specimens 
from this residence versus other contexts within the group. Cancuén-1 is tentatively 
ascribed to the northern jade working area [operation CAN24]. Placement is tentative 
because within this group there are examples that are attributed to the southern jade 
workshop [operation CAN13, units 22, and 74] and there are other figurine examples 
from this site that are also ascribed as belonging to compositional group PV1-2-3. If this 
is correct it appears that both jade areas were exchanging figurines between each 
compound group. Cancuén-8 contains some of the finest examples of local figurines 
originating from the site but contexts occur almost evenly distributed throughout the site. 
This distribution fuels my speculating that this group may be an example of a royal 
workshop that distributed the figurines to the residences surrounding the palace. 
 Embedded within the chemical data for Cancuén figurines, there may be a 
reflection of manufacturing behavior. Cancuén-Carb reflects the major group of pottery 
paste that contains a high abundance of elemental calcium (circa 20–30%). The ceramics 
making up the group also include two figurine fragments [CANF2404 and CANF2421]. 
Because this patterning is so distinct from the other compositional groups containing 
figurines it could be interpreted as the actions of an ancient potter who used a pottery 
recipe in order to create a free limbed ball player figurine for some particular event. 
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Economy and Ritual at the Site of Cancuén 
 There are two sets of data concerning ancient material and location within ritual 
environments at, or near, Cancuén. The first data sets consider the range of ritual 
paraphernalia that are transformed into pyrite mirrors, obsidian, and jade status objects at 
the core of the site and the resulting distributional patterns (Andrieu et al. 2011, 2012; 
Kovacevich 2004, 2006; Kovacevich et al. 2005). The second set involves the study of 
nearby cave sites as evidence of sacred landscapes of Maya ritual usage and the various 
aspects of control to such powerful openings through material access over time (Woodfill 
2007; Spenard 2006).  
 Figurines at the site were not a restricted item of wealth, but they were, in some 
instances, an item used in specific events, or deposited in areas that could be interpreted 
as retaining ritual value. Figurine fragments are part of all residential units (commoner, 
sub-royal, and palace), ports, aguadas, particular burials, fortifications, fill and middens 
at the site. It is the combination of context, paste composition, and imagery that helps 
define what has ritual value with respect to the placement of specific figurines or 
fragments. What is certain is that even with multiple explorations contextualizing the 
figurine material and providing depositional information, interpretation focused on 
ancient ritualized intent is dynamic and fluid. 
 
Domestic Ritual Practice at Cancuén 
Arik Ohnstad excavated a low mound [structure L9-8] in a residential setting at 
Cancuén [operation CAN37A, to the east of the “Los Patos” group] that had three zones 
of floors (2002). Within the second floor consisting of river pebbles, he encountered 75 
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large cut quartz and chert rocks that were arranged in a circular pattern. Nestled within 
the rocks were fragments of a single bird figurine [CANF1505] determined by the INAA 
data to be from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. This is the only feature that contained 
patterns that could be ascribed to ritual within a household setting similar to what Marcus 
describes in the Formative period with figurine sacrifice in residential units in Oaxaca 
(Marcus 1998). Instead of Marcus's interpretation of domestic ritual use of figurines as 
fertility idols, this example at Cancuén may be an indication of reestablishing settlement 
rights within a new area (that the inhabitants were from Salinas moving into Cancuén). 
Or this may be a secondary ritual honoring the deceased who was placed beneath the 
center axis of the house, and that ancestor originated from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. 
Or individuals may have honored the ancestor by making a pilgrimage to Salinas de los 
Nueve Cerros, and sacrificed a figurine in honor of the events (the interment and 
pilgrimage to a sacred site). The combination of context, composition and figurine form 
assist, minimally, in the definition of aspects of residential allegiance or reasons for ritual 
intentions. 
 
Mortuary practice at Cancuén  
Out of the 101 excavated burials of the Cancuén project, only eight burials have 
associated figurines and there is one potential burial veneration example at the site of 
Chotal in the near north. Considering how far south in the Maya zone Cancuén is located, 
the fact that there are this many burials with figurines found at the site (as opposed to 
being the preferred burial practice at Jaina, or Jonuta) is surprising. Burials with figurines 
in the city center were found in workshop zones, sub-royal elite residential units, large 
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family compounds that serviced palace events and commoner residential units. The burial 
remains were all eroded to varying degrees, but the general consensus is that they were 
mostly sub-adults of indeterminate sex of those internments that were embedded with 
figurines (Berryman and Novotny 2004). Considering the burial placement, chemical 
attribution of the pieces, and the imagery of the figurines, there is potential to discern 
mortuary intent at the time of internment. Taking the current understanding of Maya 
cosmology, which incorporates a directional perspective concerning the organization of 
the universe, the natural world, and the underworld as all interconnected within multi-
levels (both vertical and horizontal), this becomes the cognitive template for 
understanding the placement of mortuary offerings. 
The best exemplar of mortuary spatial organization was provided by Lucia 
Morán's excavations at structure L6-1 to the southeast of the palace. Burial #7 is a 
spectacular internment for understanding figurine placement. Four figurines were 
arranged in a general circle around the body and a fifth figurine head was discovered in 
the trench wall of the excavation. All of the figurines display male appearance and 
costuming. The construction techniques range from moldmade to combination hand-
modeled pieces connected to moldmade parts (as well as a newly-documented knee-tenon 
as a construction technique). The figurines depict ballplayers (deer and bird), warriors 
(one with a removable jaguar mask), and a shaman (with a removable headdress). The 
removable accessories change the facial features of two of the figures. If only the 
compositional patterns were interpreted, then the sense of affiliation would be addressed. 
Four of the five figurines [CANF464–467] originate from the specific cave system of 
Candelaria (Mico Cave or Raxruja-5 chemical grouping); this could indicate the ancient 
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family's origin. The beige colored figurine's chemical pattern [CANF0468], belongs in 
the royal workshop group (Cancuén-8) and could be interpreted as an object of gifted by 
Cancuén royalty (with potential intentions of condolences or aspect of elite allegiance to 
the palace?) .  
 The arrangement of the four figurines about the body recalls the Maya conception 
of a four sided, or quadripartite cosmology. With consideration of the imagery, the 
mortuary arrangement display reflects the north, south, east and west, above which are 
the homes of many gods and below which is Xibalba, the rain god, Chac, and various 
evils. The symbolism that is expressed is one that marks a point of transgressing to 
different levels of existence. The sense of duality becomes highly apparent within the 
male appearances. Because two of the figurines have removable accessories and are 
transitioning into Way-spiritual guides, there is logic of the imagery in passing into the 
Underworld environment (both figures change into night jaguars). The second set of 
ballplayers (deer and bird) is part of a mythic tale of the creation of the earth through 
sacrifice. Since the deer-headdressed ballplayer's body was never recovered, this may 
have been a situation where one of a funeral attendant's final actions made a sacrifice of 
the figure and tossed it aside to enact certain ritual protocols. Such multi-level meaning 
also has activation and observation roles. Whether performing suicide, transitioning with 
a jaguar tail, placing a removable accessory or actively being destroyed, all of the 
figurines in burial #7 display, or are a result of, a necessity of recording ritual events so 
that the correct mortuary procedures can take effect so that the deceased may move from 
the earthly plain (as a first born of an elite family that did not reach his/her full potential), 
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travel to the Underworld and be reborn, just as the Maya gods did in many different ways 
as they created the Universe. 
Aguadas at Cancuén 
While aguadas have the practical aspect of conserving water in times of drought, 
there is another likely function for them at Cancuén—connecting royal residences to the 
Underworld realm. Figurines or fragments of figurines are a potential donation item 
transferred into the water through feasting events, pilgrimage events to exotic areas or, of 
course, the causal act of throwing out a discarded figurine. Yet at Cancuén, even with its 
setting along the side of the Pasión, which supplies an abundance of water, there appears 
to have been royal control of water systems for ritual purpose (suggested by the imagery 
the water-lily cartouche surrounding the king on Panel 3). Evidence of control over water 
is found in the Royal Aguada [operation CAN42] that is arranged in front of the southern 
staircase of the palace public entrance. Both it and the North Aguada [operation CAN48] 
were lined with thin white limestone panels and blocks. This would create an area for a 
water catchment system where sediments could be cleaned out on a timely basis. And 
with the massacre of the Cancuén nobility, the Royal Aguada became an eloquent 
mortuary space. It would be impossible to choose among the various scenarios 
responsible for the specific presence of each figurine recovered from the aguada 
excavations. The ideas concerning residential allegiances, ritual renewal, and community 
standards may be drawn from the figurine imagery that depicts royal kings (potentially 
sacrificed), royal women, warriors, and dancing warrior dwarfs. In the aguadas within the 
Los Patos group [operation CAN39 and CAN39a] may be aspects of local elite 
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maintenance rituals. The renewal aspect of water may be an intent within the specific 
donated figurines and the meaning of their iconography — the moon goddess and the 
ancient sun god, ballcourt figures, and Cancuén males wearing masks for transformative 
purposes. 
Ballcourts at Cancuén 
State sponsored play was essential in combining political and ritual 
accomplishments at Cancuén. Ballcourt markers within the Eastern ballcourt relate the 
tales of territorial acquisition by the site’s elites. Within the Northern ballcourt [operation 
CAN9a] a fragment of a mold was recovered. It conveniently displays the left positive 
side of a ballplayer with a deer headdress (possibly sacrificed?); it originated from the 
Mico cave system in Raxruja. The highland ballcourt located to the southwest of the 
Volcan residential group had the most recovered fragments. The activation data revealed 
local manufacture and interaction with the community near to the Veronica cave system 
in the Candelaria region, potentially indicating again, activities between different ritual 
landscapes. 
There is a possible instance of a ritualized pattern of behavior that may connect 
two areas, the Northern Aguada and the Highland Ballcourt. The figurine recovered from 
the North Aguada [CANF2640] is a highly elaborate moldmade male with a god-faced 
multi-tiered headdress with a water lily motif at the right shoulder area. At the Highland 
Ballcourt [CANFF2600] is the mold with the reverse of the positive figurine that was 
found in the Northern Aguada. The fragmented mold fits exactly on the positive half of 
the headdress of CANF2640. The chemical compositions of these pieces are similar to 
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one another. I interpret this as indicating a residue of ritual behavior that included a 
retinue, or procession that lead from a restricted private ceremony within an elite 
compound containing an aguada to a more public aspect of sacrificing a mold of a ruler in 
a floor deposit of a ballcourt with additional sporting activities. The Northern Aguada has 
elements of rulership on a feathered headdress [CANF2649] that are also present in jade 
diadems found in Burial 50 in structure K7-3 at the southwest corner of the palace. The 
similarities in design may signal additional boundary markers for elite ritual purposes. 
 
Figurines as an External Ritual Commodity 
 Since there are cave systems to the southwest and north of Cancuén, reliance on 
pyramidal temple structures to reach toward the gods was not part of the ancient 
architectural landscape in the area. A day’s travel north to the caves within the San 
Francisco Hills, a canoe ride in conjunction with a procession of a day to the Candelaria 
cave system to the southwest would be possible for many of the inhabitants to make a 
solemn journey from Cancuén. The Candelaria cave system was used not just as a 
pilgrimage point, but rather as a trade shrine where a large range of individuals from near 
and far would perform ritual acts within the various cave openings and internal cave 
systems as they passed through the area (Woodfill 2007:574).  
 The patterns found within the compositional data document that some form of 
interaction took place in residential areas surrounding the palace at Cancuén and various 
settlement sites in near the Candelaria cave system and the San Francisco hills region. 
Apparently, each settlement in the Candelaria region was controlling access to ritually 
charged cave openings. Settlements near the caves seemingly had access to different clay 
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resources that, at the moment, are associated with separable valley or hill settings. This 
offers a unique opportunity to explore the correlation of Late Classic excavation contexts 
with manufacturing areas. Figurines recovered from Raxruja Viejo- Oxchipek, Mico, La 
Lima and La Veronica—all have distinct compositions, allowing patterns of ritual use 
and exchange for figurines made from their resources to be suggested. While exchange 
occurred within the different communities in the Candelaria region, there was also long 
distance movement of figurines, such as the bird ballplayer mold [CANF2439] found at 
La Lima that was manufactured at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. Other examples include 
La Lima figurines [CANF1649 and CANF1664] found at the northern cave site of La 
Caoba as well as farther down the Pasión River at Tres Islas [CANF2512] (Figurine 6.2). 
The neutron activation patterning reflects specific residential groups at the site of 
Cancuén acquired figurines from the different communities in the Candelaria cave region 
[operations CAN25A, 39A, 38, 7], perhaps in the course of pilgrimages to the caves or as 
gifts helping to cement alliances with families that controlled particular sacred cave 
spaces in the area.  
 In the El Chotal region of the northern San Francisco Hills is the Torre Hun cave 
site where John Spenard recovered burial remains of a young adult and a partial skull 
(2006:128). The feathered headdress of a figurine [CANF2513] was from within the 
ritual mortuary zone. The headdress was determined through INAA to have been 
manufactured at Cancuén's royal workshop (Cancuén-8). The partial skull elongation in 
combination with the figurine's source may support Spenard's hypothesis that the Torre 
Hun cave was used as an ancestor shrine— this may be a reflection of the influence of 
Cancuén elite within the inter-site area. 
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 Representation in the Kingdom of Snakes  
 The world views of the Late Classic Maya in the southern region are represented 
in the fragments and faces of the figurines that have been accumulated from the 
excavation efforts of the Vanderbilt University project. The ancient Maya lived within a 
multi-level cosmological system that is visually apparent in what is represented in the 
figurines. There are a range of Deities, animals represented from the rain-forest 
environment, as well as humans as they are presented in their hierarchical political 
stations and age ranges (men, women, children, and the elderly).  
 
The Deities in Cancuén.  
This study has attempted to determine the best representations of the Maya Gods 
in comparison to similar flat-plane figures. The difficulty of correctly identifying each 
example has been that the representations of the Maya Gods painted on polychrome 
pottery are arranged in a manner to suggest body movements. The God figurines as a 
static idol have an additional intention of "activation". Breath, wind and sounds are 
pictorially represented on glyphic or illustrative forms of polychrome pottery (Houston et 
al. 2006:149). In contrast, all that an ancient individual would do to 'activate' the figurine 
is to input breath at the mouthpiece and adjust the ocarina holes to make musical notes. 
From a sensory perspective, the musician using the God designate figurine in a social 
situation may be invoking the activation of the God in certain ritual events. The question 
of who is allowed to invoke the Gods—the elite or commoner may be further answered 
from contextual aspects at Cancuén. 
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Interestingly, most figurine representations of gods were not found in palace 
middens or other palace contexts. The miniaturized versions of the deities were recovered 
in workshop complexes, ports and communities near cave sites. This is in contrast to 
other ceramic religious material, such as the tall censer stands with multiple god visages 
at Palenque that were positioned along the temple terraces in order to demonstrate to a 
public crowd who controlled communicating with the spirits (Garcia 2004:255). The 
recovery of figurines at Cancuén with deity visages might suggest that the kings or the 
elite living as political-religious leaders within the palace community were not as 
intimately restrictive and allowed other levels of elites to be connected to these deity 
figural objects. This may mean a different level of access from that found at other Maya 
regional sites. Or, perhaps it means simply that the Cancuén elites had other prestige 
items or other methods to contact the gods and could allow certain latitude for access to 
idols.  
Cancuén’s connection to the Palenque region, to sites along the Pasión to sites of 
the Usumacinta river drainage is thought to have resulted from its ability to transfer 
resources of jade, pyrite and obsidian (Demarest 2004:163). Jade pieces that were 
recovered from the floors of the northern jade working area and the mosaic finished 
pieces in Lord Pakal's jade funerary mask from his tomb chamber in Palenque are from a 
compositionally similar to a unlocated source in the Highland zone (Kovacevich 
2006:143). Fine Gray pottery, which was produced in the plains toward the ancient 
meanders of the Usumacinta, north of the escarpment on which Palenque sits, was 
recovered from various residential groups and in burials at the site of Cancuén. Other 
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Fine Gray with stucco (five vessels) are chemically matched to a source in the southern 
Veracruz area (Forné et al. 2010). 
 Unfortunately, the current study of figurine composition at the site of Cancuén 
does not contain any chemical matches to the sampled figurine specimens from Palenque 
or its immediate environs. What is interesting, however, is that there is Palenque 
influence in the imagery that has been recovered at the site. For example, the imagery of 
the God GI (Sun God), a major theme in the Palenque censers, was among the figurines 
from Cancuén recovered at the northern jade workshop and in the Volcan residential 
units at Cancuén. Does CANF1411 offer evidence of a residential group that may have 
had familial or political connections to the Palenque region?  
 The masculine range of Gods is also balanced by representations of young and 
elderly goddesses. There are two versions of the young, buxom goddess I (Moon 
Goddess), one of which was found in the southern jade workshop and the other in the Los 
Patos aguada (Figure 9.2). Perhaps this is reflective of fertility rites (especially in 
connection with the aguada). Goddess O (Chak Chel) is the old goddess found in the 
northern jade workshop and the eastern port.  
 
Animal representation in Cancuén figurines 
If the Gods are difficult to identify through comparative means, animals are even 
more so. As rendered on polychrome vessels they are infused with spiritual qualities, or 
they are at times reduced to multiple repetitions of their heads [compare Kerr Maya Vase 
Database K521 and K3102]. Other polychrome representations indicate that the Maya 
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had domesticated animals, such as a favorite hunting dog traveling with a procession [see 
Kerr Maya Vase Database K594 or Maya Ceramics Project #MS1729].  
There is a somewhat equitable distribution of animal figurines within the 
residential sections of the Cancuén city center. Of the most intact, CANF0473, a bearded 
owl, was recovered in the midden of the southeast patio of the palace. It is similar in form 
to what was recovered at the site of Ceibal by Gordon Willey (1978:18, Figure 17). The 
paste composition, however, relates CANF0473 to the small site of Tamarandito in the 
Petexbatun region. And it since it is the most intact of all of the collection, it continues to 
make a playful tune. Cancuén also contains rare examples of opossum, armadillo, pisote, 
and bats. 
Representation of Maya Human Existence 
The ancient Maya represented a variety of personages in the figurines of this 
collection. While they mostly represent elites, the range incorporates representations of 
political officials, ladies in elaborate costuming, the elderly and the young. Just as in our 
society the Hummel, LLadro, or Precious Moments figurines cannot fully express the 
range of contemporary individuals, the figurine fragments at the site of Cancuén are a 
reflection of what was most important at particular points in the past, and it is interesting 
how these patterns are repetitive in contrast to other sites locally and across the Maya 
region. 
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The Men at Cancuén 
Triadan (2007, 2014) notes that the figurine assemblage from the site of Aguateca 
tends heavily towards more male than female representations—a trend that is prevalent in 
my designations at Cancuén as well (Chapter 8 [see appendice A]). Both sites were 
heavily occupied with warfare and internecine skirmishes during the Late Classic period, 
and this might help explain why the imagery is skewed more towards masculine role 
representation.  
Male imagery at Cancuén indicates hierarchical divisions of political offices, 
ritual role play, militarism, congenital defects and ageing. Of the political roles, the 
highest office of the K'uhul Ajaw (the Maya King) is not only present at the site, but 
made locally, and fragments were recovered from ritually charged areas surrounding the 
cityscape. Of the Maya offices that are mentioned in stone, the title of Sajal is heavily 
used along the western lowland riverine regions (Houston and Stuart 2001:61; Jackson 
2005:151, 2013:86). 'One who is feared' is the direct translation of the glyph and is 
considered to indicate the position of a regional governor (Jackson 2005:12), or 
depending upon the area, may be a military designation. Another office title Ajk'uhuun is 
also present during the Late Classic times and is translated as 'he of the holy paper', 'one 
who obeys, venerates', or 'one who keeps' (Jackson and Stuart 2001). This title is 
especially popular in the southeastern lowland region where the title is found on the 
important Sepulturas bench of Max-Chanal in the elite residential structure of 9N-82 
located in Copan. Both titles are present within the carved glyphs in Panel 3 from the 
Eastern ballcourt (Jackson 2013:150). Given the imagery found on some of the figurines, 
there is representative confirmation that the translations found on Panel 3 are both 
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represented in specific material remains (figurines) at the site. Both the tall cotton hat of 
the Ajk'uhhun and the poofy spangled turban of the Sajal are represented in more than 
one ceramic figurine. It is fortunate that vestiges of particular elite offices are present in 
the historic information as well as in the material remains at Cancuén. Dwarfs also appear 
on polychrome ceramics and incised limestone panels in Late Classic Maya contexts. 
Whether their position was close within the court retinue as jesters, or as advisers to the 
ruler, the figurine representations of dwarfs at Cancuén occur in sub-royal residences and 
in ritually charged aguadas. 
The free-limbed, free-standing Cancuén male (for example, CANF0482) is the 
quintessential figurine with removable mask and headdress. Body parts and semi-intact 
pieces are found throughout the residential units of the site. The compositional analysis of 
figurines of this type indicates that there were many local recipes used to create them. 
The theme of militarism is present in the moldmade versions of males, especially the 
gruesome display of trophy heads as a headdress commemorating a victorious conflict. 
War serpent headdresses are also present, and masks cover the face for protection during 
battle. Other visages are most likely male attendants in ritual procession outfits (animal 
headdresses or animal masks). Male figurines recovered at Cancuén also include those 
from other sites. Additionally, there are figurines representing males that come from 
other sites, including Salinas de los Nueve Cerros, such as CANF2182.  
The Women at Cancuén 
Female imagery at Cancuén can be divided according to distinguishing features of 
elite personage, hairstyles, headdresses and possession of objects near the torso area. The 
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feathered band is the most likely indicator of elite women at Cancuén. There is a double-
banded and a more "puffy" version with a feathered medallion at the right of the band. 
Because the range of women represented in the collection do not display regalia with 
God-headdresses (like the ruler figurines) and that the feathered headdresses contain two 
examples that are attributed to the royal workshop chemical composition group 
[Cancuén-8]; I suggest that these examples may be the only images of women who 
belonged to the palace retinue. Some of the heads representing women add to Merle 
Greene Robertson's variations of Palenque hairstyles (Robertson 1985). Side baubles 
(jade or ceramic beads represented in ceramic forms) are threaded through with a string 
and were essential in holding the bun/ ponytail into a high formed coif. The frontal 
forward ponytail is at the moment, a southern lowland phenomenon for female hairstyle, 
since it is present at Cancuén, the Coban district, Altar de Sacrificios and Salinas de los 
Nueve Cerros.  
Other female representation found at other Maya lowland sites is also present at 
the site of Cancuén. The 'Woman with Sombrero' is distributed in residential groups 
throughout the city. Unfortunately, most of the fragments are of the head or sombrero; 
body forms were not recovered. It is unknown if these fragments were similar to other 
intact figurines from other Maya sites that display market produce, children, or dogs 
within the front part of the figure. The cloaked female is a trait that is popular in the 
Lower Usumacinta zone, but only a few are present at Cancuén. 
The act of possession is seen in torsos that are identified as Maya women. Either 
holding objects, such as a fan, animals or infants, the torsos of Maya women in this 
collection indicate their performances of daily duties or activities. It is unknown if the 
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intent of these pieces are meant to display a range of propriety, property rights, or genetic 
affiliation (the infant belonging to the woman as a signal of familial lineage). From the 
chemical composition, one example of the 'lady with fan' format originates from the site 
of Yaxchilán. The collection of evidence for children in the archaeological record at 
Cancuén falls into two categories: the representation of children in figural form and 
figurines associated with children burials. The representation of children in figural form 
at the site of Cancuén or at sites in the surrounding area is only four examples as 
previously discussed in this chapter. The representation of children are depicted in 
figurines in an infant or toddler stage because they are portrayed in the arms of a 
mother/female figure — this suggests a certain stage in a Mayan child's life that was 
important to be documented. 
Copyright © Erin L. Sears 2016 
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Rands Halperin Sears 
Single figure Type 1 -- head contained 
in mold form 
Type 3-- neck tenon head 
onto a  mold-made body 
Both are Type 4a whistles 
Single figure 
Double figure Type 2 Double figure 
Enthroned figure Enthroned figure 
Plaque Mobile limbed 
Type 4b Free standing 
Removable accessories 
Type 4c Flutes 
Type 4d Chamber resonator 
Pendant 
Wheeled toy 
Bell 
Table 9.1.  Operational manufacturing form categories 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusions 
The foregoing chapters have described aspects of figurine studies in the Maya 
region and more specifically, the occurrence of figurines and figurine molds recovered 
through the extensive excavations carried out by the Cancuén Archaeological Project of 
Vanderbilt University under permission granted by Guatemalan Ministry of Culture. 
Context, construction techniques, and chemical analysis of the figurine pastes have 
provided the basic data for this dissertation. During the period of 2000 to 2010, I 
recorded 2,191 Late Classic figurines, some of which were complete or semi-complete, 
but mostly were highly fragmented. Many were heavily eroded. Of these, 191 were 
selected for chemical analysis by neutron activation. Figurine manufacture at Cancuén 
occurred during the site’s apogee circa AD 650–800. This was relatively a short history 
compared to many sites in the Maya area, and this current study was not able to consider 
changes in figurines through time. Recovery contexts for the figurines included surface, 
middens, burials, workshop areas, ports, aguadas, elite residences and the great palace. 
With available land constrained on three sides by the river, the ports, ballcourts, jade 
working areas, and range structures housing the sub royal and commoners of Cancuén, 
were located only short distances from the palace.  
Excavation of Cancuén was initiated to explore its strategic location, with 
highlands to the south and the Petén lowlands to the north, as a potential point of control 
for overseeing ancient trade routes (Demarest 1999; Golden, Scherer et al. 2012). Trade 
was most likely conducted through a combination of navigation access down to the 
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Usumacinta River continuing to sites in the Maya core area to the north via rivers such as 
the San Pedro Martir, or by trails that were to the east and west by way of valleys and 
passes in the highlands. The finding of jade and pyrite working areas and port structures 
have only reinforced Cancuén’s initially perceived role in trade of valued goods 
(Demarest 1999; Demarest et al. 2014; Woodfill 2011). The epigraphic record noted 
alliances between Cancuén and such lowland polities as Dos Pilas, Calakmul, Tikal, and 
Machaquilá. Given the epigraphic documentation of external alliances, possibly 
involving trade in materials or finish objects, I approached the study of the figurines 
synchronically, focusing on the distribution figurines in varied contexts across the site 
landscape and to polities more distant.  
Two factors greatly contributed to my study of Cancuén figurines. One involved 
the opportunities that I had to work with the figurine collections of several sites located 
along or near the Usumacinta drainage, including those of Yaxchilán, El Peru, Piedras 
Negras, Jonuta, and Jaina. I gained additional working experience with Robert Rands on 
the Palenque collection and from my study of materials from Salinas de las Nueve 
Cerros, that latter proved critical for helping to view the Cancuén figurines in a regional 
perspective.  
The second factor was access to the analytical resources and assembled database 
of the Maya Ceramics project. There were some intact figurines recovered in the course 
of the Cancuén excavation, but as the reader of this dissertation should have noticed in 
the preceding chapters fragments and highly eroded specimens dominate the collection. 
In a manner that is reminiscent of Rands’ work with the highly eroded pottery of 
Palenque, I made use of paste chemistry through neutron activation analysis to provide 
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data to attribute the figurines to likely areas, sites, or regions. The chemical data 
permitted the figurines to be considered in an objective manner relative to ceramic 
products from hundreds of sites and site clusters throughout the Maya world. Without 
comparative datasets of figurine compositional data and stylistic features it would have 
been difficult to reliably distinguish between locally and non-locally manufactured 
figurines, let alone be able to see regional patterns. One clear lesson to be taken away is 
that one must cycle through how attributes change as more data accumulates. 
Methodological Considerations 
The use of two forms to record the information of the collection may be 
considered a bit of overkill for this study. However, each contributed to seeking patterns 
out of an informational background. Not all information contributed equally. My coding 
sheets served more to highlight particular specimens of interest, both among the Cancuén 
figurines and the comparative collections, and for selection of specimens for chemical 
analysis. Unfortunately, given the virtual uniqueness of each specimen, the recording of 
various measurements, such as head width, height, etc. was used primarily to meet a 
sense of descriptive adequacy to associate with the figurine images in the database, since 
there were few examples that were exact copies of specific figurines. There were few 
figurines that originated from the same mold. More generally, the forms helped to refine 
my perspective and seek meaning while working with multiple data sets. 
Reproducible color designations require standardized conditions and refiring of 
specimens (Rands and Bargielski Weimer 1992). This was not possible for the figurines 
because I did not have a refiring oven during the laboratory seasons, nor permission to 
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remove fragments for this purpose. The visual assessment of paste color, texture, and 
mineral deposits did assist—in a general manner—in interpreting some of the different 
chemical group affiliations.  
Classification of figurines from sites such as Palenque, Motul de San Jose, Piedras 
Negras, and the present study begin with ordering figurines by their basic form, and 
manufacturing techniques—mold, positive form, and the behavioral techniques used to 
create the finished product. In contrast to Rands’ use of appearance as the basic mode to 
approach style, I considered a range of attributes that incorporate not only appearance but 
also shape, paste, source attribution, and context in order to create aggregated patterns 
that can inform upon larger thematic concepts or other material comparisons. This 
classificatory attempt is considerably more nebulous than other considerations (such as 
technical studies, sourcing studies) as different variables would take on varied importance 
for classification during each of the laboratory seasons. Overall, there is a deliberate 
circularity in my approach rather than a proceeding in a set linear, classificatory manner.  
Substantive Findings 
Manufacture 
With the exception of finding a figurine that incorporates a rattle feature, the 
range of basic forms at the site of Cancuén is varied. The construction techniques that 
were used to create the figurines indicate at least fourteen kinds of moldmade or 
combined moldmade—hand modeled formulations present in the collection. The most 
surprising aspect of detailing all of the basic forms from the site is the discovery that 
Cancuén crafters made mobile-limbed figurines. The construction components indicate a 
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least two different leg versions, both of which are smaller than what is found in the upper 
Usumacinta system. The chemical data demonstrate that both mobile legs are locally 
made at Cancuén. Another interesting finding was the presence of a wheeled toy at 
Cancuén, suggesting that Cancuén was a part of some informational current between the 
Honduran examples and Gulf Coast wheeled figures. The maunfacture of the tenon-neck 
is a feature that is not only present not only in the upper Usumacinta riverine system, but 
also occurs in the Cancuén collection (in both human and animal appearances), as well as 
at Salinas de los Nueve Cerros. A new shape feature at Cancuén is a knee tenon that 
would connect the upper thigh with the moldmade lower leg/foot of a free-limbed 
figurine. Removable headdresses and masks are also at Cancuén and they are linked to 
both free-limbed figurines and larger moldmade figurines. So at times, at this particular 
site, and in excavated contexts a few of the basic forms are combined. For example the 
basic form of a removable accessory (headdress or mask) accompanys free limbed 
figurines, or appliquéd moldmade head forms on flutes. The discovery of the long 
suspended clapper [CANF2701], which is connected by string under a ceramic bell, is a 
great find since ceramic bells were recently documented at Aguateca (Triadan 2014:34–
35, Figures 2.19, 2.20). Unlike Aguateca, however, the Cancuén example is not in a 
Chablekal Fine Gray paste.  
Chemical Composition 
Data from the neutron activation analysis provided a basis to view manufacturing 
choice in the formulation of paste recipe, and a means of correlating chemical groups 
with particular residential compounds within the site. For example, among the Cancuén-
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focused groups there is a consistent paste recipe dedicated to figurine production 
designated as the Cancuén-8 group. It has always been distinct from the other ceramic 
clusters in the Cancuén dataset and is only split by a subset (Cancuén-8A) that has a 
higher amount of arsenic. Like Cancuén-8, Cancuén-1 is also populated only by 
figurines. Cancuén-3 is mostly a figurine group with a few jars and basins. Cancuén-2 
and PV1-2-3 are both a mix of ceramics and figurines. And Cancuén-Carb is all ceramics 
except fo two figurines. 
In comparison to context, the attribution of chemical groups to specific locales is 
unique to this study (Figure 10.3). For example, Cancuén-2 consists of figurines and 
ceramics that are inferred to originate from the Volcan residential units to the northeast of 
the palace [operation CAN25]. Cancuén-8A has figurines that correlate with structures 
L8-5 and L8-6 [operation CAN37C]. PV1-2-3 and Cancuén-1 have figurines that 
originated from both the northern jade workshop and the southwest residential K7-24 
structure. Making it difficult to be certain of attribution. Since both compositional groups 
have figurines within each group, this may suggest some form of interaction between 
these two areas. This study has indicated that figurine paste recipes have a range of 
variation that is dedicated to figurine production, and that some figurines were made from 
similar pottery resoruces. Given the compositional patterning there are no repetitive 
images that occur within the compositional group, and at the moment, there is no 
evidence of paste recipes being used for multiple copies of a single image or theme. 
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Interaction 
Some attempts to use figurines to determine linkages among sites in the Maya 
region have drawn on technical studies and stylistic features to indicate a 'match' from 
which political-economic interactions among sites can be suggested (Goldstein 1980, 
Halperin 2014:171; Figure 5.23). Similarly, this could also be considered at the site of 
Cancuén where there are zoomorphic flutes that are similar to examples found at Altar de 
Sacrificios or with the examples that include a woman's forward folded ponytail as a 
reflection of interaction within the riverine region.  
Use of the neutron activation database provided by the Maya Ceramics Project 
offered the opportunity to evaluate the chemical patterning found in the Cancuén data 
against that derived for figurines and pottery from other Maya sites and regions (Figure 
10.1). This served to locate Cancuén's composition within a greatly expanded 
perspective. If a large bull's-eye target was drawn encircling the site of Cancuén and the 
surrounding region, there would be different concentrations of interaction that can be 
indicated within the target's rings. As previously mentioned, the compositional groups 
that are designated as local also tend to concentrate in specific residential areas, which 
assists in determining specific points of connection to other sites and regions (Figure 
10.2) 
In an intra-regional perspective, the cave communities in the Candelaria cave 
system in the southwest and the La Caoba cave sites to the north of Cancuén have 
specific interaction patterns (Figure 6.2, 6.19). There are various communities in the 
Candelaria system along the karst ridge that made figurines that are chemically distinct 
from each other. This study has demonstrated that each area had specific interaction 
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episodes with Cancuén. The Mico cave system had figurines that were placed in burials 
in residential units to the south of the palace. Figurines recovered at the Volcan 
residences in Cancuén originated from the La Lima community and the La Veronica cave 
area. One figurine from the Chotal cave system to the north in the La Caoba range is a 
match to the Cancuén-8 royal workshop group. The Candelaria communities also 
exchanged their figurines with other communities within the karst area as well as to La 
Caoba and further down the river to Tres Islas.  
Cancuén figurines were definitely involved in inter-regional movement. The 
'Salinas Male' is a representative image that originates from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros 
and is found in multiple versions in residential areas at Cancuén. The Petexbatun region 
(Dos Pilas, Aguateca, Arroyo de Piedra, Tamarindito, Punto de Chimino) has figurines 
that have been shown chemically to be from Cancuén. There are not enough figurines 
sampled to confirm links between Cancuén and Machaquilá as stated in the hieroglyphs, 
although interestingly, other non-glyphic relationships demonstrate inter-regional 
contacts with Motul de San Jose and El Chal. The final circle on the target is long-
distance connections (Figure 10.2). This would be exampled in singular instances of the 
movement of a figurine from sites such as Yaxchilán and locations further along the 
Lower Usumacinta. The evidence that long distance movement of figurines to Cancuén 
occurs from examples from the El Cajon region of Honduras and a figurine from the Tres 
Zapotes site in Veracruz.  
The absence of interaction is also present in the results; there are no chemical 
matches to figurines in the database that originated in Palenque or Calakmul. While there 
are many figurine specimens in the database from Palenque and throughout the region to 
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form a representative groups, the Calakmul figurines only comes from Structure 2 at the 
site. It is curious that Fine Gray, which originates in the Palenque region, is found in 
various contexts at Cancuén. This lack of connection with the figurine material between 
the two sites could be a temporal effect, after the popularity of figurine manufacturing at 
Palenque has waned. The fine paste pottery of the Palenque region becomes the important 
trade item. For now, there are only vague sytlistic design features that might suggest 
influence through particular religious visages and figurine elite heads with similar facial 
features reminiscent of Palenque examples. Unfortunately the sampled figurines from 
Cancuén were of local paste signatures. An interpretive scenario could be that there were 
molds brought in from the Palenque region, or an artisan with the specific skill set created 
these particular examples.  
There is the larger question as to why hieroglyphic sequences should match 
material remains from different polities. While the historic documentation of a particular 
site assists in the creation of connecting economic and political ties among elite 
communities, the material remains that survive the depositional processes may not reflect 
a commodity that documents an exchange system between the two polities. What is 
curious in this case, is that while the historic information mentions the influence of 
Calakmul over Cancuén, that there is no compositional patterning in the ceramics or 
figurines that support that relationship. Perhaps the political connections involving 
Calakmul and Cancuén occured before the popularity of the figurines at Cancuén. But 
with all of the feasting and record of accords placed on polychrome cylinders from the 
riverine zones describing political connections and treaty events, it is interesting that the 
ceramic material at Cancuén does not reflect this particular historical claim. 
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The Figurines of Cancuén 
 The figurines at Cancuén reflect differences in manufacturing choices of paste 
preparations and construction. They seemingly confirm some historic events, the imagery 
represents the glyphic pronouncement of political functionaries that are present at the 
site, and potential religious behavior both interiorly and inter-regionally. The analytical 
studies of the pastes have assisted in determining directionality of interaction as well as 
demonstrating ritual visitation within the region. Context of each piece has been essential 
in creating the narrative structure at the site, but the use of museum pieces both 
compositionally and for image comparison was helpful. 
In this dissertation I have tended to not use the term “production”, but rather 
manufacturing.” I have followed Rice’s distinction (1996:173) between “manufacture”, 
which pertains to the making of a ceramic (raw extraction, processing, forming, firing, 
etc.), and “production” which relates to the social and economic context within which the 
manufacturing was carried out. The study of the manufacturing facets of ceramics, or 
figurines, is amenable to objective study, even at the level of the individual specimen. 
Several investigators have addressed issues of production, seen as embedded within 
social and economic frameworks. These frequently are considered in discussions of 
specialization. Relative homogeneity of paste composition, within a collection of 
analyzed ceramics displaying heterogeneity, through characterization of ceramic paste by 
petrographic or chemical techniques, has been used to argue to specialization (Blackman 
et al. 1993). But as Arnold (2000) has asked, “does homogeneity equal specialization?” 
The argument that Arnold makes is that there needs to be more varied information than is 
available through some form of objective analysis of the paste, no matter how sensitive 
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and precise. I do not disagree. If one has a collection of pottery from a given, localized 
occurrence in association with abundant wasters, kilns, or ceramic finishing artifacts (for 
example, polishing stones), that is, context, one can argue, fairly convincingly, that some 
form of intensified ceramic production took place (see Pool 1992:287–293). 
Unfortunately, such items are seldom recovered in Maya archaeology and the Cancuén 
figurines are no exception. Arguments for identification of specific manufacturing can be 
made stronger if some grouping of formal or stylistic features were found to covary with 
patterns obtained through analytical applications. For example, Reents-Budet has used 
the scenes and glyphic execution found on Late Classic Maya polychrome vases in 
conjunction with compositional data to identify products of possible workshops and even 
to suggest that the manufacture of some Maya vases took place immediately next to 
palace stairs at Buenavista del Cayo, located near the Belize-Guatemala border (Reents-
Budet 1994). 
Excavations were initiated at Cancuén to investigate its possible role as a supplier, 
and even a controller of trade, given its location on the Pasión (Forné et al. 2014). 
Clearly, jade, and pyrite debitage from work areas with few finished jade pieces, leaves 
the impression that worked pre-form material had to go somewhere. The similarity in 
chemical composition of jade from the death mask of Pakal at Palenque and that from 
Cancuén, as well as the Fine Gray from the escarpment region at the foothills of Palenque 
provides an intriguing look into possible direction of movement, perhaps providing 
evidence of some other form of inter-regional interaction.  
Previous work using neutron activation had shown that a small amount of Telchac 
Fine Gray ceramics with stucco and a Fine Orange vessel, recovered in sealed context at 
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the northeast end of Cancuén, had been made in southern Veracruz (Forné et al. 2010). 
The Fine Orange was not a “Maya” fine orange, but rather, Campamento Fine Orange 
from the San Lorenzo area of Veracruz. These data established Cancuén’s contact with 
people near the Gulf coast in the early to mid-eighth century—earlier than hypothesized 
contact with “foreigners” at the close of the century. The figurine research, with stylistic 
similarity and composition resulting in a statistical attribution of a Cancuén figurine to 
Tres Zapotes, offers additional evidence of long distance contact. The figurine is 
Formative and it could be an incidental acquisition by a Cancuén resident, an heirloom 
piece, or trade through many sites, ending at Cancuén. Pottery dating to the Preclassic is 
found at Cancuén. However, with only a single figurine, the time of its arrival cannot be 
established. Nevertheless, its occurrence assists in supporting Cancuén-Veracruz ceramic 
material's intermittent interaction. 
I have demonstrated that figurines made at Cancuén have been moved and other 
figurines were imported inter-regionally: from Salinas de los Nueve Cerros, the 
Yaxchilán region of the middle Usumacinta, and to locations on the lower Usumacinta. 
Clearly, a route for the movement of the figurines took advantage of the Pasión River and 
the upper and lower reaches of the Usumacinta. Indications of long distance movement 
(procurement?) of figurines into Cancuén are found in specimens attributed to 
manufacturing sources in Honduras and southern Veracruz.  
The administrative/ritual nature of Cancuén precludes making comparison of 
figurine abundance of the central cities’ residents versus those of lesser status. I have 
already noted that figurines are recovered from operations spread across the site. This is 
summarized in Table 10.1, which lists the figurines that I have recorded by operation 
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number (n = 2,191). It is immediately apparent in the totals that distribution appears to be 
concentrated in certain operations, especially 13, 14, 24, 25, 37, 39 and 42. It is uncertain, 
of course, as to how many individual figurines are represented among the fragments. The 
most secure method of counting individual figurines is by noting the number of heads 
that were recovered (n = 407). The concentration of recovery locations for the figurine 
heads presents the same pattern for distribution observed among the general fragments. 
This observation permits one of the few empirically based inferences that have some 
generalizing potential in the sense of Flannery (1973:51): more figurine artifacts tend to 
be recovered for those areas that are subject to extensive excavation. Abundance, 
however, is not the real issue.  
The remnants of rites and religious activities that are expressed in the figurine 
remains within Cancuén and nearby sites may be ascribed to different narrative patterns. 
Internment. Among the range of burial patterns at the site are three spectacular child 
burials that contain entact figurines. This is the furthest southern expression of this form 
of burial arrangement that has already been documented at Jaina, El Perú-Waká , Holmul, 
and Pacbitun. With the exception of Jaina, the Maya sites previously discussed have 
singular examples of this pattern. In the case of Cancuén there are three examples that are 
found within the southern residential section near to the palace. All of the figurines and 
ceramics that are placed within those burial spaces originate from external sites (Raxruja, 
Salinas de los Nueve Cerros, Palenque region, Highlands) or the 'royal' Cancuén-8 
compositional group. By discovering that each of these figurines not only have paste 
variation along with different male images, there is potential to interpret the intent of 
placement within each burial. There are multiple ways in which the figurines are arranged 
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in the burial space, differences in compositional patterning, and how the imagery is 
meant to complement and contrast for ritual purposes. The celestial axes of the heavens, 
earth and the underworld are recreated in material form within the burial accoutrements 
in order for such a small Maya life that was cut short, to be assured rebirth.  
The internment in the Torre Hun rockshelter to the north of Cancuén is another 
form of burial pattern. The ancestral skull with the headdress fragment that is a 
compositional match to the Cancuén-8 group most likely confirms Spenard's (2006) 
hypothesis that the area was an ancestral shrine. Another pattern of internment with a 
particular figurine, is interpreted as an expression of a household ritual. The figurine, 
[CANF1505], is chemically attibuted to Salinas de los Nueve Cerros and was shattered 
around a set of cut rocks within a pebble floor. This is a unique feature in comparison to 
the many middens and rubble finds within the site that contain figurine fragments. 
Pilgrimage. The site of Cancuén does not have large scale temple structures such as are 
prevalent elsewhere in the Maya zone. The surrounding cave features to the southwest 
and north of the city are external sites that would be conducive to creating ritual 
performances for elite cohesion. The cave areas have the potential to allow a large retinue 
of attendees to perform a short pilgrimage through a combination of walking, and water 
access to reach the specific ritual locations. The Candelaria cave system to the southwest 
has cave openings (from small to cathedral-like) all along the karst hills. The 
compositional patterning from this study has determined that each cave site in the 
Candelaria cave systems had specific figurine paste recipes. This has allowed me to track 
how the circulation of figurine material is exchanged along the communities located 
along the karst hill system as well as each cave group's figurine material ending up in 
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specific residential contexts at Cancuén, as well as other cave systems and sites to the 
north along the Pasión River. 
Processions 
Although Cancuén did not have large temple structures, the city had other areas 
where elite sponsored ritual events could take place. Aguadas, and ballcourts were 
organized around the palace perimeter and also arranged within residential groups. The 
pageantry that is is part of perfomance of elite rituals would be easily created as 
worshippers walked along the pathways that connect the aguadas and ballcourts 
surrounding the palace and to the residential compounds. The analysis of the figurine 
imagery from these spaces indicate elite connections between these features. An example 
of placement suggesting ritual action is the ruler figurine that was located in the northern 
aguada and the matching mold fragment that was found in the northern highland ballcourt 
(see figure 7.19). While it is impossible to determine the exact moment the mold and 
positive fragment were deposited, it is interesting that the elite figurine with male ruler 
imagery were tossed (sacrificed?) into these specific areas where rituals could take place. 
Another example, from the northern aguada has a figurine headdress with similar design 
features that occur in a set of jade diadems found in a residence at the southwest corner of 
the palace. Although speculative, these examples may be a directional reflection of a 
ritual performances that included walking to specific areas and creating an action where 
these particular pieces were destroyed or tossed aside. 
The most spectacular aguada (the Royal Aguada) is positioned near to the front 
southern steps that leads into the palace interior spaces. With the hillside filled with 
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structures across from the palace, this creates a natural theater-like space for elite ritual 
events. The Royal Aguada (operation 42) contained 48 figurines, many intact, and 11 
heads. The behavior that resulted in their entering the aguada is uncertain. The figurines 
could have been dropped, thrown in during rituals, discarded, or interred as part of some 
final termination, such as might have occurred when the massacred bodies entered the 
aguada (Barrientos 2014).  
There is always more work to be done with a collection. The current study has not 
conducted a temporal comparison between the ceramics at the site and the figurines in 
conjunction with context across the cityscape. New excavations toward the southeastern 
region near Cancuén may provide more opportunity to discern variation. Future studies 
could also continue the paste group identifications to figurines in the collection that were 
not sampled in order to create a larger reference set. There are many challenges to 
working with figurines, especially their fragmented or eroded imagery and their relative 
sparseness compared to pottery. The combination a technological, stylistic and 
compositional approach, however, has assisted in this project's ablity to move Maya 
figurines from an underutilized material to that of a valued contributor to Maya culture 
history. 
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Table 10.1.  Count of figurines cataloged by Cancuén operation numbers 
OPERATION TOTAL HEADS CONTEXT 
0 7 4 
1 1 
3 44 13 Palace Patio/Western residences 
4 3 3 
5 3 1 
7 67 14 Southwest residences 
8 4 2 
9 3 
13 409 40 Southwest residences-(southern jade workshop) 
14 161 31 Camp and general surface finds 
15 11 3 
16 2 
17 3 
18 11 2 
19 58 11 Residences northwest of palace 
20 2 1 
21 14 5 
22 6 2 
23 3 
24 238 62 Northern Jade workshop area 
25 515 69 Volcan 
26 24 7 
27 3 
33 27 1 
35 4 2 
36 2 2 
37 102 19 Residences just north of palace 
38 67 16 
39 138 29 Los Patos-aguada 
40 69 17 
42 48 11  Royal Aguada 
43 1 1 
44 3 
45 44 10 
46 1 
47 1 
48 16 4 North Aguada 
54 76 25 North group 
Total 2,191 407 
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Figure 10.1.  Map showing sites with inter-regional and long-distance contact
 with Cancuén
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Figure 10.2.  Schematic representation of concentric zones of Cancuén interaction
 based on attribution of figurine compositional profiles. Distances
 between concentric rings not to scale.
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APPENDIX A 
Provenience, Form, Measurements, Paste Color, Texture Compositional Group 
Assignment Listed by Figurine ID Order 
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APPENDIX B 
Image Database for Cancuén Region 
Figurines 
616
   CANF0001
   CAN3-2-4
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0002
   CAN3-2-9
   CANF0003
   CAN3-2-9
   CANF0004
   CAN3-2-9
   CANF0005
   CAN3-2-9
   CANF0006
   CAN3-2-10
   CANF0007
   CAN3-2-11
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0008
   CAN3-2-11
   CANF0009
   CAN3-2-11
617
   CANF0010
   CAN3-2-11
   CANF0011
   CAN3-2-11
   CANF0012
   CAN3-2-11
   CANF0013
   CAN3-2-11
   nonplaced
   CANF0014
   CAN3-2-11
   CANF0015
   CAN3-3-8
   CANF0016
   CAN3-3-4
   CANF0017
   CAN3-3-4
   CANF0018
   CAN3-3-4
618
   CANF0019
   CAN3-3-4
   CANF0020
   CAN3-3-4
   CANF0021
   CAN3-3-7
   CANF0022
   CAN3-4-7
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0023
   CAN3-4-9
   Cancuen-3
   CANF0024
   CAN3-4-11
   CANF0025
   CAN3-5-4
   CANF0026
   CAN3-5-7
   CANF0027
   CAN5-1-2
619
   CANF0028
   CAN5-4-3
   CANF0029
   CAN5-4-3
   CANF0030
   CAN7-8-7
   CANF0031
   CAN7-8-0
   CANF0032
   CAN7-8-8
   CANF0033
   CAN8-0-0
   CANF0034
   CAN3-2-9
   CANF0035
   CAN3-2-4
   CANF0036
   CAN13-1-3
620
   CANF0037
   CAN13-1-3
   CANF0038
   CAN13-1-3
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0039
   CAN13-1-3
   CANF0040
   CAN13-1-3
   CANF0041
   CAN13-1-3
   CANF0042
   CAN13-4-5
   CANF0043
   CAN13-5-3
   CANF0044
   CAN13-7-3
   CANF0045
   CAN13-3-3
621
   CANF0046
   CAN13-7-3
   CANF0047
   CAN13-9-3
   CANF0048
   CAN13-9-3
   CANF0049
   CAN13-9-3
   CANF0050
   CAN13-9-3
   CANF0051
   CAN13-9-4
   CANF0052
   CAN13-1-3
   Cancuen-8As
   CANF0053
   CAN13-9-4
   CANF0054
   CAN13-9-4
622
   CANF0055
   CAN13-9-4
   CANF0056
   CAN13-9-4
   CANF0057
   CAN13-9-4
   CANF0058
   CAN13-10-5
   CANF0059
   CAN13-4-4
   CANF0060
   CAN13-4-4
   CANF0061
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0062
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0063
   CAN3-14-4
   nonplaced
623
   CANF0064
   CAN3-14-4
   Honduras
   CANF0065
   CAN3-14-4
   Cancuen-1
   CANF0066
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0067
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0068
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0069
   CAN3-14-4
   Honduras
   CANF0070
   CAN3-14-4
   CANF0071
   CAN13-14-4
   CANF0072
   CAN13-17-0
   Cancuen-1
624
   CANF0073
   CAN13-19-1
   CANF0074
   CAN13-19-1
   CANF0075
   CAN13-19-1
   CANF0076
   CAN13-19-1
   CANF0077
   CAN13-19-1
   CANF0078
   CAN20-0-0
   Raxruja-6
   CANF0079
   CAN20-0-0
   CANF0080
   CAN13-20-1
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0081
   CAN13-20-1
625
   CANF0082
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0083
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0084
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0085
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0086
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0087
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0088
   CAN13-20-1
   CANF0089
   CAN13-22-3
   CANF0090
   CAN13-22-4
   Cancuen-1
626
   CANF0091
   CAN13-23-3
   CANF0092
   CAN13-23-3
   CANF0093
   CAN13-23-3
   CANF0094
   CAN13-23-3
   CANF0095
   CAN13-23-3
   CANF0096
   CAN13-23-3
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0097
   CAN13-23-2
   CANF0098
   CAN13-24-2
   CANF0099
   CAN13-24-2
627
   CANF0100
   CAN13-27-2
   CANF0101
   CAN13-27-4
   CANF0102
   CAN13-32-4
   CANF0103
   CAN13-32-4
   Motul
   CANF0104
   CAN13-32-4
   CANF0105
   CAN13-32-4
   CANF0106
   CAN13-32-4
   CANF0107
   CAN13-32-4
   CANF0108
   CAN13-32-4
628
   CANF0110
   CAN13-36-3
   CANF0111
   CAN13-36-3
   CANF0112
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0113
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0114
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0115
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0116
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0117
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0118
   CAN13-37-3
629
   CANF0119
   CAN13-37-3
   CANF0120
   CAN13-37-4
   CANF0121
   CAN13-37-4
   CANF0121.5
   CAN13-38-3
   CANF0122
   CAN13-39-3
   CANF0123
   CAN13-39-3
   CANF0124
   CAN13-40-1
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0125
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0126
   CAN13-40-1
   Cancuen-8
630
   CANF0127
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0128
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0129
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0130
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0131
   CAN13-40-1
   CANF0132
   CAN13-40-2
   CANF0133
   CAN13-40-2
   CANF0134
   CAN13-40-2
   CANF0135
   CAN13-40-2
   PV1-2-3
631
   CANF0136
   CAN13-40-2
   CANF0137
   CAN13-40-2
   CANF0138
   CAN13-42-3
   CANF0139
   CAN13-42-2
   CANF0140
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0141
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0142
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0143
   CAN13-42-4
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0144
   CAN13-42-4
632
   CANF0145
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0146
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0147
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0148
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0149
   CAN13-42-4
   CANF0150
   CAN13-42-4
   Cancuen-2
   CANF0151
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0152
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0153
   CAN13-44-3
633
   CANF0154
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0155
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0156
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0157
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0158
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0159
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0160
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0161
   CAN13-44-3
   CANF0161.5
   CAN13-44-3
634
   CANF0162
   CAN13-45-4
   CANF0163
   CAN13-47-4
   CANF0164
   CAN13-47-4
   CANF0165
   CAN13-47-4
   Pasion
   CANF0166
   CAN13-47-4
   CANF0167
   CAN13-47-4
   CANF0168
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0169
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0170
   CAN13-47-5
635
   CANF0171
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0172
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0173
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0174
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0175
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0176
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0177
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0178
   CAN13-47-5
   CANF0179
   CAN13-47-5
636
   CANF0180
   CAN13-48-4
   CANF0181
   CAN13-48-4
   Cancuen-1
   CANF0182
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0183
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0184
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0185
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0186
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0187
   CAN13-52-1
   CANF0188
   CAN13-51-3
637
   CANF0189
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0190
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0191
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0192
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0193
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0194
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0195
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0196
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0196.5
   CAN13-13-52
638
   CANF0197
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0198
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0199
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0200
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0201
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0202
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0203
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0204
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0205
   CAN13-52-2
639
   CANF0206
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0207
   CAN13-52-2
   Cancuen-5
   CANF0208
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0209
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0210
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0211
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0212
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0213
   CAN13-52-2
   CANF0214
   CAN13-52-2
640
   CANF0215
   CAN13-52-3
   CANF0216
   CAN13-52-3
   CANF0217
   CAN13-52-3
   CANF0218
   CAN13-52-4
   CANF0219
   CAN13-55-1
   CANF0220
   CAN13-55-2
   CANF0221
   CAN13-55-2
   CANF0222
   CAN13-55-2
   CANF0223
   CAN13-55-2
641
   CANF0224
   CAN13-55-2
   CANF0224.5
   CAN13-55-5
   CANF0225
   CAN13-55-4
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0226
   CAN13-55-4
   CANF0227
   CAN13-55-4
   CANF0229
   CAN13-56-1
   Raxruja-7
   CANF0230
   CAN13-56-1
   Pasion-1
   CANF0231
   CAN13-56-1
   CANF0232
   CAN13-56-1
642
   CANF0233
   CAN13-56-1
   CANF0234
   CAN13-56-1
   CANF0235
   CAN13-56-2
   CANF0236
   CAN13-56-2
   CANF0237
   CAN13-56-2
   CANF0238
   CAN13-56-2
   CANF0239
   CAN13-56-2
   CANF0240
   CAN13-59-2
   CANF0241
   CAN13-60-2
643
   CANF0242
   CAN13-60-2
   CANF0243
   CAN13-62-3
   CANF0244
   CAN13-62-3
   CANF0245
   CAN13-62-3
   CANF0246
   CAN13-62-4
   CANF0247
   CAN13-65-1
   CANF0248
   CAN13-66-2
   CANF0249
   CAN13-66-2
   CANF0250
   CAN13-66-2
644
   CANF0251
   CAN13-66-2
   CANF0252
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0253
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0254
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0255
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0256
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0257
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0258
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0259
   CAN13-67-1
645
   CANF0260
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0261
   CAN13-67-1
   CANF0262
   CAN13-67-2
   CANF0263
   CAN13-67-2
   CANF0264
   CAN13-67-2
   CANF0265
   CAN13-67-2
   CANF0266
   CAN13-69-1
   CANF0267
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0268
   CAN13-70-1
646
   CANF0269
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0270
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0271
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0272
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0273
   CAN13-70-1
   CANF0274
   CAN13-71-1
   CANF0275
   CAN13-71-1
   CANF0276
   CAN13-71-1
   CANF0277
   CAN13-71-1
647
   CANF0278
   CAN13-73-4
   CANF0279
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0280
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0281
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0282
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0283
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0284
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0285
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0286
   CAN13-74-1
648
   CANF0287
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0288
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0289
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0290
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0291
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0292
   CAN13-74-1
   CANF0294
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0295
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0296
   CAN13-74-2
649
   CANF0297
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0298
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0299
   CAN13-74-2
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0300
   CAN13-74-2
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0301
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0302
   CAN13-72-2
   CANF0303
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0304
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0304.5
   CAN13-74-2
650
   CANF0305
   CAN13-74-2
   Cancuen-3
   CANF0306
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0307
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0308
   CAN13-74-2
   CANF0309
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0310
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0311
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0312
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0313
   CAN13-75-1
651
   CANF0314
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0315
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0316
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0317
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0318
   CAN13-75-1
   CANF0319
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0320
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0321
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0322
   CAN13-75-2
652
   CANF0323
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0324
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0325
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0326
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0327
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0328
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0329
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0330
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0331
   CAN13-75-2
653
   CANF0332
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0333
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0334
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0335
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0336
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0337
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0338
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0339
   CAN13-75-2
   CANF0340
   CAN13-75-2
654
   CANF0341
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0342
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0343
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0344
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0345
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0346
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0347
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0348
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0349
   CAN13-76-1
655
   CANF0350
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0351
   CAN13-76-1
   CANF0352
   CAN13-79-1
   CANF0353
   CAN13-79-1
   CANF0354
   CAN13-79-1
   CANF0355
   CAN13-79-1
   CANF0356
   CAN13-82-1
   CANF0357
   CAN13-82-1
   CANF0358
   CAN13-82-1
656
   CANF0359
   CAN13-82-1
   CANF0360
   CAN13-82-1
   CANF0361
   CAN13-82-1
   CANF0362
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0363
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0364
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0365
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0366
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0367
   CAN13-82-2
657
   CANF0368
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0369
   CAN13-82-2
   CANF0370
   CAN13-82-3
   CANF0371
   CAN13-82-3
   CANF0372
   CAN13-82-3
   CANF0373
   CAN3-1-5
   nonplaced
   CANF0374
   CAN3-1-5
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0375
   CAN13-111-1
   PV1-2-3
   CANF0376
   CAN13-113-1
   Cancuen-8As
658
   CANF0377
   CAN13-113-1
   Pasion-1
   CANF0378
   CAN13-148-1
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0379
   CAN13-161-1
   Cancuen-2
   CANF0380
   CAN0-0-0
   Cancuen-8
   CANF0381
   CAN13-162-1
   Cancuen-8As
   CANF0382
   CAN21-1-7
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0383
   CAN21-1-7
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0384
   CAN21-1-7
   Raxruja-5
   CANF0385
   CAN3-1-8
   Cancuen-8
659
   CANF0386
   CAN13-84-1
   CANF0387
   CAN13-84-1
   CANF0388
   CAN13-84-1
   CANF0389
   CAN13-84-1
   CANF0390
   CAN13-97-1
   CANF0391
   CAN13-97-1
   CANF0392
   CAN13-93-1
   CANF0393
   CAN13-93-1
   CANF0394
   CAN13-100-1
660
   CANF0395
   CAN13-102-1
   CANF0396
   CAN13-102-1
   CANF0397
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   CANF2203
   CND4A-2-3
   CANF2204
   CND4A-6-7
   CANF2205
   CND4A-7-1
   CANF2206
   CND4A-7-1
834
   CANF2207
   CND4A-7-1
   CANF2208
   CND4A-7-1
   CANF2209
   CND4A-7-1
   CANF2210
   CND4A-7-2
   CANF2211
   CND4A-8-1
   CANF2212
   CND4A-11-1
   CANF2213
   CND4A-13-1
   Raxruja-OXI
   CANF2214
   CND4A-16-3
   CANF2215
   CND4A-17-2
   Raxruja-6
835
   CANF2216
   CND4A-18-2
   CANF2217
   CND4A-18-2
   CANF2218
   CND4A-18-2
   CANF2219
   CND4A-18-2
   CANF2300
   CAN9A-5-2
   CANF2301
   CAN9A-12-6
   CANF2302
   CAN14-0-0
   CANF2303
   CAN14-0-0
   CANF2304
   CAN14-0-0
836
   CANF2305
   CAN14-0-0
   CANF2306
   CAN14-0-0
   CANF2307
   CAN25F-2-1
   CANF2308
   CAN25F-2-1
   CANF2309
   CAN25F-4-2
   CANF2310
   CAN25F-4-2
   CANF2311
   CAN25F-4-2
   CANF2312
   CAN25F-4-1
   CANF2313
   CAN25F-5-1
   Raxruja-7
837
   CANF2314
   CAN25F-7-3
   CANF2315
   CAN25F-8-1
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2316
   CAN25F-8-1
   CANF2317
   CAN25F-8-2
   CANF2318
   CAN25F-9-2
   CANF2319
   CAN25F-9-2
   CANF2320
   CAN25F-9-2
   CANF2321
   CAN25F-9-2
   CANF2322
   CAN25F-9-3
838
   CANF2323
   CAN25F-9-3
   CANF2324
   CAN25F-9-3
   CANF2325
   CAN25F-10-1
   CANF2326
   CAN25F-15-1
   CANF2327
   CAN25F-15-1
   CANF2328
   CAN25F-15-1
   CANF2329
   CAN25F-17-1
   Sierra
   CANF2330
   CAN26A-16-21
   Pasion-1
   CANF2331
   CAN26A-11-2
   Cancuen-8
839
   CANF2332
   CAN26A-1-1
   CANF2333
   CAN26A-1-1
   CANF2334
   CAN26A-1-2
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2335
   CAN26A-1-2
   CANF2336
   CAN26A-1-2
   CANF2337
   CAN26A-1-2
   CANF2338
   CAN26A-1-5
   nonplaced
   CANF2339
   CAN26A-1-15
   CANF2340
   CAN26A-1-1920
840
   CANF2341
   CAN26A-1-32
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2342
   CAN26A-1-1
   CANF2343
   CAN26A-1-1
   CANF2344
   CAN26A-1-1
   CANF2345
   CAN38-0-0
   CANF2346
   CAN38-0-5
   CANF2347
   CAN38-53-2
   CANF2348
   CAN38-53-2
   CANF2349
   CAN38-53-2
841
   CANF2350
   CAN38-53-2
   CANF2351
   CAN38-54-2
   CANF2352
   CAN38-60-4
   CANF2353
   CAN38-60-4
   CANF2354
   CAN38-60-4
   CANF2355
   CAN38-60-4
   CANF2356
   CAN38-67-2
   nonplaced
   CANF2357
   CAN38-60-2
   CANF2358
   CAN38-60-5
842
   CANF2359
   CAN38-60-5
   CANF2360
   CAN38-60-5
   CANF2361
   CAN38-60-5
   CANF2362
   CAN38-63-4
   CANF2363
   CAN38-62-1
   CANF2364
   CAN38-64-6
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2365
   CAN38-65-6
   CANF2366
   CAN38-66-5
   CANF2367
   CAN38-67-1
843
   CANF2368
   CAN38-67-5
   CANF2369
   CAN38-72-5
   Raxruja-5
   CANF2370
   CAN38-76-3
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2371
   CAN43-26-3
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2372
   CAN44-48-1
   CANF2373
   CAN44-83-1
   CANF2374
   CAN44-107-1
   CANF2375
   CAN45A-2-2
   CANF2376
   CAN45A-2-2
844
   CANF2377
   CAN45A-30-1
   CANF2378
   CAN45B-1-1
   CANF2379
   CAN45B-1-1
   CANF2380
   CAN45B-4-1
   CANF2381
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2382
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2383
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2384
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2385
   CAN45B-7-2
845
   CANF2386
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2387
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2388
   CAN45B-7-2
   CANF2389
   CAN45B-20-2
   CANF2390
   CAN45B-21-7
   CANF2391
   CAN45B-21-7
   CANF2392
   CAN45B-21-7
   CANF2393
   CAN45B-21-11
   CANF2394
   CAN45B-22-1
846
   CANF2395
   CAN45B-27-4
   CANF2396
   CAN45B-44-1
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2397
   CAN45B-52-1
   CANF2398
   CAN45B-56-1
   CANF2399
   CAN0-0-0
   CANF2400
   CAN45B-71-1
   Pasion-1
   CANF2401
   CAN45B-86-1
   CANF2402
   CAN45B-86-7
   CANF2403
   CAN45B-86-7
847
   CANF2404
   CAN45B-86-7
   Cancuen-CARB
   CANF2405
   CAN45B-88-7
   CANF2406
   CAN45B-88-7
   CANF2407
   CAN45B-93-4
   CANF2408
   CAN45B-93-4
   CANF2409
   CAN45B-93-6
   CANF2410
   CAN45B-93-6
   CANF2411
   CAN45B-95-1
   CANF2412
   CAN45B-95-1
   Cancuen-2
848
   CANF2413
   CAN45B-95-2
   CANF2414
   CAN45B-95-2
   Raxruja-5
   CANF2415
   CAN45B-95-2
   CANF2416
   CAN45B-95-2
   CANF2417
   CAN45B-95-2
   CANF2418
   CAN45B-95-2
   CANF2419
   CAN45B-99-2
   CANF2420
   CAN46-19-2
   nonplaced
   CANF2421
   CAN47-33-2
   Cancuen-CARB
849
   CANF2422
   CND4A-32-2
   CANF2423
   CND4A-38-2
   CANF2424
   CND4A-38-2
   CANF2425
   CND4A-38-2
   CANF2426
   CND4A-38-2
   CANF2427
   CND4A-42-3
   CANF2428
   CND4A-62-6
   CANF2429
   CND4A-67-2
   CANF2430
   CND4A-68-2
850
   CANF2431
   CND4A-70-4
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2432
   CND4A-70-4
   Pasion
   CANF2433
   CND4A-86-5
   Raxruja-OXI
   CANF2434
   CND4A-86-5
   CANF2435
   CND4A-86-8
   CANF2436
   CND4A-88-1
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2437
   CND4A-93-3
   CANF2438
   CND4A-93-3
   CANF2439
   CND4A-126-1
   Salinas
851
   CANF2440
   CND4A-141-3
   CANF2441
   CND4A-148-3
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2442
   CND4A-148-3
   CANF2443
   CND4A-148-3
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2444
   CND4A-149-3
   CANF2445
   CND4A-154-1
   CANF2446
   CND4A-157-1
   CANF2447
   CND4A-154-2
   CANF2448
   CND4A-155-1
852
   CANF2449
   CND4A-156-1
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2450
   CND4A-157-7
   CANF2451
   CND4A-157-1
   CANF2452
   CND4A-160-1
   CANF2453
   CND4A-162-1
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2454
   CND4A-163-3
   CANF2455
   CND4A-165-2
   CANF2456
   CND4A-165-2
   CANF2457
   CND4A-165-2
853
   CANF2458
   CND4A-165-2
   CANF2459
   CND4A-166-1
   CANF2460
   CND4A-169-1
   CANF2461
   CND4A-169-2
   CANF2462
   CND4A-169-3
   CANF2463
   CND4A-169-3
   CANF2464
   CND4A-169-4
   CANF2465
   CND4A-169-4
   CANF2466
   CND4A-169-5
854
   CANF2467
   CND4A-170-3
   Raxruja-OXI
   CANF2468
   CND4A-170-2
   CANF2469
   CND4A-172-1
   CANF2470
   CND4A-172-2
   CANF2471
   CND4A-172-4
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2472
   CND4A-172-4
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2473
   CND4A-176-1
   CANF2474
   CND4A-177-3
   CANF2475
   CND4A-178-1
855
   CANF2476
   CND4A-178-1
   CANF2477
   CND4A-179-1
   CANF2478
   CND4A-180-1
   CANF2479
   CND4A-183-1
   CANF2480
   CND4A-185-1
   CANF2481
   CND4A-185-1
   CANF2482
   CND4A-185-1
   CANF2483
   CND4A-185-1
   CANF2484
   CND4A-185-1
856
   CANF2485
   CND4A-188-3
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2486
   CND4A-190-2
   CANF2487
   CND4A-191-2
   CANF2488
   CND4A-192-3
   CANF2489
   CND4A-193-2
   CANF2490
   CND4A-195-1
   CANF2491
   CND4A-197-2
   CANF2492
   CND4A-197-2
   CANF2493
   CND4A-191-3
857
   CANF2494
   CND4A-191-3
   CANF2495
   CND202-1-5
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2496
   CND202-1-7
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2497
   CND202-2-7
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2498
   RAX3-1-1
   CANF2499
   RAX3-2-3
   CANF2500
   RAX3-3-2
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2501
   RAX2-3-2
   CANF2502
   RAX2-3-4
858
   CANF2503
   RAX2-3-7
   CANF2504
   RAX2-4-3
   CANF2505
   RAX2-2-1
   CANF2506
   TRE4-1-3
   Raxruja-7
   CANF2507
   TRE2-25-2
   CANF2508
   TRE2-26-1
   CANF2509
   TRE2-28-1
   Petex-A2
   CANF2510
   TRE2-28-1
   Pasion
   CANF2511
   TRE2-37-1
   Cancuen-8
859
   CANF2512
   TRE3-1-2
   Raxruja-6
   CANF2513
   CND4-2-2
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2514
   CND11-1-1
   CANF2550
   CAN0-0-0
   CANF2551
   CAN0-0-0
   Cancuen-3
   CANF2552
   CAN0-0-0
   CANF2553
   CAN42-5-2
   CANF2554
   CAN0-0-0
   PV1-2-3
   CANF2555
   CAN42-7-2
860
   CANF2556
   CAN42-13-3
   CANF2557
   CAN42-14-3
   CANF2558
   CAN42-15-3
   CANF2559
   CAN42-18-3
   Cancuen-3
   CANF2560
   CAN42-16-3
   CANF2561
   CAN42-18-3
   CANF2562
   CAN42-19-3
   CANF2563
   CAN42-19-3
   CANF2564
   CAN42-19-3
861
   CANF2565
   CAN42-19-3
   CANF2566
   CAN42-20-3
   CANF2567
   CAN42-20-3
   CANF2568
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2569
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2570
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2571
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2572
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2573
   CAN42-23-2
862
   CANF2574
   CAN42-23-2
   CANF2575
   CND4A-6-11
   PV1-2-3
   CANF2576
   CAN9A-4-2
   Raxruja-5
   CANF2600
   CAN25F-18-2
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2601
   CAN25F-18-2
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2602
   CAN26A-16-20
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2603
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2604
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2605
   CAN7-24-5
863
   CANF2606
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2607
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2608
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2609
   CAN7-24-5
   CANF2610
   CAN42-4-2
   Cancuen-   PV4
   CANF2611
   CAN42-8-1
   CANF2612
   CAN42-17-3
   CANF2613
   CAN42-19-3
   CANF2614
   CAN42-23-1
   nonplaced
864
   CANF2615
   CAN42-23-1
   CANF2616
   CAN42-25-3
   CANF2617
   CAN42-25-3
   CANF2618
   CAN42-28-4
   CANF2619
   CAN42-29-2
   CANF2620
   CAN42-30-3
   CANF2621
   CAN42-30-4
   CANF2622
   CAN42-30-4
   CANF2623
   CAN42-30-1
865
   CANF2624
   CAN42-31-2
   CANF2625
   CAN42-31-2
   CANF2626
   CAN42-31-1
   CANF2627
   CAN42-30-4
   CANF2628
   CAN42-31-3
   CANF2629
   CAN42-31-3
   CANF2630
   CAN42-32-3
   CANF2631
   CAN42-35-2
   CANF2632
   CAN42-35-2
866
   CANF2633
   CAN42-35-3
   CANF2634
   CAN42-35-3
   CANF2635
   CAN42-35-3
   CANF2636
   CAN42-40-1
   CANF2637
   CAN48-56-2
   CANF2638
   CAN48-63-1
   CANF2639
   CAN48-61-2
   Cancuen-   PV4
   CANF2640
   CAN48-64-2
   nonplaced
   CANF2641
   CAN48-76-2
867
   CANF2642
   CAN48-98-2
   CANF2643
   CAN48-75-1
   CANF2644
   CAN48-75-1
   CANF2645
   CAN48-73-3
   CANF2646
   CAN48-73-3
   nonplaced
   CANF2647
   CAN48-75-3
   CANF2648
   CAN48-75-3
   nonplaced
   CANF2649
   CAN48-75-3
   nonplaced
   CANF2650
   CAN48-84-1
868
   CANF2651
   CAN48-85-1
   Cancuen-   PV4
   CANF2652
   CAN48-104-4
   CANF2653
   CAN54-11-0
   CANF2654
   CAN54-1-1
   CANF2655
   CAN54-1-1
   CANF2656
   CAN54-1-1
   CANF2657
   CAN54-1-7
   CANF2658
   CAN54-1-7
   CANF2659
   CAN54-1-7
869
   CANF2660
   CAN54-1-7
   CANF2661
   CAN54-1-7
   CANF2662
   CAN54-6-3
   CANF2663
   CAN54-6-1
   CANF2664
   CAN54-1-9
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2665
   CAN54-9-4
   CANF2666
   CAN54-9-4
   CANF2667
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2668
   CAN54-9-5
870
   CANF2669
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2670
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2671
   CAN54-9-5
   Cancuen-1
   CANF2672
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2673
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2674
   CAN54-9-5
   CANF2675
   CAN54-9-6
   CANF2676
   CAN54-9-6
   CANF2677
   CAN54-9-6
871
   CANF2678
   CAN54-9-6
   CANF2679
   CAN54-9-10
   CANF2680
   CAN54-9-11
   CANF2681
   CAN54-10-5
   CANF2682
   CAN54-11-1
   CANF2683
   CAN54-11-3
   Salinas
   CANF2684
   CAN54-11-3
   Cancuen-8As
   CANF2685
   CAN54-11-5
   CANF2686
   CAN54-11-5
872
   CANF2687
   CAN54-13-5
   CANF2688
   CAN54-13-6
   CANF2689
   CAN54-13-7
   CANF2690
   CAN54-13-8
   CANF2691
   CAN54-13-8
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2692
   CAN54-13-8
   CANF2693
   CAN54-13-8
   CANF2694
   CAN54-13-8
   CANF2695
   CAN54-13-11
   Cancuen-5
873
   CANF2696
   CAN54-14-2
   CANF2697
   CAN54-14-2
   CANF2698
   CAN54-14-2
   CANF2699
   CAN54-14-2
   CANF2700
   CAN54-13-8
   CANF2701
   CAN54-19-1
   CANF2702
   CAN54-22-4
   CANF2703
   CAN54-23-4
   CANF2704
   CAN54-23-3
874
   CANF2705
   CAN54-23-4
   CANF2706
   CAN54-23-4
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2707
   CAN54-23-4
   CANF2708
   CAN54-23-4
   CANF2709
   CAN54-23-4
   CANF2710
   CAN54-23-5
   CANF2711
   CAN54-26-0
   CANF2712
   CAN54-26-2
   CANF2713
   CAN54-26-2
875
   CANF2714
   CAN54-26-3
   CANF2715
   CAN54-26-3
   CANF2716
   CAN54-3-4
   CANF2717
   CAN54-26-3
   CANF2718
   CAN54-27-2
   CANF2719
   CAN54-27-2
   CANF2720
   CAN54-28-2
   CANF2721
   CAN54-28-3
   CANF2722
   CAN54-28-4
876
   CANF2723
   CAN54-28-4
   CANF2724
   CAN54-28-4
   CANF2725
   CAN54-28-4
   CANF2726
   CAN54-28-4
   CANF2727
   CAN54-28-4
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2728
   CAN54-29-1
   CANF2729
   RAU2-2-1
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2730
   RAU2-2-1
   Cancuen-   PV4
   CANF2731
   RAU2-2-2
877
   CANF2732
   RAU2-2-2
   CANF2733
   RAU2-2-3
   CANF2734
   RAU2-2-3
   CANF2735
   RAU2-2-3
   CANF2736
   RAU2-4-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2737
   RAU2-4-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2738
   RAU2-4-2
   CANF2739
   RAU2-4-2
   PV1-2-3
   CANF2740
   RAU2-4-3
   nonplaced
878
   CANF2741
   RAU2-4-3
   CANF2742
   RAU2-4-3
   CANF2743
   RAU2-4-3
   CANF2744
   RAU3-1-0
   Cancuen-8
   CANF2745
   RAU2-9-1
   CANF2746
   RAU2-9-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2747
   RAU2-23-3
   PV1-2-3
   CANF2748
   RAU2-14-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2749
   RAU2-14-1
879
   CANF2750
   RAU8-23-1
   Cancuen-   PV4
   CANF2751
   RAU8-24-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2752
   RAU8-11-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2753
   RAU8-11-1
   nonplaced
   CANF2754
   RAU8-11-2
   PV1-2-3
880
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